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THE 9 SECONDS THAT ADD HOURS TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

-

that's all it takes to put the Glaser- Steers GS -77
through one complete change- cycle. 9 seconds - and see what
happens in that brief space of time.
A record completes its play ... the turntable pauses ... the
next record drops, gently more gently than if you were
handling it yourself ... the tone arm lowers into the lead -in
groove. Only then does the turntable resume its motion.
Thus, the original brilliance of your records is preserved
through hundreds of additional playings by eliminating the
grinding action that occurs when records are dropped on a
moving disc -a common drawback in conventional changers.
9 seconds

-

Every GS -77 feature contributes towards your listening
pleasure - inaudible wow, rumble and flutter; uniform stylus
pressure from first to top record on a stack; resonance -free
arm with high compliance and minimum tracking- error;
four leads to cartridge for hum -free performance.
The GS -77 combines traditional turntable quality with modern record changer convenience. See it at your dealer, today.
In just. 9 seconds, you'll gain a fresh, new point -of -view on
record changers. $59.50 less base and cartridge. Write to:
GLASER- STEERS CORPORATION, 156 Oraton St., Newark 4, N. J.
In Canada: Alec L. Clark Ltd.. Toronto, Ont. L000rt: M. Simons & Son, Inc.. N. Y. C.

GLASER- STEERS GS -77 /SUPERB FOR STEREO...BETTER THAN EVER FOR MONOPHONIC RECORDS

for compact mono
or stereo high fidelity ..

.

YOU SHOULD

KNOW THERE IS SOMETHING BETTER!

...............s......s.....
Its

the

TR-10 TRi-ette

a

Bookshelf Speaker System

ADVANCE
DESIGN
3 -WAY SYSTEM
-New 12" Flexair

A

Now a major engineering break -thru by Jensen gives you better bass than
ever before in a "bookshelf" size speaker... down to 25 cycles with new
Flexair* woofer and Bass- Superflex* enclosure. And you'll like the extra smooth, balanced coverage of the whole range to 15,000 afforded by the
complimentary mid -channel and tweeter units. Drives with a good 10 -watt
or larger amplifier. Use one for your compact mono hi -fi system or as an
add -on for stereo - a pair for a complete stereo system. Only 35114.50
in Walnut, Tawny Ash or Mahogany. Table base or floor stand extra.
Write for Catalog 165 -C.
.

T. M.

J.

M.

Co.
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superlow resonance
woofer, 25 cycles.

B-- Special
channel.

MANUFACTURING
Jensen / 6601
S. Laramie Avenue, Chicago 38,
In Canada: J. R. Lonostalle Co., Ltd., Toronto

r

mid -

C- Compressiondriver tweeter.

0- Special

tube -

loaded port.

.

Division of The Muter Co.

D

N'

H., 25" W.,
111/4" D. (not
13

including base).
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Illinois

In Mexico:

Radios Y Television, S -A., Mexico D.F,
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FLU XVALVE ANO T.OUARO ARE TRADEMARKS USED TO DENOTE THE OUALITY OF PICKERING & COMPANY INVENTIONS.

Truly the finest stereo pickup ever made...
the STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE is
hermetically sealed in lifetime polystyrene with
all of the precision that has made Pickering
a quality leader in the field of high fidelity
for more than a dozen years,

For instance...only the
STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE has the

"T- GUARD" stylus assembly -so safe and easy
to handle...so obedient and responsive
to every musical nuance in the stereo groove.

Only

the STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE has

the parallel reproducing element contained

in the

"T- GUARD "... assuring the proper angle of
correspondence between recording and playback
styli for maximum Vertical Tracking Accuracy.
Euluding wear and Her of the diamond 'Rim Ilp and pane
of Mt related moving ayetem In the 'TGRARD" aaaembly.

9

2371 A

And...because

of this the STANTON
Stereo FLUXVALVE reproduces music
with magnificent sound quality...from both
stereophonic and monophonic records...with
negligible wear on record and stylus.

In plain truth...the STANTON
Stereo FLUXVALVE is by far the finest stereo
pickup made...backed by a Lifetime Warranty °,
assuring you a lifetime of uninterrupted,
trouble -free performance -with a quality of
reproduction no other pickup can equal.
We suggest you

NEWLY REVISED

visit your Pickering Dealer soon
-drop in and ask for

-IT

a

personal demonstration.

TAKES TWO TO STEREO-' -ADDRESS DEPT. AS9
YOUR FREE COPY.

Tw Most who cenlAtoii //St dd/tiente

"n..

FOR

«..... ............... ... ..

PICKERING 3 COMPANY, INC., Plalnvlsw,

IItcfi rInI.Lrt,-
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LAFAYETTE
STEREO TUNER KIT
EVER DESIGNED

THE MOST FLEXIBLE TUNER

Multiplex Output for liar Slrae

PM

i11 Tube. Iindudinl 4 dual- purpore)
Selenium u,lifle. Pe..
Tuning Eye
vide
IOKC

t

17

Tuba Performance

Pealigned IF'r
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17 Tuned

Tuned Corrode FM
Dual Carhad.
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(Irrulti

Ourpui

Seperorely Tuned FM and AM Serlienc
Armstrong Grwit with FM/AFC and
Al( Defeat
Dual Double Tuned Trandermr
Coupled

Ilse II a. a
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1

opkeale
FM -AM lower

Ilse It
I
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More than o year of research, planning and engineering went into the making of
the Lafoyelle Stereo Tuner. Its unique flexibility permits the reception of binaural
broadcasting (,imulaneout rran,miui °n on bolts FM and AM), the independent
operation of bosh the FM and AM section, at the some time, and the ordinary
reception of either FM or AM. The AM and FM taclians ore separately tuned,
each with a separate 3 -gang tuning cendent.r, separate flywheel tuning and
separate volume control for proper balancing when wad for binaural programs.
Simplified accurate knifeedge tuning It provided by magic aye which operate.
Independently on FM and AM. Automatic frequency control "locks in FM signal
permanently. Aside from Its unique flexibility, this It, above all else, a quality
highfidelity tuner Incorpor°ang feature, found exclusively In the higher, priced

D.l-

FM-AM tomes

Ve. It as
tralght
Measure, PM or AM

Leer

lunar.

groundedgrid triode low noise front end with Plods
mixer, double -tuned dual limiters with FoslerSeelw discriminator, let than 1!%
harmonic disortion, frequency reinante 2070,000 cps ± 'h db, full 200 kc
bandwidth and sensiriviry of 2 microvolts for 30 db auieting with full limiting of
volt, AM tpeclficonon, include 3 nape. of AVC. 10 kc whistle filler.
ene
bullble ferrite loop antenna, less than 1% harmonic dlstorrien, sensitivity of S
microvolts, 8 ku bandwidth and frequency response 20.5000 cot -P 3 db.
The 5 control, of the KT-500 ore FM Volume, AM Volume, FM Tuning, AM Tuning
and 5.puûlion Function Selector Switch. 'fatefully styled with gold -bras etrvtchean having dark maroon background plus matching maroon knobs wills gold
mried.. The Lafayette Stereo Tuner was dengned with the builder In mind. Two
separate printed circuit board, make construction and wiring simple, even for
such a complex unit. Complot. kit Includes all paris and metal cover, a rep by
step instruction manual. schematic and pictorial diagram,. Site l, I33/c" W e
FM specifications Include

KT -500

IN

KIT

FORM
74.50
7.45 Dow

10%. D o 41/," HShpg. wt.; ?7-1bs.
.........................Net
KT -S00
LT -50 Same as above, completely faclnry wired and tested Net

oMIY

F.00 MONTHLY

.

74.50
124,50

NEW! LAFAYETTE PROFESSIONAL STEREO
MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER

Solves Every Stereo /Monaural Control Problemi
UNIQUE STEREO 8 MONAURAL CONTROL FEATURES

AMAZING NEW BRIDGE CIRCUITRY

"NULL" BALANCING

PRECISE

A

FOR

VARIABLE

CROSSCHANNEL FEED

3d CHANNEL OUTPUT

SYSTEM

REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT IN STEREO NIGH FIProvider such unusual
ual leolurot aas a Bridge Control,

DELITY.

for variable
pone"ri

7.95

ONLY

DOWN

6.00 MONTHLY

c

.chonnol signal feed

for

eliminalion of "ping -

separation) effects and for 3d channel
output volume COniral far 3- speaker stereo systems; 3d channel
output cite serves for m ira basso to produce excellent moninput mixing of monaural program
aural r ordings Also has
special null" stereo balancing and calibrating synem
(boner thon melee.), 24 equalisation positions, all- concentric
controls, rumble and roach filters, loudness switch. Clutch type
volume controls for balancing or os
Motter Volume Control.
Hot channel r0erso, electronic Phasing. input level contrait,
Sensitivity 1.76 millivollt for I volt out. Dual low -impedance
outputs (plate followers), 1300 ohms. Response 10- 25,000 cps
± 0.5 db. Less thon .03% IM distortion. Uses 7 new 7025 low,
noise dual triodes. Sise 14" s 4V," a 10 % ". Shpg. sel., 16 lbs.
Complote with printed circuit board. cage, profusely illustrated
instructions, all necessary parts.
Slam Preamplifier kit .... Net 79.50
LAFAYETTE KT -600
LAFAYETTE LA- 600- Sterea Preamplifier. Wired ...Net 134.50
1

±

RESPONSE 10.25,000 CPS
0.S DB
6 CONCENTRIC FRONT PANEL CONTROLS

4 CONCENTRIC REAR PANEL
LEVEL CONTROLS

110°

INPUT

-

ELECTRONIC PHASE REVERSAL

NEW!A,LAFAYETTE STEREO/MONAURAL
34 -WATT

STEREO

111-WATTS

EACH

BASiC POWER AMPLIFIER KIT

AMPLIFIER

PRINTED CIRCUIT ROAMS FOR
NEAT, SIMPLIFIED WIRING
2

CHANNEL

FOR OPTIONAL USE AS le-WATT
MONAURAL AMPLIFIER
EMPLOYS 4 NEW PIEMIUMTYPI
71I1 OUTPUT TUBES

RESPONSE RITTER THAN 5530,000
1/, DI AT III WATTS

CPS

s
porbly- porformino basic stereo ornellAer, in easy- tobuild kit lors to save
loll of money end lot you gee into stereo now of minimum expenl Dual
inputs ore provided, each with individual volume control, and the unit snot' be
used with a throe preamplifier, for 2.18 watt stereo channels or, at the flick of
or, if desired, it may be used os
o twitch, as a Are 36 wait monaural amplifier
2 , eparate monaural 1S -watt amplifiers) CONTROLS include 2 input volume con
orals, channel Reverie witch (AB -M), MonourolS'erso switch. DUAL OUTPUT
IMPEDANCES ore. 4, D, 16 and 32 ohms (permitting porofiei (monaural) operation of 2 speaker systems of up to 16 ohms. INPUT SENSITIVITY It 0.45 volt. per
channel for full output. TURFS or. 2.6AN8, 7189, 02.34 rectifier. SIZE 9.3/16 "d
(10.9/16" with controls) x 5V."1, a 13./...Y. Supplied complete with performed
metal cage, all nues wry Ports and detailed Initrucliem. Shpg. nel., 22 lb,
KT -310 510,00 Power AespUAer Kit
Net 47.30
Net 69.50
1A- 310 -S1ereo Power Amplifier. Wired

-

-
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JAMAICA 31, N. Y.

Dept. WE -9

FREE LAFAYETTE Catalog :00
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POSTCARD
CUT
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Charles Rosen, author of "Where ]lave!
Ends, and Debussy Begins," is a pianist
you have heard of. However, it is possible
that you have not heard of his other occupations and :attainments. For one thing.
he tenches at NI.1.I'. -not the piano, but
history and French literature. Ile holds is
Ph. D. in the latter from Princeton, where
he also did his undergraduate work.
emerging minima cum Gluck and with a
Phi Beta Kappa key. H( spent two years
in France on a Fulbright scholarship. His
piano studies began when he was four
years old, at his own insistence, and have
never ended.

Martin \foyer is in Europe. working on
another (!) b00k, but before leaving he
managecl on our behalf to interview Bill
Colbert of Audio Exchange (see page
39 ). \ Jr. Mayer Last book, of course,
was the best seller Madison Avenue,
U.S.A. tiis next is a musical novel. A
Voice That Fi1Ly the House, which Simon
and Schuster will publish this month.

It

tvuul(1 he silly. of cours(, to introduce
Alfred Frankenstein to our readers (he's
been with us sis years) or to anyone else
who reads the literature of nnlsic. However, we like to remind peuple occasionally that he's the man who tracked clown
the actual Pictures at the Exhibition
which inspira) a ratIlIT well -known piece
of music from one \lodeste Mussorgsky.
Which perhaps requires the explanation
that \Ir. E. i, one of the nation's leading
art critics fis well as one of the nation's
leading music critics. This issue, he's got
a new art to deal with. Read atout Vortex,
page 45.

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION

A

5.00 MONTHLY

R. A. Israel, who take us this month
on the trail of that merry and ageless
Caul, Maurice Chevalier, is at present
associated with \I -C -\I I1CCOrds. He gal.
been associated with other brands and
makes of records, some of them his own,
for the last twelve years. He began with
Musicraft, in 78 -rpm (lays, started the
Heritage label, and handled a branch of
the radio -TV transcription service of
SESAC, Inc. He has managed recording
ventures for Alan Jay Lerner, W. C.
handy, Ira Cershwin, Harold Home, Lotte
Lenya, and Betty Comden and Adolph
Green,

LESS THAN 1% HARMONIC OR

you

ONLY 4.75 DOWN
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.ere's this much difference
in tape surface too!

ONLY SOUNDCRAFT TAPES ARE MICROPOLISHED SMOOTH!
There's more to tape surface than meets the eye. Any coating
process can make the surface of unpolished tape look smooth.
However, unpolished tape surfaces contain microscopic irregularities that prevent the tape from making intimate contact
with the recorder heads. With ordinary tapes, it takes about
10 plays, a "breaking in" period, before these irregularities
are smoothed out and proper contact is made.
During this critical period you lose important high frequencies and force your recorder heads to do the job of physically
polishing the tape surface. This can result in excessive wearing of your recorder heads and in gradual head deterioration.
With SOUNDCRAFT TAPES there is no "breaking in" period
no excessive head wear-no loss of high frequency response...

-

EE,E,
Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Conn.

MAY 1959

west Coast: 342

because

SOUNDCRAFT TAPES ARE MICROPOLISHED! MICROPOLISH-

IxC is SOUNDCRAPT's exclusive way of physically polishing the
tape to insure a mirror -smooth and irregularity-free tape

surface. Your recorder heads make immediate and intimate
contact with the tape surface, guaranteeing uniform high
frequency response right from the very first play. Remember,
only SOUNDCRAFT TAPES arc MICROPOLISHE» for your protection. Buy them -use them, your recorder doesn't deserve less
than the best. \Trite for SouNnCRArr's free catalog RS5S -10R.

-

EXCLUSIVE BONUS RECORDING
"Sweet Moods of Jazz
in Stereo" recorded on one of two 7" reels of tape in
SOUNDCRAFT'S NEW PREMIUM PACK. You pay for the
tape plus only $1.00. Ask your dealer today!

SOUNDCRAFTCORP.

N. La Brea, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

Canada: 700 Weston Road. Toronto 9, Ont., Canada
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LARRY ELGART at the CONTROL CON.
SOLE of his RECORDING STUJDIO
(Note the AR-1 monitor
loudspeakers, in stereo)

One -upmanship Revisited
Sin:

The ubiquitous Mr. Pleasants has
again demonstrated [Febniary] the
foolishness and transparency of being
one who knows rather than cares. The
moral of this is: Never be a smart
aleck.
May I be among those who are regularly amused at rather than by Mr.
Pleasants' nuisico- literary jigs and
point out that it is (in Italian) "Crn
Ballo in maschera" and (in English)
"A Masked Ball "? This is time as a
matter of simple fact, and not just an
exercise in one -upmanship, which discipline Mr. Pleasants' article is a poor
attempt to imitate in musical terns.
T
treasure your magazine, for reasons which even include Mr. Pleasants' occasional appearances -though
in that respect only for the comic relief

afforded.
Ed M. Clinton, Jr.
East Palo Alto, Calif.

Short Memories, Note
Snt:
Ní:tny thanks for Joseph Roddy's article on the New York Philharmonic

LARRY ELGART, RCA VICTOR RECORDING ARTIST

One

of the most exacting jobs for a speaker system is that of studio monitor
in recording and broadcast work, Technical decisions must be made
on the basis of the sound coming from these speakers, which will affect,
for good or for ill, the quality of a record master or FM broadcast.

acoustic suspension speaker systems, although designed primarily
for the home, are widely employed in professional laboratories and studios.
Below is a partial list of companies using AR speakers (all models)
as studio monitors:

AR

r

Down Records

Concertopes- Concerldisc

Elektra Records

WGBH

Moslercrait Record Plating
Canterbury Records

WPFM

Raleigh
Concert
WBCN,
WHCN,

Counterpoint Recordings
(formerly Esoteric Records)
Magnetic Recorder and Reproducer
Dubbing,

Records

Network stations
WNCN,
WXCN

..

WXHR

.

-the

speaker systems, complete with enclosures
AR -I, AR -2,
and AR -3 -are priced from $89 to $225. Literature is available
AR

for the asking.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
G

[February]. If radio broadcasts are
any indication, Mr. Roddy is quite
correct about this season's orchestral
improvement.
However, at least a few careful
listeners and a host of trained symphonic musicians (I fall in the latter
category) stand ready to take issue
with certain often heard generalizations reflected in this article. A subjective myth which began in the
1930s has groan into a musical dogma
in New York. This is the Toscanini
fetish which will not down, it seems.
In this light Mr. Roddy's statement
the appointment of Willem
Mengelberg . . yielded
immense
improvement, but -for the Philharmonic-it was only the beginning,"
needs to be drastically reconsidered.
For a moment, let us forget Toscanini's laudable democratic fighting
spirit as opposed to Mengelberg's
tragic political defection. We may also
bypass personal preferences as to mu-

24 Thorodike Street, Cambridge 41, Mass.

Continued on page 8
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the new STEREO FESTIVAL, modal TA
Once again Harman -Kardon has made the creative leap which distinguishes engineering leadership. The new Stereo
Festival represents the successful crystallization of all stereo know -how in a single superb instrument.
Picture a complete stereophonic electronic center: dual preamplifiers with input facility and control for every stereo
function including the awaited FM multiplex service. Separate sensitive AM and FM tuners for simulcast reception. A great
new thirty watt power amplifier (60 watts peak). This is the new Stereo Festival.
The many fine new Stereo Festival Features include: new H -K Friction- Clutch tone controls to adjust bass and treble
separately for each channel. Once used to correct system imbalance, they may be operated as conventionally ganged controls.
Silicon power supply provides excellent regulation for improved transient response and stable tuner performance. D.C. heated
preamplifier filaments insure freedom from hum. Speaker phasing switch corrects for improperly recorded program material.
Four new 7408 output tubes deliver distortion -free power from two highly conservative power amplifier circuits.
Additional Features: Separate electronic tuning bars for AM and FM; new swivel high Q ferrite loopstick for increased
AM sensitivity; Automatic Frequency Control, Contour Selector, Rumble Filter, Scratch Filter, Mode Switch, Record -Tape
Equalization Switch, two high gain magnetic inputs for each channel and dramatic new copper escutcheon.
Ideal for limited space (only 15 "Ko" wide, 6W high, 12 %" deep -excluding enclosure) the TA230 is simplicity itself
to operate. Five minutes with its exceptionally complete instruction booklet, and you will use the Festival to its full performance potential.
The Stereo Festival, Model TA230, price is $259.95. Copper and black metal enclosure (Model AC30) price is
$12.95. Handsome hardwood walnut or fruihvood enclosure, (Models WW30 and FW30) price is $39.95. For free
attractive brochure on the complete H-K line, write to
Harman -Kardon, Inc., Dept. HK5, Westbury, New York.
(Prices slightly higher in the West)

-

-

harman kardon
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LETTERS
Continued front page 6
sical interpretation of the symphonic
literature. On the grounds Of basically

goal instrmnental ensemble perform-

ance it becomes clear that Mcngelherg
alone deserves the credit for raising
the New York Philharmonic to its
highest eminence as a symphonic
group. Toscanini inherited a first -class
ensemble which achaally deteriorated
somewhat wider his leadership.
Mengelber,g was correct in fact, if
unprofessional in conduct, when be
reprimanded the orchestra at rehearsals for playing so sloppily under Toscanini during one of their shared seasons. A careful comparison of the
Philharmonic recordings made under
the two conductors in the late 192Os
will substantiate this. Try any of the
recent RCA Camden reissues.
Toscanini was the better audience
psychologist. He conducted few concerts and always left his listeners
wanting more. Mengclberg appeared
too often
How regrettable that a musici:m
who did so much to raise symphonic
standards -and who has so many outstanding performances of major works
on records -should be so often ignored
by present -day nursical contmentatos. Those with short memories or too
few years behind them should take
note; the evidence is duly preserved
in the recordings.
Chester K. Davis
Las Vegas, N. M.
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was glad to see the letter of a Zinka
Milanov fan [February] defending
her recent recording of Gioconda. I
am a great admirer of your magazine,
though, as doubtless do many others.
I sometimes disagree with your record
reviews. Surely your opera reviewers
in the past have been suite severe with
Mine. Milanov. I have hardly seen a
kind word for her from Messrs. Hinton, Steinberg. or Johnson. If you can
find no one on your staff of reviewers
with a predilection for Mine. Milanov,
I am always available.
Every day upon rising from bed I
face my high -fidelity set and ask the
question. The tubes immediately start
gleaming and from deep within the
heart of the loudspeaker comes the
reply:
Tebaldi may shout
And Callas scream,
But Milanov the great
Is still the queen.
Otis H. Efheredge
Saluda, S. C.
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Original manuscript, in Johann Sebastian Bach's
own handwriting, of the first movement
of Sonata 1 in G Minor for
unaccompanied violin.

IF YOU INSIST

ON PURITY
you'll want

a

new ALTEC 355A

F E A T U

R

E

S

:

SEVEN SEPARATE INPUTS: Enjoy all sources of music. present and future
TAPE RECORDER OUTPUT: Preserve your favorite broadcasts forever
FOUR POSITION LOUDNESS CONTROL: Maintains proper acoustic balance
at all listening levels
THREE POSITION SCRATCH FILTER: Enjoy new pleasures from old and

worn records
THREE POSITION RUMBLE FILTER: Sharp filter to eliminate turntable noise
DYNAMICALLY BALANCED OUTPUT; Enjoy freedcm from tube selection
and balancing
FOUR SEPARATE VOLUME CONTROLS: Individual control of each program
source

20 -WATT AMPLIFIER AND PREAMPLIFIER

For purity in music, there has never been
an equal to Bach. For purity of tone over the
entire audio range, nothing can match
the beauty of ALTEC'S new 355A. From
photo-etched printed circuit to elegant
enclosure styling, this superb amplifier has
been meticulously engineered to provide
you with maximum flexibility, ease of

operation, faithful reproduction.

SEPARATE POWER SWITCH: Positive action without

disturbing volume

settings
SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS: Complete control to match

personal taste
PRINTED CIRCUIT: Professional construction not normally
found in home amplifiers
FOUR POSITION RECORD COMPENSATION: Each record played as it was
recorded
FULLY SHIELDED INPUT SECTION: Freedom from hum and noise
COMPACT CONSTRUCTION: Full power in a small package
EASE OF INSTALLATION: Enjoy your music without extensive carpentry
STEREO ADAPTABILITY: Specially designed for stereophonic use with the
S40 roaster stereo control.

EYELETTED

Price: 5711
1

Walnut, blonde or mahogany cabinet: $19.50)

Write for free catalogue

C

uv
MA

r

ALTE[

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 5H

-A

1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
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Great moments last through the years
when you record on tapes of Du Pont Mylar'
Your favorite performances of classical music and jazz and treasured
"family albums" sound vibrant and new through the years on troublefree tapes of Du Pont "Mylar "* polyester film.
Here's why: Tapes of "Mylar" can not dry out or become brittle with
age ... offer an extra safety margin against stretching ... are unaffected
by changes in temperature and humidity. What's more, you get 50%
or more longer playing time plus superior performance. So next time you
buy, be sure to ask your dealer for your favorite brand of tape -make
it two reels- -made of "Mylar ".
"'3lyìor"

Lasting resistance to heat, humidity. Boiling-water test

gives dramatic proof that "Mylar" can withstand radical
changes in heat and humidity. Tapes of "Mylar" need no
special storage care
remain dimensionally stable.

...

FOR THE BEST
10

IN

TAPE, LOOK FOR THE
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n

nvirllercd Irndtoutrk for Du Pont's brood of polyester film. Pu Pest mnnufarouts
"Mylur ", not finished nutnnelic ordinn tope.
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Bever Things for Bauer living

.through C.homutry

NAME "MYLAR" ON THE BOX

DU PONT

MYLAR

POLYESTER FILM

I-llcll FIDELITY MAGAZINE

NEW STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT
a complete stereo con.
tool system in "low silhouette" design adaptable to any
type of installation. Selects, preampilfies, controls any
stereo source -tape, discs, broadcasts. Superb variable
crossover, feedback tone controls driven by feedback
amplifier pairs in each Channel. Distortion borders on
unmeasurable even at high output levels. Separate lo.
level input in each channel for mag. phono, tape head,
mike. Separate hi -level inputs for AM d FM tuners & FM
Multiplex. One each auxiliary A & C Input in each channel.
Independent level. bass & treble controls in each channel
may be operated together with built-1n clutch. Switched.
In loudness compensator. Function Selector permits hearing each stereo channel individually, and reversing them;
also use of unit for stereo or monophonic play. FuIIwave
H F85:

the
AND
experts
M ONAURAL

STEREO

rectifier tube power supply.
such as EICO

the best buys are

...

HF22,

HF30,

HF35. HF50, HMO.

-

-

5EICUL-

guarantee your complete satisfaction:

-

...

Advanced engineering
Finest quality components
"Beginner- Tested," easy step -by -step instructions
LIFETIME service & calibration guarantee
IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment -right "off the shelf" -from 1900 neighborhood EICO dealers.

-

Stereo Preamplifier

HF14,

"Extreme flexibility
a bargain"
HI -Fl REVIEW.
Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Includes cover.
Was: Stereo Dual Power Amplifier for use with HF85
above or any good sellpowered stereo preamp. Identical
Williamson -type push-pull ELBA power amplifiers. conservatively rated at 14W, may be operated In parallel to
deliver 28W for nonstereo use. Either Input can be made
common for bolls amplifiers by Service Selector switch.
Voltage amplifier & split -load phase inverter circuitry
feature EICO- developed 12DW7 audio rube lcr significantly
better performance. Kit $43.95. Wired $74.95.
HF8I: Stereo Dual AmplifierPreamplifier selects, amplifies & controls any stereo source
tape. discs, broad.
casts-S feeds it thru self- contained dual 14W amplifiers
to a pair of speakers. Monophonically: 28 watts for your
speakers; complete stereo preamp. Ganged level controls,
separate focus (balance) control, independent full -range
bass A treble controls for each channel. Ideitical William.
son -type, push -pull EL84 power amplifiers, excellent output transformers. "Service Selector" switch permits one
preamp- control section to drive the internal power amplifiers while other preamp-control section is left free to
drive your existing external amplifier. "Excellent"
SATURDAY REVIEW; HI -FI MUSIC AT HOME. "Outstand.
Ing quality
extremely
ile" RADIO & TV NEWS
LAB -TESTED. Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Ireludes cover.
MONO PREAMPLIFIERS (stack 2 for Stereo) 11F -65: superb
new design. Inputs for lape head, micr3phone, magphono cartridge & hi -level sources. IM distortion 0.04%
Q 2V out- Attractive "low silhouette" design, HF65A
Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95. HF65 (with power supply) Kit
$33.95. Wired $49.95.
MONO POWER AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
1460 (60W), HF50 (S0W). HF35 (35W:. HF30 (30W), HF22
(22W). HFI4 (14W): from Kit $23.50. Wired $41.50.
MONO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2 (50W), HF32 (30W). HF20 (20W1, HF12 (12W): from
Xit $34.95. Wired $57.95.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS (use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: Natural bass 30 -200 cps via slot- loaded 12 -ft. split
conical bass horn. Middles & lower highs: front radiation
from 81/2" edge -damped cone. Distortionless spike -shaped
super -tweeter radiales omni- directionally. Flat 45- 20,000
cps, useful 30. 40.000 cps- 16 ohms. HWD 36 ". 151 /a ",
111/2". "Eminently musical " -Holt. HIGH FIDELITY. "Fine
for stereo " -MODERN HI -Fl. Completely factory- built:
Mahogany or Walnut, $139.99; Blonde, $144.95.
HF51: Bookshelf Speaker System, complete with factory.
built cabinet. Jensen 5" woofer. matching Jensen corn pression- driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth clean
bass; crisp extended highs. 70. 12.000 cps range.
Capacity 25 w. 8 ohms. HwD: 11" x 23" x 9". Wiring
time 15 min. Price $39,95.

in HI -FI

EICO advantages

5- 12AX7 /ECC83, 1.6X4. Works

with any high -quality stereo power amplifier such as
EICO HF86, or any 2 high-quality mono power amplifiers

say...

Worldfamous

Stereo Dual Preamplifier is

11F85

FM Tuner 11F190

AM Tuner HfT94

FM TUNER HFTBO: For the first time, makes
even for the novice the building of an FM tuner

practical
kit equal
to really good factory -wired units. No instruments
needed. Pre-wired. pre -aligned temperature -compensated
"front end" is drill free -eliminates need for AFC. Precision "eye- tronic" DM -70 traveling tuning Indicator, supplied pre- wired, contracts at exact center of each FM
channel. Pre -aligned IF coils. Sensitivity 6X that of other
kit tuners: 1.5 uv for 20 db quieting, 2.5 uv for 30 db
quieting, full limiting from 25 uv. IF bandwidth 260 he
at 6 db points. Frequency response uniform 20. 20.000
cps cal db. Has 2 output jacks: cathode follower output
to amplifier, plus Multiplex output for FM Multiplex

Stereo

Amplifie r.Preamp
KFM

Monaural Integrated Amplifiers:
50, 30, 20, and 12-Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

Stereo adapter: thus prevents obsolescence. Flywheel
tuning, AGC, stabilized low limiting threshold for excellent performance from weaker signals, broadband ratio
detector for improved capture ratio & easier tuning. full.
wave rectifier 6 heavy filtering, very low distortion.
"One of the best buys you can gel in high fidelity kits"
AUOIOCRAFT. Kit $39.95'. Wired $65.95'. Cover $3.95,

-Less Cover,

Bookshelf
Speaker System
HFS1

Monaural Preampliflerse
HF65. HF65A

(stack

2

for Stereo)

-

Omnidirectional
Speaker System HFS2

J6 "Hx151/4 "Wa

IPA"

F.E.T. incl.

NEW AM TUNER 111194: Matches 14F190. Selects
wide 120c
9kc
db) or weak -station narrow
Skc Q
db) bandpass. Tuned RF stage for high
(20c

D

-

-3

A -3

selectivity 6 sensitivity; precision "eye- tr3nit" tuning.
Built -in ferrite loop, prealigned RF & IF coi s. Sensitivity
3 uv ® 30% mod. for 1.0 V out, 20 db S /N. Very low
noise & distortion. High -a 10 kc whistle filter.
Kit $39.95. Wired $69.95, incl. Cover

EICO, 33.00 Northern
Monaural Power Amplifiers:
60. 50, 35. 30, 22 and 14 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)
Stereo Power Amplifier HF86

I

& F.E.T.

Blvd, L.I.C.

1,

N.Y. HF.5

SHOW ME HOW TO SAVE 50% on 65
models of top quality:
Hi -Fi p Test Instruments
"Ham" Gear
Send FREE catalog & name of neighbor.
hood EICO dealer

D
I

NANC

Over
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MILLION EICO instruments in use throughout the world.
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The sensation of the Philadelphia, Milwaukee,
San Francisco and Los Angeles Hi-Fi Shows

THE FABULOUS NEW

&TMS-2
Musical Renaissance
Cue Magazine recently released the
information that this eonnlry "ís on
the threshold of a renaissance movement for fine music unequaled in our
history." in a survey of its readers it
discovered that 59.2% preferred classical music; 60.2% owned FM receivers
and spent an average of eight hours a
week listening to FM. As a result of
the survey, Cue decided to devote an
eight-page section in each issue to
FM program schedules and to music
in general.

",Vow, i must tell you, I have heard a speaker system that approaches the
authenticity of concert hall performance ..." says Mischa Elman, in.ternatione

ally renowned violinist, now celebrating the 50th anniversary of his American debut.

THE ONLY 2 -IN -1
STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

that has two complete multi -speaker systems in
one enclosure of unprecedented compactness . . .
only 30" wide, 121/2" deep, 25" high.
that has a new, completely different acoustic
design that eliminates the "hole in the middle"
effect and achieves authentic stereo reproduction
with full spread and separation ... and even more
the third dimension of depth.
that can be placed almost anywhere in the room.
that has no critical listening position... allowing
you, your family, any number of listeners to enjoy
full, perfectly balanced high fidelity stereo almost
everywhere in the room.

...

that gives thrilling stereo breadth even when

played with monophonic equipment.
that looks more like a fine piece of furniture than
a loudspeaker cabinet.
that offers the ultimate in vn.compromised value
only $258 in mahogany, $263 in blond or walnut.

-

Trimensional' TMS -2 has been called "the
most significant loudspeaker achievement since the advent of
popular stereo." Or write today for complete story. Desk P.12,
University Loudspeakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y.
See and hear why the

12

Congressional I-Iigh Fidelity
\Ve were pleased to discover that a
full two columns of the Congressional
Record-Appendix were devoted to
high fidelity. On the occasion of the
Washington andio show. Representative Philip J. Philbin of Massachusetts
read into the Record an excellent description of the growth of the highfidelity industry, with special reference
made to those famous Massachusetts
concerns, H. H. Scott. Acoustic Research, and I-Iicrr FIDELITY Magazine.
Incidentally, and to continue the
political flavor of this item. Vice- President Nixon recently had a stereo high fidelity system installed in his home.
This Summer in Europe
\Vorkl Tape Pals is sponsoring a jamboree to be held in Munich this summer. Speakers, singers. tours, dinners,
Glances, meetings. . . . For more information. write Dennis Cooper, 14
Guilford St., London W. C. 1. England. Please include an international
reply coupon.
For a thirty -clay high -fidelity music
tOur of Europe. contact Travel-Inc.,
1001 Connecticut Ave., N. \\'., \Vashington. D. C. The tour will be conducted by M. Robert Rogers and
Pierson Underwood. Leaves New
York by jet on May 8, costs $1.295,
and covers, among other cities, London, Amsterdam, Salzburg. Vienna,
Venice, Florence. Paris, Rome. Milan,
etc. With an extra $150 votr can have
a five -day de luxe detour to Moscow.

Continued on page 14
131,CI1
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FM

SHERWOOD

inter

channel
hush
A new noise muting system

without loss of sensitivity
-

e
err,

1101 e
TUNING

-SR[Ri0000-

Sherwood -the first tuner ever to achieve sensitivity below
1 microvolt for 20 db FM Quieting which increases
station
range to over 100 miles -and the only FM tuner selected for
the Brussels World's Fair -Now gives you a noise muting
system automatically eliminating noisy "hash" between
channels, without affecting the tuner's sensitivity. FM tuning is easier than ever with "Inter- Channel Hush."
Other Important Features:
FM Multiplex Output

"Feather -Ray" Tuning Eye
Automatic Frequency Control
Model
Model

Flywheel Tuning
Output Level Control
Cathode Follower Output

S -300011 FM (only) Tuner $105.50 Net
S -200031 FM -AM Tuner $145.50 Net

Stereo FM Multiplex Reception -Model SMX Multiplex Adapter only $55.50
For

rw co,epbte ep.<IlICanone write peel. ''

tltfiltl-tl'-

ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES. INC.
4300 No. California Ave., Chicago 18,

Ill.

The "complete high fidelity home music conter " -monophonic or stereophonic

'Outstanding honors bestowed by most recognized testing organizations.
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How to get a lot
of fine sound
for only
s27só

Get Sonotone's all -new
CA -12A coaxial
speaker! Astonishing
performance ... top
specs... amazing
low price!

Whether you want a basic speaker ...stereo speaker... or an
extra speaker ...one listen will convince you that Sonotone's
new CA-12A gives the brilliant performance you've been seeking.
Sonotone's high quality speakers cost less because the beauty
is in the sound ... not appearance. Unnecessary frills, chrome,
and fancy packaging are eliminated. For fine craftsmanship at
a budget price... get Sonotone. You'll hear the difference.
S P

E C

F

I

I

C

Frequency range...35 to 20.000 cycles
Resonant frequency...50 cycles
Crossover frequency...2,000 cycles
Power handling...40 watts average
program, 80 watts peak

A T

I

O

N

S

Impedance...16 ohms
Flux density...woofer -12.000 gauss
tweeter-9,500 gauss
List Price...$27.50
SiytllI

bisher

in

Wett

Sonotone's 8 -inch WR -8 -no other speaker
gives you so much to like at so low a price!
Compare anywhere...WR -8 surpasses all other
8 -inch speakers in its price class for fine

quality

reproduction.

S P EC

I

F

I

C A T

Frequency range. ..55 to 15,000 cycles
Resonant frequency...65 cycles
Power handling...20 watts average
program, 40 watts peak

I

O N S

Impedance...8 ohms
Flux density...12.000 gauss
Voice coil diameter... finch
List price...512.00

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 12

Meat
Ben Snyder, president of Snyder Mfg.
Co.. has announced the formation of
Tanglewood Angus Farms Club as a
special service to a limited number of
executives in the radio, TV, and housewares industries who want to give
choice Black Angus steaks as gifts to
friends and families. It is stated that
club members .will be hand -selected by
Mr. Snyder, and will be able to order
specific packages as anniversary gifts
anywhere in the country.
One gift package of four giant-size
Black Angus filets and sirloins will cost
$25; a family assortment twill cost Sä0.
interested persons can get in touch
with \tr. Snyder at his company address: 22nd tit Ontario Sts., Philadelphia 40, Pa.
We want to take this opportunity to
advise our readers that, as far as we
have been able to determine. there is
no relationship between \h. Snyder :s
Tanglewood Angus Fanns and the
Tanglewood Music Festival which
takes place every summer near Hlcu
FIDELITY'S offices. 'There may be times,
however, when the stodgier members
of our staff may have had their doubts.
particularly 00 returning from a session at which the students have performed a newly created work of one
of the student composers.
Traveling Demonstrations
RCA is making available to service.
women's civic, and professional clubs
what they call a presentation unit: it
consists of a professional public speaker. a sound technician, and a station
wagon full of old and new sound
equipment. Appearing before professional and club groups. the unit presents the story of recorded sound. from
tin -foil cylinder to stereo disc.
The program. entitled "The New
Sound," is a nontechnical, noncommercial demonstration. and is provided as
a public service. Club program chairmen may obtain available dates in
their localities by writing to the RCA
Shows and Exhibits Department,
Camden 2. N. J.

In Canada. contact Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

Printed Circuit Boards
We had an item about printed circuit
boards being, in our opinion. a blessing for the kit builder. Andrew Davidson of Princeton, N. J., says no, a
thousand times no! He points out that
flux can flow, and hoards can split.
True indeed; also true that repairmen
dislike the boards .
but we re-

Leading makers of fine ceramic cartridges, speakers, microphones, electronic tubes.

Continued on page 16

Slithtly higher

in Welt

Sonotone®Ra
Electronic Applications Division. Dept. 111.59

ELMSFORD, NEW YORK

..
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PERFECT STEREO PERSPECTIVE

THE FISHER
Stereo Master Audio Control

THE FISHER

400-C

Remote Control
Model

RK-

World's first high -quality stereo remote
control unid Now you can achieve per
feet stereo balance right from your lit/going chair! The RK -1 fits into the
palm of your hand. Instantaneous plugconnection to THE FISHER 400 -Call models. The 30 -foot cable permits
it to be located anywhere in your room.
Complete assembly, $17.95

Prices Slightly Higher in the Far West

It

is well- established that, for maximum convenience and
accuracy, stereo balance should be regulated from the actual
listener's seat. With the 400 -C and the RK -1 you can do exactly
that! Because they were made for each other -and for you! The
400 -C, finest of the stereo control centers, is now more versatile
than ever. Remote Channel Balance and Volume Controls, plus
independent bass and treble controls for each channel --these have
been added to an already phenomenal array of features. EIGHT
pairs of stereo and mono inputs. Hum, noise and distortion completely inaudible. Frequency response, 20 to 25,000 cycles. $169.50

Cabinet, $17.95
WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21 -25

44th DRIVE

L.I.C. 1, NEW YORK

Export: Morhon Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
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(Advertisement)

Concerning Electrostatics

.. .

Among the many high frequency speakers available today, we believe the electrostatic merits special consideration for the serious
listener. This is not to imply. that all electrostatics automatically
guarantee superior reproduction. When properly designed and
carefully manufactured, however, the push -pull electrostatic will
outperform all other types of tweeters in terms of low distortion,
excellent transient response, and wide range qualities most important to serious listeners.
As a guide for prospective purchasers, the manufacturer of the
JansZen has compiled the following most commonly -asked questions about electrostatics:

-

Q. What
tween

are the basic differences beelectrostatics now on the

market?
A. Electrostatic speakers all utilize the
electrostatic principle, but there the
similarity ends. Three commonly -used
electrostatic designs are shown below.
After long and continuing tests of all
types, JansZen believes that only the
push -pull design really meets high fidelity requirements. Its balanced and
opposing electrostatic forces operate
simultaneously on both sides of the diaphragm one pushes while the other
pulls- to give precise control over diaphragm movement. In single -ended and
double- single -ended designs. electrostatic forces acting on only one side of
the diaphragm cannot provide the degree of control necessary for good transient response and low distortion.

-

176 SHEATHED

CONDUCTORS

ELECTRODE

LEGTRDDE

0 0

00
0 0

i

0 0

0 0
0 0

DIAPHRAGM
JansZen true
Push -Pull
Electrostatic

Q.

1
DIAPHRAGM

DIAPHRAGMS

Single-Ended

Doti le- SingleEnded

Electrostatic

Electrostatic

JansZen I'terature st resses" virtually
massless diaphragms" and "slwathed
conducto x." Don't all electrostatics
have these?

A. No! The JansZen diaphragm is the

thinnest, lightest., most chemically

stable material used in any electrostatic. Thus it has virtually no inertia
to resist the electrostatic forces or to
produce hangover, distortion, or poor
transient response. The sheathed conductors are another JansZen exclusive
that contribute materially to long,
troublefree life and lowest distortion.
88 sheathed conductors, stretched taut
on either side of each diaphragm, provide the controlling push -pull electrostatic forces. Tolerances as close as
1 /1000 -inch are rigidly maintained during the several hours required to assemble each JansZen radiator.

durable are electrostatic radiators?
A. JansZen's patented sheathed conQ. How

ductors and chemically stable dia-

-a

phragms cannot oxidize
potential
source of electrical breakdowns. Radiators are thoroughly protected by rigid
styrene frames and placed well behind
16

the grill cloth. No potential trouble
spots have been found during JansZen's
continuous accelerated life tests which

age tweeters 10 years in 1; hence
a straightforward 2-year written warranty is furnished with every JansZen.
JansZen electrostatics are called
"mid /high range" tweeters. Exactly
what does this mean?
A. While most electrostatics are limited to frequencies above about 5,000
cycles. the response of the JansZen extends down through the mid -range of
700 or 500 cycles depending on model.
Thus, the JansZen may be used with
any good woofer without the need for
a costly separate speaker and crossover network to handle middle frequencies. The wide range of the JansZen is
not achieved without cost, however.
Extra care in the manufacture of the
electrostatic radiators and larger, more
expensive power supply components
are required to insure that mid -range
response retains the same transparent
clarity that makes the JansZen so desirable as a high frequency reproducer.
Q.

Q. What is the purpose of the power
supply in electrostatics?
A. In the dynamic speaker. a magnet
furnishes the force to move the cone.

In the electrostatic, the power supply
furnishes "plus" and "minus" voltages
to move the sensitive diaphragm. Special transformers in the JansZen power
supply provide a step -up ratio which
remains uniform from the critical midrange to beyond audibility. This assures fiat response throughout the wide
frequency range encompassed by the
JansZen-and with less than 0.5% total
distortion.
Cl.

Aren't electrostatics quite inefficient?

A. The unusually flat response and
wide range of the JansZen may make it
seem less efficient than a less uniform
tweeter whose efficiency is measured at

some peak in the response curve. The
JansZen can be used with any good amplifier capable of 20 or more clean watts
output. When comparing efficiency,
note that the JansZen requires no
power -robbing attenuator pad in the
woofer circuit: it readily balances with
most good low frequency direct radiators.

Jans en.
.Indmrno

dnxlVn.

nr

-1

rtlmr

1

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 14
member the first oscilloscope we
put together, and the endless hours
it took, and how much time was saved
by the circuit-board technique.
Anyone else on this subject? The
manufacturers would like to know how
the majority feels.
Nforavian Music Festival
We have been asked to report the
elates of the Fifth Early American
Moravian Music Festival and Seminar
in 1Vinston- Salem. N. C.: June 29 -28.
Thor Johnson is the music director;
there will be concerts of music (primarily pre- 1830) by an orchestra of
thirty pieces; and there will be study
seminars.
We note with interest, for example,
that there will he included a symphony by Charles Hommann (e.
1830) which. the program points out,
may be the first American symphony:
it was dedicated to the Bethlehem
Philharmonic Society.

Bennington, Vt.
Friend of ours loyal Nash -stopped
in to see us some time ago, said he was
surprised at how few high -fidelity enthusiasts there were in Bennington,
whither he moved a couple of years
ago (to Fairview Street. to be specific). is that trite. or doesn't he move in
the right circles? He says hell welcome
a phone call or note from others who
shotc his interests.

-

Chair Sponsors
The Springfield (Massachusetts) Symphony Orchestra lias been unusually
successful in raising additional funds
through its chair- sponsor program. Under this program, business houses are
invited tu sponsor a "chair" at an annual fee of S250 per chair. Thirty-nine
local and national firms are now sponsoring one or more chairs of the orchestra. enabling it to snake up the
difference between total operating expenses and income from ticket sales.
etc. Special rehearsal concerts are opened to chair- sponsors and their families, and much closer coüperation and
involvement between business and orchestra are achieved.
This seems to is to be an unusual
approach to an ever-present problem.
and one which other orchestras might
well examine closely.
CHAnLES FOwt.uu

nnd mndc only by

NESNAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP. Neshaminy, Pa.
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Outstanding Hit!
SAN FRANCISCO and LOS ANGELES HI -FI SHOWS!

$34950

THE
FISHER
Complete Stereo Receiver,
Everything You Need
ON

ONE

COMPACT CHASSIS!
THE FISHER 600 INCLUDES:

STEREO

FM -AM TUNER
STEREO MASTER

AUDIO CONTROL
TWO 20 -WATT
AMPLIFIERS
Price Slightly

High,

hs sbo

NEVER BEFORE IN OUR TWENTY -ONE YEAR HISTORY
has there been a public reaction so overwhelming as that
lavished on the brilliant FISHER 600 -first presented at the
California high fidelity shows. And there is a reason The
FISHER 600 is the first complete stereophonic receiver- everything you need, on one compact chassis: Stereo FM -AM tuners,
Stereo Master Audio Control, two 20 -watt Amplifiers. Simply
connect two speaker systems and a turntable -and you have a
magnificent stereophonic installation. The tens of thousands of
visitors to our display rooms were uniformly impressed by the
sheer beauty, and .simplicity, of this incredibly flexible instrument. They were equally impressed by the demonstrations of
the sensitivity of the FM tuner, which effortlessly brought in
virtually all of the FM stations serving the area, even though the
"600" was being operated at the very center of the second floor
of a fourteen story hotel, and at least 150 feet from the street.
!

But the performance of Fisher tuners is already legendary. In
the professional and quality field, more people own Fisher
tuners than all other makes combined!
For the complete story and specifications on the world's first
and finest stereophonic receiver, please o -rite of today.

Far West

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21 -25 44TH DRIVE

Export: Morhon Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N.

MAY 1959

L. I. CITY 1,

N.Y.
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a new tweeter that solves at least
three of your speaker problems!

SOUTH AMERICAN TROUPIAL BIRD PHOTOGRAPHED AT TREFFLICH'S, NEW YORK

15yir

the `ah!'* electrostatic transducer
A Combination Mid-Range

and Super Tweeter

'ah!', because of its revolutionary new construction gives clear, transparent response on all frequencies from 600 cps to beyond the limit of audibility
and has none of the limitations of tonal coloration and exaggerated peaks found
in cone or piston type tweeters!
The 'ah !', because of its omni- directional characteristics, offers tremendous
advantages in your stereo system. The 'ah!' enables you to space out speakers
to achieve the dramatic effects associated with wide separation without the
disturbing "hole -in- the -middle" caused by the directional characteristics of
conventional speakers ... or by single- ended, high distortion, limited range
electrostatic speakers.
The 'ah!' electrostatic transducer is superior in quality and performance to
speakers selling for almost twice as much, but, because of expert research
facilities and newly developed materials it is offered at an unprecedented low
OThe

e

price

... only

$49.95.

-

/

Nothing else to buy R/C crossover .network and
AC power supply are built i31. 8 or 16 ohm L pad
may be added to attenuate tweeter, if desired.

-

patent
applied for by COSMOS INDUSTRIES.

'An American -made speaker

EAST COAST
HUDSON RADIO
46 Weil Rath Street
New
City

roll

2I2 141ton Street
New 'fork City
35

Willl,m str,et

Newark, New Jersey

IS

GUARANTEED

FOR

FIVE

FULL YEARS,

elements are practically indestructible.

the 'ah!' electrostatic transducer can now he seen at WEST COAST
LEONARD RADIO
69 Lanbndt sheet
New Yolk city
HARYET RADIO
103 West dard Street
New fork City

IN THE
MIDWEST

AT THESE ALLIED NIGH

voice 6 vision Inc.
921 N. Rush Street
Chicago

Allied Radio Corp.
100 N. Wettern Avenue
C1,51(0, N lmoie

II, Wino"

[wrereen Allied

HOMEY {TORII
voice vision In,.

111100,1

high-

1055 W. North Avl nue
Oct Park. Illinois
High

2025 W. 951h Street

Chicago.

See your local

fidelity

Ine.

fldellly

dealer.

All ie Nigh fidelity Stores
602 Davis Street

tWnslon, Ill lno,s

..:

..........

:

..

Iié

Mates easily and Quickly to any speaker made.
Frequency Response: Full flat, lifelike midrange
plus UHF coverage -600 cps to past the limit of
audibility. Roll off 6 db /octave of speaker and
crossover network below 900 cps. Backwave
completely undamped.
Impedance: Designed to match 8 or 16 ohms

output of

15 to 50

watt amplifier,

Crossover, Self- contained R/C crossover network; recommended crossover point between
650 to 850 cps. May be connected in parallel
directly across any low frequency woofer without additional network.
Sound Dispersion: Full 180° Coverage (front and
backwave) when speaker is mounted at least
6" from back wall.
Distortion: Practically unmeasurable. Radiation
area is 62 sq. inches.
Polarizing Voltage: Fused currentless 1000 volt
DC power supply. 110 volt AC power line.
Hand rubbed genuine walnut cabinet, other fin.
ishes available on special order.

-

For complete information and
specifications write to:

COSMOS INDUSTRIES, INC.
31 -28 Queens Eouleva9d
Long Islmut City 1, New York

IItctt F1nEErn-
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hen the chips are down...

tape is still king

SONY

SrecorderSTEREOPHONIC RECORDING
and PLAYBACK SYSTEM* itt one low cost unit.

... and the SONY
STERECORDER
is your best bet!

the finest complete

r4

All STERECORDER models are also available with an extra stereo play -back head with a
frequency response of 30- 12,000 CPS to reproduce the new pre -recorded 4 -track stereophonic tapes (Model 555 -A4).

Built -in stereo
pre- amplifiers and power
amplifiers (can be used

for other components)

Separate head for
4 -track tapes

Two V. U. meters for
professional
level indication
Stereo outputs for
loud speakers and external
amplifiers
NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

NOW

PRICE

s395°°

Individual stereo
tone and volume controls
plus master volume
Inputs for live stereo
and "off the air" stereo
recording

Automatic tape lifters
(eliminates head
wear in fast forward
and rewind)
Tape'Speeds
Instantaneous selection

-

7yz IPS or 334 IPS
Frequency Response (per Chorine!)
30 -18000 CPS al 714 IPS

_

± 2 DB 50-15000 CPS at 71/2 IPS
30-12000 CPS at 334 IDS
Signal lo Noise Ratio Iper Channel)
50 DB or more across line output
(measured by proposed NARTB
stondard s)
Flutter and Wow
less Ihan 0.2% at 7y, IPS
less thon 0.3% at 334 IPS

DK 555 -A
Ideal for "built -in" installations

Harmonic Distortion
than 2% at 3 DB below
rated output
Tube Complement
2 -EF86, 4.12A77, 3.6A05
-5V4 -G
Less

1

S

recOrder-

Fines! conitlonenh aac/ construction

assures years of trouble free operation

write
SUPERSCOPE, INC., Audio Electronics Division

For Free Descriptive Literature and Name of Nearest Franchised Dealer

MAY 1959
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Model WS/2 ... only 11" x 101/2" x 24" ... a two-way speaker system in a
patented, sealed enclosure. This is the first small speaker system capable of
producing the uncolored Wharfedale bass, the clean Wharfedale

mid-range and the non-strident Wharfedale highs ... the character of
sound associated only with Wharfedale speakers, designed by England's
renowned G. A. Briggs. Note that the WS/2 is a complete system ...
requires no auxiliary speakers to achieve the full frequency range of
20.20,000 cycles. It is versatile too. Finished on all sides, it can be used singly
or in pairs, horizontally or vertically ... even on its back Of course, it is
the ideal "stereo-mate" for any Wharfedale system. And, the WS/2 solves
the stereo problem at moderate cost,. only $79.50 in sanded birch hardwood,
ready-to-finish... $89.50 in Mahogany, Walnut, Blonde ... $94.50 in genuine
walnut, natural oil finish. We urge you to compare the WS/2
now with any speaker system at any price, at your high fidelity dealer.
!
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We'll be pleased lo send you a free copy of the Wharfedale Comparator Guide,
Write to: Dept. IVE-29, British Industries Corporation, Port Washington, N. Y.
WHARFEDALE IS

A

QUALITY-ENDORSED

COMPONENT OF

THE BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORP. (BIC) GROUP

jet_
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FOR THE AUDIO PERFECTIONIST

!

Highest qualify, easiest assembly compatible stereophonic
and monophonic equipment in money- saving kit form.

NEW DYNAKiT STEREO 70
* 2 independent power amplifiers

*

*

-

35 watts
continuous, 80 watts peak on each channel.
Unconditional stability using new DYNACO
A -470 Super Fidelity output transformers.
All the features of the renowned Dynakit
Mark iii, including exclusive Dyna lliaset,
highest quality conservatively rated components, superb listening quality and hand-

some appearance.

be assembled in 4 hours, through use
* Canfactory
wired printed circuit assembly.

of

* Only $99.95'
*

*
*
*
*

DYNAKIT

net including cover.

STEREO CONTROL

Adds complete stereo control to two
preamps without noise or distortion.
Unique blend control fills in "hole in
middle.,'
Level, balance, loudness, channel reverse, and dual tape monitor controls.
Only $12.95* net.
PM -2S Stereo panel mounting kit makes
integrated package from two preamplihers and Dvnakit Stereo Control unit.

$5.95.

DYNAKIT PREAMPLIFIER

* Finestcomponents.
quality available of circuitry
* Lowest distortion noise.
* bled printed circuit.using pre* Handsome
stylingfor display
Brussels W'orld's Fair.
* Only $34.95' net.
and

and

assem-

Easiest assembly

selected

at

Power supply available for 2 pre -amplifiers PS -1 Kit

$8.95'

net

DYNAKIT MARK III

uniquely
* circuitry
of
and printed circuit
struction with factory-mounted parts.
* flyna
(patent pending) for
plified adjustment and complete
simcon-

assembly dne to

Ease

ple

sim-

Biases

*

*

freedom from effects of unbalanced
components.
Drnaco Super-Fidelity output trans foimer. This is the finest available
transformer of its type for the most
critical audio uses.
60 watts

Ill also available with

added 70 volt oulput.Mark

Iii -70

$84.95 net

Available from leading HI -Fi dealers everywhere. Descriptive
brochure available on request.
Slightly higher in West
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Baker's Biographical Dictionary of
Musicians: 5th Edition. The serious
music lover who finds such comprehensive reference works as Grove's
Dictionary far beyond his space and
budget often faces a tough problem
in the choice of a one -volume dictionary or encyclopedia. The main disadvantage is that where both general
subjects and biographies are included,
one or the other is liable to be skimped
-or both are treated in less than adequate fashion. Many of us have found
the preferred solution in a combination
of two separate specialized volumes
and particularly the aptly complementary pairing of the Harvard Dictionary
of Music (1944, $9.50), which omits
biographies entirely, with Baker's,
which confines itself to these (and individual bibliographies) exclusively.
The latter, however, has been increasingly wanting in up- to-date materials,
as well as more and more obviously
cluttered with obsolete data. Happily,
there has now appeared a completely
fresh (rather than just revised and
augmented) Baker's, one which, despite the retention of its original compiler's name, is entirely the work of
that prodigious researcher, Nicolas
Slonimsky (with a well -deserved credit line for the no less eagle-eyed crosschecking of editor Nathan Broder).
For anyone who knows Slonimsky's
reputation, the worth and reliability of
the brand -new Baker's will be self-evident. For others, even a cursory dipping into the 1,855 pages of the present volume should speedily convince
them that in its typographical clarity,
inclusiveness of pertinent information
(and especially of its detailed individual catalogues of both musical compositions and books on music), this is
one of the most convenient and informative, as well as the most up-todate, reference works in its field. And
for good measure, Slonimsky provides
a preface which is at once a lucid
statement of his work's scheme of organization and scope and a characteristically vivid and witty exposition of
a musical researcher's special headaches and consolations (G. Schirmer,
Inc., $16.00).

-

The Collector's Chopin and Schumann
and The Collector's Haydn, the two
new releases in the "Keystone" series
of pocket -book discographies, are updated expansions of critical surveys
which ran serially in the pages of this
journal: Harold C. Schonberg's Cho-

$79.95* net.
Mork

íri Veevíew

PA.

YORK

U.S.A.
7, N

.

22

Y.

pin in June 1955 and Schumann in

Continued on page 24
HIGH FIDELITY MACA-LINr.
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40 Watts MONOPHONIC...
20 Watts STEREOPHONIC...
with RCA -6973 TUBES
See her sitting there so neat. And tell you very confidentially...
the 6973's got POWER... real power for such o small "bottle -. Four of them,
in twin, push -pull class AB' circuits, put 20 watts of power into each of
two output -transformers to give you the brilliant stereo sound you dream about.
With the flip of a switch, you can parallel the twin circuits for 40 husky
watts' monophonic power output. Big on power...smoll in size...long on
I

'

low -cost design possibilities...everything about RCA's 6973
beam -power tube makes sweet news.

Whether you're designing for monophonic or stereo high fidelity, you'll wont
to hear the many other facts your RCA Field Representative can give you
on the RCA -6973. For technical data, write RCA Commercial Engineering,
Section E- 74 -DE, Harrison, N. J.
RCA tubes for High Fidelity afso ovailoble from your focal Authorized RCA Tube Distributor.

MI

Iteir

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division

Harrison,

N. J.

RCA FIELD OFFICES

EAST:

744 Broad Sr.

Newark 7, N. J.
NU:n boldt 5.3900

MIDWEST, Suite 1154,

WEST:

Merchondi.e Mori Piota.
Chicago 54, III.
WHitahott 4.7900
6355 E. Wa,Aington el +d.,
lo. Angela, 77, CORI.
RAymond

3 -8361

BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 22
'c-+aßalAAn

"Picture on the Wall"

l

TELEVISION
YOURS
h NEW
NtW
WITH

GPEELW00d

\\

da Vinci
You've dreamed of "picture on the wall television". It's yours now with
the new Fleetwood da Vinci ... the set designed for custom installation
designed to be framed, as a picture, in a frame just right for your
decor. Fleetwood's new slim design lets a bookcase give a perfect "built in" appearance without actually building in.

...

Revolutionary new 21 -inch* Fleetwood picture tube has non -glare
safety glass laminated to tube face. Picture is brighter, viewing angle is
wider, reflections are virtually eliminated. Wide band pass and excellent
with no manufacturing shortcuts
circuitry
gives picture detail
that allows you to see an individual eyelash on a pretty girl.

...

...

-a

The Fleetwood da Vinci is available in two models. Model 900
two
chassis system that features the lazy luxury of full electronic remote
control, and Model 910 -with self contained controls.
'Diagonal measure.

THE gPEEtwOOd

/Id %

111C1
BUILT -IN BEAUTY
THAT BELONGS
See

if

hi fi
dealer

you'll

at your

..

.

want it in
your home.

Tl
Write for name of dealer nearest you.

JI&EL WOO j9CUSTOM
Crafted by Conroe, Inc.

Dept. A

TELEVISION

Glendora, California

September 1956 and December 1957;
C. G. Burke's Haydn in 1952-3. In addition to covering the latest pertinent
recordings, the forn>er's new materials
include an illuminating introduction to
the Romantic Age and its pianistic
traditions. as \vcll as concise biographical sketches; the latter's are a char acteristically ebullient preface on the
special significance of the LP revolution to the rediscovery of I-laydn, a
biographical sketch, and an addendum by Arthur Cohn which evaluates
the pertinent releases that have appeared since mid -1957. The approaches are as different as the personalities
involved, but all the critics concerned
are unsurpassed in their close familiarity wills their specialized repertories
and in the persuasive communication
of their own enthusiasms (Lippincott
"Keystone" paperbacks: Schonberg's
Chopin and Schumann, $1.45; Burke's
Haydn, $1.65).

Handel (2nd Ed., Rev.), by Herbert
'Weinstock, sounds a bibliographic fanfare for the Handel Bicentenary Year
with appropriately majestic pomp. for
it is an uncommonly handsome (loth
in format and in its twenty -six reproductions of contemporary portraits,
prints. and manuscripts) and largescaled work, one which traces the
composer's varied careers in absorbing
detail. includes all his known letters.
and paints as background a I- Iogarthian panorama of musical life in Germany. Italy. and particularly Hanoverian England. First published in
19-16, \Weinstock's biography embodies in its new edition innumerable
minor corrections and clarifications of
factual data derived from Deutsch 's
great Documentary Biography of
1955 and other even more recent discoveries of liandelian scholarship. Yet
its prime appeal remains in the gripping story it tells of the trials and triumphs of surely the most extroverted
and protean of all composers. Everything is here except a resolution of the
mystery of how such a bon vivant, indefatigable impresario, and versatile
jack- of -all -musical -trades was able to
achieve not only the grandeur but also
the sweetness of the musical legacy
we are perhaps only now beginning
fully to appreciate (Knopf, $7.50).

Famous Mozart Operas. The scheine
of Patrick Hughes's "analytical guide
for the operagoer and armchair listener" is as simple as it is familiar: his
253 -page book is essentially a series
Continued on page 26
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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The Dream Amplifier

Hum and Noise: Only 1/1000th of
1M

Distortion:

Less

1°/0

of full rated output!

than 0.08% (European CCIR standards.)

THE FISHER

S4800

Laboratory Standard Stereophonic

60 -Watt Amplifier
FISHER could have produced so unique an instrument,
and at such moderate cost. The SA -300 will match any existing
speaker, and supply the distortion -free power all speakers
require for optimum results. When using low-efficiency, high compliance systems, the SA -300 is an absolute prerequisite for
professional sound reproduction! With this amazing instrument, even your choice of enclosures is less critical.The SA -300
actually permits you to obtain the damping factor your system
requires! Complementing this FISHER exclusive is still another TWO inputs for each channel (one for standard response, and one with controlled frequency response to improve
high frequency reproduction!) The dream amplifier has, in$169.50
deed, become a reality. This is it!

Only

Hum and noise content less
than 0.00001 part of full rated
output (1/1000th of 1 %! )
Distortion -free audio power
at ALL listening levels. Less
than 0.1% harmonic distortion
at full rated output.
Optimum fidelity with ALL
existing speakers, BOTH low efficiency and high! Uniform
response from 20 to 20,000 cps,
within +0 and -0.5 db.

-

Slightly Higher

in

the For West

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21 -25

44th DRIVE LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

Export: Martian Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

4 kv
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BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued front page 24
of program annotations for five operas
(Die Entführung aus tient Serail, The
Marriage of Figaro, Don Ciouanni,
Cosi fan tulle. and The Magic Flute)
with disc-side references to British
and America» "complete" LP albums.
Its distinction lies in its enormous detail (some sixty -three pages are devoted to the discussion of Don Giovanni alone), its liberality of musical
examples (over 300 in all), and its
author's obviously passionate love for
his subject. Hughes (who, curiously
enough, is a reformed British jazz
composer and band leader, ncl more
recently a popular broadcast commentator) cloes not merely recount the
"stories of the operas," but provides
extensive background information and
often penetrating psychological as well
as technical insights into the workings
of the composer's and his librettists'
minds. And perhaps most satisfactory
of all, he devotes unusually specific attention to the too often neglected
felicities of the operas' orchestrations
and even provides a special index by
which his detailed references to individual instruments may be easily
traced in the main text. My only real
complaint is that the musical quotations in these otherwise irreproachably
designed and printed pages are reproduced in inexcusably hard-to-read diminutive manuscript. but this relatively minor defect should not deter
anyone who owns even one Mozart
opera on records from discovering
how richly a mentor like Hughes can
augment and deepen his enjoyments
(Citadel Press, $4.00).
a

-

There are many cartridges that will play Stereo records- almost any cartridge, in fact. But there
is a world of difference in how they are played.
Only a quality cartridge will adequately recreate for you the near -perfect musical image
inherent in today's disks. And only a properly engineered cartridge will treat your records gently,
preserving every delicate nuance for the next playing, as well as revealing it in this one.
Ever) one listening ession will convince you that the FAIRCHILD 232 is such a cartridge,
but only extended listening can reveal the full capabilities of this superb transducer, or its amazing
kindness to Stereo records. Its today's most wanted Stereo cartridge, by all who appreciate good
sound. Once you hear it, you will want it, too. Its cost -modest when compared with the quality
of its performance, or the value of the records it will protect. Audiophile net $49.50
And, if you really want the best possible sound. buy a complete Fairchild "front end:' The
282 STEREO ARM is ideal for use with the 232 cartridge, which it takes interchangeably with all
other Fairchild cartridges (and many others as well) in a convenient plug-in slide. It comes
complete with two long shielded cables, ready to plug into your preamplifier, and a separate,
insulated ground wire to eliminate all possible sources of hum pickup. Designed for perfect tracking and easy handling. Finished in handsome black anodized gloss. Audiophile net, $42.50
A Fairchild TURNTABLE will complete the "perfect installation." Available in one or two
speed models as the 412 -I or 412-2, these tables all have hysteresis synchronous motors and
exclusive two -belt drive, with four independent vibration -isolating elements. They are therefore
the quietest tables and most reliable available, and are guaranteed to exceed NARTB professional
specifications. 412.1, Audiophile net, $99.50; 412 -2, $129.50
Hear these Fairchild components at your dealer, or write to Dept. HF59.
<-

FAIRCHILD -"The Sound of Quality"

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORP.

10.40 45th Ave., Long Island City 1, N.

More Essays from the World of Music.
Those who used to read Ernest New ntau's weekly columns in the London
Tinter will need no prompting to add
the present second collection to their
treasured copy of an earlier volume.
The new book can't be more aptly described than by the words Newman
himself applied to George Bernard
Shaw's Music in London, which he reviewed in a 1932 Tines piece included here: "I do not know how these
articles struck people at the time; but
today they strike me as being by far
the most brilliant things that musical
journalism has ever produced in this
country, or is ever likely to produce.
.
.
[He writes] in a style that, for
pace, for directness, for point. for wit
and humour, for variety of colour,
makes the best that is being written
by the musical critics of today look
third -rate" (Coward -McCann, $5.00).
R. D. DARRELL
,

r.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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STEREO EQUIPMENT CABINET KIT
MODEL SE -1 (center unit)
Shpg. Wt.

162

U

Si 4995

lbs. (specify wood desired)

MODEL SC -1 (speaker enclosure)
Shoo. WI. 42 lbs.(specify
wood desired)

R. or L.

*3995 each

also

Superbly designed cabinetry to house your complete stereo
system. Delivered with pre -cut panels to fit Heathkit AM -FM
tuner (PT -I), stereo preamplifier (SP -I & 2) and record
changer (RP -3). Blank panels also supplied to cut out for any
other equipment you may now own. Adequate space is also
provided for tape deck, speakers, record storage and amplifiers. Speaker wings will hold Heathkit SS -2 or other
speaker units of similar size. Available in 3/' solid core
Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood suitable for
finish of your choice. Entire top features a shaped edge. Hardware and trim arc of brushed brass and gold finish. Rich tone
grille cloth is flecked in gold and black. Maximum overall
dimensions (all three pieces): 823/4' W. x 361/2' H. x 20' D.

6

PROFESSIONAL STEREO -MONAURAL
AM -FM TUNER KIT
MODEL PT -1

$8995

The 10 -tube FM circuit features AFC as well as AGC.
An accurate tuning meter operates on both AM and FM
while a 3- position switch selects meter functions without disturbing stereo or monaural listening. The 3 -tube
front end is prewircd and prcaligncd, and the entire AM
circuit is on one printed circuit board for ease of construction. Shpg. Wt. 20 lbs.

MODEL SP -2 (stereo)
Shpt). Wt.
15 lbs.

$5695

MODEL SP-1 (monaural)
Shpg. Wt.
13 lbs.

$3795

MODEL C -SP -1
(converts SP -1 to SP-2)
Shoo. Wt.
5 lbs.

$2195

MAY 1959

World's largest manufacturer of
electronic instruments in kit form

HEATH
COMPANY
Benton Harbor, 8, Michigan
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StiAcld/ary
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of lJayslrom, Inc,

MONAURAL -STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT
(TWO CHANNEL MIXER)
Complete control of your entire stereo system in one compact package. Special "building block" design allows you to
purchase instrument in monaural version and add stereo or
second channel later if desired. The SP -I monaural preamplifier features six separate inputs with four input level
controls. A function selector switch on the SP -2 provides
two channel mixing as well as single or dual channel monaural
and dual channel stereo. A 20' remoto balance control is
provided.
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HIGH FIDELITY RECORD CHANGER KIT
MODEL RP -3

$649:

Every outstanding feature you could ask for in a record
changer is provided in the Heathkit RP -3, the most advanced
changer on the market today. A unique turntable pause during the change cycle saves wear and tear on your records by
eliminating grinding action caused by records dropping on a
moving turntable or disc. Record groove and stylus wear are
also practically eliminated through proper weight distribution
and low pivot point friction of the tone arm which minimizes
arm resonance and tracking error. Clean mechanical simplicity and precision parts give you turntable performance
with the automatic convenience of a record changer. Flutter
and wow, a major problem with automatic changers, is held
to less than 0.18% RMS. An automatic speed selector position allows intermixing 331/2 and 45 RPM records regardless
speeds provided: 16, 331/2, 45 and 78
RPM. Other features include RC filter across the power
switch preventing pop when turned off and muting switch to
prevent noise on automatic or manual change cycle. Changer
is supplied complete with GE -VR -II cartridge with diamond
LP and sapphire 78 stylus, changer base, stylus pressure
gauge and 45 RPM spindle. Extremely easy to assemble. You
simply mount a few mechanical components and connect
the motor, switches and pickup leads. Slipg. Wt. 19 lbs.

of their sequence. Four

Model RP -3-LP with MF1 Pickup Cartridge $74.95

HIGH FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER KIT
Includes tape deck
MODEL TR -1A
assembly, preamplifier
(TE1) and roll of tape.
The model TR -I A Tape Deck and Preamplifier, combination
provides all the facilities you need for top quality monaural
record /playback with fast forward and rewind functions.
71/2 and 33/4 IPS tape speeds are selected by changing belt
drive. Flutter and wow arc held to less than 0.35';;,. Frequency response at 71/2 IPS ±2.0 db 50- 10,000 CPS. at 33A
IPS ±2.0 db 50 -6.500 CPS. Features include NARTB playback equalization -separate record and playback gain controls- cathode follower output and provision for mike or
line input. Signal -to -noise ratio is better than 45 db below
normal recording level with less than I% total harmonic distortion. Complete instructions provided for easy assembly.
(Tape mechanism not sold separately). Shpg. Wt. 24 lb.
Model TE-I Tape Preamplifier sold separately if desired.
Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. $39.95.

9996

HIGH FIDELITY AM TUNER KIT
MODEL BC -1A

:2696

Designed especially for high fidelity applications this
AM tuner will give you reception close to FM. A
special detector is incorporated and the IF circuits arc
"broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sensitivity
and selectivity are excellent and quiet performance is
assured by high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable
components are prealigncd. Your "best buy" in an
AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT

ITS

EASY . . IT'S FUN
And You Save Up To 1/2
With Do -It- Yourself Heathkits
.

be one of the most exciting
hobbies you ever enjoyed. Simple step-by -step instructions and large
pictorial diagrams show you where every part goes. You can't possibly go wrong. No previous electronic or All building experience is required. You'll learn a lot about your equipment as you build it, and,
of course, you will experience the pride and satisfaction of having
done it yourself.

Putting together your own Heamhkit can

MODEL FM -3A

$2695

For noise and statie-free sound reception. this FM
tuner is your least expensive source of high fidelity
material. Efficient circuit design features stablized
oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm -up and
broadband IF circuits for full fidelity with high sensitivity. All tunable components are prealigncd and
front end is prcassembled. Edge -illuminated slide rule
dial is clearly marked and covert complete FM band
from 88 to 10$ nie. Shpg. WI. 8 lbs.

I-IIGII I'1D1:LI'l'Y

\ LaC:tzrNl:

No Woodworking Experience Required
For Construction

CHAIRSIDE ENCLOSURE KIT
MODEL CE -1

All Parts Precut and Predrilled
For Ease of Assembly

$1395 each

(Specify model and wood
desired when Ordering.)

Your complete hi -fi system is right at your fingertips with
this handsomely styled chairside enclosure. In addition to
its convenience and utility it will complement your living
room furnishings with its striking design in either traditional or contemporary models. Designed for maximum
flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive
appearance, this enclosure isintended to house the Heathkit
AM and FM tuners (BC -IA and FM -3A) and the WA-P2
preamplifier, along with the RP -3 or majority of record
changers which will fit in the space provided. Well ventilated space is provided in the rear of the enclosure for
any of the Heathkit amplifiers designed to operate with
the WA -P2. The tilt -out shelf can be installed on either
right or left side as desired during construction. and a
lift -top lid in front can also be reversed. Both tuners may
be installed in tilt -out shelf. with preamp mounted in
front of changer .... or tuner and preamp combined with
other tuner in changer area. Overall dimensions arc 18'
W. x 24" H. x 351/2' D. Changer compartment measures
17r/' L. x 16' W, x 93h" D. All parts are precut and pre drilled for easy assembly. The Contemporary cabinet is
available in either mahogany or birch, and the Traditional
cabinet is available in mahogany suitable for the finish
of your choice. All hardware supplied. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs.

TRADITIONAL
Model CE -IT Mahogany

CONTEMPORARY
Model CE -1B Birch
Model CE -1M Mahogany

World's largest manufacturer of
electronic instruments in kit form

HEATH
COMPANY
Benton
Harbor,

a

B,

Michigan

bsldlary of Daysrrom, Inc.

"BOOKSHELF" HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL EA -2

12

WATT

$2895

An amplifier and preamplifier in one compact unit, the
EA -2 has more than enough power for the average home
hi -fi system and provides full range frequency response
from 20 to 20,000 CPS within ± I db, with lcss than 2%
harmonic distorition at full power over the entire range.
RIAA equalization, separate bass and treble controls and
hum balance control are featured. An outstanding performer for the size and price. Shpg. Wt. 15 lbs.

"UNIVERSAL" HI-FI 12 WATT

f

AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL UA -1

$21195

Ideal for stereo or monaural applications. Teamed
with the Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier, the UA -1 provides an economical starting point for a hi -fi system.
1n stereo applications two UA -l's may be used along
with the Heathkit SP -2. or your present system may
be converted to stereo by adding the UA -1. Harmonic
distortion is less than 2% from 20 to 20,000 CPS at
full 12 watt output. "On -off" switch located on chassis
and an octal plug is also provided to conncct preamplifier for remote control operation. Shpg. Wt.
13

lbs.

"EXTRA PERFORMANCE"
AMPLIFIER KIT

55

.0

WATT HI -FI

MODEL W7-M 355495
This Iii -fi amplifier represents a remarkable value at less
than a dollar a watt. Full audio output and maximum
damping is a truc 55 watts from 20 to 20,000 CPS with
less than 2".; total harmonic distortion ihrot.ghout the
entire audio range. Features include level control and
"on -off" switch right on the chassis. plus provision for
remote control Pilot light an chassis. Modern, functional
design. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.

"MASTER CONTROL" PREAMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL WA -P2

$1975

All the controls you need to master

a complete high
fidelity home musicsystem are incorporated in this versatile
instrument. Featuring live switch - selected inputs. each
with level control. Provides tape recorder and cathode follower outputs. Full frequency response is obtained
within 3 I yt db from I5 to 35.000 CPS and will do full
justice to the finest available program sources. Equalization is provided for LI'. RIAA, AES and early 78 records.
Dimensions are I2'>S L. x 33,' H. x 53/s' D. Shpg. Wt.

7

lbs.
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HEATHKIT

"ADVANCE DESIGN"
AMPLIFIER KIT

25

WATT HI -Fl

$S975

MODEL W5 -M
Enjoy the distortion -free high fidelity sound reproduction from this outstanding hi -fi amplifier. The W5 -M
incorporates advanced design features for the super
critical listener. Features include specially designed
Peerless output transformer and KT66 tubes. The circuit is rated at 25 watts and will follow instantaneous
power peaks of a full orchestra up to 42 watts. A
"tweeter saver-" suppresses high frequency oscillation
und a unique balancing circuit facilitates adjustment
of output tubes. Frequency response is ± I db from 5
watt and within ±2 db 20 to
to 160,000 CPS at
20,000 CPS at full 25 watts output. Harmonic distortion is less than 1(4. at 25 watts and IM distortion is
l% at 20 watts (60 and 3,000 CPS. 4:1). Hum and
noise are 99 db below 25 watts for truly quiet performance. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.
1

"HEAVY DUTY"
MODEL W6 -M $1

70

WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT

0995

For real rugged duty called for by advance hi -ft systems or
P.A. networks, :his high powered amplifier more than fills
the bill. Silicon -diode rectifiers arc used to assure long life
and a heavy duty transformer gives you extremely good
power supply regulation. Variable damping control provides
optimum performance with any speaker system. Quick
change plug selects 4, 8 and 16 ohm or 70 volt output and the
correct feedback resistance. Frequency response at I watt
is t I db from 5 CPS to 80 kc with controlled HF rolloff
above 100 kc. At 70 watts output harmonic distortion is below 2 °7,., 20 to 20,000 CPS and IM distortion below l';;. 60
and 6,000 CPS. Hum and noise 88 db below full output.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.

YOU'RE NEVER OUT OF DATE WITH HEATHKITS

20

WATT HI -FI AMPLIFIER KIT

MODEL W4-AM

Heathkit hi -fl systems are designed for maximum flexibility. Simple
conversion from basic lo complex systems or front monaural to
stereo Is easily accomplished by adding lo already existing units.
Heathkit engineering skill is your guarantee against obsolescence.
Expand your hi -fl as your budget permits ... and, if you like, spread
the payments over easy monthly installments with the Heath Time
Payment Plan,

GENERAL -PURPOSE
MODEL A9 -C

20

$3550

$3975

This top quality amplifier offers you full fidelity at
minimum cost. Features extended frequency response,
low distortion and low hum level. Harmonic distortion is less than 1.5% and IM distortion is below
2.7% at full 20 watt output. Frequency response
extends from 10 CPS to 100,000 CPS within ±1 db
at I watt. Output transformer tapped at 4, 8 and 16
ohms. Easy to build and a pleasure to use. Shpg.
Wt. 28 lbs.

WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

The model A9 -C combines a preamplifier, main amplifier and
power supply all on one chassis, providing a compact unit to
Iì11 the need for a good amplifier with a moderate cash investment. Features four separate switch -selected inputs.
Separate bass and treble tone controls offer 15 db boost and
cut. Covers 20 to 20,000 CPS within ± db. A fine unit with
which to start your own hi -fi system. Shpg. Wt. 2í lbs.
I

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER KIT
MODEL XO -1

$1895

This unique instrument separates high and low frequencies
and feeds them through two amplifiers to separate speakers.
It is located ahead of the main amplifiers, thus, virtually
eliminating I M distortion and matching problems. Crossover
frequencies for each channel are at 100, 200, 400, 700, 1200,
2,000 and 3,500 CPS. This unit eliminates the need for conventional crossover circuits and provides amazing versatility
at low cost. A unique answer to frequency division problems.
Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.
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"BASIC RANGE" HI -FI SPEAKER
SYSTEM KIT
MODEL SS-2

"LEGATO" HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
MODEL HH -1

$3995

Legs optional extra. $4.95

Outstanding performance at modest cost make
this speaker system a spectacular buy for any hi -fi
enthusiast. The specially designed enclosure and
high qulaity 8' mid -range woofer and compression type tweeter cover the frequency range of 50 to
12,000 CPS. Crossover circuit is built in with balance control. Impedance is 16 ohms, power rating
25 watts. Cabinet is constructed of veneer- surfaced
furniture -grade yz' plywood suitable for light or
dark finish. Shpg. Wt. 26 lbs.

"RANGE EXTENDING" HI -FI
SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
MODEL SS -1B

Not

a

$9995

complete speaker system in itself, the

SS -I B

is designed to extend the range of the basic SS -2
(or SS -I) speaker system. Employs a 15' woofer

and a super tweeter to
extend overall response
from 35 to 16,000 CPS

±5db. Crossover circuit

built -in with balance
control. Impedance is 16
ohms, power rating 35
is

watts. Constructed of
34' veneer- surfaced plywood suitable for light
or dark finish. All parts
precut and predrilkd for
easy

assembly.

Wt. 80 lbs.

NEWT

"DOWN -TO- EARTH"

Nigh- Fidelity Book
The "HOW AND WHY OF HIGH FIDELITY ". by Milton Sleeper explains
what high fidelity is, and how you can
select and plan your own system,
This liberally -illustrated 48 -page book
tells you the hi-fi story without fancy
technical jargon or high- sounding
terminology. 25c,

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
Write today for free catalog describing
over 100 easy -to -build kits in hi-fi
test- marine and amateur radio fields.
Complete specifications. schematics,
and detailed information to help you

-

Shpg.

$29996
...

Words cannot describe the true magnificence of the "Legato"
speaker system
it's simply the nearest thing to perfection in
reproduced sound yet developed. Perfect balance, precise phasing,
and adequate driver design all combine to produce startling realism long sought after by the hi -fi perfectionist. Two 15' Altee
Lansing low frequency drivers and a specially designed exponential
horn with high frequency driver cover 25 to 20,000 CPS. A unique
crossover network is built in. Impedance is 16 ohms, power rating
50 watts. Cabinet is constructed of
veneer- surfaced plywood
in either African mahogany or imported white birch suitable for
the finish of your choice. All parts arc precut and predrillcd for
easy assembly. Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.

DIAMOND
STYLUS HI -FI
PICKUP
CARTRIDGE

SPEEDWINDER KIT

MODEL MF -1

1200' in 40 seconds. Saves wear on
tape and recorder. Handles up to
I01/z° tape reels ant. 800' reels of

Replace your present
pickup with the MF -1
and enjoy the fullest
fidelity your library
of LP's has to offer.
Designed to Heath
specifications to offer

8

MODEL SW -1

$2496

Rewind tape and fruit at the rate of

$2696

or 16 millimeter film. Incorporates
automatic shutoff and braking device. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

sr

you one of the finest

cartridges available
today. Nominally flat
response from 20 to
20,000 CPS. Shpg.
Wt. I lb.

HEATH

COMPANY
n

pioneer in
"do- it-yourself"
electronics
Enclosed find S
Please enclose postage
for parcel postorders are shi000d de-

On.

livery chews collect.
All prices F.O.B. Benton
Harbor. Mich. A20% de
posit is required on all
C.O.D. Orders. Prices
subject to change with.
out notice.

LI

al-

i.tl

BENTON HARBOR 8, MICH,

subsidiary of Daysrrom. Inc.
O Please send the Free Heathkit catalog.
O Enclosed is 25c for the HiFi book.
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Music Now

-and Then

ARE THE BEST alldience for music, you know, that
ever has existed, and not only in quantity -our
huge numbers -but in quality. The cloaked gentlemen
of Elizabeth l's court, however well versed in madrigals,
were not our equals. Neither were the barons around the
great Frederick, though they may have touched elbows
with Bach. And neither were the twenty thousand
Viennese who turned out for Beethoven's funeral. In
that man's day, someone who went to hear the first performance of a Beethoven concerto %vas also likely to be
entertained, between movements, by a violinist playing
a fiddle upside down, or some such antic. Can you imagine that happening today in Severance Hall or the Academy of Music? \Vc would probably try to lynch the
joker, and perhaps the management as well. We have
come to put a high and serious value on music; we yield
it our most scrupulous attention, and we idolize the
composers who have given us this marvelous stuff.
Depending, of course, on when they were born.
Now this is a strange filet, and I assure you in advance
I have no quite satisfactory explanation for it. that the
music to which we accord this great devotion is overwhelmingly music written more than a generation ago.
There arc :always a kw exceptions. Carmiwa Brtrana is a
hit, and Dialogues des Crntélites may prove a successful
record. But commonly the concert manager or record
executive who wants to look his creditors in the eye puts
his trust in Beethoven. Brahms, Tchaikovsky, and their
ilk. l-Ie simply cannot depend for profit upon music
written in our. time; the harsh fact is that we won't pay
to listen to it.
There's your paradox: an age that generates an unprecedentedly vast and avid audience for music, but
generates no music they will accept. There must be
something wrong either with us or %with the music.
I think the wrong is with loth, but not in equal degree. Take us first. We work hard at our listening, but
maybe we arc not sufficiently adventurous with it. Not
that we can be very vigorously blamed for this. Most of
us, a few times, have made the venture, into concert halls
or record stores. and have been sold juiceless t rivia for our
good money. To use a novel expression: twice burned,
thrice shy. We do not want to hear what one musical
scholar has written subtly to amuse another musical
scholar. We will go instead to Bach, Beethoven, Brahms,
and Tchaikovsky, because, whatever their techniques
(which we need not understand) they are addressing us,
and with the elements of our lives and feelings: love,
battle, dignity, grief. They did not mind being obvious,
WE

these men, because they had the final authority to be
obvious: you cannot say something big without being
obvious. It is possible to be too obvious. and tins to failLc.. someone will have said it better before. But no artist
ever became great without taking a chance. For us, the
public, the last practical question is: are we encouraging
enough?
Now we come to the music. The composers have
troubles, make no doubt of that. Virgil Thomson. one of
the very best of them, has depicted some of the troubles,
quite dispassionately and indeed with gtxxl humor. in a
late issue of the .irla,tic. His discourse is largely concerned with change in music, and with newness in compositional invention, but it brings up something the
listening layman may not realize. It may be very well
for us to say that Brahma's way of writing was quite satisfactory, w'e'd like more of the same product. and why
cannot today's composers simply continue in the sane
technique? ')'hey can't answer except by saving they
cannot. 'l'hcy cannot really be at their very best unless
they are (at least in some part) inventing or incorporating
something new. This needn't be explained, because it
has been proven as a fact.
To call forth a newness of the kind that Informed
Handel, or Beethoven, or Wagner, what is needed,
then, that we do not have today? It is a puzzling question. Thomson simply puts the problem largely: ".111
the arts are in a low Dart of their curve. because the
world is up to something else." 'I-hat is probably true,
but I think a little more specific analysis is possible. It
would seem, if we look backward, that great new art
has sprung up mostly as a way' of allying feelings to
understnding. It has done best when the cosmos %vas
most black-and-white. when there was a plainly comprehensible goal to be sought, a plainly comprehensible barrier to he breached, and a plainly comprehensible evil
to be avoided or destroyed. In other words. a morel
content is needed, and it too must be new and vied.
This is what we don't have. The lack may be a plain
and practical aspect of our civilization. something we
must put up with, but I don't think so. I think it is a
hole in our civilization, and quite reparable.
\Ve have plenty of good musicians, and other artists.
And they keep practicing and practicing, but they have
nothing, really, to start work on. This is not their fault;
art cannot leed itself. And it cannot feed on science,
which is remote and specialized. Our lack is the link
between. Something's gone that wwc have not had the
sense to miss. We have no philosophers.
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chevalier

R. A. ISRAEL
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"This is not a singer, this is not a diseur, this is not a conjurer of the
fantastic, this is not a comedian, this is a creator of personages. That
which he creates alone ever' evening on the stage is not a' member.' is not even
a 'recital.' It is a work which belongs to the realer of l' Art-Dramatique."
MARCEL PAGNOL

Studio Ytoin'-

FOR

OVER

FIFTY-EIGHT

Maurice Chevalier has been spreading his
own gospel in a manner that
is at the same time both
highly personalized and universal. There is not a boulevard in Paris nor a street in
London or New York that
has not somehow been
touched by his particular
brand of sunlight, for essentially Chevalier's art is founded on the message of 'joie"
-not in the sense of flippancy towards life, but as an
antidote to dreariness. Chevalier prescribes in much the
and his remedies have
same way as a doctor does
"cured" millions who have seen him on the stage or in
filins and have heard the myriad recordings he has made
during the past four decades. What arc the origins that
produced "Maurice "? What are the techniques that
comprise his remarkable artistry?
Today Chevalier is in the midst of a renaissance
primarily brought about through his phenomenal success
in Gigi. Once again his name is becoming familiar
throughout America. His recording from the sound track
of Gigi is on every best- seller list, the Lerner-Loewe tune
Thank Heaven for Little Girls is a continuing hit, and
Chevalier's three 12 -inch solo LPs for M -G -M are winning such favorable response that Arnold Maxin,
YEARS,

...

34

M -G -M's recording chief, has cut additional sides for
future albums. Through special invitation, I recently attended two of M -G -M's Chevalier sessions. They proved
to be a revealing and rewarding experience. Chevalier
is a

bundle of restrained energy during a recording

session, but there is nothing frenetic about it. He is a
"pro" through and through, and the proof of this was in

the reactions of the men around him. Everyone-musicians, engineers, Maxie himself-had a sense of "being
on," of being in the presence of a creative mind thinking, acting, dancing, evolving each approach to each
song as the session progressed. Even during a recording date, when there is certainly no need to elaborate
a lyric through gestures, Chevalier instinctively acts
out the story line of a song. in She Didn't Say Yes,
She Didn't Say No be made little pleading gestures and
coquettishly pulled at his fingers in the manner of a shy
young girl, occasionally making a sliding motion with
his arm and hand extended, indicating the hesitant
advances of a love -struck female. Later that week at his
penthouse apartment in the Waldorf-Astoria he smiled
when I started to discuss this acting-out at recording
sessions: "I don't know exactly what I'm going to do
with the songs. You sec, I must do a 'little something'
that has not been done before with the American songs."
This, of course, is a characteristic understatement,
for Chevalier's "little something" is in actuality the
structuring, the molding and forming of the song to blend
with his basic personality. Given a lyric that is in any
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way descriptive of a situation, he will weave its emphasis
around until it has taken on a story -telling aspect, enriched and warmed by his own inner projection and outward dramatization. For this reason Maurice Chevalier's
recordings have always possessed a special glow and
vibrancy; they arc not merely recordings, they arc
recorded performances. I shall never forget his pantomime
"walk-off' at the end of the final take of Please Don't
Talk about Me When I'm Gone. When he first ran
through the number, it appeared to be structurcless, to
have no meaning to him whatsoever. By the time he
completed the final take he had transformed this sentimental song into a softly strident vaudeville number,
actually simulating an "exit" at the end of the number,
with head tilted up, back arched, his arms extended and
a broad grin lighting up the entire studio. "What a
show!" exclaimed one of the musicians.
After each take Chevalier would walk with determined
gait towards the control room where a special chair was
always ready for him. As he listens to the playbacks, his
entire countenance changes. He is a diagnostician,
introspective and reflective. Once again he relives the
performance-gesturing quietly to himself, lifting an
eyebrow, smiling, frowning. If he likes it, he says, "C'est
bon" and walks back into the studio where the musicians arc rehearsing the next number. Chevalier and
Maxin have developed a very close rapport. Maxin's
respect for Chevalier as an artist is at once apparent,
and he shares with Chevalier the willingness to experiment. During the second session Chevalier evolved
his own approach to Kurt Weill's September Song. This
oil-beat programing on the part of Maxim turned out
to be one of the high lights of the clay. After a few
preliminary attempts Chevalier sang this classic ballad
with great simplicity and economy. "This is a beautiful
song," he said to me. "when sung by a man who can
really feel it-but it can't be sung with too much
sadness because then it becomes a 'leaking' song. 1 like

the people to feel that I have sentiment but I don't like
to overdo it and make a show of it like some artists
to so work the heart of the audience that they collapse!
I like sentiment, but I don't want them to feel that I
am playing on it."
At the end of the first session Chevalier recorded a
number with a skeleton orchestra. It was cur as a single,
and is called Nobody Throw Those Bull. The song is
from the shoe Whoop Up! by Norman Gimbel and
Morris Charlap. It was the last song of the day and
admittedly everyone was a little tired. But no one had
any idea of what was about to take place! Without
exaggeration, I can say that Bull will become a classic
Chevalier performance in the pure Comique tradition.
The character in the show is a guttural French -Canadian
Indian who proudly sings about his son who is performing
in a rodeo in New York. Suddenly a transformation took
place. The beguiling Chevalier charm was replaced by
a new character -rough -hewn, tough, loud, boastful,
and thoroughly winning. Chevalier grimaced at the
microphone, bent down low, shouted at the ceiling.
Everyone in the studio was delighted. Maxin beamed.
We had witnessed an act of artistic creation. The characterization, full of bravado and gusto, provided a magnificent curtain.
Maurice Chevalier has never resisted new collaborations, experimentation, or change; and in fact his
flexibility in this regard is one of the prime reasons for his
continued success as a public entertainer. The MaxinChevalier combination is reminiscent of other associations
which also represented points of departure for France's
greatest popular artist: Chevalier and Darius Milhaud
(The Beloved Vagaboid, 1939); Chevalier and Irving
Thalberg, a relationship that lcd to his becoming an
American film idol; Chevalier and Rent Clair (Le Silence
est rfor, 1947), a turning point in his film career in that
he here portrayed an older man for the first time; etc.
However, in spite of this diversity, there has been a
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consistency in the quality of
Chevalier's material that is
best exemplified through the
large legacy of his recordings.
Chevalier emerged as a

love him. He always spoofed
women in a way that was
almost a homage. \lavol was
very handsome. He had the
face of a prince. Some music
hall performers are more distinguished than others lvho

popular artist Tike a plant
responding to earth, sun, and
water. His early environment
arc more aggressive. Jack
was saturated with musical
Benny never pushes. He's a
theatre of a variety virtually
gentleman. So was Mayol.
unknown in America. The
Polin, on the other hand.
FPG
French popular music hall
represented a kind of ingenuThe international star: Chevalier is England.
theatre, at the turn of the
ous fellow doing his time as a
century, prominently featured the comic monologue or
soldier. He invented stories to get fun out of the military
sketch-the outlines of a very simple story, usually porservice and he spoofed therm in such a cute way. Even
traying an affair of the heart or illustrating some homely
Fernancicl has taken from Polin. The great comic and
bit of philosophy. There were also the famous mimes of
wit of the time was Dranem. He played a kind, naïve
the peritxl, and innumerable jugglers. Inside the cabarets
fellow, but he was not naive himself. He had a great
a new type of song was developing -the intimate love
understanding. Nfayol had the widest appeal of the three
ballad now so closely associated with France. 'Touring
-the most completely popular even in the small towns
companies visited the provinces regularly, and great stars
of France." At least something of these great music
emerged whose names are now veiled by the passage of
hall artists has been preserved for us through photographs
years. These performers were all individualists, creators
and the numerous Path6 recordings that were made dursupreme
whom the integration of gesture, moveing the early part of the century.
ment, and voice was second nature. Felix Mayol. DraMavol, Dranem, and Polin were top professionals and
nem, and Polin, famous music hall artists of the Nineties.
adored by everyone, but it must be remembered that
were little \Jaurice's guns. whose performances he and
this was long before the advent of radio or television
his mother (La Longue) used to follow devotedly at the
and that although these established performers toured
Cirque d'Hiver or occasionally at the famous Eldorado,
constantly, they could not satisfy a mass audience
where they would sit in the gallery. In his suite at the
craving diversion and amusement. Accordingly, many
Waldorf lately, Chevalier reflected upon the varied
accomplished imitators also gained reputations in the
styles of these famous entertainers of his childhood and
provinces, where they performed "in the manner or
Mayol, Dranem, ci al. It wan through watching these
early professional career: "To me Mayol has been the
most sympathigae in all the world. His gestures were
varied music hall and cabaret artists that the impressionfeminine in a virile way-but charniing -you had to
able young Chevalier began to assimilate some of the
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basic techniques that were to go into
the formation of his most popular crea-

is "The Militant," who is sometimes insolent but always "patriotic"
tions. Artists of the people, these stage
(Le Régiment des jambes Louis \V).
performers drew their images through
There is "The Free Loader," who genlusty gestures and deliberate postures,
erally appears to view life and women
thus unmistakably getting across the
with good-natured cynical detachment.
particular point that they wished to
This is really a remarkable chap nho
stress. Comic monologues rivaled pxmpuchanges like a chameleon from apache
lar songs and were actually published,
(The Poor Apache and Quai De Gera'),
like sheet music. Many of Chevalier's
to vagrant (Ala Panme), to drunkard
droll vocal mannerisms, his hoarseness,
(Trinque- -/'rinque), to pugnacious ganghis slurring, his beguiling intonations
ster who yells "Yop la bourn!" (Prosper),
stem from this early training. The obto the braggart! of \ienilmontant
ject was to reach the audience in the
(A4inti/e) who announces with unmost direct possible ay. Chevalier
abashed joy to a deaf world "Here I
started learning how to do this at the
am!-:\ fimile!"
age of twelve. By the time he was in his
Then of course there are the "Exotic
early twenties he was a national star,
Caricatures" which are clearly a form
FPG
rivaling the revered
ayol.
of the "Comique Excentrique." CheDouglat Fairbanks, Sr.
Mcnilwas
born
Chevalier
in 1888 in
valier is a master at a type of satire
montauu, a poor district on the outskirts of Paris, most
achieved through vocalized storytelling, interspersed
of whose residents are working men, artisans-the backwith satirical nonsense sounds that somehow miracubone of the Parisian population. He states in his autolously evoke a stereotyped image of the "bizarre forbiography that he was horn at the top of a hill at 29 Rue
eigner." Many samples of this can be found in the Chede Retrait. and symbolically he has been reaching into
valier recorded repertory. Perhaps three of the most
the sunlight, out of poverty, ever since: "I ani afraid
memorable arc: La P'tite Drone de Expo, a delightful
that I will always have to light my taste for the too loud
sketch about a man who follows a pretty girl from paand the too solid, implanted in me by years of poverty."
vilion to pavilion at a world's fair, speaking to her, within fact, the finest material in his repertory stems from
out success, in the foreign language (spoofed) of each
these working -class origins.
pavilion, only to be finally dismissed by her when he
Throughout his career Chevalier has developed a clusalso discovers that she is French; Alandminade, a chanson
ter of creations-characterizations, brief slices of life,
chinoise with a moral; and the unforgettable .l Garcclone,
moments of illumination -that represent his art at its
Chevalier's Spanish parody, which he performs with a
finest. These conceptions are visually and vocally inludicrous Spanish hat, small "Greco" steps, loud shouts
separable; and they almost invariably embody one of
of "Ole," and castanets that somehow manage to become
entangled with his nose!
two basic types: the " Cornique Excentrique" (incorporating pantomime, bufRemarkably, in all of Chevalier's
work,
the use of props is usually !Unand
broad
satire)
or
the
"Urfoonery,
ited; now it is an old coat, then a
bane Optimist" (a suave fellow who
buttoned -down cap and a turned -up
faces life with a smile).
collar, then a Chinese gown and hat.
The "Cornique Excentrique" is a
The stage is bare, except for a piano.
direct outgrowth of his early observaIn this manner he has held audiences
tions and practical application of mime,
enthralled for half a century. The
acrobatics, the use of the comic mono"Comique Excentrique'' style has been
logue and song. In terms of origin, howenormously popular with Chevalier
ever, these deliberately exaggerated,
enthusiasts and with his general public
and marvelously effective, mannerisms
on the Continent.
can be traced Imck to legendary clowns
The "Urbane Optimist" emerged in
and music hall artists like Jean- Gaspard
part through the influence of the faDeburau (born 1796) and Joseph Grimous Nils'inguctr. Chevalier's love
maldi (horn 1779), both of whom left
affair with this lady is now a wellan indelible mark on French popular
known legend. He was much younger
theatre. Within the specific category of
than the great entertainer whose legs
the " Comique Excentrique," Chevalier
were considered to be without equal:
has created many remarkable and enCulver
" Afistinguctt was at the pinnacle of her
dearing personalities that have altered
Mistinguett
career (1908) and I was hardly in the
only slightly with the passage of years.

There
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same world with her!" he states in his memoirs. Nevertheless. she soon introduced him to society, and gradually
this new personal experience manifested itself in his work.
Starting with the first entde introduction of "smart"
dress, the universal messenger of love was some twenty
years in the making (1908 to 1928). The transition was
a gradual one, with a constant intermixing of " Comique"
and "Urbane," until a clear definition is apparent by the

mid-Twenties.
Chevalier, however, had always admired the casual
style. Early, as an adolescent (1903, 1904, etc.), he had
marveled when he first saw Norman French. who, with
his elegant dress, "Step Danes," and novelty tap dancing
had enchanted all of Paris. He also recollects in his autobiography that Felix ?`layol "had a very pleasant face.
His blond hair stuck out in waves from behind the derby
that he wore well forward on his head. On his cane was
a huge silver knob." Compare this description, a small
boy's reactions, with the lyrics of Une Canne et use
Casquette, which Chevalier wrote not many years ago:
"I've always liked to wear a cap, but I think its elegant
for me they give a touch of the chic
to add a cane
of Paris. When I pass a pretty silhouette in the street,
gallantly I tip my cap, lifting my cane, with a sideways,
roguish glance; if the lady doesn't answer, scorning me,
I just put the cane back under my arm. A cane is meant
to be twirled. A cap worn at an angle lends a rakish air
when you want to slake headway in the hearts of the
ladies, a cane and a cap is sharp -sharp!"
In 1919, directly after the First World \Var, Chevalier
first appeared in front of an English -speaking audience.
starring with Elsie Janis at the Palace Theatre in London
in Hello America. Shortly after, during a performance at
the Casino de Paris, he first introduced his trade -mark,
the straw boater
brilliant afterthought to the evening
attire first suggested by the international music hall
favorite, Gahy Delys. ( "She had wistful eyes that
danced a little bit," Chevalier said, "and she made a
terrific hit in America
very attractive and nice girl. ")
With this simple innovation a miracle occurred: the
straw boater. combined with tuxedo, provided a perfect
frame for the `joie" he was trying to express through the
new character he was developing. It gave visual unity
to the presentation. This character, more urbane and
casual than any of his previous inventions, eventually
became "Maurice," the international star, the film idol,
the mature artist. In his own words: "The man with the
straw hat is really my complete personality. \Vhen put
on a cap and sing Prosper, these are /fees mix with my
own personality. but the straw hat and tuxedo is the real
Chevalier." The "Urbane Optimist" can be found in
various guises. His character can encompass a vast range
of feelings, or it can also be limited in scope. I-k is sophisticated, with a small "s." He really believes in the "good
life," in pursuing happiness and seizing it. He believes
that happiness is available to everyone, wants everyone
to know that he lives by this conviction -and can show
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them the way! He revels in wine, women, and song
but he also believes in Family, in Mother. and the basic
virtues of The Home. The woman he eventually marries
is Loving, Chaste, and Devoted.
There were hundreds of popular heroes from 1900 to
1935 who personified one or more aspects of this attitude. Perhaps the finest example of the "Urbane Optimist" is Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., one of Chevalier's closest friends; it was a friendship he cherished and still talks
of. Fairbanks was certainly one of the most joyous personalities ever to grace the screen. He was an athlètesuprême, a pure creator in his own right, and one cannot
help feeling a strong sympathy between his vibrant
screen personality and the exuberant "Maurice" who
sings Ya d'kr Joie (There's Joy). Chevalier says of Fairbanks, "A lovely man. He had something, I think, in an
American way that they tell me I have in my French
way. It's a real warmth, a gentleness -manly and something straight about him." In his memoirs Chevalier
writes, "I have not had ninny friends of the fiber of
Douglas Fairbanks, bless his soul."
Throughout the Twenties, Chevalier continued to
conquer new audiences and to polish and perfect "Maurice." He performed in the operetta Dede by Willemetz
and Christiane and Ld -Harm by Willemetz and Yvain
and at the Bouffes Parisiens. It was during this period
that he met Yvonne Vallée, whom he married in 1927.
At the Casino de Paris in 1925 he introduced Valentine,
a classic example of the integration of comic dialogue and
melody into one absolutely charming entity. Chevalier
also caused a sensation in his appearances with the Dolly
Sisters and Yvonne Vallee. Then, one evening, the Hollywood MID executive Irving Thalberg and his wife, Norma
Shearer, came to the Casino. This was the start of Chevalier's career as an international film star.
Thalberg did not at this time reach an agreement with
him (Chevalier's first Hollywood contract was with
Paramount Studios and Jesse L. Lasky), but from 1928
to 1935 he was to star in twelve Hollywood films. At
least three of these are jewels of performances on the
part of "Maurice ": Love Parade (1929), directed by
Ernst Lubitsch, with lyrics by Clifford Grey and music
by Victor Schertzingcr; Lore Ale Tonight (1932), directed by Roubcn ? famoulian. with music by Richard
Rodgers and lyrics by Lorenz Hart: and One Hour with
You (1932), with music and lyrics credited to Oscar
Straus, Richard Whiting, and Leo Robin.
In all Chevalier's portrayals in his early American
films the "Urbane Optimist" pervades, even when the
characterization is of "humble" origin (a tailor, a sailor,
etc.). It is fascinating to observe Chevalier's performances in Love Ale Tonight, One Hour with You, The
Love Parade, or A Bedtime Story. His style is in a world
apart from all of the other players (Jeanette MacDonald, Charles Ruggles, Roland Young, Merle Oberon,
Ann Sothern, Myrna Loy, Claudette Colbert) -simply because it is based upon a
Continued on page 122
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That Çokìen Second-Ji{and Sound
A man has made it possible for you to

trade

in

your fi on something higher. Meet Mr.

by

Martin Mayer

William Colbert, of The Audio Exchange
6
HAVE YOU even," asked Bill Colbert cheerfully,
"heard a perfect Iii -fi system ?"
No.
"Have you ever met people who wanted one ?"

Yes.

"That," said Colbert, with the air of a nian completing
of a theorem, "is my business."

the proof

Colbert's business, in more practical terms,

is

the

purchase and sale of used high- fidelity components. He
carries it forward, rapidly, under the naive

of The Audio

Exchange, and he has been at it not quite eight years.
He started in a living room, equipped with a couch for
people who came in to talk audio; now he operates four
stores in the New York metropolitan area. Today, The
Audio Exchange sells both new and used equipment, and

in 1958 used components accounted for only one fifth of
's half-million -dollar grass. "But." he says, "very
of
the
new sales would have been made without the
few

Colbert

trade -in arrangement."
Usually, success draws competition, but the volume
and extent of Colbert's mail -order business indicates
that up to now he has no serious rival anywhere in the
country. Others have tried to imitate him, but they have
not prospered -partly because Colbert got there first,
but mostly because components trading, like any secondhand business, requires an cxtraordinarily well -developed
commercial instinct. Colbert, somewhat to his own surprise, has such an instinct, and would probably do as
well in the oriental rug business as he has done in audio.

He is a rather irreverent fellow on most subjects, but he
turns serious when he speaks of profit margins, bank
loans, and capital requirements.
A square - shouldered young man with a squared-off
face topped by
was trained
as

a

fine pompadour of black hair, Colbert

originally

as a

chemical engineer, and worked

such for Pittsburgh Plate Glass and General Electric.

Like practically everybody

else at

GE in the years right

Phologropiy by Paul Reeler

Colbert baits a customer with assorted bargain loudspeakers.

after the war, he became an audio hobbyist; but it did
not occur to him that he might make his living at this
until after a vacation trip to Denver when, he says, "1
got careless and lost my camera. That is, it was stolen.
When I returned East I went to some friends who knew
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Audio Exchange

about cameras and asked what I should buy. They said,
'For what you need, a used camera is fine. Go to Peerless.' I went. found this store crowded with people buy-

-a

gcxxl business, obviing and trading used cameras
ously profitable. I thought to myself, there must be such
a thing possible for audio."
It was marriage, which used to be what kept people
from realizing their dreams, that gave Colbert the chance
to try out his idea. "My wile had a job, and if this new
project went sour, We woukln't starve. We wouldn't
live very well, hit we wouldn't starve. In 1950, I put
some ads in the paper. :tad answered some ads, to make
sure there was a market. Then, in 1951, my mother gave
me a room in her house in Queens, on the second floor, to
start my business. We started from nothing -- absolutely
nothing. People would come up then and we'd chat all
day, because I didn't have anything to sell them. It
wasn't like going to a store."
Colbert and his brother John, a clinical psychologist
on furlough from work towards a Ph.D.. plowed the
profits from sales back into inventory, expanded their
mailing lists, began to do more selling and less chatting.
They took over the basement of their mother's house,
the rest of the second floor, and finally the first floor,

where Colbcrt's mother had been running a Swedish massage parlor. (She moved, perforce, to other quarters.)
Finally, they rented a store front a few doors up Hillside
Avenue to house their appraisal and service department.
They needed communication between the selling and
service offices, but the owners of the intervening houses
wouldn't give them permission to string a cable. So one
night in the dark of the m<xnt brother John clambered
over the rooftops with his illicit wire to install the
intercom. It was that sort of business,
At the beginning, The Audio Exchange carried used
components exclusively, and before branching into the
l actory- seticd carton line Colbert developed privatelabel merchandise. made to his specifications. There was
an Audio Exchange amplifier, an .\E tuner, an :\E
speaker system. Two }'cars before British Industries
marketed the first Briggs baffles, Audio Exchange was
selling a sand- filled speaker enclosure on the American
market. "Cone to think of it," Colbert said thoughtfully, "we were real aggressive in those days." He
browsed through the pages of his old mail -order catalogues, featuring the clumsy and inflexible multistage
amplifiers of the early 1950s. "Heavens," he said, "the
stuff I used to be able to sell!"
'I'o<lay Colbert operates Audio Exchanges in the
Bmnx. lrxtklyn, and Nlinhasset as well as the main
store. All his stores are authorized to accept used components
onents in trade, but the branches tend to behave like
straightforward audio shops, selling and installing high fidelity systems for the neighbors. Last October the main
store moved a city block west from (olbcrt's mother's
!muse to a one-story building divided into three equal
rectangles -service area, office space. and showroom.
There is little to distinguish the showroom from other
such display space, except that it was explicitly organized
for stereo, with pairs of speakers and speaker systems
splitting the far wall, and the shelves on the right side of
the room carry used rather than new components. The
master control switchboard is one of the most complicated of its kind, offering such refinements as the opportunity to play a stereo recording through two separate
stereo amplifiers, using one channel of each. You never
can tell what a customer may want.
The advent of stereo has made surprisingly little difference in Colbert's trading business. I lis customers have always been people on the alert for the latest wrinkle
and stereo. for them. is merely the flex the bee's knees
have taken this year. To Colbert. too, the fundamentals
of trading arc always the same. The allowance he can give
for a used component depends strictly on three factors
quality. condition. and resalability of the merchandise.
Condition has never been a problem: fewer than two per
cent of the components Colbert has accepted in trade
have turned out on closer examination to be defective.
"Of course, he says menacingly, "it's widely known that
we maintain a g<xm squad which goes our within twenty four hours to beat up anybody who gives me bad compo-
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Colbert and a fearless lady shopper eye a tape recorder.
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rictus. 131st, really, my customers are the sort of people
tvho take better care of their audio equipment than they
do of their wives and children. Niue!) better."
When a man brings in an item of used high-fidelity
equipment to trade, When sends it back immediately
into the cluttered service room, where it is examined and
appraised by a repairman. The manager of the service department is a diffident Englishman named Gordon Barrett, %.Ito wears a white lab coat and speaks in the Yorkshire accent made familiar to American audio addicts by
G..\. Briggs. Barrett has been servicing and selling audio
equipment since he was fourteen years old. Right after
the war, he joined Black's Radio Stores-An: largest in
the 4liellands." Ile started, he says, "as an outside tube
puller, and worked up rapidly to chief engineer. With the
advent of Leak and Williamson, 1 suggested going into
Iii lì, and the lose said, 'It's up to you.' We put up a control panel, sold the Leak, then Williamson by Gisodsclh
then Pyc when that came :long. We custom-designed
cabinets, did everything the customer wanted. A few
years ago, the went inro stereo." With this background,
Barrett can tell in a few minutes of casual examination
whether there is anything wrong with a component submitted in trade, and he gives C>Ilert the high sign.
'Die allowance which will be ollerecl not. depends on
the res labilir of the component, and on the price of
the new item the customer wants to buy. Fashionable
components
speakers, for example -can be resold
quickly, and Colbert can oiler a relatively high price for
them. Equipment less familiar in the area Culbert serves
cannot command, at the : \udio Exchange, so ready a market or so high a resale price. .\ kw discontinued itentsBrook pre maps or Brociner speaker systems- -may command a premium because of their quality and scarcity.
(Other people speculate on common stocks; C:e :ll)(rt speculates on Brociner '1-r nsccndants.) If the trade-in allowance is greater than half the price of the new components
to be bought, Celbcrt will allow himself a little e,tra
margin on the trade. "I want fifty per cent in cash," he
says. "because I have to Ixay the rent in cash."
Stereo has se>mcwhat clouded the res:labilit picture.
Monophonic pickups and enns are now a drug on the
market, and Colbert will not accept them. Older amplifiers and speakers. however, have become more desirable.
Many people converting to stereo are happy with their
present equipment and would like to match it, giving
Colbert a new market for a wide variety of older components. Barrett, who is a purist, believes in two separate
amplifiers for stereo. "Theoretically." Lc says, "there's
no reason why channel separation shouldn't be as good on
a single- chassis job. But every time you add one of these
gimmicks, reverse -stereo switches, balance controls, and
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the like. you increase crosstalk."
Colbert took a console in trade -once. Fie still has it.
"As in any business," he says, "you have to acquire
knowledge more or less painfully." But except for consoles, and equipment which stereo has made obsolete,
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he will accept anything, pegging the price on condition
and resalability. Once accepted, all equipment is cleaned.
tested. and
necessary -repaired. Barrett finds that
antplilic'rsmosl frequently require lien. rectifiers and output tubes: tuners usually need new oscillators. Motors
arc oiled and drive :.heels replaced on lesser turntables;
and expensive turntables arc returned to the factor' for
rebuilding by the nuundacturcr- which makes them,
Colbert believes, as gocxl as new and as good -looking as
new. After a used component has been checked through,
it is wrapped in a polyethylene Ixag as psychological encouragement for the timid, and laid out on the shelves.
Audio exchanging is by its nature a chatty business;
and although Colbert no longer sits around on a couch
talking with enthusiasts, be spends considerable time on
the telephone trying to find out in advance tvhat it is that
people wait to sell Mini. "Some of them arc nuts." he says
tolerantly. "'l'ltcy don't have the equipment they say
they have, they just want to talk high fidelity." Others
however, have more than they indicate. Colbert well
remembers one man who called and said he had an audio
system in a suburban house which he was giving up to
move to the city. where he wouldn't have room for so
large an installation. Could he send his system down for
an appraisals (Tolbert incautiously said that would be a
gcxxl idea, and a ttcek later a moving van pulled up and

-if

unloaded seventeen crates of electronic gadgetry. "It
took a man all day just to unpack it." Colbert recalls,
'and for a week we couldn't move around the shop, because it filled the aisles. There was four to five thousand
dollars' worth of equipment in those crates." Despite
this horrifying first episode, that telephone call proved
the beginning of a long and mutually profitable commerContinued on page 127
cial relationship. Just the other

f ngiueer

Gordon Burrell, !he

moran

who gires the high sign.
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Bmimonn

by Charles Rosen

.1 standing precept at this magazine is that there will he
no condescension by editors towards readers. Hence tea.
present you this article by the brilliant young pianist
Charles Rosen. It does gel into musical technicalities
and it is decidedly not light reading. l'ey none of us who

started on it could put it down. It embodies real analytical insight into art, not a common commodity, and
infuses it with something very like excitement. Sometimes Mr. Rosen addresses himself briefly to other
pianists. These passages are no obstacle; read through
them. Incidentally. Mr. Rosen has just recorded. for
.Epic, two Ravel works he uses as illustrations here,
Lc Tombeau do Couperin and Gaspard de la Nuit.

FOR MOST \IUSICI.\NS, no composers have less
in common with each other than the ones who arc
generally bracketed together. No two composers could
be less alike than Bach and Handel. unless it were -iaydn
and Mozart -Bach and Mozart, indeed, would be a
better pairing than the more common ones. in this century Ravel and Debussy have most often been considered
together, although during their lifetimes neither of
them was very happy about this arrangement. To lark
1

13

for the similarities instead of the differences between
them is to blur not only what is most characteristic of
their music. but also what is most fundamental to its
very conception.
Debussy has sometimes been called a romantic by
French critics, and Ravel a classicist. Nevertheless, in
spite of the classical veneer that Ravel gave many of
his pieces (such as the Tombeau de Couperin, and the
outwardly Bach -like slow movement of the Concerto in
G major for Piano) and the outspoken romantic program of many works by Debussy (the Martyre de Saint
.Safbastien written on a text by D'Annunzio, or the
Preludes for Piano), it is Debussy who continues the
work of the great classicists in his preoccupation with
large questions of musical structure and development;
and it is Ravel who, in his compositional procedures,
is most easily situated in the great Romantic School
of Berlioz. Liszt, and Richard Strauss. Like these three
composers. Ravel's concern is not with large -scale development, but with sound textures: it is for this reason that
the three composers often considered the greatest
orchestrators are Berlioz, Strauss, and Ravel.
Romantic and classic arc in any case such vague terms
and so overworked that it might be better to drop them
altogether, and to speak instead of composers mainly
interested in the larger aspects of form and composers
principally concerned with texture. Ever since the
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beginning of polyphony, Western music has been increasingly occupied with the problems of organizing
works into an ever greater and more complex unity.
Some people have asserted (sometimes on thoroughly
irrelevant grounds) that the possibilities of development
in this direction have been exhausted in our century;
but, nevertheless, composers have found this, in the main,
the most interesting aspect of music, and the greatest
comixiscrs have in most cases been the ones who have
made the chief contributions to it.
Since the fifteenth century, however, there have been
other important composers-"sports" and eccentrics,
for the most part -who have been more interested in
texture than in form; that is, more interested in momentary sound effects and the possibilities of finding new
ones than in the organization of an already developed
material into an artistic whole. Today's composers who
work with nfusigne concr&e, for instance, fall largely
into this category, and most of those engaged in elcetronic musical research belong here as well. Many composers who write twelve-tone music (but not all) have
deluded themselves into thinking that this new serial
technique solves their organizational problems for them
instead of presenting them with new (and most interesting) ones. as is actually the case. The best metaphor
that I can think of to explain the broad division ant
trying to make is one dealing with language. One might
put it that most great composers have been chiefly concerned with the development of am increasingly supple
and rich grammar for musical expression but there have
been some important exceptions, among whom Ravel is
especially eminent, who are interested much more in
enriching musical vocabulary.
These "eccentrics" of musical history arc often
provocative figures, and they are most difficult to
evaluate at their proper worth-our standards of criticism can no longer be the usual ones. Vivaldi is one
such example: the originality of his basic ideas is greater
than Bach's, at least on a first hearing. His sound effects
arc still fantastic and often shocking. and the variety
of his effects amazing. His weakness is organizational: an
idea lasts a half minute for him, then he needs another to
take its place. His works are a gold mine for greater
composers, who could steal his ideas and who knew what
to do with them. Berlioz is another eccentric, but a far
more complex one. His capacity for organizing large scale forms was tremendous but intermittent. There is
not one of his long works which is completely satisfactory
from beginning to end. His sense of form may almost be
said to have been corrupted by his concern for texture;
1

he was led astray by sound effects. The opening sections
of his Requiem are in every way masterpieces of organization, but in a later part he is distracted by a wonderful
noise -three flutes playing softly in the upper register
answered by the bass growl of three trombones (rather
like the sound of an airplane warming up) He does not
know what to do with this marvelous .sound, and can
only repeat it until the novelty has worn off and dullness
sets in. If the Symphonic fimrrraique is more satisfying as
a whole, only the first movement is a really great piece
of music in the traditional sense: the last four movements
alternate more conventional writing with some dazzling
programmatic sound effects, but arc altogether on a
lower level.
Ravel has none of Berlioz's failures: his musical forms

arc generally impeccable, if uninteresting, and almost
in all cases adequate to convey the fantastic originality
of his concern with sound. In the Tombeau do Couperin,
for example, ostensibly a work patterned on the great
French baroque style, not one of the pieces really falls
into a baroque form, with the exception of the fugue, and
even there the basic interest lies elsewhere. The forms
arc traditional late -classical or romantic ones. What
Ravel aims at is not the early eighteenth-century style;
it is the early eighteenth -century sound. The work
imitates the sonority of the harpsichord without ever
being playable for that instrument. Indeed, the passages
that recall the harpsichord best are the ones least imaginable on a real harpsichord -those passages which use
bare fifths juxtaposed dissonantly with the pedal down
to reproduce the nasal, sonorous twang of the harpsichord. The opening Prelude illustrates this perfectly:
in harmony it does not differ 'cry greatly from Fauré,
and its continuous running motion is more characteristic of a piece of Schumann than of Couperin. Even
the slight harmonic twist popularly called "modal" (the
use of the flatted seventh) is completely unbaroque: its
appearance is most typical in modern arrangements of
folk music. Nevertheless. the quality of the sound makes
the listener accept without question the connection with
Couperin: the continuous clang of the bare fifths, and
the snap of the inverted mordents (completely non eighteenth century in that they must begin on the lower
rather than the tapper note) ceaselessly bring to mind
the actual sonority of eighteenth -century instruments.
It is the sonority and not the style that is the essential
thing here.
The other pieces of the Tombeau de Couperin continue
along the saine lint. The fugue, for example. is outwardly
a perfectly orthodox baroque stretto- fugue, with the
inversions and the various strettos° following in the
correct order. But the theme has neither melodic nor
harmonic interest: it is completely colorless in these
respects, neutral in tone, so that its syncopated rhythmic
complexity may be more easily perceived. The accent is
sooften off the beat that even the on -beat accents
A vretto is a device your can would lind familiar, wherein one voice enters
with the melmly before another quite finishes.
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sound syncopated at last: the piled -up entrances of one
oicc after another in the stretto give no impression of
polyphonic complexity, as a strew) is supposed to do in
an early ci,,htccnth- ccnttry fugue. but have the effect of
staggering the syncopations as tiny accents appear in the
different voices in a sonority that sticks fairly dose to
pianissimo most of the time. The minuet is in early
nineteenth-century form, with the return of the main
section blending with the middle: the pedal effects
required (Ravel phrases the piece so that one must let
some of the notes resound long after their striking) cast
over the sound a delicate haze which gives the music
so much of its loveliness. And the final toccata has
absolutely no kinship with a baroque toccata: it is a
romantic toccata, or perpeuuim mobile (like the Schumann or Prokofiev toccatas), and the harpsichord is
once more recalled by the clanging sound of bare fifths
in dissonant combination and by the crispness of the
phrasing.
Debussy wishes to commemorate the French
musical heritage, his approach is basically the opposite of
Ravers. In his Ilonuuage h Ramat, the second piece in
the first book of Images pour le piano, he makes no
attempt whatsoever to reproduce any eighteenthcentury sonorities. The sound is frankly that of the
Romantic grand piano, and the pianistic technique
required is a development of that used by Chopin. Like
Ravel in the 1 ombeau de Cofperin, he uses the "maul"
harmony of the fluted seventh for the Florn»age d
Rameau (one wonders what there is about a fluted
seventh that makes a Frenchman think of the good old
days under Louis XI\' -there is not a trace to be found
of it in either (ouperiti or Rameau), but the harmonic
texture is as richly romantic as possible, and makes
no attempt to reproduce the eighteenth -century
leanness.
Like Ravel, Debussy also takes over the rhythms of
an eighteenth -century Glance (in the case of the Iloau»age
a Ranrcau. it is a sarabande), but even the tenpxa mark
requires the player not to keep this rhythm too strictly,
and the rhythm becomes more and more free as the
piccc progresses with 4/2 and 1/2 measures appearing.
and a phrasing that continuously cuts across bar- lines.
The real homage, in the llonmaage ìu Rameau, lies in
the work's gravity and its dignity. The loon is that of
a Chopin nocturne. with the greater range of the harmonic language that Debussy had developed: in Ravel
the dissonances arc continually present but are hidden
in the inner parts, while in Debussy they arc rarer but

given great expressive prominence. The interest of the
(lammagc d Raucous one of Debussy's greatest works.
lies in its progressive and almost imperceptible development from the bare rccitativclikc opening to the great
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harmonic and sonorous complexity of the middle section;
the return of the opening is less like a recapitulation
than a coda, and is combined with elements of the middle
section as if to give the work its final unity. The richness
of sound seems to arise almost by itself. logically and
naturally, out of the melody stated unaccompanied at
the very beginning: and, indeed, this melody seems to
have within itself a germinating power capable of producing the whole work.
It is never a safe method, in criticism. to try reading
the mind of an author or composer, to guess at how he
went about the creation of a work. The work sheets,
first drafts. and nntcbxxikc of a composer are often an
illusory aid. They provide us only with that part of his
working processes which he found it necessary to write
clown. But there is a sense in which a work of music (or
of any other art) may be said to contain its own creative
process as an integral part of itself: the work seems to
contain a center from which all its parts spring and to
which they return as to a unifying principle. (It is perhaps here that criticism may be of some possible aid
to performance: a grasp of this center may very well be
the difference between a fine performance and an inbut it should lx added that the grasp may
adequate
be unconscious. and the interpretation intuitive.)
The most illuminating comparison of the creative
processes of Debussy and Ravel cones, I think, from an
examination of the two pieces that they wrote for the
Haydn centenary celebrations: the Alimuel on die Name
of Iiaydn by Ravel, and Honmrage rr Haydn by Debussy.
Both pieces are written on the s isle melody, and we call
this once compare the way that Debussy and Ravel
treated exactly the same material. The nelaly is the
notes on the piano (13: \DDG) which correspond to the
letters in the name of Haydn (the 1-I is the German
musical tern.) for B natural. and the Y and N arc reached
by continuing the scale up the white keys starting from
.\ until and Y are reached). Although based upon the
same nelcxly and (because of the bits of the melody
itself) ill the sure key of G major, the two short pieces
arc almost diametrically opposed in every way in treatment and effect.
Ravcl writes a minuet which does not appear to be
based on the Haydn notes at all, but into which these
notes are worked, starting from the first measure. The
work is not in traditional minuet firm but is. rather, a
romantic structure, as we should expect from Ravel.
It begins with a statement of a theme (repeated, as a
recollection of the earlier eighteenth- century form). then
there is a section of development rounded off by an
impressive return which takes the Bann of a gradual
swell over a long-held bass note, and the first melody
reappears from the haze of harmony. The notes of the
Haydn motto are worked in throughout the piece
in different ways: backwards, upside down, and with the
notes displaced in different directions. The majority
of these appearances are hidden Continued on page 117
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VORXrt,

The Music of the Hemispheres

Call it Art under the Astrodomes, or call it what you will. The fact re-

mains, this experiment in mixing sound, light, and space yields an exciting experience. One of America's senior music critics describes it here.

by Alfred Frankenstein

rnutos of the Journées internationales de musique
etpérimemale which enlivened tue closing days of

Tt o

last year's Brussels Fair were given over to compositions
created by electronic means. All the European celebrities
who work in this field -Schaeffer, Henry, Stockhausen,
Ferrari -were represented on the programs; the American representation was all the more significant for being
confined to the efforts of a group previously unknown
outside its own bailiwick.
This was Vortex, the work of a group whose unique
achievement lies in making space a creative dimension of
sound. Their presentations. given not in the concert halls
of the Exposition but in the Brussels Planetarium, were
described in the program as "urne nouvelle form de thaltre
qui mar rt félectronique des éléments visuel.: et les données
architecturales fournies par k ¡Mine du planétarium. Les
premières expériences de Vortex ont été réalisées en 1957 au
Planétarium Morrison de San Francisco avec laide de la
station américaine de radio KPFel el f4lcadémie des

composers" associated with the Vortex group. However,
the Morrison Planetarium, owned and operated by the
California Academy of Sciences in Golden Gate Park,
San Francisco, probably will remain the citadel of this
new art form.
Its two inventors, Henry Jacobs and Jordan Belson,
have contrived sound that seems actually to travel in
an incomprehensibly vast and awe- inspiring infinity.
Vortex does not simply project sound into space but
uses dimensionality, direction, aural perspective, and
speed of movement as musical resources, and allies them
closely with parallel resources of a visual kind.
It all began when Jacobs, who had been working at
composition with magnetic tape, and Belson, whose
interest was abstract films, went to the Morrison Planetarium to see one of its customary demonstrations. Like
all planetariums, the building is a large hollow dome; it is

Sciences de Californie."
Somehow all this sounds particularly international in

French; but there arc indications that similar explanatory
paragraphs will soon be printed in Dutch, German, and
Russian, perhaps in other languages as well, for Vortex
aroused much interest in Brussels and there is considerable likelihood that before long it will be seen and heard
wherever an audience can be accommodated within a
hollow dome. In fact, record listeners can already discover Vortex, at least as an auditory experience. Folkways Records has recently issued a stereo disc ("Highlights of Vortex in Stereo," FSS 6301) containing nine
electronic tape compositions by the new "engineer-

lock Cormon

Count-down! Jacobs and Belson al the Planelariurn console.
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some sixty feet in diameter. The skyline of San Francisco
encircles the perimeter of this dome in a silhouetted
cut -out, and hidden behind the cut -out are thirty -six
loudspeakers clustered in twelve equally placed "stations"; there are also two large bass speakers on either
side. Each "station" contains a 12 -inch speaker which
cuts off at 600 cycles, an 8-inch speaker which runs from
600 to 3,600 cycles, and a tweeter for frequencies above
3,600. The separate bass speakers are each 15 inches in
diameter and have a top frequency of 125 cycles. This
equipment had been used by the planetarium for speech
and for the occasional playing of records and tapes
during its astronomical presentations. Jacobs conceived
the idea of using it for tape music. George Bunton,
director of the planetarium, consented, and Alvin
Gundred, the planetarium's electronics expert, built the
necessary equipment. The first performances took place
in May 1957, and have become now a fixed and very

popular feature of the planetarium's program.
Gundred built a console which, by means of a rotary
handle like the ones motormen use on streetcars, permits
the player to swing the sound through the whole circle
of speakers at any desired tempo. It also has a keyboard
like that of a piano which permits the twelve groups of
speakers to be used singly or in any combination. Vortex
is, ro this degree, a musical instrument. The taped
sound that comes through it is, of course, fixed and
unalterable, but its placement in space, the tempo of its
movement, and t c spatial counterpoint produced by its
projection from the various sound sources are controlled
by the "live" performer. At Brussels, Jacobs inaugurated
a two- channel console, built by Dr. Vincent Salmon of

the Stanford Research Institute; this permits two sounds,
or complexes of sound, to be swung around the dome, in
tandem movement or in opposite directions and at varying rates of speed. This new instrument, which enormously increases the resources of Vortex, was introduced
to Morrison Planetarium audiences in January.
The first Vortex presentations had little or no visual
accompaniment except that of the dome itself and the
gradual dimming of the lights behind the city skyline
as the planetarium was darkened in preparation for the
music. This, to be sure, was a visual accompaniment of
an extremely powerful kind; it assured the suspension of
disbelief and underlined the music's sense of space. Soon,
however, Belson began to take an important part in
the proceedings. Thanks to him, geometrically abstract
forms, painted on slides and projected through slowly
twirling prisms onto the apex of the domc, go through
various spatial evolutions, both in color and in black and- white. Belson has also made use of some of the
planetarium's built -in effects
sky full of stars and
a meteor that thrusts a glowing trajectory through the
music
but his greatest achievement to date is the
construction, with George Bunton's help, of two projectors that cast "interference patterns" over the entire
dome. The technique of these projectors is a little tricky
to describe. They rely upon the sensation of movement
that results when the lines in two or more grids intercept
each other. Developing this principle with considerable
complexity, Belson is able to turn the entire sky into a
cosmic merry -go- round, shower the audience with an
inundation of vast, flaky blips, and send light -shapes
chasing each other across the sidereal ceiling. His visual
effects are under his control at all times and arc conditioned by his sense of appropriateness to the music. Sometimes they correspond to the music's tempo and dynamics and sometimes they run counter to it; there is no
mechanically inevitable, one -and -one relationship be-

-a
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tween sight and sound.
Jacobs draws his material from the entire repertoire
of tape recorder music. He uses works of the French
and the Germans and of an interesting group of tape recorder composers in Japan who have so far received
little attention elsewhere in this country. Occasionally
he will use music not composed for tape at all. He has
discovered, for example, that some of Henry Cowell's

Ral;h lu.o

Belson sternly adjusts an interference-pattern projector.
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early experiments in the unorthodox treatment of the
piano arc remarkably prophetic of the new sound -world
which tape made possible. Early in the game, to provide
his hearers with a point of familiar reference, he would
use an occasional piece of folk music, and he still turns,
once in a while, to jazz. But, as might be expected, the
best Vortex music is that which has been composed
with this medium in mind. Jacobs has written a good
bit of it himself, and he has aroused the interest of other
composers in the San Francisco area, notably Gordtin
Longfellow, George Abend, and David L. Talcott.
These composers arc particularly adept at scoring
in space the swooping, jarring, Continued on page 114
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LEONIE RYSANEK is an exception to
the general rule that today's singers
make a better impression on records
than in the opera house. The nile has
been exemplified with rather depressing
regularity during the past decade or so.
Singers have come to us from Europe
with impressive phonographic credentials-and a good many of them have
returned with somewhat tarnished reputations. Their voices in the opera house
or concert hall just did not measure up to
loudspeaker -fostered expectations. Miss
Rysanck, the thirty- year-old Viennese
soprano who was called in to replace
Maria Callas at the Alet this season. happily turns this general rule topsy- turvy.
She sounds appreciably better in person
than she does on most of her records.
The operatic grapevine began proclaiming Rysanek's virtues about five
years ago, when travelers to Munich
and Vienna carne hack with reports of
a voting Central European dramatic
soprano who bad the potentiality of
becoming a second Jeritra, or a second
Lehmann, Rcthherg, Milanov -the comparisons flew thick and fast. Then some
recordings of Ry:sanek began to appear.
They were, alas, uniformly disappointing
to those of us whose hopes had been
lifted by advance accounts. They were
disappointing as well to Miss Rysanck.
"I was most unhappy with my records," she confided to us in New York
this spring. "I would listen to them and
ask myself, 'Is that mc? Is that really how
I sound ?' The Fidelio which I made for
Deutsche Grammophon was a particular
disappointment, because Leonore is one
of my best roles. I very much regret that
this bad recording was ever published. It
makes me sound like a lyric soprano
struggling with a dramatic role. You
know, after that experience I almost decided to give up making records. It
seemed to mc that my voice just wasn't

suited to records. Then last year RCA
Victor persuaded mc to make a recording
of some opera arias. anti for the first time
I tvas satisfied with the results. I think I
must have a stereo voice. In my case,
stereo makes a world of difference."
Leonie Rysanck's first engagement of
consequence was at Innsbruck, deep in
the :\ustrian'I'yrol. "I was paid forty dollars a month and was expected to do
everything-indeed, more than everything. In the course of one season I sang
Giuditta and the II "al/Iiire Brünnhilde
and Gilds and Yum -Yunt. And I played
small parts in spoken drama too." A
baritone in the Innsbruck company
named Rudolf Grossmann began taking
an interest in her. His approach %vas
unconventional. "You have a very nice
voice," he told her. "Thc only trouble
is, you can't sing." Looking back on it,
Miss Rvsanck tends to agree. "I had a
naturally big voice," she says, "which my
teacher in Vienna had tried to make into
a small voice." Grossmann began giving
her lessons, and before long her voice
started to open up. Before long, too,
Grossmann had married his pupil.
For a while they macle the rounds of
German opera houses as a sort of singing
team and appeared together in such
disparate works as The Flying Dutchman,
Ore /lo, Tosaa, and drabella. Their last
joint engagement was at Munich in 1954.
Grossmann has not sung in public since

Grossmann married

rr

pupil, nee Rysanek.

then. "He gave up his career for mc,"
Rysanck explains. "I couldn't possibly
travel without hini." In recent years
they have been traveling a good deal
to Rome, Paris, London. San Francisco,
Dallas. and New York. Next season will
find Miss Rvsanck back at the Metropolitan. Meanwhile we shalt be able to hear
her in RCA's forthcoming recording
of Verdi's Macbeth. which she made
-with Warren, Tozzi, and Bergonri,
under Leinsdorfs direction -in NIanhattan Center this February.
Leonie Rysanck, like the lady whom
she replaced at the Met this season,
has of late considerably slimmed her
figure. During the pas' year she lost
forty pounds. Had she. we inquired. any
advice for others who might be inspired
to duplicate her feat? "Eat half," she
replied grimly. "Unfortunately, I love to
cat." Mr. Grossmann asctired us at this
point that his wife was as accomplished
in the kitchen as on the opera stage.
"Yes." the soprano chimed in. "My
friends who arc housewives say: 'laconic,
you are such a wonderful singer.' And
MN' friends who are singers say: Iconic,
you arc such a wonderful cook.' "

-

IN VIENNA this spring the Westminster crew has been taping a profusion
of music. Perhaps the most notable undertaking has been a stereo remake of
I-landcl's Messiah tinder the direction
of Hermann Scherchen, in which the
conductor employs the saine reduced
forces and follows the same interpretative approach as in his celebrated English recording of 1953. This time, however, his instrumentalists come from the
Vienna State Opera Orchestra. the
chorus is composed of English and American singers now rr.cidrnt in Central
Europe, and the solo singers arc Pier rette Marie, Nan Merriman, Leopold
Simoncau, and Frederick Guthrie.
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Four Great Premieres on

WE$TM i N$ÏER
Gershwin's last orchestral work -his own orchestration of the Suite from PORGY AND BESSnever performed since his death. The first and only
recording of this historic work.
The Utah Symphony, Abravanel, conductor.
Monophonic: (with Grofé; Grand Canyon Suite) XWN
18850. Stereo: (with Copland: El Salón México) v /ST 14063

PROKOFIEFF

THE FLAMING ANGEL (Opera in Five Acts): A Gothic
tale of the supernatural transformed into a dramatic

masterpiece.
Rhodes, soprano; Depraz, bass; other soloists; Chorus of
Radiodiffusion -Télévision Francaise; Orchestre du Théâtre
National de l'Opéra de Paris; Bruck, cond. (Monophonic, OPW
1304)
I1H2WU iCNtL\Tn

,

SCARLATTI
N,

IN SC(RO

..L

''T¡TETIDE

(-

TETIDE IN SCIRO (Opera in Three Acts): A newly
discovered opera by Domenico Scarlatti in a mag.

nificent authentic performance. A historical find!
Soloists, Angelicum Orchestra of Milan: Janes, cond.
(Monophonic, OPW 1305)

WEISGALL

THE TENOR (Opera in One Act): A modern psychological drama by one of America's outstanding

composers!
Cassilly, tenor; Coulter, soprano; other soloists; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra; Grossman, cond. (Monophonic, OPW 1206
-Stereo, WST 208)

NATURAL

¡°iPeDmine/p?

Q
$7"tti.G
ACANCC

For complete Westminster catalog, write: Dept. HF -5, Westminster, 275 7th Ave., New York, N. Y.
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CLASSICAL
ALBENIZ: Iberia: Bk. II: No. 5, Almeria;
Bk. IV: No. 10, Malaga; No. 12,
Eritaña-Sec Rirnsky-Korsakov: Capriccio espagnole, Op. 34.
BACH: Cantatas: No. 158, Der Friede
seí mil dir; No. 73: Recitative and
Aria; No. 8: Aria; Nos. 13, 157, and
159: Aria and Chorale
Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau, baritone; Choir
of St. Hedwig's Cathedral (Berlin); Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Forster,
cond.
ANGEL 35698. LP.
$4.98.

The lyric baritone of Fischer -Dieskau is
nicely displayed in this well -chosen music. His flexible voice, with its attractive
timbre, is moclulated in accordance with
the feeling expressed by the text, whether
it be the gentle consolation of Cantata
No. 158, the joyful anticipation of heaven
in the excerpt from Cantata No. 157,
or the "groans and piteous weeping" of
the aria from No. 13. The continuo is
rather weak in one or two excerpts, ¡md
in the aria from No. 13 a flute is used
instead of the violin and two recorders,
all playing in unison, specified by Bach,
but these are small flaws in a generally
pleasant record.
N.B.
BACH: Magnificat in D, S. 243; Cantata

No. 31, Die Himmel lacht, die Errle
jubilieret
Friederike Sailer, soprano; 111argarete
Bence, contralto; Werner S. Braun, tenor; August T.Iessthaler, bass; Baroque
Chorus and Ensemble of Stuttgart, Marcel Coumud, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5342.

LP.

$4.98.

Couraud is given to somewhat livelier
tempos than his colleagues on records.
This works out rather well in the Magnificat, which is thus spared the jog -trot
effect it often suffers. Only the duet, Et
misericordia, calls for, I think, a slightly
slower pace. Otherwise, too, the performance is an acceptable one. The proportion of voices to instruments seems
proper one, the vocal soloists are all competent and long -breathed, and the sound
is good, though not as spacious as in
Vanguard's recent stereo version.
In the Easter cantata the conductor's
faster speeds arc not so beneficial. The
first choral movement sounds a bit
rushed, and the lovely soprano aria loses
some of its tenderness.
N.B.
BALAKIREV: Islamey (trans. Casella)
-See Bimsky -Korsakov: The Golden
Cockerel: Suite.
BARBER: Souvenirs, Op. 28
IShostakovich: Age of Gold, Op. 22:
Orchestral Suite
Philharmonia Orchestra, Efrem Kurtz,
cond.
EMI- CAPrrot C 7146. LP. $4.98.

Souvenirs is the score to a light satirical
ballet about goings -on of a scandalous
and semiscandalous kind in a grand metropolitan hotel, circa 1914. The music has
that tasteful, beautifully wrought, bittersweet quality so characteristic of Barber,
and he handles its dance rhythms with
admirable variety and point. Where Barber's balletic satire is delicate, that of
Shostakovich on the otin t. side is laid on
with a shovel. The Polka which forms the
third section of this four -movement suite
is, of course, one of its composer's most
celebrated pages; it seems also to be the
main thing worth knowing in the score.
Performances and recordings are excelA.F.
lent.

BEETi-IOVEN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 3, in C minor, Op. 37
Paul Radura- Skoda, piano; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, Hermann Scherchen,
cond.
1VESTMINSTEn XWN 18799. LP. $4.98.
WESTMINSTER \VST 14047.
SD.
85.98.
Rudolf Firkusny, piano; Philharmonia
Orchestra, Walter Susskind, cond.
EMI- CArrroL P 8468. LP. $4.98.
As those who have heard his recent performances in this country have had an opportunity to rediscover, Radura-Skala is
an interpreter of the first class. His playing of the solo part puts this edition
among the most preferred and gives it
the top place if the slow movement is the
prime consideration. Scherchcn's acconn-
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BUXTEHUDE: Sacred Cantatas (5):
Herr, nun liissl du deinen Diener;
Quemadmodum; Lobe den Herrn; Ich
bin eine Blume zu Saron; Ich suchte
des Nachts
Helmut Krebs, tenor; Dietrich Fischer Dieskan, baritone; instrumental ensemble,
Carl Corvin, cond.
ARCHIVE

ARC 3096.

LP.

$5.08.

BUXTEHUDE: Sacred Cantatas (2):
Landale Dominion; Schaffe in mir,
Gott; Christmas Cantatas (2): Das
neugeborne Kindelein; In dolci iubilo;
Sonata in D; Suite in B flat, Op. 1;
Sonata in D, Op. 2, No. 2
Lisa Schwarzweller, soprano; Instrumental
Ensemble, Carl Coin, cond. (in the
Sacred Cantatas). Norddeutscher Singkreis, Instrumental Ensemble of the Archive Production. Gottfried Wolters. cond.

from nàive craftsmanship and considerable inventiveness. Buxtehude can spin a
supple indocile line, as in the \lagnificat,
or a warmly lyrical one, as in Ich bin eine
Blume as Saran; and in the weaving of a
contrapuntal texture he is inferior only to
his younger contemporaries, Bach and

Handel. The combination of attractive
material and interesting treatment of it is
found also in the instrumental chamber
music offered here. The Sonata without
opus number is a gravely beautiful work
in which the bass part has unusual independence for this period; and all four
dances of the Suite are based on the
thence of the Allemande. All of the performances seemed to me excellent. N.R.

CHOPIN: Etudes (12), Op. 10; Etudes
(21), Op. 25
Paul Badura -Skoda, piano.
WESTMINSTER
XWN 18811. LP. 84.98.
www.americanradiohistory.com

sica (-Copenhagen), Jorgen Ernst Hansen, conci.
VANGUARD BG 585 /87. Three LP.
$9.96.
VANGUARD

SD.

BGS

5010/12.

Three

$11.90.

The performance of these noble works is
elegant and elevated in the slow sections, properly animated in the Fast ones.
The playing does not have the occasional roughness that may be heard in the
Westminster set, and the sound here is on
the whole smoother. One advantage of
Westminster, however, is the employment
of an organ, called for in the first eight
concertos but replaced by a scarcely audible harpsichord here. The obvious division between concertino and ripieno
groups does not seem to be observed in
the stereo version of Vanguard. In fact, I
could discern hardly any separation at all,
almost all of the sound seeming to come

paniment is at limes prosaic and marred
by passing incidents of poor balance, but
on the whole he gives the soloist a finn
backing. The monophonic recording is
bright and agreeable but lacks deep bass.
In stereo the sound is improved, with a
three -dimensional piano nicely fixed in
the center of things and pleasantly surrounded by orchestral sonorities.
The Firkusny set is a somewhat tubby
British -style recording, in which the soloist alternates between a bravura style,
more appropriate to the later concertos
than to No. 3, and romantic poetry better
suited to Chopin and Schumann than to
Beethoven. The results arc frequently
lovely. but the total effect of the reading
is unconvincing as a 13ect11oven Third.

BEETHOVEN: Egmont, Op. 84: Overture and Incidental Music; Symphony
No. 1, in C, Op. 21

Friederike Sailer, soprano: Peter Mosbacher, narrator: Orchestra of the Southwest Cennan Racho (in Egmont); Orchestra of the Wiener Musikgescllschaft.
fin the Symphony); Eduard wan Rem<x)rtcl, cond.
Vox PL 10870. LP. $4.98.

With the disappearance of the earlier
editions from the catalogne, this drably
recorded disc is the only complete set
available of the Music Beethoven wrote
for Gocthe's drama of the battle of the
Belgian and Dutch people for liberty.
About a third of the whole may be had
in superb and evell- recorded performances by Klemperer, but there is more of
value in the Egmont music than he presents. ( Even this "complete" version cuts

the old Toscanini and Walter editions.
uniting them in the superb musical inrlg'nation Klemperer has shown us before.
It is an altogether remarkable achievement.
I1.C. \i.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9, in D
minor, Op. 125 ("Choral"): Overtures:
Leonore No. 3, Op. 72a; Egmont, Op.
84

Irmgard Scefricd, Sopran(: \l:ulrcen
Forrester, contralto: Ernst Haefliger. tenor: Dietrich Fischer- Dicskau, bass; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Ferene Eric say, cond.
DECCA DXB 157. Two LP. S9.96.
DECCA
DXB 7157.
Two SD.
$ 11.96.

This is a performance with the sweep
and vigor of a young man ( Fricsay is
only forty-five). yet it provides an exceptional statement of the slow movement
and accts its monophonic competition
practically oint for point. Of greater importance is the fact that, except for a disappointing tape, it is the only stereo edition we hcrve of a symphony which even
the greatest conductor could not project
fully in the limitations of monophonic
sound. Hearing the stereo dises. recorded
from the perspective of the center of the
hall. is a revelation, and the monophonic set is flat by contrast- although.
actually-, a well -engineered product.
Fricsay has a magnificent orchestra,
a chorus of equal achievement ( listen to
the sopranos hit and hold that high A in
the double fugue. of the final movement),
aid as fine a solo quartet as one could

in this new LP. Beecham disdains to fuss

and fume over the sentimental aspects of
this symphony; instead, he plays it as r.
well -balanced musical work, imparting
fono and simplicity to its statements, at
the same time :diming plenty of evanntk
and understanding to enter into his admirable performance. Since he is aided
by fine orchestral playing and the requisite clear reproduction, his new Franck
disc is one to be cherished.
P.A.

HANDEL: Zadok the Priest; From the
Censer Curling Bise -Sec \Vniton:
Belshazzar's Feast.

IIINDE \1I'flI: Hérodiade

Broadcast Music. Inc.

Hindemith: a master stamps Hérodiade.
heard along with the film than it does
alone. Excellent performance and recording.
A.F.

DITTERSDORF: Concerto for Double
Bass, Viola, and Orchestra, in D -Sec
Rosetti: Concerto for Two Horns and
Orchestra, in E fiat.
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances, Opp. 46 and
72

+Smetana: The Bartered Bride: Over hue; Polka; Furianl; Dance of the
Comedians
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal
Dorati, cond.
MEn< :env OL 2 -107. Two LI'. $7.96.

The wonderful Slavonic Dances are presented complete in performances that
are strong, vigorous, and solid. Only No.
1 is a trifle slow and heavy. This same
heaviness, unfortunately, HATS lvhat are
exceptionally clear, strongly rhythned
accounts of the Overture and dances from
The Bartered Bride. All the music has
been very well recorded, and none of it
is overcut.
P.A.
FRANCK: Symphony, in D mblor
Orchestre National dc la Radiodiffusion
Frau,aise, Sir Thomas Beecham, cond.
EMI-CAPITOL G 7157. LP. $4.98.

engage today. Fischer -Dieskan's singing
of the bass recitative is probably the
greatest performance this music has ever
received on records.
There arc Few real drawbacks. The
soloists are closer to the listener than the
rest of the forces, and there is not always
the sharp ensemble focus you may wish.
At moments the surfaces of my set are
obtrusively noisy. But i could easily discount these things for the merits of the
whole. If you want a stereo Ninth, here
is a 'cry good one.
The two overtures that fill up the final
side Ore exceptionally well clone, with the
Berlin sound excitingly robust in the two channel format.

+Stravinsky: Apollon Musagétc
\i -C - \d Chamber Orchestra (in Hércxliade ); \ i -C -\i String Orchestra ( in Apollon
1fu.cagètc); Arthur Winograd. cond.
4f -C -M E3683. LP. $3.98.
Reviewing records of modern music is an
entertaining job because it brings one
into contact with a great many works one
world otherwise. not bear. Many of these,
to be sure. arc plainly second -rate. Most,
however. are well made and worth bearing, even if they do not make much difference: so far as the total state of modern
music is concenwd. Every now and then
the rare thing happens: a record introduce:: a work that does (make a difference, that has the authentic stamp of the
masterpiece upon it.
Such a work is Hindemith's Nérodiarle,
a dance score composed for Martha Graham in 1945. The dance composition, one
gathers, bad to do with some very subtle
aspects of feminine psychology. and the
music is as subtle as any of Graham's
dances. Scored for eleven instrument.:. it
possesses both the utmost clarity of texture and the utmost coloristic glow. Its
keynote is lyricism) tinged with nostalgi
and a touch of the sinister; it builds magnificently, with logic and feeling, into an
immensely powerful shape. and when it
is over, the listener knows he has experienced something imuupNirLut. Those %elo
still insist that Hindemith is an academic
composer ridden by theoretical or mathematical considerations should listen to
lérodiade and repent.
Stravinsky's elpollon on the other side
is also it masterpiece, but one which is so
familiar as to need no comment. It is essentially a study in the deep-toned and
www.americanradiohistory.com

BEETHOVEN: Trio for Piano and
Strings, No. 7, in 13 fia,. Op. 97 ( "Archduke")
Lev Oborin. piano: David Oistrakh, violin; Sviatoslav Knusheyitzky. cello.
ANGEL 337(4. LP. $4.98.

This is OiStrakh's show. He plays beautifully, as do his colleagues. and the recording is first -class. Nonetheless, considering this work as a piece of chamber
music, i retain my preference for the
Kogan- liostropovich- Gilels edition with
its better matched triumvirate and more
powerful
verful reading of the music. In contrast this version is too relaxed and self consciously gorgeous of tone.
R.C.M.
BIZET: L'Arlésienne: Suites: No. 1; No.
2; Carmen: Suite No. 1
Philharmonia Orchestra, Herbert von
Karajan, coud.
ANGEI. 35618. LP. 84.98.

to have that kind of technique in the
Transcendental Etudes. But with all of
his skill, Bolet sloes not communicate
much, and his playing ends by being rather uninteresting. He (loes not seem to
know what to do when he comes to lyrical sections, and his idea of accentuating
them is to do' up. 'flues pieces like the
Ricordanza sound labored and dragging
instead of singing (Egon Petri's old Columbia 78 rpm will give a good idea of
how a great Liszt stylist handles the music). In view of Bolet's immense capabilities, this is a disappointing dise. Good piano sound, rather prominent surfaces.
H.C.S.
MA IILER:

Lieder eines fahrenden
Gesellen; Kindertotenlieder
Lucretia West, contralto; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, 1- !ermann Scherchen,
conci.
\\'ESTMIN TEtl X \ \'N 18842. LP. 84.98.

Up against Kirsten Flagstad and Dietrich
Fischer- Dicskau, Miss West's simple declaratory manner and limited range ( the
top notes all give her trouble) yield performances that contain some lovely things
but that do not realize the full interpretative or vocal potential of these exacting
works.
R.C.M.

\IANI'IIEDINI: Concertos, Op. 3: No. 2,
in A minor; )\'o. 3, in E minor; No. 7,
in G; No. 8, in F; NO. 10, fn G minor;

No.

12,inC

Roberto \licheluc-ci, Anna Maria Cotogni.
violins; I Musici.
Eric: LC :351-1. LP. $3.98.

songful themes and lively
rhythms in a texture occasionally enlivened by counterpoint, as in Vivaldi, are
the principal features of these agreeable
Pieces. No. 12 is probably the best known,
because its first movement is a Christmas
pastorale: but its second movement has
its own tender p oetry..1'1w performances
have more nuancce than those in Vox's
complete Op. 3, but the sound here is a
N.B.
little overbrilliant for my taste.
Clean -cut,

\IENDELSSOIIN: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in E minor, Op. 64
Tchaikovsky: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in D, Op. 35
r,
, -__._
.:_) :..
,a. :n--
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CLASSICAL
ALBENiZ: Iberia: Bk. 1I: No. 5, Almeria;
Bk. 1V: No. 10, Malaga; No. 12,
Eritaim -Sec Bimsky- Korsakov:
priccio espagnole, Op. 34.

Friederike Sailer, soprano; Margarete
Bence, contralto; \Verner S. Braun, tenor; August Messthaler, bass; Baroque
Chorus and Ensemble of Stuttgart, Marcel Courant!, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5342. LP. $4.98.

Ca-

BACH: Cantatas: No. 158, Der Friede
sei mit dir; No. 73: Recitative and
Aria; No. 8: Aria; Nos. 13, 157, and
159: Aria and Chorale
Dietrich Fischer- Dieskan, baritone; Choir
of St. iledwig's Cathedral (Berlin); Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Forster,
cond.
ANGEE 35698.

LP.

$4.98.

The lyric baritone of Fischer -Dieskau is
nicely displayed in this well- chosen music. Isis flexible voice, with its attractive
timbre, is modulated in accordance with
the feeling expressed by the text, whether
it be the gentle consolation of Cantata
No. 158, the joyful anticipation of heaven
in the excerpt from Cantata No. 157,
or the "groans and piteous weeping" of
the aria from No. 13. The continuo is
rather weak in one or two excerpts, and
in the aria from No. 13 a flute is used
instead of the violin and two recorders,
all playing in unison, specified by Bach,
but these arc small flaws in a generally
N.B.
pleasant record.

Couramd is given to somewhat livelier
tempos than his colleagues on records.

This works out rather well in the Magnificat, which is thus spared the jog -trot
effect it often suffers. Only the elect, Et
misericordia, calls for, I think, a slightly
slower pace. Otherwise, too, the performance is an acceptable one. The proportion of voices to instruments seems a
proper one. the vocal soloists arc all competent anti long-breathed, and the sound
is good, though not as spacious as in
Vanguard's recent stereo version.
lu the Easter cantata the conductor's
faster steals are not so beneficial. The
first choral movement sounds a bit
rushed. and the lovely soprano aria loses
N.B.
some of its tenderness.

BALAKIREV:

Isdunery (trans. Casella)

-Sec Bimsky-Korsakov: The Golden
Cockerel: Suite.

BARBER: Souvenirs, Op. 28
IShostakovich: Age of Gold, Op. 22:
Orchestral Suite
Philharmonia Orchestra, Efrem Kurtz,
cond.

BACH: Magnificat in D, S. 243; Cantata

MAY 1959

EMI -CAPITAL

G 7146.

LP.

$4.98.

Souvenirs is the score to a light satirical
ballet about goings-on of a scandalous
and semiscandalous kind in a grand met-

ropolitan hotel, circa 1914. The music has
that tasteful, beautifully wrought, bittersweet quality so characteristic of Barber,
and he handles its dance rhythms with
admirable variety and point. Where Barber's balletic satire is delicate, that of
Shostakovich on the otlr_r side is laid on
with a shovel. The Polka which forms the
third section of this four-movement suite
is, of course, one of its composer's most
celebrated pages; it seems also to be the
main thing worth knotting in the score.
Performances and recordings arc excelA.F.
lent.

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 3, in C minor, Op. 37
Paul 13adura- Skoda, piano; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, Hennann Scherchen,
cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18799. LP. $4.98.
SD.
\VESTxIINSTtn WS7' 14047.
$5.98.

Rudolf Firkusny, piano; Philharmonia
Orchestra. Walter Susskind, cond.
E \fI- CAPzror. P 8468. LP. $4.98.
As those who have heard his recent performances iu this country have had an opportunity to rediscover, Badura -Skoda is
an interpreter of the first class. His playing of the solo part puts this edition
among the most preferred and gives it
the top place if the slow movement is the

prime consideration. Schcrchcn

s

accom-

99

panimcnt is at times prosaic and marred
by passing incident; of poor balance, but
on the whole he gives the soloist a firm
backing. The monophonic recording is
bright and agreeable but lacks deep bass.
in stereo the sound is improved, with a
three -dimensional piano nicely fixed in
the center of things and pleasantly surrounded by orchestral sonorities.
The Firkusny set is a somewhat tubby
British -style recording in which the soloist alternates between a bravura style,
more appropriate to the later concertos
than to No. 3, and romantic poetry better
suited to Chopin and Schumann than to
Beethoven. The results are frequently
lovely, but the total effect of the reading
is unconvincing as a Beethoven Third.
R.C. \l.

BEETHOVEN: Egmont, Op. 84: Overture and Incidental :Music; Symphony
No. 1, in C, Op. 21
Friederike Sailer, soprano; Peter \los bacher, narrator: Orchestra of the Southwest Germon Radio (in Egmont); Orchestra of the Wiener \lusikgesellschaft,
(in the Symphony); Eduard van Remoortel, cond.
Vox PL 10870. LP. 84.98.
With the disappearance of the earlier
editions from the catalogne, this drably
recorded disc is the only complete set
available of the music Beethoven wrote
for Cocthe's drama of the battle of the
Belgian and Dutch people for liberty.
About a third of the whole may be had
in superb and well -recorded perform ances by Klemperer, but there is inure of
vahee in the Egmont music than he presents. ( Even this "complete" version cuts
the narrator's text in No. S lw half.)
Both works have the sound quality of
air checks rather than studio products.
but the direction is forceful and idiomatic, representing Van Remoortel at his
best.

the old Toscanini and Walter editions.
uniting them in the superb musical imagination Klemperer has shown us before.
It is an altogether remarkable achievement.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9, in D
minor, Op. 125 ("Choral"); Overtures:
Leonore No. 3, Op. 72a; Egmont, Op.
84

Irmgard Sefried, soprano; \ laureen
Forrester. contralto; Ernst Haefliger, tenor: Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau, hass; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Fercnc Ericsay, cond.
DEec:A DXB 157. Two LP. $9.96.
Dt: x :.c DUl 71.57.
Two SD.
$11.96.

This is a performance with the sweep
and vigor of a Voting roam (Friesay is
only forty- five). yet it provides an exceptional statement of the slog movement
and meets its monophonic competition
practically point for point. Of greater bnportance is the fact that. except for a disappointing tape, it is the only stereo edition we have of a symphony
even
the greatest conductor could not project
fully in the limitations of monophonic
sound. Hearing the stereo discs, recorded
from the perspective of the center of the
hall, is a revelation. anti the monophonic set is flat by contrast -although,
actually, a well -engineered prcxluct.
Fricsay has a magnificent orchestra,
a chorus of equal achievement ( listen to
the sopranos luit and hold that high A in
he double fugue of the final movement).
and as fine a solo quartet as one could

NEXT MONTH IN

high fldeli

coned.

$4.98.

Here is another of the Olympian performances that have marked Klempercr's
Beethoven series to date. ( Those who prefer the Pastoral unbuttoned and dreaming with sehr Gemütlichkeit will find their
tastes matched in Bruno 11'alter's new
edition.) Klemperer does not forget
about the countryside, lice brook, the
peasant hand, or the load wet blast of
wind and rain. Toscaunini had a way of
refining these things away into a transfigured image of nature. Klemperer makes
them universal hut allows them to keep
their reality. The peasants he portrays are
symbolic of all country folk, but they still
smell of animals and sweat. Only in the
final movement do we become more detached from immediate things as the
musk sings a hymn to peace that goes
beyond the quiet moments following any
mere thundershower.
The result is a performance that combines elements prized for many years in
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BEETHOVEN: Trio for Piano and
Strings. No. 7, in B fiat, Op. 07 ("Arch duke ")
Lev Ohorin, piano; David Oistrakh, violin: Sviatoslav Knushesitrk%, cello.
ANGEL 3570-l. LP. $4.9S.

This is Oistrakh's show. He plays beautifully. as do his colleagues. and the recording is first- class. Nonetheless, considering this work as a piece of chamber
music. I retain my preference for the
Kogan- Rostropovich- Cilels edition ailla
its better matched triumvirate and more
powerful reading of the music. in cou trast this version is too relaxed :uxl self R.C.M.
consciously gorgeous of tone.
BIZET: L'Arlésienne: Suites: No. 1; No.
2; Carneen: Suite No. I

Philharnonia

Orchestra,

ANGEL 3.5618.

R.C.M.

LP.

very good one.
The two overtures that fill up the final
side are exceptionally- well done. with the
Berlin sound excitingly robust in the twochannel format.
R.C.M.
is a

Ilerbert

von

Karajan, cond.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6, in F,
Op. 68 ( "Pastoral")
Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer,

Axon. 35711.

engage today. Fischer- Dieskau's singing
of the hass recitative is probably the
greatest performance this music has ever
received on records.
There are few real drawbacks. The
soloists are closer to the listener than the
rest of the forces, and there is not always
the sharp ensemble focus you may wish.
At moments the surfaces of my set are
obtrusively noisy. But I could easily discount these things for the merits of the
whole. If you want a stereo Ninth, here

Love, Labor, and No
Royalties
by Paul Moor
A

Recording Session in Moscow

The Flagstad Saga -No
One Else Shares
That Crag Yet
by John Culshaw

The Villagers Always
Vote for Figaro
by Patrick Cairns Hughes
Clymdehounne's Home Town

Janos Starker: Apostle
of the Sad Hero
by Rober! Charles Afars],

LP.

84.98.

Of the plethora of L Arlésiennc Suites
(already there are two available in stereo) the present recording- monophonic
only. thus far-is among the more memorable. It is perhaps a measure of the
seriousness with which Von Karajan undertakes this music ( too often the vehicle of Innis-minded conductors) that
the pieces that make the greatest impression are not the brilliantly orchestrated
Prelude and Farandole, hilt the more
flintiest Adagietto and the second \finnet. 'l'he Adagictto especially, with its
ecstatic, soaring strings. is an eloquent
example of what a great orchestra and a
great conductor. together with <cry good
engineering, can make of a thrice- familiar work. 'the Carmen Suite No. is. in
this version, all of the opera's preludes,
played backwards ( not literally but numerically).
D.J.
1

BIZET: Carmen: Orchestral Suite;
L'Arlésienne ( excerpts)
Orchestre dc la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON CS 6062. SD. $4.98.

The arlésienne music recorded here inchides the whole of the first suite and the
last two numbers, the Minuet and Farandole, of the second. Ansermet strikes me
as heavy -handed in this music. The
"Carillon" ought to have the swinging,
bell -like propulsion that Beecham im-

Hlcu FIDel.rn-

Nt.mc,mztxe

parts to it, and the second minuet ought
to be delicate, not lethargic. The Carmen
music fares a bit better and a generous
amount of it is served up, including all of
the preludes and n rather indifferent orchestration of the Habanera.
The sound does not rank with the best
stereo London has given us: strings are
edgy and solos do not have the presence
they achieve in new recordings of some
of the same music on Audio Fidelity and
Janus labels.
D.J.

disc has quite realistic piano tone that is
marred by some swish and surface noise.
H.C.S.

COPLAND: Billy the Kid: Ballet Suite;
Statements
London Symphony Orchestra, Aaron
Copland, cond.
EVEREST SDBR 3015.

BONPORTI: Concerti a quattro, Op. I1:
No. 4, in B flat; No. 5, in F; No. 6, in
F; No. 8, in D
I

Musici.
Eric LC 3542.

LP.

$3.98.

Francesco Antonio Bonporti (1672 -1749)
one of that group of gifted Italian violinist-composers who have been overshadowed by the larger figures of Corelli
and Vivaldi and who have only lately
been coming ont into the light. Of the
works offered here, No. 5 is the most
striking. its second movement is a remarkably eloquent recitative for violin,
obviously stemming from the opera but
cast in terms of the solo instrument. The
violin solos, which arc frequent and
prominent in all four works. arc skillfully
performed by Roberto Michclueci. The
Musici play with their customary combination of heartiness and grace. Only
the harpsichord is timid.
N.B.
is

BUXTEHUDE: Sacred Cantatas (5):
Herr, nun lust du deinen Diener;
Quemadmnodum; Lobe den Herrn; Ich
bin eine Blume zu Saror; Ich suchte
des Nachts
Helmut Krebs, tenor; Dietrich FischerDieskau, baritone; instrumental ensemble,
Carl Corvin, cond.
AncnivE ARC 3096. LP. $5.98.

BUXTEHUDE: Sacred Cantatas (2):
Laudate Donrinum; Schaffe in mir,
Gott; Christmas Cantatas (2): Das
neugeborne Kindelein; in dulci jubilo;
Sonata in D; Suite in B flat, Op. I;
Sonata in D, Op. 2, No. 2
Lisa Sclwarzwcllcr, soprano; Instrumental
Ensemble, Carl Corvin, cond. (in the
Sacred Cantatas). Norddeutscher Singkreis, Instrumental Ensemble of the Archive Production, Gottfried Wolters, cond.
(in the Christmas Cantatas). Various instrumentalists (in the other works).
ARCHIVE

ARC 3103.

LP.

$5.98.

BUXTEHUDE: Spiritual Choral Works
(4): Fiirwahr!; Nimm von uns, Herr;
herzlich lieb; Magnificat
Horst Ciinter, baritone; Instrumental Ensemble; Norddeutscher Singkreis, Gottfried Wolters, and.
AncnvE ARC 3108. LP. $5.98.
The more one gets to hear of the work of
this master the more one's admiration
grows. Perhaps the most engaging aspect
of his vocal music is the simplicity with
which the ideas of the text are conveyed:
there is a childlike naïveté which affects
MAY 1959

Douglas Glass, London

Von Karajan: due respect for Bizet.

the listener directly. This is as apparent in
the deeply sorrowful Passion cantata
Fiiricahr! as it is in the two joyful little
Christmas cantatas. The varying moods in
a text like that of Ich suchte des Nachts,
which is from the Song of Songs, arc
graphically portrayed, and at the mention of "the watchmen that go about the
city' we hear the oboes playing the slow,
drawn -out call of the night watch. This
emotional innocence is coupled with a far
from naïve craftsmanship and considerable inventiveness. Buxtelude can spill a
supple melodic line, as in the Magnificat,
or a warmly lyrical one, as in Ich bin eine
Blume zu Saran; and in the weaving of a
contrapuntal texture he is inferior only to
his younger contemporaries, Bach and
Handel. The combination of attractive
material and interesting treatment of it is
found also in the instrumental chamber
music offered here. The Sonata without
opus number is a gravely beautiful work
in which the bass part has unusual indepenclence for this period; and all four
dances of the Suite are based on the
theme of the Allemande. All of the performances seemed to me excellent. N.B.

CHOPIN: Eludes
(21), Op. 25

(L),

Op. 10; Etudes

.Paul Bachren- Skoda, piano.
kVESTinNSTEll XWN 18811. LP. $4.98.

This is one of the most satisfactory LP
versions of the twenty-four Chopin
études, though in view of the competition
that statement is no great praise. BacluraSkoda is not a flashy pianist nor the most
precise of technicians (listen to some of
the scrambled finger work towards the
end of the A minor Etude in the Op. 10
series), but he does approach the music
with sensitivity and a feeling for the style.
For that alone we rust be grateful.
Those who look for a more romantic approach and a more heroic manner of playing (and a handful of the études are
among the most heroic pieces in the piano literature) must wait until a pianist
on the order of a Rubinstein turns his attention to the music. This West, inster

SD. $5.98.
Billy the Kid is featured on the cover.
but the really interesting thing here is the
hitherto unrecorded piece called Statements. This is a sequence of six short
movements for orchestra headed "Militant," "Cryptic," "Dogmatic," "Subjective," "Jingo," and "Prophetic." All are
eminently expressive of their titles, but
"Subjective," for strings alone, and "Jingo," which reaffirms Copland's patriotic
devotion to New York, are especially
good. In the eighteenth century, when
the so- called doctrine of the affections
was widely held, composers and musical
theorists frequently compiled lists of effects most useful in depicting the various
emotions. Copland's piece is a practical
demonstration in this area, and an extremely clever one. His interpretation of
the famous Billy the Kid is excellent, but
less dramatic than the one recorded by
Ormandy. Recordings are first -rate. A.F.

CORELLI: Concerti Grossi, Op. 6 (complete)
Chamber Orchestra of the Societas Musien (Copenhagen), Jorgen Ernst Hansen, cond.
VA.rcuAnn
$9.90.

BC 585/87.

V.AVCUAnD

SD.

BCS

Three LP.

5010/12.

Three

$11.90.

The performance of these noble works is
elegant and elevated in the slow sections, properly animated in the fast ones.
The playing does not have the occasional roughness that may be heard in the
Westminster set, and the sound here is on
the whole smoother. One advantage of
Westminster, however, is the employment
of an organ, called for in the first eight
concertos but replaced by a scarcely audible harpsichord here. The obvious division behveel concertino and ripieno
groups cines not seem to be observed in
the stereo version of Vanguard. In fact, I
could discern hardly any separation at all.
almost all of the sound seeming to come
from the one speaker. In this respect the
monophonic version. played through two
speakers, sounds richer than the stereo.
N.B.

DELLO JOIO: Air Power
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Onnandy,
coud.
COLUMBIA

MS 6029.

SD.

$5.98.

This long symphonic suite is derived
from music uTitten for a twenty- six-week
television show tracing the history of
aviation from Kitty Hawk to the guided
missile. It has all the atmospheric effects,
tunefulness, and corn-fed sentiment one
expects to find in a production of its
kind, is skillfully done, and doubtless
sounded much more important when
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in this new LP. Beecham disdains to fusoand fume over the sentimental aspects of
this symphony; instead, he plays it as a
well-balanced musical work, imparting
fonn and simplicity to its statements, at
the same time allowing plenty of wanntlt
and understanding to enter into his admirable performance. Since he is aided
by fine orchestral playing and the requisite clear reproduction, his new Franck
P.A.
disc is one to he cherished.

HANDEL: Zadok the Priest; Fron: the
Censer Curling Bise-See Walton:
Bclshaaarr's Feast.
HINDEM ITi I : Ilérorliade
+Stravinsky: Apollcm illusagèle
\I -C -M Chamber Orchestra (in Ilérodiade); M -G -\I St ring Orchestra ( in ApoRhn
lslusagète) Arthur Winograd, cond.
;

Broadcast Music, Inc.

Hindemith: a master stamps 1lérodinde.
heard along with the film than it does
alone. Excellent performance and recording.
A.F.

DITTERSDORF: Concerto for Double
Bass, Viola, and Orchestra, in D -See
Rosetti: Concerto for Two Horns and
Orchestra, in E flat.
DVORAK: Slacnoir Dances, Opp. 46 and
72

Smetana: The Bartered Bride: Overture; Polka; Furiant; Dance of the
Comedians
\finueapolis Symphony Orchestra, Autal
Dorati, cond.
MEncvnr OL 2 -107. Two LP. $7.96.
f

The wonderful Shwonic Dancer arc presented complete in performances that
arc strong. vigorous, and solid. Only No.
4 is a trifle slow and heavy. This same:
heaviness, unfortunately, mars what arc
exceptionally clear, strongly rhythmed
accounts of the Overture and dances from
The Bartered Bride. All the music has
been very well recorded, and none of it
is

otercut.

P.A.

FRANCK: Symphony, in I) minor
Orchestre National de hi Radii:diffusion
Française, Sir Thomas Beecham, gond.
EMi- C.cerrot. G 7157. LP. $4.9S.
In line with my authorship several years
ago of a Franck discography for this
magazine. J acquired -and still have
all the LP versions of the Symphony in D
minor. Nevertheless i held onto the old
Columbia 78-rpm album made nearly
twenty years ago by Beecham and the
London Philharmonic because of the eloquent simplicity of the conductor's interpretation and the immaculate clarity of
the playing. Of particular note was the
perfect articulation of the fast repeated
notes by the strings in the middle of the

-

second movement and at the beginning
of the third.
That old recording still sounds remarkably good. But now I can part with it
at last, because the same highly cvnnmendable characteristics are to be found
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\1 -C -M E368:3.

LP.

$3.98.

Reviewing records of modern music is an
entertaining job because it brings one
into contact with a great many works one
would otherwise not hear. Many of these,
to be sure, are plainly second -rate. Most,
however, are well made and worth hearing, even if they do not make much difference so far as the total state of noxlan
music is concerned. Every now and then
the rare thing happens: a record introduces a work that does make a difference, that has the authentic stamp of the
masterpiece upon it.
Such a work is Hindemith's llérodiade,
a dance score composed for Martha Graham in 1945. The dance composition, one
gathers, had to do with some very subtle
aspects of feminine psychology, and the
music is as subtle as any of Graham's
dances. Scored for eleven instruments, it
possesses both the utmost clarity of texture and the utmost coloristic glow. Its
keynote is lyricism tinged with nostalgia
and a touch of the sinister: it builds magnificently, xvith logic and feeling, into an
immensely powerful shape, and xvhen it
is oven the listener knows he has experienced something important. 'those who
still insist that Hindemith is an academic
composer ridden by theoretical or mathematical considerations should listen to
Jlérrxliade and repent.
Stravinsky :s Apollon on the other side
is also a masterpiece, but one which is so
familiar as to ncal no comment. It is essentially a study in the deep -toned and
silvery sonorities of strings. As such, it is
given a first-class interpretation and recording. That the performance and recording of 1Lrollade are also excellent
almost goes without saying.
A.F,
LISZT: Eludes d'exécution transcendante:
No. 1; No. 2; No .5 ( "Felix follets");
No. 8 ( "Wilde Jagd"); No. i) ( "Rieor
climat "); No. 10; No. 11 ( "Harmonies
du soir"); No. 7 ( "Bruise "); No. 3
("Paysage")
Jorge Bolet, piano.
RCA Vic-Ton LM 2291. LP. $4.98.

When it comes to the sheer ability to negotiate the keyboard, Bolet is pretty much
on the Ilorowitz order; and a pianist has

to have that kind of technique in the
Transcendental Etudes. But with all of
his skill, Bolet does not communicate
much, and his playing ends by Icing rather uninteresting. -ie aloes not seem to
know what to do when he comes to lyrical sections. and his idea of accentuating
them is to slow up. Thus pieces like the
Ricorclan.a sound labored and dragging
instead of singing (Egon Petri's old Columbia 78 rpm will give a good idea of
holy a great Liszt stylist handles the music). In vide of Bolct's immense capabilities, this is a disappointing disc. Good piano sound, rather prominent surfaces.
H.C.S.
1

Lieder eines fahrenden
Gesellen; Kindertotenlieder
Lucretia \Vest. contralto; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, Hermann Schcrchen,
cond.
\VES-rsitssriat XWN 18842. LP. $4.98.
MAiMLER:

Up against Kirsten Flugstad and Dietrich
Fischer- Dieskau, Miss West's simple declaratory manner and limited range (the
top notes all give her trouble) yield performances that contain some lovely things
but that cln not realize the full interpretative or vocal potential of these exacting
works.

MANFIIEDINI: Concertos. Op. 3: No. 2.
in A minor; No. 3, in E minor; No. 7,
in G; No. 8, in P; No. 10, in G minor;
No. 12. in C
Roberto Michelacci, Anna \!aria Cotogni,
violins; I \lucici.
EPIC

LC 3511.

LP.

$3.98.

Clean -cut, songful thanes and lively
rhythms in a texture twcasiomdly enlivened by counterpoint, as in Vivaldi, are
the principal features of these agreeable
pieces. No. 12 is probably the lest known,
because its first movement is a Christmas
pastorale; but its second movement has
its own tender poetry. The performances
have nurre nuance than those in Vox's
complete Op. 3, but the sound here is a
little overbrilliaut for my taste.
N.B.

MENDELSSOIIN: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in F: mirror, Op. 64
Concerto for Violin and
I Tchaikovsky:
Orchestra, in D, Op. 35
Christian Ferris, violin: Philliannonia
Orchestra, Constantin Silvestri, cond.
ANGEL. S

35606.

SD.

$5.98.

These two oft-played :nid -recorded concertos here receive interpretations from
:e vonng French violinist that are straightforward and in gone taste. Ferras's tone
is not large, but it is sxvicet and evenly
produced. And Silvestri proves a far more
reliable conductor when he is serving as
accompanist than when he is left on his
own. In order to get the Tchaikovsky
onto a single disc sick, one or two more
than the customary cuts in the first and
last mnvementa have had to M niadc.
Ou the other hand, Ferras is the only
Continuer! on page 54
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Ah!
That Sweet Sound
MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE STEREO
Everyone agrees there's nothing like it
"Yemnc1l and bis men bave really made of ibis sort of thing

the eighth of the 'lively arts. '

' THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER.

Nobody records

a

band as well as Mercury, and nobody conducts band music as brilliantly as

Frederick Fennell. Hear Fennell in any of these albums: MARCH TIME, SR 90170;

MARCHING ALONG, SR 90105; RUFFLES AND FLOURISHES, SR 90112.
perspective ... (51f£DEA is) one of the most faithful likenesses
cvcr taken of an opera as musical drama." THE SATURDAY REVIEW,

..a sound -image in

Herbert Weinstock. We guarantee this album (
stereo SR

"it's

good-very good,

a

3 -9000,

solo piano -and miracle of miracles

stage along with the orchestra

The pianist plays... in
and

as to

EDEA,

a

Callas -La Scala- Seraíin,

monaural OL 3 -104) to be a unique listening experience.

...Wo blowing

-it's

right down on the concert

up, no exaggeration, no solo milking.

normal concert balance with his colleagues, both as to volume

apparent distance from you." auoro. Gershwin CONCERTO IN F

and RHAPSODY IN BLUE, Eugene List, piano; Howard Hanson conducting
the Eastman -Rochester Symphony, stereo SR 90002, monaural

MG 50138. Sound

and performance are equally breathtaking when Hanson conducts Chadwick's

SYMPHONIC SKETCHES, stereo SR 90018, monaural MG 50104.
Referring to Dorati's reading of GAZTÉ PARISIENNE- and GRADUATION BALL,

t

stereo SR 90016, monaural

MG 50152, the trentANavous

TIMES said:

"7be :Minneapolis Orchestra bas been described as one of the five best in the
country. its reputation is embellished by this performance." Other equally
brilliant performances by Dorati include: Rimsky- Korsakov SCHEI- IERAZADE,
stereo SR 90195, monaural MG 50009; Strauss DER ROSENKAVALIER
SUITE and TILL EULENSPIEGEL, SR 90099.
The inimitable Paul Paray conducts the Detroit Symphony in superlative
stereo performances of these best -selling French masterpieces:

Saint -Satins "ORGAN" SYMPHONY with Marcel Dupré,
stereo SR 90012, monaural MG 50167;

RECORDS

Bizet CARMEN and L'ARLÉSIENNE SUITES,

SWIM REQ

stereo

SR 90001, monaural

MC

50135.

George Gershwin

Cancello

m

F

Rhapsody in Blue

fl

STEFZEO
.,.;.,
.-FGHitii

CALLAS

-s,

MEDEA
eru._
TE,:..

Bll1E P161S[8nE

auoriañürael,c4k
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SR 90170
SR 90012

SR 3-9000
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issue has fete ix>sitise advantages
save its grxxlish maclera engineering.
All. regrettably, use the Rimsky -Korsakov orchestral emendations. In the
Capitol set, an interlinear (and exasperatingly hard -to -read) copy of the liosa
Newn>nrch translation. circa 1910. has
been provided -a dubious blessing. All
told, if one wants a Boris Coclanac :uxl
wants it non'. this version is the one that
can be recommended with the fewest
reservations.
J.H.,Jn.

violinist I have ever encountered who
keeps his mute on through the whole of
the Canzonetta, as the score indicates he
should. The effect is most striking,
especially as both soloist and conductor
phrase this movement with great sensitivity, and the nndeless burst of the first
notes of the Finale is made more dramatic thereby. The stereo sound in both
concertos is fine and clear, well balanced
and distributed; the soloist is set off from
the orchestra, emanating from a fixed
P.A.
point somewhat left of center.

MOORE: The Devil and Daniel \Vebster
Doris Young (s), Mary Stone; Frederick
Weidner (t), Mr. Scratch: Lawrence
\Vinters (b). Daniel Webster; Joe Blankenship (bs). Jabez Stone. Soloists, Festival Choir and Orchestra, Armando Ali berti, cond.
\\'LSTa(INSTE WST 14(150. SD.
$5.98.
Westminster has produced here a very
interesting experiment in stereophonic
engineering: the extensive use of "stage"
movement among the singers. O;lrer
companies have approached this possibility warily, but it is the principal factor
in this release. There is no gain whatsoever in richness of detail over the
monophonic version of \ teem s patriotic
little score: the orchestral thread beneath the speaking voices is as thin and
difficult to follow as ever (no great pity,
for it's not a very interesting orchestral
thread). and the voices themselves often
are so far from the microphone as to Inc
barely audible, which was not the case
monophonically. But even with these
drawbacks and the added one of a performance that is not much :shove makeshift. the possibilities of significant realistic gain through mobile voices, voices
constantly changing position in relation
to each other and to the listener, arc
excitingly demonstrated.
The worst aspect of the new technique
can be heard in the sudden, flying leaps
that voices tend to take from one channel to the other, as though the charac:ers
were furnished with pogo sticks with
which they occasionally sprang across
the stage. The device is at its most successful during Daniel \Vebster's speech
to the jury. He slowly paces up and
down in front of them, stopping every
now and again to drive home a point. I
was delighted by this. but I admit that
my delight may have been akin to that
of the child with a new toy. Be that as it
may, I would urge all those interested in
the growth of new techniques of recording to lend an attentive ear to this disc.
D.J.
MOZART: Sonatas for Piano, Four
Hands: in G. K. 19d: in D, K. 381; in
B flat, K. 358; in G. K. 357
Ingrid liachlcr, Ludwig Hoffmann piano.
Vox DL 4321. LP. $4.98.

Clean. flexible, self -effacing playing of
two familiar and well -loved duets ( those
in D and B flat) and two quite unfamiliar
ones. K.357 consists of an incomplete
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shim.

Haebler and Hoffmann: rare Mozart trills.
Allegro and Andante that were finished
and published by Julius Andre. The Allegro has something of the spirit and
shape of the opening movement of the
Haffner Symphony, but the instinct that
prompted Mozart to abandon the Andante was a sound cote. K.19d may not
be a masterpiece, but hew many masterpieces have been written by nine -year-old
children? It is, under the circumstances,
an incredible composition. Throughout
the disc the performers play the trills correctly, an occurrence still rare enough to
N.B.
tvarraut special commendation.
MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov

Ludmila Lelmeleva (s), Xenia; Eugenia
Zareska (ms), \farina. Feodor; Lydia
Romanova (Ins), Hostess. Nurse; Nicolai
Cedcht (t), Dimitri; Andre Bicicki (t),
Shniski. \lissail, Boyar Knnschoy; \Vassili
Pastercak (t), Idiot; Raymond Bonté
(t), Lot itzki; Gustav Ustinov (1). Court
Boyar; Boris Christoff axe), Boris Cuclnnov, Pinenn. \'arlaam; Kim Borg (bs ),
ßangoui, Tchelkaloy; Stanislav Pieczora
(bs ), Officer; Eugene Bousquet (b).
'l'eherninkovski. Choeurs Russes de Paris
and Orchestre National cle la Radiodiffusion Française, Issay Dohrowen,
cond.
CAPITOL -EMI GDR 7164. Four LP.
$17.98.

Absent from the catalogue and at least
theoretically unavailable in this country
since its withdrawal by RCA Victor
(LFi \IV 6400) as part of the cross -Atlantic transfer of HM \' rights. this Capitol -E \Il reissue of Mussorgsky 's Boris
Godcnmo retains all the virtues that kept
the original issue the preferred LP version against any competition to date.
That is to say. whatever objections one
may hive to the practice of doubling
and tripling roles. Boris Christoff is indeed a very powerful Boris; the late
issay Dobrowen conducts with splendid
sweep, and gout control of rather variable secondary elements; ,uni the sound
i gooc' -in fact, it even seems freshened
a hit in the Capitol pressing. The Bolslx»
performance ( the sane one is to be
heard both on Colosseum 124/5 and on
Period 554) has advantages in ensemble,
and it has too, in Alexander Pirogov, a
splendid Boris, but the sound is pretty
poor. even by older Soviet standards;
while the London (XLLA 4:317) Yugo-

NUSSiO: Folklore rl'Engedinc
tSchoenherr: Tänze und Bauemmusik
aus Oesterreich: Suite
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Heny Krips, coed.
ANGE). 35664. LP.
$4.98.
Since my first hearing of Otmar Nussin's
suite of eight short dance poems, purportedly based on the folk dances of
Switzerland's Engadine valley, I have
gone on compulsively replaying it in
whole or in part with no diminution of
my first incredulity. For lucre at last is
an ununistak :ably "modern" work that is
both immediately intelligible and vet
completely original -free from any trace
of either cliché or straining for novelty.
yet fresh and different in every piquant
phrase and every subtle nuance of tonal
coloring. i urge everyone, as insistently
as I can, to hear for himself the singular
Intrada which opens this work, its heart wrenching \'emir:. its somberly dramatic
Ostinato, or. for that matter, any one of
the five other scarcely less delicious miuiatures. None of this Italian -boni ( 1902)
Swiss e>nnposer s works has been recorded before (in this country at least). How
so extraordinarily craftsmanlike and original a writer has excaped earlier attention

cannot nntlerstand.
There are other. if less startling, surprises on this disc: among them that
"Vienna \Valtzes--its trite over-all title
-sloes not imply still :mother dipping
into the well- roiled %caters of Stnassi:n
or Viennese café waltzes, and that Henry
Krips is master of more than the \V :ddteufel and Steppe. repertory %hick he so
brilliantly served in his first two Angel
release's. The disc title itself, in a literal
sense, and the jacket's gay dancing-peasant illustrations apply more directly to
Max SchemenhelT's suite: simple and
straightforward settings of %ondronsly
lusty and charming peasant dances.
These surely would %arrant more extended praise -as tvonld also the iuunaculately limpid recording of both works-if
i were not still so spellbound by Nussin s
little but precious masterpiece. Again,
beg of you, don't miss ant of the truly
pure Delectable \louutains of contempoR.D.D.
rary music.
f

I

POULENC: Dialogues des Carmélites
Denise Duval (s), Blanche de la Force;
Régine Crespin (s), Madame Lidoine,
the New Prioress; Liliane Berton (s),
Sister Constance: Denise Scharlcv (ms),
Madame de Croissy, Prioress of the Car-

Continued on page 56
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SIR THOMAS
from the music- lovers of two generations.. who haue happily
found that "The art of 13eecham remains one of the most precious
discoveries of our time."
(Grans Dictionary of Music)
.

IN HONOR OF THE OCCASION, CAPITOL ANNOUNCES
A NEW RECORDING OF THE RARELY -HEARD, EXTRAORDINARILY

EXPRESSIVE LITURGY BY REF..TIIOVEN:
C MAJOR, OP. 86 Beecham conducting.
Soloists: Jennifer Vycyan,Monica Sinclair, Richard Lewis,Nlarian NorrakoTrski

MASS IN

Beecham Choral Society
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
In Stereo SG 7168 and Monophonic G 7168 versions.

--:!; ___.

ALSO ON CAPITOL, SITI THOMAS BEECIFAM CONDUCTING
TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY No. 4
'l he Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

HAYDN: SALOMON SYMPHONIES (Vol.
C 7139

BERLIOZ: SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE
Orchestre National dc la Radiodiffusion Francaise
C 9102
MUSIC OF DELIUS

The Royal Philharmonie Orchestra
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Nos. 93.98. The Royal Philharmonie Orchestra (3
GCI( 7127
record sel)
FRANCK: SYMPHONY IN D

Orchestre National de la Radiodiffusion Francaise
G 7157

G 7116
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indite Convent; Rita Gorr (ms), lather
\tarie; Janine Fourrier (its), Mother
Jeanne; Cisèle Desmoutiers (ms), Sister

Mathilde; Paul Finel (t), the Chevalier
dc la Force; Louis Rialland (t), the
Chaplain; Raphael Romagnoni (t), First
Commissioner; René Bianco (b), Jailer;
Michel Forel (b), Thierry; Max Conti
(b), M. Javelinot; Xavier Depraz (bs),
the Marquis de la Force; Jacques Mars
(bs), Officer; Charles -Paul (bs), Second
Commissioner. Orchestra and Chorus of
the Th éatre National de l'Opéra (Paris),
Pierre Dcrvau., conci.
ANGEL 3585 C /L. Three LP. $15.98.

\'hatevcr else he may or may not have
accomplished in composing Dialogues' des
Cantu:10es, Francis Poulenc most surely
has thwarted the expectations, or at least
the hopes, of those among his admiring
coterie. %vhosc fondest and least mutable
image of him is stereotypically that of an
amusingly elegant maker of pungent
avant -garde musical witticisms, preferably
in connection with texts urbane and perhaps a shade and a half off-color. Those
whose admiration extends to, or is wholly
reserved for, his liturgical works are rather likelier to find satisfaction. The statement may seem gratuitous past the point
of endurable insult to those who know
much about the work, or who have heard
it (it was staged by the San Francisco
Opera in the fall of 1957, and on 'l'V by
the NBC Opera last year), but this is just
possibly not ideal packaged nourishment
for everyone who dotes on, say, Les Melodies de Tirésias. For Poulenc is a composer as admirably faithful to his text as
to his own persuasions, and the gap between Guillaume Apollinaim s transvestite vaudeville and Georges Bernanos' s
arch -Catholic mysticism amounts to an
infernal pit.
In fact, Dialogues des Carmélites is a
kind of work -or rather a work; it is the
only one of quite its kind -whose boundaries of appeal are peculiarly difficult
even to attempt to calculate and sketch
in. And the difficulty is compounded
here by my own indecision as to what to
make of it. I suspect that it will prove
to chill sonic listeners who might he espccted to be warmed by it, anti win a
live response, from others who might be
expected, on form, to be unmoved, if not
actively resistant -aunt this (borne out by
limited first-hand observation) largely on
the basis of latent susceptibility to a certain sort of emotional-religions climate
rather than on the basis of any very clear cut verbalized understanding of what the
action is meant to mean in all its meditative complexity. For the text, though
as special in its mystical ramifications as
it well can be, has also a simple, direct
appeal. What I ;on inclined to wonder
skeptically about is just what the score
really contributes towards the total effect
over and above providing the words with
notes that provide an appropriate musical
setting. which seems neither to violate
sense nor ever to quite fully realize all
that is implicit.
The libretto has had a curious history,
even as the histories of librettos go. The
basic source was a German novel by Gcrtnud von Le Fort, based on the account
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For Poulenc: Ducal, Dercaux, et al.
of the one Camelitc nun who survived
the guillotining of her sisters during the
French Revolution. This was made the
basis for a film scenario by Philippe
Agostini and one Father Briickberger, a
French Dominican; they approached Bernanos, as famous for his fervently mystical Catholicism and his gifts as an invective controversialist as for his pro Spain fascism and his ability as a writer,
to provide the dialogue. After he died, in
1998, these dialogues were produced as
a play. In 1955, Poulenc, himself ever
more devout, and more serene as a minposer, undertook to set them as an opera,
un commission from La Scala, where the
finished work had its premiere on January 26, 10 7.
The plot-or sequence of "tableaux,"
as the scenes are called -is concerned
primarily with the history of Blanche do
la Force, an aristocratic young girl who,
feeling herself ever under the shadow of
some nameless cosmic dread, seeks refuge
among the Cannelites. Yet her dread persists, enlightened by security and companionship, and reinforced by her witness
to the terrible deathbed fears experienced by her Prioress, The Revolution
threatens the convent's way of life, and
when the nuns vote in favor of martyrdom rather than submission, Blanche
runs away. Yet svhen the nuns are
marched to the guillotine, Blanche appear. and takes her place; she is the last
on the scaffold, but somehow she has
been given Grace to shed her eternal
dread in a martyr's death. This is a mere
outline, for the human and symbolic network among all the characters is too intricate to synopsize -too intricate, probably,
to be solved in the theatre.
Poulenc's score is prevailingly ( the
word is inescapable) discreet. Something
of its ambition may be gathered from the
dedication: "To my Mother, through
whom I was revealed to music; to Claude
Debussy, who has inspired me; and to
Claudio Monteverdi, Giuseppe: Verdi, and
Modesto Mussorgsky, whom I have taken
as nuxlels." And, indeed, the exactness
of the word setting is remindful of Debussy and \lnssorgsky. Verdi? I, for one,
would never have guessed it, though
there is a free -flowing duet between

Blanche and her brother that might have
been touched by, say, Giordano. Seldom
"advanced" to the furthest reach of Poulenc himself, it is, in faithfulness to its
characters, temperate and- though often
richly instntmented beneath the ever-

predominating voice lines -not often very
assertive. Those who do respond to it
may discover eloquence in its gentleness;
others may sense merely a gentle boredom at its sameness. Myself, 1 tend to
wards the second reaction, for all that
the vocal writing is unfailingly graciousat least that of the religionists; the Revolutionaries have more animated, yet not
at the heart very vital, music to sing.
It is, on the whole, a very sweet,
pretty score, but not, it seems to me, one
that ever really comes to grips with the
dramatic conflict. For this -in any meaningful sense -is all within the soul of
Blanche ( the Revolutionists simply provide the occasion for her access of Holy
Grace); and the music never really
strikes the darker, more perverse chords
that are surely demanded by Bemanos's
lwnderings on the inevitability of dying.
Yet many may disagree.
The Angel performance, which casts
the cast and conductor of the Paris premiere, is thoroughly excellent ou all significant counts, with Denise Duval, Denise Scharley, Rita Corr, and Liliane Berton deserving special mention only a
little more than some of their colleagues.
Altogether, a work of special, and unpredictable, appeal. Those who like it
may like it very touch indeed; and so,
recommended to notice.
PROKOF1EV: Concertos for Violin and
Orchestra: No. 1, in D, Op. 19; No. 2,
in G minor, Op. 63
Ruggiero Ricci, violin; Orchestre de la
Suisse Romanche, Ernest Ansermet, cond.
LoNnoN CS 6059.

SD.

$4.98.

Stereo has vet to lick the sound of the
solo violin, at least on my equipment,
which cost a lot of money, is supposed to
be at least reasonably good, and does
extremely well by all other instruments.
Perhaps Ricers fiddle would sound less
shrill and wiry on an ultra do luxe rig,
but I shudder to think how it would cone
through the average householder's stereo.

PROKOFIEV: Quartets for Strings: No.
1, in B, Op. 50; No. 2, in F, Op. 92
Endres Quartet.
Vox PL 11100.

LP.

$4.98.

Both of Prokoftev s quartets have often
been recorded, but this is the only disc
now available to contain then both. The
first is one of his masterpieces and is
therefore essential to a knowledge of one
of the most important figures in modem
music; the second, based on Caucasian
folk themes, is less important but is nevertheless a work of great interest. Both
are superbly perfornud here and very
A.F.
well recorded.
IIIMSKT-KORSAKOV: Capriccio espagnole, Op. 34
{Albéniz: Iberia:' Bk. II: No. 5, Ahncria;
73k. IV: No. 10, Malaga; No. 12,
Eritaiva (arch. Surinach)

Continued on page 58
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in superb High. Fidelity or in unbelievable
Stereorama, the finest classical
music that you can buy is on Epic Records.
EDUARD VAN BEINUM
conducting the Caneertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam
it.sxnat.: Water Music
LC 3551 BC 1016 (stercorama)
{MAIMS: Concerto in D Major for
Violin and Orchestra, Op. 77-

OTHER NEW F.PIC
RECORDINGS
WALTON: Partita for Orchestra senLER: Symphony No. 10-The Cleve-

land Orchestra, George Szcll, Con-

ductor
LC 3568

BC 1024 (sicreomnm)

Arthur Gntmiaux, Violinist LC 3552
senate: Symphony No.4 in F. Minor,
Op. 98; Alto R hapsorly, Op 5i (mon-

astir. Concerto in

ophonically)
Aafjc l lcynis, Contralto; Royal Male Choir "Apollo
LC 3563 BC 1019 (stercorama)
osnnsn: la Mer: Nocturnes
LC 3464 BC 1020 Ester orama)

Orchestra; Concerto in D Minor for
Two Violins and String Orchestra;
"I Mudd"; Felix Ayo :nad Roberto
Michelucci. Violinists
LC 3553 BC 1018 (stercorama)

-

-

E

Major for Vio-

lin and String Orchestra -Concerto
in A Minor for Violin and String

k

Suite Bergamasque AVE I.:
Sonatine -Values Noble et senti mentales; Alborada del GraciosoLeon Fleisher, Pianist
I.0 3554

nEBUSSY:

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 29 in
It Flat Major, Op. 106, "Hamnier-

kl avier"; Piano Sonata No. 26 in E.
Flat Major, Op. 81a, "Les Adieux"
-Eduardo Del l'ucyo, Pianist

LC 3555
MOZART: LAI Pinta Giardiniera, K.
196 (Highlights); Soloists with the
Camerata Acadcmica des Salzburger

\lozartcums: Bernhard Patnngartncr, Conductor
LC 3543

NLrSICA

PLASttxcA

-Ni ño Ricardo,
LC

Flantcncan Guitarist

3556

vtvAL.nt: Five Violin Concerti- "I
\basici "; Roberto Michelucci, Luciano Vicari, Felix Ayo, Walter Galozzi and Anna Maria Cotogni, Violinists
BC 1021

Ask your dealer about our classical
Stereo Demonstrator Record that

features all of Epic Records' out standing artists. $2.98Jot a limited
lime only.

M U/

Eduard can Beinunt permanent
conductor of the Concertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam

EPIC
HIGH FIDELITY

Alm
MID

'to

'

RADIAL SOUND

A Product of CBS
Reg. "CBS"
Price is suggested list

"Epic" Marca

T. M5
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Orchestrc Radio- Symphonigne dc Paris,
Carlos Surinach, cond.
\loNlILLA F \I 141. LP. $498.
Surinach takes a slower pace in the Capriccio than most conductors, bringing
nil some features of the work that get
lost in the 300% type of performance. On
the other hand, the excitement may he
what you're after. If you have the familiar
Arbtis suite of pieces from Albeniz's
[herb), this disc offers a chance to acid

some more without reinvesting in the
complete edition. The record also includes
Surinach's own composition Feria Magica.

The
RINISKY- KORSAKOV:
Golden
Cockerel: Suite; Easter Overture, Op.
36 ( "Grande Pdque Russe ")
{

Balakirev: Islamey (trans. Casella)

Philharmonia Orchestra,
Goossens, cond.

Sir

E \iI- CarrroI. C 7158. LP. $4.98.
This is a felicitous coupling of colorful
Russian music, all with an Oriental cast.
Goossens' treatment of the Russian Easter
Overture and Alfredo Casella's expert orchestral transcription of islamey carry
out that color most effectively. His account of the Coq d'Or Suite is poiseda poise which I might have traded for a
little more excitement, especially in the

Eugene
Continued on page 60

Ravel's Orchestral Music -Miniatures and Masterpieces
ST

c.otsuacron who undertakes to di-

For all its silken sounds. Rosenthal's
Rapsodie espagnole lacks bite and rhythmic vigor; it drags, too, which seems
somewhat typical of the Rosenthal method. The first of Ravers great orchestral
works, this piece is, further, rather more
voluptuous than the conductor stakes it,
as both Munch and Reiner prove.
Regarding the short pieces of the set

A reet the complete orchestral works
of Maurice Ravel puts himself in
disa

tinctly precarious position. By common
consent, Ravel is one of the great orchestral masters of all tine, and thus his
works want and need a special perfection in their performance. But while it is
possible for a maestro to have a way or
peculiar talent with one or another of his
scores. it is almost impossible to find an
individual who has equal : thority over
all of them. Quite the saute is true of
the Beethoven piano sonatas or the
\lozart symphonies: no single, solitary
fugnre has ever come along who has been
the paragon interpreter of them all. This
view is crystallized in Westminster's new
recording. under Manuel Rosenthal's direction. of the complete orchestral Ravel.
Sono of it is superb, without equal in the
current catalogue; but for every rendition that lingers in the car long after it
has stopped there arc others that the ear
will want to forget.
Unfortunately, the opening work, La
Valse, is, in terms of interpretation, one
of the least successful of the group. Rosenthal's reading is throughout heavyhanded. even pxundcrous, and the miracles of subtlety Ravel is able to wring
from they basic waltz rhythm of the piece
are nowhere realized. The fault, one
suspects, rests with Rosenthad's excessive
reliance on ritanis not called for by the
composer. 'There are, indeed, even some
moments (e.g.. before number 46 in the
Durand score) where the movement of
the work stops dead; here Ravel calls
for diminuendo, though there is not the
slightest indication that he wanted the
motor impulse to slow down as well. rill
told, then, La Valve is offered a rather arbitrary and unsympathetic treatment. As
regards ritards and rallentandos, the same
situation obtains in the Valses nobles et
centintenlales, though the results are not
nearly as grave. In fact, the bittersweet
taste of the piece is all there, and the
third waltz in particular is a rhythmic
model that all conductors might do well
to examine. Atmosphere is present, too,
a good deal of it brought about by the
wonderfully appropriate pinched sounds
of the French double -reed instruments.
Nowhere, however, in the entire series of recordings is Rosenthal shown to

better advantage that in his interpretation of the complete Ma Mère L'Oye,
which differs front the familiar suite in its
inclusion of two extra
berg and a
raft of lovely connecting tissue between
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Alborada del gracioso, .\lenuet antique,
and Pavane pour une infante Montethe first Iwo arc ever adequate and the
third is the most exquisite exposition of
the number i have ever heard. l'he
Pavane revolves about the solo -horn player who, in this case. phrases as at singer
aright and produces a tote of gold that
has to he beard to be believed. Though
this work ranks in the corpus of Ravel's
work as a minor number, there is a beauty to this performance that Smuehoav sets
it apart from the hulk of those remaining.
Inttrepid! maestro Rosenthal.

the various movements. At any rate, the
Lind of enchantment that is childhood is
one in which Rosenthal seems to have
lived for all his life. The fairy-talc ambiance of Mother Goose is caught on the
first page and never deserted; and everywhere the playing of the orchestra is in
the highest of French traditions. Clearly,
Rosenthal believes in Ma Mère L'Oye and
his then do also. They approach the whole
business with a childlike wonder that is
precisely what the work demands. A
better performance you will not find on
any disc.
As for the Boléro, it all depends. in a
sense. on the opening tempo -which in
this case is equable, steady and dignified. To my taste. Baléra is a whacking
bore, its only interest centering on the
gradual crescendo that carries the piece
to its inevitable conclusion. This condition Rosenthal handles as well as any
other; anal, since he does exactly what
the careful Ravel says he mast do. the
number
er uuure or less plays itself. And the
solo instrumentalists arc quite first -rate.
Le Touubc<nl do Couperin is a prime
crumple of a Ravel work that easily falls
apart under gruff handling. In the present ins4m.cc most of it is light -fingered,
elegant, saucy, though the Forlane is
heavy-going rhythmically and in the
\lenuet the lead instrument. the oboe,
tends to wash out acoustically'. Still, no
one save Anserntet and Cluytcns deals
with the score quite so zestfully, on the
one hand, and with so much grace, on
the other.

Not quite, perhaps. For Rosenthal's
interpretation Of the complete Daphnis
c! Chloë is the equal of any now before
the public. Unfortunately, the hest of the
work is to he found in the two familiar
suites excerpted from the hour-long ballet-the rest is incidental and without
the impetus of the dance rather meaningless. Nevertheless, there is a glow that
early settles over the whole piece and
does not depart until the final frenzied
measures. At any cost, you cannot go
wrong in owning Rosenthal's Daphnis
since he never loses sight that it is. after
a fashion, Ravel's masterpiece and a poled
refutation of the claim that the composer
was only a miniaturist at hest.
Incidentally, the presence of the recording is such that at one point you
can actually hear the alto -flute player
drawing in his breath before lunging into
a difficult phrase. As a ode, only his
neighbor on the stage would be aware
of it. But in Daphnis, as in most of the
11,'estminstcr series, the arc smack in the
middle of the orchestra.
JAY S. HARRISON

RAVEL: Orchestral Music
La Valse; Valses nobles et sentimentales;
,11a Mère L'Oye; Boléro; Le Tombeau dc
Couperin; Rapsodie espagnole; Miroirs:
No. 4, Alborada del gracioso; Mental
mutique; Paume pour une infante défunte;
Daphnis et Cl/ai?.

Orchestre chi Thé ;ìtrc National dc l'Opéra
de Paris, Manuel Rosenthal, cond.
WESTMINSTER X\VN 3309. Three LP.

$1494.
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He

;

plays the words, as well as the notes

Roger Williams has sold more records than any
other popular pianist who ever lived. You know
why the minute you hear him play, yet it's hard
to put the reasons on paper.
Perhaps his most important and elusive
quality is that he "sings" the notes of the piano.
When Roger records he uses no music. He has
arranged his music and learned the words of his
song, and his phrasing is that of a singer. He plays
the words as well as the notes.
Williams doesn't change the song -he adds to
it. He always lets you hear the melody. But he

-

-

burnishes and be- jewels it, each piece in its own
manner. The delicate filigree of his Autumn Leaves
is a thousand miles away from the rocking, rocklike bass figure of Near You. Yet they both wear
the mark of Williams' thoughtfulness, and they
both gleam with his musicianship.
Now, here is Roger's newest release - "MORE
SONGS OF THE FABULOUS FIFTIES ".
Here is an album that tracks a whole decade in
the glistening Williams sound. It's wonderful ...
and it will mean more to you with every year

that passes.
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ROGER
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WILLIAMS -MORE SONGS OF THE FABULOUS FIFTIES with Orchestra Directed by
All The Way
Tom Dooley
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes
Marty Gold and Hal Kanner
Moments To Remember
Cherry Pink And Apple Blossom While
Moonlight Love
My Happiness
IMoritat) Theme
Memories Are Made Of This
Hernando's Hideaway
ROGER

from "The Threepenny Opera"
Mackin' Bird Hill.

On The

It's Not For Me To Say
Street Where You Live
Regular KL1130 Stereo KS -3013

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THESE OTHER RECENT

WILLIAMS' SUCCESSES IN YOUR LIBRARY.
Songs of the Fabulous Century, KXL -5005.* Songs
of the Fabulous Fifties, KXL -5000. Songs of the
Fabulous Forties, KXL -5003.`

KAPP RECORDS, INC.
136 East 57th Street,

New York 22, N. Y.

Please send me your

FREE

E

and record guide.
Please send me an

latest full

color record catalog

autographed photograph of Roger

Williams.
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second movement -but remains a firstrate reading. The entire disc has been
brightly reproduced.
P.A.

ROSETTI: Concerto for Two Horns and
Orchestra, in E flat
IDittcrsdorf: Concerto for Double Bass,
Viola, and Orchestra, in D
Knud and Hans Sorensen houes; Ei ik
\losehotm, double bass; Knud Frederiksen, viola; Copenhagen Symphony Orchestra, Newell Jenkins, cond.
HAYDN Socrern HS 9052. LP. $4.98.
It is a pleasure to greet the Haydn Society label again on a new disc, and to
And that the Society evidently plans to
continue recording little-known but worthwhile music. The present works, both
put together from sets of parts in German
libraries, are attractive pieces by "small
masters" of the Classic era. The Concerto
by the Bohemian Francesco Antonio Rosctti has a friendly warmth, despite the
fearful tasks it sets the horn players,
especially in the first movement. Some of
them are tossed off by the Danish soloists without any trouble, but others prove
a little too much for them. Interesting
problems of color and balance are interestingly solved in the pleasing, and in its
finale amusing, work by the Viennese
Ditterxlorf. Mr. Moseholnn produces unfailingly musical sounds from his mastodonic instrment; and Jenkins, here as in
the Itosetti, accords proper consideration
to the soloists with no sacrifice of formal
N.B.
values.

SCARLATTI: Sonatas for Harpsichord,
Vol. XXII
Fernando Valenti, harpsichord.
\VESrat1NSTEli XWN 18814. LP. $4.98.
Although Valenti is now at about the
halfway mark in his grand venture 'of recording all of Scarlatti's sonatas, he continues to astonish ns will, evidence Of the
apparently inexhaustible fertility of that
master's invention. Eleven of the twelve
works in the present batch are in the
major mode, but there is no trace of
monotony: Scarlatti never hesitates to
switch modes when the fancy takes him.
Only L. 387 here represents the conventional Scarlatti of the few pieces played
in the concert hall; each of the other
sonatas has its own special quality, w =hether it is the innocent, pastoral L. 2 or the
big -boned L. 178, the contemplative L.
183 or the capricious, daucelike L. 469,
the improvisatory L. 393 or the irresistibly rhythmic L. 299. Valenti's playing
continues to be vital and understanding.
N.B.

reading of the Moments Musicaux. One
has the impression throughout of greater
concern with the letter than the spirit.
The steady legato that is one of the earmarks of his style and has been very impressive in other recordings does not serve
him well here; loo often one thirsts for
a more generous and caressing rubato.
The tempos tend to he exaggeratedly
slow and the playing in general wants
the spontaneity of genuine "musical
moments."
Not so the three piano pieces of 1828.
ilere Demos shows a flashing imagination,
his conception of the E flat minor piece is
exhilarating and big, the two "digressions"
(to quote the annotator's pejorative term)
in the E flat major piece arc filled with
humor. This is playing of very high order,
worthy of comparison with that of Giese king in the same music.
The level of the recording is low but
responds well to volume boosting. The
D.J.
piano tone is quite convincing.
SCHUBERT: Q ' pet in A, Op. 114
( "The Trout ")
Denis Matthews, piano; Members of the
Vienna Konzerthaus Quartet.
1034.
VAKGUAIn VSD 2019.

VANGUAIID

VHS

LP.
SD.

$4.98.
$5.95.

The familiar ensemble that has recorded
so extensively for Westminster is here
considerably altered in personnel. The
second violinist is, of course, absent, his
place being taken by a double-bassist.
And Franz Kwarda, the Konzerthaus'
fine if at times overly emotional cellist, is
replaced by one Ludwig Beinl, a player
of neutral personality who is rather disappointing in the cello variation of the
fourth movement. Denis Matthews, however, makes up for any small deficiencies
in the cellist by his superlative handling
of the far more imposing piano part. This
fine British artist is to ensemble playing
what Gerald Moore is to Lieder accompanying: the combination of tact :und
delicacy with which he approaches a
score too often turned into a nminiatre
concerto is the chief delight of this -on
the whole -highly acceptable performance.
The stereo version marks a considerable advance over the more constricted
and 'boxy" sound of the earlier stereo
Vox release, which is in any Casa done
by a less satisfying group of performers.
D.J.

SCiIOENHERR: Tänze und Bauernmusik aus Oesterreich: Suite-See Nussio:
Folklore (TEngedhne.

Not played as frequently as the Carnaval
or C major Fantasy, the Daeidsbiindlerltinme is a set of eighteen short pieces as
poetic and melodically distinctive as anything Schumann ever composed. There
have been several prior recordings, but
none has been distinctive. Hautzig'.s is the
list to date. His playing is marked by
clarity, intelligence, and a complete lack
of affectation. His tone is a little hard.
and there are some coloristic effects he
misses, but he does manage to set off the
varying moods of the music. Firkusny, on
a Capitol dise, is Iiauteig s closest rival;
Firkusny has a more agreeable tone, but
he is apt to glide over many sections in
a superficial manner, and his disc also has
a questionable version of the Etudes symII.C.S.
piwniques.

SiiOSTAKOVICiI: Age of Gold, Op. 22:
Orchestral Suite -See Barber: Souvenirs, Op. 28.
SMETANA: The Bartered Bride: Overture; Polka; Furianh Dance of the
Comedians -See Dvo'rlík: Slavonic
Dances, Opp. 46 and 72.
STRAUSS, RICHARD: Der Boscnkavatier
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (s), the \farschallin; 'l'cresa Stich -Randall ( s), Sophie;
Christa Ludwig (ms ), Octavian; Eberhard \Vacchter (h), Faninal; Otto Edelmann (bs -b). Baron Ochs. Soloists, Phil harmo nia Chorus and Orchestra, Herbert
von Karajan, cond.
Four SD.
ANGEt. 53563 D /L.
$24.92.

can't clearly pronounce in favor of the
new stereo version of Angel's Bosenkavalier. It has indeed the characteristic
virtues of separation and diffusion that
one associates with good sterco anal,
furthermore, it corrects a tendency of the
monophonic set to Hastiness in the more
strenuous parts of Acts I and IIi. But the
placing of the voices is rather unimaginative ( the xvomen to the left, the men to
the right -and variations thereof 1. Worse
still, something of the bloom has gone
from the orchestral sound and something
of the sheen is absent from the topmost
notes of the sopranos. 1 suspect that this
is related to the fact that the performance
is still being pressed on four discs, even
though stereo grooves are bulkier and
more complicated affairs than monophennle ones. Perhaps a fifth disc would have
preserved the missing tipper frequencies
and eliminated an occasional spot of pre echo not encountered before. A fifth disc
would also, of course, have upped the
I

price appreciably.
Those who insist upon owning Ifosenkaealier in stereo or not at all should not
be excessively disappointed with this set.
I'm sticking with the monophonic one,
D.J.
myself.

SCHUBERT: Moments Musicaux, Op.
94; Drei Klavierstücke, Op. posth.
Jocrg Dennis, piano.
DM :CA DL 10004. LP. $4.98.
Dennis does not achieve a deeply felt

SCHUMANN: Dacidsbündlerlänze, Op. 6
Walter Hautzig, piano.
HAYDN SociETY HS 9064. LP. $4.98.

Valenti: grand venture in Scarlatti.

Continued on page 62
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WILLIAM STEINBERG
AND
SOME OTHER GIANTS
surround you

wit11

STEINBERG

CONDUCTS

great sounds on new stereo* records from Capitol
RAVEL /BOLERO /LA VALSE
PAVANE POUR
UNE INFANTE
DEFUNTE

Elgar: Enigma Variations

Vaughan Williams: fantasia

WAGNER

THE
PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY
tsaillik ORCHESTRA

WILLIAM STEINBERG

THE PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

(S)P 8368
You can have

(S)P B383,

(S)P 8475

the'fi' and the music

loo. But it takes

a

dedicated, line musician and an orchestra

that follows him with the same sincerity. Steinberg has il" (Audio Magazine).
MOZART: Symphony No. 40 in G Minor; Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
BRAHMS: Symphony No.1
BEETHOVEN; Symphony No. 7... (S)P 8398
With Nathan Milstein DVORAK AND GLAZOUNOV: Violin Concertos

eni)o>>CI1
CONCERTO NO
IN

3

(S)P 8432
(S)P 8340
(S)P 8382

4.0.
P..

C MINOR

PAGANINI
CAPRICES
OP.

h1ao.
Íírkusñy PIANO
WITH

-

I

THE PHILHARMONIA

ORCHESTRA

MICHAEL RAB
(S)P 8468

Liebestraum, To

Now in

a

Wild Rose.

stereo for

7

others

Two records (S)PBR8477

(S)P8476

tilt first tette:

Leopold Stokowski conducting the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
STRAVINSKY: The Firebird; Petrushka
Nathan Milstein plays GOLDMARK: Concerto in A Minor for Violin and Orchestra
Leonard Pennario plays GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue; An American in Paris
with the Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra conducted by Felix Slalkin
Leonard Pennario plays KHACHATURIAN: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra
Sir Eugene Goossens conducting the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
MOUSSORGSKY- RAVEL: Pictures at an Exhibition
Rostropovitch plays DVORAK: Concerto in B Minor for Cello and Orchestra
with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Sir Adrian Boult

(S)P 8407

(S)P 8414
(S)P 8343
(S)P 8349
(S)G 7174

(S)G 7109

*All available in both stereophonic and monophonic versions.
To order stereo, use prefix
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shown with album numbers above.
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Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche, Op. 28; Der
Rosenkavalier: Suite (arr. Dorati)

STRAUSS, RICHARD:

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal
Dorati, cond!.
I`Ir:ne,unY SR 90099.

SD.

85.95.

This is the first appearance of either of
these popular works ou stereo discs, and
the performances and engineering offered here add up to a satisfactory debut
in the new medium. Dorati's Till is a
vigorous rapscallion who misbehaves as
tradition dictates and goes to the gallows
unreformed. The conductor's suite from
Rosenkaralier is based on the first- and
third -act preludes and provides a delightful glimpse at some of the dosing pages
of Act 11 normally overlooked, as well
as at some of the familiar scenes. R.C.M.

STRAVINSKY: Apollon 3lusagìte -See
Hindemith: Hérodiade.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 1, in B flat minor,
Op. 23
Leonard Penuario, piano; Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf,
coot!.
Cne rot. SP 8417. SD. 85.98.

\Iv original impression that this was a
small -scaled performance and that Leonard Pennario was attempting to make
'l'chaikovsky sound like \lendelssohn (
believe I dirt make some such rash statement as that) has been modified or, i
should say, sobered by the recording's
stereophonic avatar. Small -scaled is hardly the word for the sound that issued
from my two speakers, and though I still
insist that the pianist handles the solo
part with remarkable delicacy. \lendclssohn is not quite the right comparison.
Let's say Saint -Saëns. The sound is full blown stereo, with the orchestra swirling
around the centrally situated piano. D.J.
TCHAIKOVSKY:

Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in D, Op. 35 -See
Mendelssohn: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in E minor, Op. 64.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4, in F
minor, Op. 36
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, coud.
CQLuxruu ML .5332. LP. 84.98.
COLUSInnA MS 6035. SD. 85.98.

For Bernstein, this is a rather mild -mannered presentation of the Fourth Symphony. His tempos are exceptionally
broad thronghout -even draggy in the
first movement -but his conception is
consistent until the very end of the finale, where he suddenly decides to race
to the finish line. The music is delivered
with the utmost clarity, thanks not only
to the topflight playing of the Philharmonic Nut also to Colombia's fine conics.
If the monophonic version is good, the
stereo is one of this company's best. The
sound is spacious, beautifully separated,
and filled with instrumental presence and
perspective. Still, putting this much life
62

into the reproduction desn't restore the
P.A.

life missing from the performance.

VERDI: Don Carlo
Antonietta Stella (s), Elisabetta; Loretta
di Lelio (s), Tehaldo: Orietta \foscucci
(s), Voice: Elena Nicolai (uns). Eboli:

Mario Fi.ippeschi (t). Don Carlo: Paolo
Caroti (t), Herald, Count of Lerma: Tito
Gobbi (b), Marquis of l'osa; Boris Chris toff (bs1, Philip iI; Giulio Neri (bs).
Grand inquisitor; Plinio Clabassi (bs),
Friar. Chorus and Orchestra of the Teatro
dell'Open (Rome), Gabriele Santini.
cond.

CAerroL -EMi GCR 7165. Three LP.
81 :3.08.

Tinte was when American admirers of the
imposing though uneven merits of Verdi's Don Carlo had a choice between
two full -length recordings for extra Metropolita n solace. 'Then, with the divorce and banishment of Cetra by Capitol, there was one; then none at all. Now,
after a hiatus to permit the tactful transfer of international record properties.
Capitol is back in the LP lists with title
to its second Don Car :n -this one the
performance formerly issued by RCA
Victor ( LM 6124 ). To my way of thinking, the older Cetra issue offered rather
the better performance, if less -gocxl engineering ( the question is academic save
for those who are willing to import recordings); hot this more easily available
version laud, and leas, much to he said to
its credit.
The tapes have been remastered to
Capitol specifications. with very good results. One tutti in the tutu -da -fé scene
has been, very sensibly, transposed from
the inner grooves of one side to the outer
grooves of the next. This is the main
measurable change of imposition, but
there is also a noticeable lightening and
clarification of sound texture that seems
not wholly due to wear and tear on my
RCA set. The RCA libretto, no prize
itself, has been supplanted by one of
those liti( -hy -line affairs, favored by the
British, that offers a "singing" version in
which the translation seldom gives precise sense and is in any case difficult to
follow. Otherwise a fine job of reissuing,
and a welcome entry in the catalogue.
J.H.,Jtu.

VICTORIA: Oflcium Defcnctorum; Pop nie meus; O magnums nysterium; Pas tores foquebantnr
Netherlands Chamber Choir, Felix dc
Nobel, cond.
ANCE . 35668. LP. 84.98.

Angel here gives us a very fine representation of the great Spanish Renaissance master. The Service for the Dead
is one of Victoria's most impressive compositions. and the Popute mcus and O
magnum mysterium, though (written much
earlier, have equal power and intensity.
The choir sings with beautiful tonne. gcxxl
balance, and expressiveness that is never
permitted to become exaggerated. There
are a few spots of uncertain intonation
in the Introit of the Requiem Mass and
elsewhere, and the enunciation of the

words is not as clear as it might be, but
by and large this performance ( and recorcling ) is considerably superior to that
of the Service for the Dead on Vox. N.R.

WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast
Mandel: Zadok the Priest; From the
Censer Curling Rise
James Milligan, hass- baritone; HuddersChoral Society; Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir \ialcohn Sargent, cond.
EMI- CAerrot. C 7141. LP. 84.98.
field

In the two Handel (works the EMI engineers have reached the theoretical ideal
of this type of choral recording and offer
more reverberation than music. If you like
clean sounds and intelligible texts, this
won't do. Belshazzar is somewhat better,
but still lacks the bite and (hive of \\'alton's old recording of this marvelous
score with this same orchestra and chonis.
One of the best choral works of this century, 13clshazzar is worth knotving. Moult's

edition for Westminster is my current

R,C.\t.

choice.

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
LAURINDO ALMEIDA: " Danzas!"
Granados: Danza Espanola No. 5 (Play era); Danza Espacinla \'o. 10. Cnattali:
Danse Brasiliera. Bautista: Preludio y
Danza. Albéniz: Maize Espmiola (Sere nota Andahcza I. Futrell: Danzas of the
Three Captive Princesses. Barroso: Dan:

a¡ .tlexicana.

Laurindo Almeida, guitar.
CAPITOI.

l'

8467.

LP.

$4.98.

The Granados and Albéniz works on sir.
Almeida s latest disc are standard, and
the guitarist is at his best in a languorous
performance of Alhíniz's pretty, salon like Serenate. Of the novelties, the music
of Raclunes Colt :uli, a Brazilian, and
Jost) Barroso, a Mexican, is on the popular, amiable side. From Julian Bautista,
a Spaniard living in Argentina. comes a
longish Prelude and Dance. which dilutes its Spanish motives in rather dull,
aimless repetition. Best of the lot is the
suite of three dances by Carlos Pedrell, a
nephew of the influential Felipe, whose
life seems divided ibetfvicen Spain and
Smith America. Here the repetitive.
Moorish element makes its point distinctly :uxl hypnotically in three varying
moods. An able, colorful guitarist, \tr.
Ahncida lets caution and a slackness in
rhythm get the better of him sometimes.
R.E.

IGOR BEZRODNY: Recital
Gershwin: 'Three Preludes (trans. Heifetz). Bloch: Nigun. Triggs: Danza Bra ziliana. Kreisler: Gypsy Caprice. L.
Fuchad Iota. Debussy: Petite Suite: En
bateau. Glière: Romance, Op. 3. Respi-

Continued on page 64
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from this exciting collection of popular and classical recordings in "Living
Stereo" -the world's greatest catalog of low priced, fine quality stereophonic recordings!
Choose

CLASSICAL
Discovering the Piano: Lorin Hollander, Pianist.
Grand Canyon Suite: Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra; Fjeldstad, Cond.
Peer Gynt Suites (Grieg): Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra; Grüner-Hegge, Cond.
Concerto #2 (Rachmaninoff): Kjell Baekkelund, Pianist; Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra.
"Surprise" Symphony (Haydn): Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra; Fjeldstad, Cond.
Symphony #5 (Tchaikovsky): Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra; Grüner -Hegge, Cond.
Pop Concert Favorites: Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra; Grüner - Hegge, Cond.

POPULAR
Anything Goes: Hi -Fi on the Harpsichord: Bruce Prince -Joseph.
Broadway Spectacular: Norman Leyden and his Orchestra.
Dance, Dance, Dance!: Dance Favorites in Hi -Fi: Geraldo Orchestra.
Everybody Cha Cha!: Fred Astaire Dance Studio Orchestra.
Favorite Marches: Norwegian Military Band; Leif Nagel, Cond.
Harp, Skip & Jump: Gene Bianco and his Group.
Hits from "Gigi" (Lerner- Loewe): Hill Bowen and his Orchestra.
Hits from "Music Man ": Hill Bowen and his Orchestra.
Kiss Me, Kate (Porter): Hill Bowen and his Orchestra and Chorus.
Porgy and Bess (Gershwin): Mundell Lowe and his All Stars.
Show Boat (Kern): Hill Bowen and his Orchestra and Chorus.
Strings in Stereo: Domenico Savino and his Symphonic Strings.
TV Action Jazz!: Mundell Lowe and his All Stars.
Standards in Stereo: Hill Bowen and his Orchestra.
®
With Bells On: Sid Bass and his Orchestra.
Redhead: Hill Bowen and his Orchestra and Chorus.

RCA
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say... RCA!
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ghi: Berceuse. Prokofiev: Peter and the

Wolf, Op. 67: Theme and Processional
(trans. Crimes). Elgar: Farewell. Villa
Lobos: Song of the Black Swan. Mompent: Scènes d'Enfants: No. 5, Jeunes
files au jardin (trans. Szigeti).
Igor ilezroohny, violin; Abram \Inkarov,
piano.
MONITOn MC 2028. LP. $4.98.
To judge by this record, Russia has sent
as another excellent violinist, though one
with promise still to he completely fulfilled. Fortunately for all concerned, this
disc doits not contain what its misleading
title ( "Bezrodny Plays Ccrshwin ")
might indicate; if it did, one might be
tempted to apply to Bczr dny s Gershwin the now-famous commentary of the
critic who reviewed a piautn recital by
stating that "Miss Blank played Brahma's:

DE

cc

Brahms lost." For the young violinist attacks the Gershwin Preludes literally, as
one unfamiliar with the American jazz
idiom night lac expected to do, and they
lose their zest and spontaneity from this
treatment. Anyhow, they sound better as
piano solos.
Most of the remainder of this welcome
unhackncycd collection is very well set
forth by Bezrodny. This violinist possesses a meaty tone and a secure technique;
what he still needs to acquire is greater
maturity and subtlety of style (but then
he is only twenty- nine). The rest of the
first disc side is devoted to works by composers who arc Americans or who have
spent much of their lives here. The piece
by the pianist Harold Triggs is an attractive Brazilian dance whose spirit both
performers have captured admirably.
Bezrodny has also managed to find

udly presents

CELEBRATED NEW CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
PNJ:41tr1
Decca
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Sacred Music of Thomas Talfis. New

9404

A TwIah i<ns.y

The Art of Coloratura-Rita Streich. A radi

release,

DL 79404 Stereo

Muk.l Dn,.

ant voice in excerpts from "Die Fledermaus,"
"Shadow Dance" from "Dinorah," "Voices o
Spring," etc. Miss' Streich sings with the
distinguished Berlin Radio Symphony Orch.
conducted by Kurt Gaebel.
DGM 12004
DGS 712004 Stereo

Beethoven -Karl Böhm. Symphony No. 7 in
A Major, Op. 92; Coriolan Overture, Op. 62.
A magnificent reading: Böhm conducting the
renowned Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra.
DGM 12005 DGS 712005 Stereo

'---

nie Play of Dame',
'New'York'Prelvloe(ca

Brahms Lieder -Dietrich Fischer. Dieskau. Eu

rope's eminent baritone singing: "Mit vierzig
Jahren," "Feldeinsamkeit,' "Steig auf, geliebter Schalten," "Nachklang" and others.
Accompanied by Jörg Demus, piano.
DOM 12007 DGS 712007 Stereo

Wagner- Bayreuth Festival.

The Bayreuth Fes-

tival Chorus and Orchestra, conducted by
Wilhelm Pit:. Choruses from "Flying Dutchman," "Tannhäuser." "Lohengrin" and others.

The Play of Daniel -A Twelfth Century Musi.
cal Drama.
for and away the most
important recording of the year..
" Marla Mayer, Erquiro. New York Pro MusicaNoah Greenberg, director. Full test with His toricaI, musical background. De luge set.
DL 9402
DL 79402 Stereo

..

DGM 12000

DGS

712000 Stereo

Haydn: Concerto for Flute and String- Orchestra In D Major: Concerto for Oboe and Or
diestra in C Major. Kurt Redel, flute; Kurt
Kalmus, oboe; the Munich Chamber Orchestra, Hans Stadlmair, cond.
OGM 12001
DOS 712001 Stereo
Brahms: Quintet for Plano and Strings in F
Minor, Opus 34. Jdnacek Quartet with Eva

Bernathovi, piano.

DGM 12002

OGS

712002 Stereo

All Recorded in Europe

DECCA
Gold Label
(i

I

P.A.

ILIPPE CAILLARD VOCAL ENSEMBLE: Motets for Christmas and
Easter
Aichinger: Regina cacti. Cooper: Gloria.
Lassus: Resonet iu laudibus; Surges Jesus; Tristis eat attinur mea; Videntes stellanl magi. Palestrina: Alma redemptoris
meter. Praelorius: Ecce Maria. Victoria:
()crux aee: O taos atones.
Philippe Caillard Vocal Ensemble,
Iippe Caillard, cond.
\\'ioersi1NsrElt XWN 18809. LP, $4.98.
Ph

lovely garland of Renaissance pieces.
The Christmas motets express joy in various ways, and the works for Easter are
not all sat): the sinuous lines of Lasslts's
Surgen MUM climb cheerfully, and Aichinger s Regina cacti celebrates the Resurrection. 11w chorus is nicely balanced
and sings in time. in some pieces ( Lasstas's Resunet and Videntes, for example)
it attacks a verse or section strongly and
then tapers down, and M. Caillard has
not yet mastered the difficult art of keeping the line finis and alive and mean ingful even in repose. Strangely enough,
the unusually reverberant sound does
not blur the lines, nor is it unpleasant.
A

N.B.

compelling re-creation: three major works by
the richly endowed Renaissance master. "In
lejunio et Fletu" (Motet), "Lamentations of
Jeremiah," "Mass for Four Volces." New
'fork Pro Muslca -Noah Greenberg, director.
Complete text. Background notes.
DI.

something by Kreisler that is unfamiliar
-at least to me. Violist Lillian Fuchs's
Jota turns out to be an interesting composition in the modern Spanish style. On
the second side, the Debussy is a bit
too angular, but David Gnmes's Prokofiev transcription is most effective and is
appealingly played.
Makarov's keyboard support throughout the album is extremely tasteful. And
as is usually the case with Monitor's
transfers from Soviet tapes, the sound is
first-rate-full, clear, and well focused.

RECORDS
A

New World of Sounds

COSMOPOLITAN CHORALE: Armenian Mass

Cosmopolitan Chorale, Florence \lardiroSian, cond.
LP.
WESTMINSTER XWN
18726.
$4.98.
In her admirable jacket notes about the
Armenian \lass, Florence Mardirosian
traces its development from the fourth
century to the end of the nineteenth,
when the liturgy was revised, harmonized.
and arranged according to European
theory by \ lagar Ekntaliatn, a leading figure. in Armenian church music and a student with Rubinstein and Tchaikossky.
The choral sections of the Mass smuggest a
compromise
ise in Near Eastern and Western
styles, the result generally sounding like
Russian church music, with a particidarly
fine passage for a septet of high voices.
The Mass is mote distinctive in its solos.
such as the opening Khorhoort Khnrilt,
written in 1191. 1-his is a long melismatic
chant for tenor. which uses the occasional
(lamer tones of the Armenian scales, and
it is sting with a nasal tone peculiar to this
music. The soloist is accompanied by an
electric organ ( with much tremolo) that

Continued on page 66
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This Gray tone arm has to:r crow's stereo requirements

built in... to give you the finest .sòtin.d reproduction from the
widest possible range of cartridges for years to come.
OUTSTANDING ENGINEERING FEATURES COMBINED TO GIVE YOU
THE FINEST SOUND WITH THE LEAST WEAR ON YOUR RECORDS

©
212 SX
12 inch

1i,

34.00

216

SX

inch

36.00

Grams tracking force for cartridges whose compliance measures 5 x 10- cm /dyne. Tracks at minimum force required by leading cartridge manufacturers.
Gram vertical deviation between
up and down motion on warped records with 1; 16"
tracking error in degrees per inch radius. Lowest distortion factor
attained by Gray among 10 others tested. (FLAT ARM RESPONSE

in

.. Dynamic control through linear fluid damping smooths. out
resonances in the critical areas of the audho spectrum. GRAY keeps
the needle in the groove during heavy low frequency passages. Only
grams vertical pressure needed to track a locked eccentric
groove without damage to the most con, pliant stylus assemblies.
Get all the extras with a Gray tone arm!

®

Pill

Write today

for

your free fart sheet
on the Cray 212 SX
and 216
See your

out this valuable coupon today

Gray High Fidelity Division

- Hartford,

Conn.

Gentlemen:

Please send me, free, your [! new fact sheet on the Gray
212 SX and 216 SX, world's finest engineered tone arms.

Complete descriptive literature on turntables, turntable
kits, tone arms, and tone arm kits.
IT

S.X.

favorite

High Fidelity dealer
and let him show
you why

roil.®

GRAY'
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Street Address
City, State
I

presently own

is ..best for you."

Manufacturers of
the world's
finest
torte arms.

GRAY
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ARBOR STREET, HARTFORD

1,

CONN.

fortunately sloes not spoil the erotically
beautiful effect of the vocal line. Miss
Mardirosia n s ensemble, whose members
bear names like Muldoon and Duffy as
well as Berberian and Kedrov, sings satisfactorily and presumably in an authentic
manner. No banding makes it difficult to
find the different sections of the Mass.
R.E.
ROBERT IRVING: "Pas de Deux"
Adam: Girelle: Waltz (Act 1) (arr.
Jacob). Chopin: Les Sylphides: Valse,
in C sharp minor, Op. 64, No. 2 (No. 7)
(arr. Douglas). Delibes: Sylvia: Pas de
Deux (Act 111, No. 1613); Coppélia: Pas
de Deux (Act M. Tchaikovsky: The
Nutcracker: Pas de Deux (Act ll, No.
14); The Sleeping Beauty: Pas de Deux
(Act 111, No. 27); The Three loans (Act

111). Mink-us: Don Quixote: Pas de Deux

(arr. Irving). Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet: Pas de Deux (Suite No. 1, No. 6).
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Robert
Irving, cond.
EMI- CAPITOL C 7160.

LP.

$4.98.

The nuisis in this pleasing collection is
as set forth above. The jacket and la-

bels, however, indicate that in place of
the Coppélia excerpt is a cancan from
the Rossini -Respighi Boutique fantasque.
Also, Irving concludes the Sleeping Beauty pas dc deux with The Three leans
which follows it in the sequence of the
ballet -in order to bring the program to a
livelier close. As might be expected, the
conductor's readings are all excellent
and in correct dance tempo, and the reproduction is very good, Balletomanes

-

THE THOUGHTFUL
COLLECTOR
AND THE FLOOD...
Each month the record
market is deluged with new
issues of widely varying
qualities. Faced with
such a flood of discs,
music -lovers have a real
problem in maintaining the
standards of a libraryand for this reason
they turn to Vanguard
and The Bach Guild for
recordings of
consistent and permanent
excellence of sound,
performance and
repertoire.
Even our lighter
albums -we call them
"entertainments"
carry this note of distinction
and enduring value; they
are superb essays
in the fine art of folk and
popular music.
An example
is The Queen's
Birthday Salute"
displayed here.

THE QUEEN'S

BIRTHDAY SALUTE
by the Royal
Artillery Nand

Monaural
Stereolab

--

VRS -9038
VSD -2011

ROYAL FANFARE IN SON.
a
IC SPECTACULAR

-In

positively breathtaking re.
cording Vanguard's en.

Mozart: Le Nozse di Figaro. Beethoven:
Leonore, No. 3, Op. 72a. Rossini: L'Ita1irauf in Algeri. Weber: Oberon. Wagner:
Die Meistersinger. Verdi: La Fora del
destino.

problems

outdoor

posed by

this

must
certainly have been pro.
digious. yet Vanguard appears to have solved them

"entertainments"

recording

completely. Nothing
seems to have been lost
at any point in the re-

as:
THE WEAVERS

cording;

ERICH KUNZ
GERMAINE MONTARO
KARMON ISRAELI SINGERS
CHARLOTTE RAE
MARTHA SCHLAMME
LIANE

there is

spool.

ousness. but not lack of
detail. The monophonic
version is astonishing. the
stereo a Triumph.

-High Fidelity

MAE BARNES
LEON BIBB

Magazine.

February 1959

PAUL ROBESON
THE BABY SITTERS

List Price:
MONAURAL 12" 54.98
STEREOLAB 12`$5.95

Send for Catalogue lo Dept.

A

VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY INC.
154 West 14th Street, New York City, 11

4

Here we go again with yet another collection of popular -mol overfamiliarwaltzes, very competently played and recorded. ( In stereo the sound is even more
spacious and impressive.) Couldn't we
have a change of pace, or at least a
change of repertoire, once in a while? For
example, why not include the two Valses
de Concert by Glazunov or Frederick
Stocks Synaphonic Waltz in one of these
omnibus albums? They are exceptionally
attractive works. as are many other such
neglected waltz masterpieces. And they
are certainly more appropriate to a grouping such as this than is A Ball, taken out
of context from the closely integrated
musical program of Berlioz's Symphonie
P.A.
fantastique.

ERICH LEINSDORF: Opera Overtures

the

almost the sights
attendant on the Hulk
linnet ceremonies cule.
brating the Queen's ollicial birthday. Into the
vast acreage of London's
Hyde Park Her Majesty's
loyal subjects flocked to
thrill to the various color.
tut military exercises -the
lunch past the mounted
gunners; the trot. then
the canter. then the gal
lop el the squadrons of
cavalry. hooves pounding
on turf. harness and trap.
pings clattering -and all
to the martial music of
the Royal Regiment Artillery. Then comes the fittint and thunderous climax, the shattering sound
a
of
twenlone gun
ulule. caught here, even
to its reverberating echo,
with amazing fidelity. The

feature
such artists

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Rcn6
Leibowitz, cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18817. LP. $4.98.
\\'ES 51lNISTER WST 14023. SD.
$5.98.

stereo

-in

version,

Other Vanguard

RENE LEIBOWITZ: "Invitation fo the
\Nuit: '
Weber: Invitation to the Dance, Op. 6.5
(trans. Berlioz). Tchaikovsky: Serenade
for String Orchestra, in C, Op. 48; Waltz.
Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique, Op. 14:
A Ball. Sibelius: Valse triste. Johann
Strauss, 11: Vienna Life, Op. 354. Josef
Strauss: Mein Lebenshurf ist Lieb' und
Lust.

gineers have vividly captured the (eel. the sounds

and

-

will grab this disc and probably call for
P.A.
more of the same.

VANGUARD

RECORDINGS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
VANGUARD QUALITY CONTROL
WON FIDILITY

Nag

Philharmonia Orchestra, Erich Lcinsdorf,
cond.
CAPITOL P 8465.

LP.

$4.98.

The most cogent excuse for packaging together six so -often -done overtures ought
to be the towering personality of their
conductor, first of all, and next the brilliance of the recorded sound. Leinsdorfs
conducting here runs to the neat and ordered rather than the exciting or the profound. He is more convincing with the
vit and elegance of Mozart and Rossini
and the rather dreary theatricality of the
Fora del destino overture than with
Webers fairy landscape or the symphonic
expanses of Beethoven and Wagner. The
sound is good monophonic sound, hut I
found myself sadly missing the dimensions of stereo in the prentice music of the
Wagner and the closing pages of Leonora
Three.
D.J.
RAYMOND LEWENTHAL: "Clair de

Lune"
Debussy: Suite Bergamasque: No. 3,
Clair de Lune. Liszt: Liebestraum No. 3,
in A flat. Saint- Saëns- Codowsky: The
Swan. Rachmaninoff- Les'enthal: How
Fair This Spot. Brahms: Waltz, in A Flat,
Op. 39, No. 1.5. Chopin: Nocturne, in F
Sharp, Op. 15, No. 2; Nocturne, in E
Flat, Op. 9, No. 2; Waltz in C Sharp
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

www.americanradiohistory.com

minor, Op. 64, No. 2. Lewenthal: Green sleeees. Massenet: Elégie. Rubinstein:
Romance. Schumann: Träumerei.

Raymond Lewenthal, piano.
WESTI,UNSTEn \VST
14053.
$5.98.

SD.

In its monophonic version this disc was
called "Moonlight and Keyboard" and
included, in addition to the above, Chopin's Fantaisie- impromptu, the first movement from Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata,
and the Mendelssohn -Liszt On Wings of
Song. The stereo sound for a solo piano
here has rewards of a sort -the pointing
up of different colors in bass and treble,
the way the tone wells up gently all
around one in Mr. Lewenthal's long -spun
pianissimos. The sound is also a little
larger than lift and thereby unnatural.
R.E.

MUNCH: "The French
Touch"
Dukas: L'Apprenti sorcier. Saint -Seas:
Le Rouet d'Omphale, Op. 31. Ravel: Ma

Cif ARLES

Mère l'Oije.
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch, cond.
RCA Vieron LM 2292. LP. $4.98.
RCA Vieron LSC 2292. SD. $5.98.

One has a right to expect from Charles
Munch better interpretations of French
nmtsic than these. In The Sorcerer's Apprentice he employs exaggerated tempos,
intended, undoubtedly, to dramatize further a work that doesn't require this
treatnncut. in Omrphale's Spinning Wheel
the conductor establishes an inordinately
fast pace that neither he nor his players
are able to maintain in certain sections;
as a result, the music loses all its magic.
Only in the Mother Goose Suite do we get
a truly sensitive performance; and even
here the final pages are marred by unnecessary weightiness. One distinguishing
feature of the Saint -Saëns and Ravel
works, however, is the refined handling
of the wood -wind solos.
This disc is one that sounds considerably better in monophony than in stereo. The focus and over -all instrumental
presence are far better in the single -channd version; the tone is also more rounded. The stereo edition seems to suffer
from the unusually live acoustics of Symphony Hall. Most of the trouble seems
to be with the brasses, which emerge unevenly from the rear of the orchestra.
There arc any number of good recorded
performances of the Dukas; Beecham's
Saint -Saëns and Ansemnet's and Rosen thal's Ravel are the current preferred
versions of Le Rouet and Ma Mère l'Oye.
P.A.

MUSIC OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH: "Music from the
Washington Cathedral"
Morley::llagnifrcat. Tanis: If ye love me.
Byrd: Sing joyfully unto Cod. Gibbons:
Nunc dimittis. Palestrina: Exaltabo te.
Victoria: Jesse dutch mentoria. Schlitz:
Cantate Domino. Davies: Anglican Chant.
Sowerby: Sanctus. Warlock: Corpse
Christi. \Villan: Lo, in the time appoint-
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ed. Barber: Let down the bars, O Death!
Parker: lam sol recedit igneus. Four
hymns.
Washington Cathedral Choir of Men and
Boys, Paul Callaway, cond.
VANGUARD VRS 1036. LP. $4.98.
VANGUARD VSD 2021. SD. 85.95.

MUSIC OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH: "Praise to the
Lord"
Choir of the Church of the Ascension
(New York), Vernon de Tar, cond.:
Choir of the Cenerai Theological Seminary of New York, Ray F. Brown, cond.
Cot,untm. ML 5334. LP. $4.98.

Cot.ustm, MS 6026. SD. $5.9S.
Music in the Episcopal church is the
theme of these two recordings. The
Washington choir sings in celebration of

the opening in 1908 of St. Albans, the
National Cathedral School for Boys, in
Washington, D. C., which trains choir
boys for service in the cathedral. It offers distinguished examples of liturgical
music from the sixteenth, early seventeenth, late nineteenth, and twentieth
centuries. Of the later works, that of Peter Warlock, an exquisitely set carol, tun!
of Horatio Parker, a proving, if sentimentally Victorian piece, are outstanding.
The boys' voices bring a poignant, sweet
quality to the performances, which are
lovely, expressive, and human in every
way. Stereo sound gives full recognition
to the contrapuntal writing and the separation of the parts, without disturbing
the balance or unity of tone.
The other disc was recorded sutler the
auspices of the Joint Commission on
Church \fusie of the Protestant Episco-
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STEREO as it was meant to sound...

AzzTY

T'ER

MARTIN DENNY...first

with
EXOTIC SOUNDS!

ArRO-pEsiA

AFRO DESIA
LST 7111

PRIMITIVA
LST 7023

EXOTICA -Vol. 2

A variety of

MOODS

-

illustrating the
versatility of

LIBERTY STEREO

LST 7006

FORBIDDEN ISLAND
LST 7001

JULIE LONDON...the most
PROVOCATIVE
voice on record
JULIE IS HER NAME-Vol. 2
LST

7100

ABOUT THE BLUES
LST 7012

BONGO FEVER

JULIE

IST 7004

The Wild Rhythms

of

JACK COSTANZO
LST 7020

SWINGIN' HI -FI
The.

Organ Wizardry of
AL ANTHONY
LST 7021

plus these SURPRISES
for SOUND reasons

MUSIC FOR THE GIRL YOU LOVE
The Lush Orchestrations of
PETE KING

LNI 7003

HULA -LA
The Enlranc;ng Rhythms of

FANTASTICA

music from Outer Space

CHICK FLOYD

RUSS GARCIA ORCH.
LST 7005

IST 7106
12TH STREET RAG

TERROR TALES*

The Banjo Magic of
LAD PAUL

Narrated by
THE OLD SEA.HAG
LST 7025

LST 7107

*ALL ALBUMS ABOVE AVAILABLE IN MONAURAL EXCEPT TERROR TALES
WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG

7RERÏV

RECORDS, inc.

DEPT. H -5
1556 North LaBrea Avenue
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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pal Church in the U.S.A., and offers
twenty-four hymns from that denomination 1940 edition of The Hymnal. Half
are sung by Mr. De Tar's choir of mixed
voices, half by the Seminary choir of
male voices; both groups are acc:oinpanied by organ. Text and hoes are uniformly worthy of their sacred content
and represent a variety of sources, from
the eighth -century Greek ( text) and
plainsong to t ventictli- cenhiry writers
and composers. Sometimes a descant is
added, but for the most part the performances are dignifiedly plain and
deeply satisfying. Stereo makes a difference in the sound. even in this foursquare music. giving fullness and diversity of tone without loss of cohesion. R.E.

LEDNáRU BEHNSTEIN'S

MIRACLE

57"

ON

STREET

HERMANN SCHERCIIEN: "Mephisto

Wane

The New York Philharmonic is currently
having the finest season it has had in years.
The Carnegie Hall box office has dusted
off its SRO sign. Critics arc digging for
their most commendatory adjectives. And
life is great for the nation's oldest symphony
orchestra. Credit for this goes to Leonard
Bernstein, the supremely gifted young conductor who became permanent musica
director of the Philharmonic this season

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
SHOSTAKOVITCH:
PIANO CONCERTO NO.2
RAVEL: PIANO CONCERTO
IN G MAJOR

IAmoard Dcrn.l.in at

itr

piano and conducting clic

Nor York Philharmonic

2-

SHOSTAKOVITCH: Plano Concerto No.
Leonard Bornstein at the piano and conducting
the New York Philharmonic RAVEL: Concerto
in G Major -Leonard Bernstein at the plano
and conducting. ML 5937 MS 6043 (stereo)

GUARANTEED HIGH -FIDELITY AN D
STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

e.Cniumbl:

A

GS

tarrorke ltI H.rcu Res.
IIAIS,rbn. Ise.

division of Columbia Bre.dN

The stereo disc reveals, almost if not
quite effectively as the stereo tapes of several of these war hones, both the power
and the limitations of what was regarded
only a year or so ago as the ultimate in
ultra-brilliant high -fidelity recording. Today it sounds as brilliant as ever. hut also
uncomfortably unnatural in its frequencyextreme exaggerations. One often hears
and even enjoys performances as mannered and vehement as these in the concert hall, but surely no live orchestra, even
at close hand, ever sounded ¿mite like
this.
R.D.D.

LEO SLEZAK: Recital
Arias from Pagliacci, Aida, Erraani, Carmen, Guillaume Tell, L'Africaine, Trove tore, Zauberflöte, Cavalleria rusticana,
Blauhart, Muette de Portici. Songs by
Richard Strauss, 'Mozart, Reynaldo Hahn,
Schumann.
Leo Slezak, tenor.
SGAI.A

894.

LI>.

ANGEL 35(135.

LP.

$4.98.

Renata Scotto is a hvcnty -five- year-old
soprano of great accomplishment. Fier
repertory, as a glance at the contents of
this recording will reveal, is the Callas
repertory -that is, she can sing almost
anything written for the cultivated soprano voice in any of its three metamorphoses (provided, of course, that the text
is in Italian). Iter volume is as full as
Tchaldi's or Milanov's when she requires
it to tic, and yet the florid decoration is
over agile, gracious, controlled. She is
undoubtedly influenced at times by Callas -the first few moments of Qui la voce
are more Callasian than the great soprano's own recording (sec Angel 35304)
is. The voce coperto is startlingly like.
But she is no slavish imitator: Lucia's

$5.95.

Leo Slezak, the great Czech tenor who
was especially highly praised for his
Otello- has been one of the most prolifically recorded artists on LP. With the
knowledge that there have been sonic
half dozen records dedicated to presenting his dramatic and lyric versatility, it
is satisfactory to observe that this disc carries no duplications. Scala's present release is labeled Volume 11, and contains
it sloppily arranged hodgepodge of arias
and Lieder. All selections, with the exception of Hahn's Paysage, are sung in
German: it is a pleasure to report that the
songs enjoy proper piano accompaniments
rather than arranged orchestral back-

grounds.
Slezak, iilm was

RENATA SCOTTO: Operatic Arias
Verdi: La Traviata: E strana (Ali fors'
è lui). Bellini: I Puritani: Qui in once.
Donizetti: Lercia di Lammermoor: Il dolce
starlo (Marl Scene). Rossini: Il Barbiere
gli Siviglia: Una voce poco fa. Boito:
Mefistofele: L'altra notte in tondo al
mare. Puccini: Turandot: Signore, ascolta;
Tu che di gel sci cinta; Madame Butterfly: Un bel di; Gianni Scllicchì: O mio
brtbbiraa caro.

Renata Scotto, soprano; Phillannonia
Orchestra, \Lmno Wolf-Ferrari, cond.

Among Mr. Bernstein's most impressive
performances are those in which he doubles
as piano soloist and conductor. Two such
performances are found in this new
Columbia Masterworks recording -the de.
lightful and very appealing Shostakovitch
Concerto No. 2 and the brilliant, exacting
Concerto in G of Ravel.

COLUMBIA
Y.

Liszt: Mephi.ato Waltz; Les Pré!udcc.
Saint- Saihns: Dana macabre, Op. 40.
Weber: Der Freischütz: Overture.
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann
Scherchen, cond.
\VEs'Cxllxs'rEI( WST 14054. SD.
$5.98.

Mad Scene and \fargherita's distraught
one give evidence of a vocal actress with
some exciting ideas of her own. So do
Liù's two songs. though here I find myself
at odds with the approach. Again like
Callas, Miss Scotto would seem to have
more affinity with the Princess than the
Slave Girl.
The engineering, to my cars, is something of a disaster. The soloist has been
placed so close to the microphone that
her high forte attacks burst from the
speaker like so many discharges of TNT.
This is clearly the fault of the technical
D.J.
boys, not of Miss Scotto.

tom the same year

as Caruso and outlived him by twenty five years, possessed a dramatic tenor of
such extended range that he coped easily
with the music of William Tell, Les Hu-

guenots. and Il Trovatore. Despite these
heroic attributes, Slezak %vas also able to
scale his tones down to shadings not generally associated with such voices. His
Lieder is a case in point. The arias from
Pagliacci, Aida, and L'Africaine present
him as a singer in the grand manner. The
Zauberflöte is choppy and clumsy-surprisingly, for Taurino was a Slezak specialty at the \letropolitan, but the
Sicilian from Cavalleria is beautifully
sung. The tenors celebrated sense of
humor gets due play in the scene from
Offenbach's operetta, Blauhart (Bluebeard). Scala's reproduction suggests
that the voice might have been brought
forward on occasion, but the personality of Slezak does come through.
MAX DE ScttAuENsEE

STEINBERG:
"Concert
Besse"
Mussorgsky: Night on alle Bare Mountain. 'l'cluiikovsky: Marche slave, Op. 31.
Clinica: Karnarinskaya. Borodin: Prince
Igor: Polocisian Dances.
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Willimn
Steinberg, coed.
\VILLIAN1

IIIGIS FIDELITY MAGAZINE

CAPITOL SP 8450,

SD.

$5.98.

in its enormous dynamic range and sonic
power, its auditorium authenticity, and
superbly broadspreacl stereoism, Steinberg's Russian program is a close match
for Leinsdorf's earlier "Portraits in
Sound"; and, as with the latter, the assured performances arc somewhat heavy han<Iul (excessively so in the lighter
scoring of the Glinka Krtnmrinskaya; less
so in the exhilarating Borcxlin dances in
their orchestral -only version) and tin imaginative as far as interpretation goes.
Yet these discs achieve irresistible dramatic conviction through their sheerly
sonic grandeur anti momentum.
There has been some talk that recordings like these can't he reproduced properly, since if one's "ohmic control is set
right for the quiet passages, the climaxes
blast one out of the rcxnn. This is no just
criticism of the recording engineers, but a
devastating indictment of the inadequacy
of the complainers' amplifier and speaker
equipment. To deprecate recordings like
Leinsdorf's and Steinberg's sonic masterpieces, which come closer to approaching
the full dynamic range of a live symphony orchestra than almost any others
I know, is the rankest high -fidelity heresy. Listen again to what actually happens
when a large symphony orchestra plays
-both soft and load -in a large auditorium: what anyone with adequate
home equipment can hear on this disc is
getting miraculously close to that living
R.D.D.
reality.
ARTIICIit WrINOCRAD: Orchestral Program

Bartók: Rumanian Folk Dancer. Stravinsky: Octet for Wind Instruments. Prokofiev: Overture in B Flat, Op. 32. Shasta kovich: Two Pieces for String Octet, Op.
11.

Members of the M-G-M Orchestra. Arthur Winograd, cond.
M-G-M E 3684. LP. $4.98.
This is as thoroughly fouled -up a job of
record labeling as one is ever likely to
encounter. The side which is supposed
to contain the Bartók and Stravinsky actually contains the Prokoftcv and Shostakovich, and vice. versa. Even if the labels
were on the right sides, one of them
would still be wrong, since it accounts
for the Bartók ahead of the Stravinsky
and the Stravinsky is played first. To
make everything complete, Prokoficv's
opera, The Flaming Angel, is referred to
in Edward Cole's notes as The Flaming
Opera.
Don't let all of this discourage you,
however. The performance of the Stravinsky is first -class. The delightful Prokoficy overture, for seventeen instnunents,
has never been recorded before. and this
seems to be the only recording now available in this country to contain the zestful
pieces by Shostakovich and the Bartók
dances in their orchestral arrangement.
All in all, a very pleasant and musically
a very skillful package.
A.E.

Reviens continued on page 71

WORLD'S FIRST AND ONLY
15-TRANSISTOR FM -AM
PORTABLE RADIO!

SON Y

TFM-151

Look What
AUDIO Magazine

Says About It:
(issue o/ 1/59)

"The 7731 -151 sets
a new standard for
quality per /ornucrrce"
"Sony deserves
praise for both its
design and construction"

Now, for the first time, you can enjoy delightful FM music wherever
you are in your car, while you travel, at home even in fringe areas!
Plus, of course. all AM broadcast:! And SONY TFM -151 works on
ordinary flnshli,çhl li:uteries, hire Iniili -in telearopie. antenna, weighs
only 51/2 pounds! Enjoy it for good living. And as a special gift, it
makes rare good giving!
$1.19.95

-

-

-

FOR HI -FI you can use SONY TFM -151 as an FM -AM TUNER in
your f-Ii -Fi system! And as AUDIO SAYS "It could not be told apart
from a high quality standard FM -AM tuner."
15 transis
Sosti: or Tut: Spr:etro<Tntss
tors, including SONY wperd 0u -ed grown
transistor, t germanium di' -dc:, 1 germanium rarint..r, huiltin 4" x 6" highi

fidelity oval type dynamic speaker
Output power is 180M W. frequency response
is 20 In 20.000 eveles plus or micos I db,
signal to nnim. ratio is 50 db.

SONY also makes the W'ORLD'S SMAr.i.EST TRANSISTOR RADIOS

SONY TR610
World's sndtuat,
most powerful
6- aansistor,
porkerportable
radio. Sise I"

s:. "s

e'.1

/5`

SONY TRSS
Oorld's smallest,
pateerlul
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soan,ist,.t.
pneketpnrtable
41F-

43995

'
fir

radio. Sise
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2

$:9.95

talg. by the

SONY CORPORATION

'-THE PEAK OF ELECTRONIC PERFECTION"

distributed nationally by Delmonico International,
Division of 'rhompnonStarrcu Co-, inc., 42.24 Orchard Street, Long Island City I. N. Y.
At fine radio stores and department stores, or write Dept. 11F for name of nearest store.
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1720 KING OF INSTIUMONIS- IVdudes. TO
dynamic big.Sound'eleSs¢s played eeitli a flair by
BRUCE PRINCE 'EOSFPH on the great 'AEOLIAN
SKINNER piperhicerh

s

whole
new world
A

of sound
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FIE DlUMS
savage beat on prima
rumens brings you the color, dame and
of an Afracan setting.

fns

IOARING

201-The

inimitable. irrepres:

cible George Wright tears through typical lunes
of the rowing 20's on the ni ghly Wurlitter Pope
Organ in Ile 6500 seat San Francisco fox Theater.

HIGH TIDE

tall

FLAMENCO ESPANA- Snleen exciting
flamenco Nachts will Bernabe DeMOron, guitarist;
three other guitars and six castanet dancers.

This is the exciting stereo sound
you've been looking for ...the big sound
judged "BEST STEREO" at HI Fl shows
everywhere. Show off your equipment
with the full frequency range, clarity
and presence found in these albums
...the finest in sound reproduction.

eHa VIVAT- Herlcan ballads

and folk music
erciGngly presented by the CABCLLEROS. 'VIVA"
means live -and lint Ihis does! The infectious,
vibrant mood as created in their Derlormanees
In "T Town and at the Desert Inn at Las Vegas.

-

1411 TIFF SUFFFCS AT NIGH TIDE
Latest
"NIT" album of famous -SURFERS" now appearing at the Slat Oust Hotel in fabulous Las Vegas.

Available at record shops and H /F/ equipment dealers everywhere
"The sound that named a company"

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS,
In
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P. O. Box 5035, London, Ontario
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Here at Home
"Mitchell Ayres Plays Romantic Ballads
for You." Mitchell Ayres and His Orchestra. featuring Harry Terrill. Everest LPBR 5016. $3.98 (LP),
ilarry Terrill's elegant saxophone work

is

alxmt the only distinctive feature of this
record, which must be classed as just another album of mood music. Terrill's
sweet-toned, lyrical sax solos have to
rise above some tcrrihly treacly arrange ments; rand though they succeed, they do
not hide the deadly monotony of the
orchestral scoring. For one thing. the
consistently languorous tempos adopted
are ill -suited to some of the songs. Embraceable You, for instance. seems about
ready to expire from the first bar on, and
other numbers are in equally poor musical
shape. The .lyres orchestra is heavily
weighted in the strings. though the sound
is bright enough. The review copy showed
signs of overcutting.

"Broadway Chorus Call." Merrill Staton
Choir. Epic L\ 3546. $3.98 (LP);
Epic BN 519, $5.98 (SD).
The Merrill Staton Choir, one of the hotter choral groups presently in operation,
offer a pleasing and well- varied program
of a dozen production numbers from
Broadway musicals. Kicking off with a
really rousing Sccenty-Six Trombones,
and winding up with an equally spirited
There's No Business Like Show Business,
they tackle songs of vastly different character in between. They are particularly
successful with the delicate A Hundred
Million Miracles, the moving You'll Necer
Walk Alone, and the quasi-erotic Hernando's Hideaway. The tawdry Possess
Me, Caress Me Perfume from the recent
short-lived Whoop Up seems rather out
don't think they
of place here, and
really ring the bell with With a Little
Bit of Luck, mainly because of ill-advised attempts at a Cockney accent by
two different singers. The vocalizing
throughout is solid, musical, and well
balanced. The separation is quite pronounced on the stereo version, but this
is my only complaint against the sound
on either issue.

CL 1262. $3.98 (LP); Columbia CS
8080. S5.08 ( SD).
All thew songs have been in the Stafford
repertoire for some years, although her
earlier recordings of them are now mostly out of print. A direct comparison between her new version of two of these
numbers and those she made during the
war years showed only the most superficial change in her approach and her
manner of singing. Perhaps there is now a
little more assurance in the way she uses
her voice, and a subtler sense of phrasing.
but the voice itself, with its odd nasal
quality, is almost unchanged. The Weston
arrangements are, naturally, tailor-made
for the conductor's wife, and he is always
the considerate collaborator. On the stereo disc the close mitring is not very cxmnplimentary to uIiss Stafford, making her
voice sound ragged and her singing a
little labored. This is not so apparent on
the monophonic version, svhich, on the
whole, I think I prefer.

"The Immortal Harry Lauder." Sir 1-larry
Lander; Orchestra. RCA Camden CAL
470. $1.98 (LP).

The legion of Harry Lauder admirers are
greatly indebted to Camden for bringing
their favorite back on the record scene
again in a program typical of the great
Scottish comedian. Lauder is his brow
and bunny self in the bibulous
A Wee
.
g The Wee
Deoch An' Doris, the w'

!loose 'numg the (leather, and the humorous Breakfast in 13cá on Sunday Morning. And in a group of unaccompanied
Scottish folk songs, sling cvith great simplicity, lie reminds us of his genuine
talents as a singer. In the course of a
long recording career (he made his first
record in 1907) I doubt that Lauder ever
made a or record. His voice and his
Personality were both particularly phonogenie. So, though one misses his broad
smile, his handy legs, and his grotesque
swaddling strut. his warmth of communication in every song almost compensates
for their absence. These were all originally early clectrics, believe, and Camden has done a really splendid lob in
producing outstanding sound from the okl
discs originally issued at 78 rpm.
1

"Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy
Favorites in Ili -Fi. ' Orchestra, Lehman Engel and Dave Rose, coeds.
RCA Victor LPM 1738. $3.98 (LP).
The reunion of this popular team of singers in a program of their old favorites
looks like a reasonably good idea. on paper. On dise, I'm afraid the result is a
most disquieting experience. Miss MacDonald's ovcrbrittic tones have become
excessively breathy, her manner more
stiltmxl than ever, and the tessitura of
most of the numbers is now beyond her.
Mr. Eddy. sounding as lugubrious as ever,
is only slightly better. if there is a less
musical version of Ah, Sweet Mystery of
Life on records, it bar escaped me. In
view Of all the technical resources at
Victor's command, it might well have enhanced the sound of the original recordings and issued them as a memorial album.

"Moonlight Becomes You." The Heart
Strings. Jubilee SDJLP 1001, $4.98

(SD).

1

"I'll Be Seeing You." Jo Stafford; Paul
Weston and His Orchestra. Columbia

.

Jo Stafford: her old songs still beguile.

These are instrumental performances of
eight songs written by Jimmy Van Heusen to the lyrics of Johnny Burke. Under
the circumstances, it would seem pointless to mention the lyricist, except that
since the program is restricted to the
work of this team alone, we get no
chance to bear many better songs Van
Heuscn wrote in collaboration with other
word spinners (Johnny Mercer and
Sammy Cahn, to mention but two). The
stancl -out items here are the title song and
Imagination, with the rest distinctly
make -weight affairs. As one number follows another at the saune leisurely pace,
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the program tends to become tedious.
Strings, not very cleanly recorded, are
located in the right -hand speaker, the piano very firmly entrenched in the left. If
there was anything between them, I
failed to detect it.

NEW

"Music for Dreaming." Paul \l'eSton and
His Orchestra. Capitol 5.1- 1154. $4.98

(SD).

ELECTRONIC

MUSIC

"Nola and Otter Piano instrumentals."
Vincent Lopez and His Orchestra.
Carlton STLI' 12302, 84.98 (SD).
Despite the general excellence of Carlton's stereo sound, 1 find this a disappointing record. The fault lies mainly
tvith Lopez. It is almost thirty -five years
since he adopted Nola as Isis signature
tune, and in those far -off days, its digital
difficulties posed no great problem for his
fleet fingers. Today, alas, the stoy is
quite different. It may be possible to do
a good deal of faking in a hotel dining
room, where the clatter of dishes covers
lip any glaring errors. The mike, unfortunately, is not so kind, and here one
hears a very garbled version of Felix
Arndt's old piano solo. The same sort of
shambles occurs in Zee. Confrey's Kitten
on the Keys, and to a lesser extent in
The Doll Dance. The pianist is much
more at home in the slower numbers, but
the orchestral work is so indifferent, and
at times sloppy-, that i would hesitate to
call it even acceptable.

FOLKWAYS
STEREO
Record AMom.
F5S 6301

1-12" record with fully illustrated

notes...55.95

This recording is especially engineered and
mastered to bring to you the full enjoyment
of this new technical marvel with the blending of NEW SOUNDS and NEW TECHNICS.
A new emotional experience. Some of the
titles are: TRILOGY by David Talcott. CHAN
by Henry Jacobs, FOR THE BIG HORN by Wm.
Loughborough, 350-2 by Gordon Longfellow.
OTHER

interest

FOLKWAYS
RECORDINGS
in the electronic music

of unusual

field.

To signalize his return to the Capitol
campus, Paul Weston has recorded. for
his Old alma mater, an album of mood
music that substantially duplicates Isis album of the same name, Capitol 'l' 222.
The earlier issue, the first album Weston
made (on 78s) for the newly formed
company, has remained one of its bestselling albums ever since. While the
Weston style hasn't changed much since
those clays, except for a slightly heavier
accent on the brass, the quality of Capitol's sound is a world away. I've not
heard the monophonic version, but the
outstanding features of the stereo dice
arc the glistening cleanness of the string
sound and the excellent spatial illusion of
the over -all sound. If anything, the top is
a little too shrill for ow liking, bait by
cutting it slightly i was able to produce a
sound that completely satisfied me.

MOn-

aural...12" longplay high fidelity recordings
..each 55.95

FX6100 Sounds of Frequency: a test record
from 15.6 to 22.500 conceived and mastered
by Peter Bartok.
FX6160 Sounds of New Music: the whole
gamut of the development of "music concrete," /tape music, electronic music, etc.
FS3660 Music From Picasso Film: brilliant
recording from the original sound track
using unusual effects to depict PICASSO's
many "periods."
F53661 Henry Jacobs

-

-

Programme =1: The
first recording of electronic music and unusual interviews on station KPFA.
FPX6250 Sounds of Science Fiction: an elec
Ironic music adventure.
For complete free catalog of over 600 Long
Playing records, write to:

FOLKWAYS RECORDS
World', leading producer of roll Music on Ilecorde
117 WEST 46 STREET

á

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

"Premiere Performance." Ceorgc Byron
Sings New and Rediscovered Jerome
Kenn Songs. Andri' Previo. arranger conductor-pianist. Atlantic 1293SD,
$4.98 (SD).
Here we have an important record in
that it brings hock nine Kern songs that,
for the most part, have been completely
overshaulowe'd by bigger hits and introduces three previously unknown and unrecorded Kern compositions. These latter
were discovered among Kern's unpublished manuscripts, and were without
title or lyrics. 'l'he task of providing the
necessary words was turned over to Dorothy Fields, a long-time Kern collaborator, and the results are now heard for the
first time, sung by George Byron. April
Fooled Ale, a very typical Kern melody

with a cleft Fields lyric, is easily the most
attractive of the trio. I enjoyed Introduce
:11e almost as well. though it puzzled me
( still does) because the melody of the
first line of its chorus sounds exactly like
a Rodgers song. 1 can't place it, however;
any help gratefully received.
Byron 's style has enough panache to
be perfect for this material, and one can
readily believe that Kern admired his
work as a vocalist. André Previa provides
some interesting arrangements and also
some very solid support, tenth as pianist
and conductor. The stereo sound is well
balanced but not outstanding; for an intimate concert such as this, I suspect that
the monophonic version (which I have
not heard) might be just as satisfactory.
Interesting liner notes by George Frazier,
but ]'m curious to know when Sally acquired The Siren's Son g, which used to
belong to Leoce It to lane.
"Sleep Warm." Dean Martin; Orchestra,
Frank Sinatra, conci. Capitol ST 1150.
$4.98 (SD).
In a rare burst of Hollywood camaraderie.
Sinatra steps down as vocalist, and up as
conductor, to provide bis good friend
Dean Martin with some excellent orchestral hacking in ya program of bedtime
ballads. Sinatra has essayed the conductor's role at lost twice before on records,
but in neither instance was he playing
second -fiddle to a fellow thnnsh, That he
definitely sloes here, for this is Martins
record all the way. His fine mellow voice
and almost too relaxed manner are perfect for these lullabies. I found him so
convincing that when, in the middle of
Side 2. he sang Let's Put Out the Lights,
i was on the point of doing just that.
Fortunately, I didn't; the songs that follow are among the best on the disc. The
fine Pete King arrangements, most handsomely recorded, :old much to the listener's enjoyment. The stereo sound is exexcellent conter fill
ceptionally good
and a good wide spread.

...

"Still More Sing Along with Mitch."
flitch Miller and The Gang. Columbia
CL 1283, $3.98 (LP); Columbia CS
8099, $5.98 (SD).
A determined fellow, this Mitch Nfillcr.
Two volumes of his particular form of
musical togetherness have already appeared, but he evidently feels that there
are still some laggards around who hesitate to join the throng of thwarted vocalists. This third volume might well
bring then into the fold. Actually, it
strikes me as being the best of the three
releases, mainly because the songs make
up a more homogeneous program. I was
never very comfortable with all those
march tempo numbers in the earlier albums -too energetic altogether. Here we
get a more leisurely type of song, most
acceptably arranged and fitted out with
harmonics that won't make you feel inadequate when you join iu. Even more
c nsiderate to those who can't sing, but
can whistle, Mitch has included a couple
of choruses for whistlers. Fine sound on
both versions, but the stereo might well
make you think you've invited the Radio
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

How can Richmond
offer $3.98 -X5.98
quality LP's
for only $1.98?

City Music 1-[all Glee Club into your living room, by mistake. I'm sure the Miller
Gang isn't that large.
"The W'orld's Greatest Love Themes."
Joe Harnell, piano; Orchestra, Kermit
Leslie and Hugo Montenegro, conds.
Epic LN 3548, $3.98 (LP); Epic BN
521, $5.98 (SD).
The lively, uninhibited musical mind, as
well as the fine pianistic talent of Joe
Harnell, has been turned loose on music
of the "Masters," and the result is as engrossing a record as has come my way in
some time. I know quite well that many
people, finding classica: music treated
with such apparent lightheartedness, will
accuse Harnell of a major case of lèsemaletti. I just can't go along. We've had
this sort of thing in the past, but on this
record both taste and artistry arc prominently displayed.
1[arncll's accomplishment in arranging
and playing the music in the modern
idiom produces results that sire, it is
true, often astonishing-hut they are always interesting. You may not, for instance, easily imagine Godard's well known Berceuse from Jocelyn being
turned into a sort of soft -shoe routine, or
Percy Grainger's Country Gardens (renamed Weekend in' Westport) turned
into a facsimile of a Brubeckian piano
cameo. Nor, I am sure, can you visualize
the 'l'rcpak from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite turning up as a swinging
piano solo, d la Teddy Wilson, over a
delightful wood -wind quintet accompaniment. But Harnell does these things, and
they're fascinating. The pièce de résistance of the whole record, for nie at
least, is the remarkable way in which he
has turned the first movement of the Mozart Symphony No. 40, in G minor, into,
of all things, a samba. The Epic stereo
is ono of the bcst I've encountered from
this company as far as breadth and center
fill is concerned. The recorded sound of
the piano is not always as bright as it
might be, however, a deficiency of the
monophonic disc also.
Joue F. L'mcox

Although not generally publicized up until now, the answer is
actually not a "secret" and we think our questioning friends would
like to know the facts.

The Richmond catalog is supplied with records that were best sellers in the
London catalog but which have been replaced by newer versions on. the
London Label. In order to promote the sole of these recordings now on
the Richmond Label, the artists, copyright holders, and various manor lecturers
involved in the production of the product have accepted much smaller
royalties or profits. These combined economies have enabled Richmond to
issue its records at .1.98 without the slightest sacrifice in Ille quality
of reproduction.
These Are But A Few

Of The Richmond

Ravel: BOLERO

Berlioz: BENVENUTO CELLINI

THE CORSAIR

Paris Conservatory Orch.- Charles Munch.
Grieg: PEER GYNT
Suites I and 2
London Philharmonic Orch. -Basil Cameron.

-

B

19001

B

19019

ERNA SACK RECITAL

Auf der Kirmes; Ouvre Ton Coeur; You Will Return to
Vienna; Estrellila; Serenata; others.
B 19049
TchaikOvsky: 1812 OVERTURE;

- FANTASY

OVERTURE

London Philharmonic Orch. -Sir Adrian Boult.

B

19014

B

19015

Stravinsky: PETRUSHKA
Orch. de la Suisse Romande-- Ernest Ansermet

Beethoven: SYMPHONY No. 7
Concertgebouw 0. of Amsterdam -Erich

Kleiber.
19054

B

Rimsky- Korsakov:

LE COQ

D'OR- Suite;

CAPRICCIO ESPAGNOL

L'Orch. de la Suisse Romande -Ernest Ansermet.
B

19055

SOUTH OF THE BORDER- Stanley Black

Granada;

Foreign Flavor
"Anthony Italiano." Ray Anthony and
His Orchestra. Capitol ST 1149, $4.08

(SD).
Trumpeter Ray Anthony toots a mellow
horn, but his album of "Mediterranean
favorites "- inesplicably including La Paloma and Cielito Linda, both native to
Latin America -leads off with Carnival of
Venice. One immediately recalls the
blazing 1-Iarry James treatment of this
same tune, and Maestro Anthony comes
in a woeful second. He does, however,
maintain a danceable beat throughout
and the brilliant stereo sound is very
good.

"German University Songs, Vol. 3." Erich
Kunz, baritone; Chorus and Orchestra
of the Vienna State Opera, Anton
Paulik, cone[. Vanguard VRS 103.5,
MAY 1959

Flamingo;

Available For Every Taste:

-

PARTY
Edmundo Res and His Orchestra.
Mambo No. 5; More More Mambo; Chivi Rico; Anything
Can Happen; others.
B 20022

MAMBO
S

OVERTURES

HAMLET

LP's

Mexican

Hat

and His Orch.
Dance; Siboney;

Others,

B

20003

BIO BAND BEAT -Ted Heath and His Music
Strike Up the Band; Clair De Lune; Vanessa; La Mer;

Hawaiian War Chant; others.

B

20034

-

POLKA HITS
Will Glahe and His Orchestra
Auf und ab; Tanzende Finger; Anhalter- Liesel; Sprung -

federn; others.

B

20016

MUSIC OF FRANZ LEHARTonhalle Orch., Zurich -Franz Lehar
Gold And Silver -Waltz, The Count Of Luxembourg
Waltz, Waltz Intermezzo And Ballet; Eva -Waltz; Gypsy
Love -Overture; The Merry Widow- Overture. B 20008

-

MUSIC FOR DREAM DANCING

-

Cyril Stapleton and His Orchestra
I've Got You Under My Skin; Dancing In The Dark;
Stardust; others.
B 20026
Gershwin: RHAPSODY IN BLUE
Winifred Atwell with Ted Heath and H.s Music.
WINIFRED ATWELL PLAYS GERSHWIN
Love Walked In: Summertime; 'S Wonderful; Someone
To Watch Over Me.
B 20037

New Release of Special Importance:
Richmond's formula of lower profits and royalties also
enables us to bring forth at $1.98 a recording of major
importance not previously released on the London label:
Erich Kleiber's superb interpretation of Beethoven's Eroica
Symphony with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. This is
one of the late maestro's last and greatest recordings
B
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Visit Your Local Record Store Or Dept.
1. Select the records you want
2. When you wont them
S. From thousands arrrfrtbtc
4. At prices front $1.9x
THIS IS YOUR GUARANTEE
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$4.98

This is
Vanguard's course of German songfests
and his voice is at its powerful persuasive
best. His eighteen songs ( good measure
by any standard) range from the lovely
Du, Da, Liegst Mir Im Herzen to the
rollicking Studenileben. Beneath their
surface gaiety, German student songs
have a quality of brooding that can be
very moving; many of them also smack
of the chauvinism that sends generation
after generation out to die valiantly in unworthy warfare. in this collection, inci2, Kunz suppledentally, as in Vol

GRADO
"Truly

melodies with non student traditional ballads.
To my ear there is little to choose between the stereo and monophonic versions. The latter, however, suffers no
constriction when played through a single
speaker and it possesses a kind of superclarity that is lacking on the stereo pressing. Full texts and translations are on an
accompanying leaflet,

ments the student

the

world's

finest..."

STEREO CARTRIDGE

"The Gypsy and I-lis Violin." Antal Kocze
and His Gypsy Band. Westminster
\WP 6103, $3.98 (LP).
Westminster's top gypsy, Antal Kocze,
has been fiddling in Central European
cafés all his musical life, and his touch
is cleft and lyric. Gypsies orchestrate their
emotions in primary colors, and Kocze
reproduces theta clearly and emphatically: witness the simple, surging sadness
of his Magyar Dance. Bright, full -range

$49.50

sound.

COMPATIBLE WITH

Monaural
Lateral
Stereo
Westrex

Vertical
Minter

"Hawaiian Strings." Webley Edwards
and various Hawaiian musicians. Capi-

STEREO TONE ARM $29.95

tol ST 1152, $4.98 (SD).
"Fire Goddess." WebIcy Edwards and
various Hawaiian musicians. Capitol
ST 1033, $4.98 (SD).
Hawaiian Strings is an easy, undemand-

Finest Walnut Wood
4

Wires and Shield

ing recital of island favorites bracketed
by the recorded sound of Waikiki surf.
The stereo is neatly balanced and well
separated, though the string arrangements -being rather intimate -gain little
front the broadened source. The nutsic
itself is as inviting and bittersweet as the
smile of a wahine.
Fire Goddess is n stereo version of last
year's ultrasuccessful mono release. The
program is based upon old authentic
island chants. While slaestro Edwards
tends to overdramatize them, they still
emerge as real, contagious, and exciting.
Here is a stirring memento of the beautiful Polynesians and their paradise lost.
Stereo or mono, fellow beachcombers,
catch this one.

..--

GRADO

"Italy: Its Sounds and People." Capitol
'l' 10186, $3.98 (LP).

lAB0RA10RI(S,INC

4614 7th Avenue Brooklyn 20, New York

ExportSimontrice,
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(LP); \'SD 2020, $5.95 (SD).
Erich Kuni s third semester in

25

Warren St., N.Y.

C.

The tolling of the mammoth bells of St.
Peter's Basilica ushers in a sonic tour of
Italy that is easily the finest of Capitol's
ventures into this difficult type of documentary. The clangor of Roman traffic,
the sweet songs of nightingales along the
Appian Way, the La Scala orchestra
warming up, the rush of water in the
Trevi Fountain, a moving Christmas

hymn from Napoli -all shape a striking,
brilliantly edited portrait in sound. Molto
grade, Capitol.

"Maravilloso!" Los Indios. Epic LN 3.530,
$3.98

(LP).

Los Indios strike me as the most exciting
of several Paraguayan vocal groups-e.g..
Trio Los Paraguayos (Epic LN 3198),
Quar teto Pammmby ( Capitol T 10115)that have been recorded in recent years.
To their own harp and guitar accompaniment, Los Indios' three men and one
woman etch uncluttered, melodic arrangements of Paraguayar. popular favorites. There is no pretense here -just honest, skilled musicianship.
"Russian Gypsy Folk Songs." Vera Bryn ner; Orchestra, Gleb Yellin, cond. Kapp
KL I116, $3.98 (LP).
Vera Brynner, sister of Yul, is the owner
of a richly colored, highly trained soprano voice. Russian by birth and temperament, she approaches these scintillating songs with both vocal and
emotional assurance. Theodore Biked. on
Elektra 150, mines this same melodic
Vein with a bit more flash than Miss
Brynner, but the two discs do not compete; there is an overlap of one song
only. Miss Brynner, unfortunately, is
overnüked, and the recorded sound frequently hovers on the edge of- though it
never quite slips over into-distortion.
"Sabicas: The Day of the Bullfight."
Sabicas, guitar; Flamenco troupe; Orchestra. ABC Paramount ABC 2265,
$3.98 (LI').
One can only admire the temerity of
ABC in releasing another corrida- oriented disc in the face of a deluge of the
sane. But this one is different. In place
of a pick -up assemblage beating out a

-

set of tired pasodobles, here is Sabicas

-

towering genius of the gypsy guitar
in an eight -part suite of his own composition and /or improvisation. lie follows the
torero's day from dawn, through the
electric mondent when doomed bull and
haunted man meet in the lengthening
shadows of the dying afternoon, to the
postlude of a lovers' tête -ù -tête in the
dusk. Blended in is the atmospheric
cante fonda and dancing of Sabicas'
flamenco troupe and orchestral evocations by Kenyon Hopkins. The successful
whole is wrapped in crisply articulated
sound and dazzling cover art.
a

"Tango!" Malando and His Tango Orchestra. Epic LN 3549, $3.98 (LP);
BN 522, $5.98 (SD).
"Argentine Tangos." jo Basile, accordion;
Orchestra. Audio Fidelity AFLI' 1860,
$5.95 (LP ).
Don't blink, but the fiery Malando is
really a placid Dutchman named Arie
Maasland. Though he is a Latin by musical avocation -and the composer of two
noted tangos, Old Guava and Noche rle
Estrellas, as well- Malando has never
even set eyes on South America. None theless, his band has captured the Latin

Continued on page 76
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Bell Tape Transport is shown here recording a stereo broadcast from Pacemaker Stereo Tuner.

With this

et Tape Transport you can

Build your own library of Stereo Tupes...
Bell Tape Transport records

your favorite performances
permanently on tape. Records
Stereo Broadcasts, copies
Stereo Records and Tapes.
Add it to your present hi -fi system.

shown above in portable carrying case,
has record -playback pre -amps already

installed.

For Quality reception of FM -AM
Stereo, use the new low cost Pacemaker Stereo Tuner. 'runes FM and
AM simultaneously. Model 2222, corn-

Pacemaker Stereo Amplifier

matches tuner, plays

Stereo FMAM, Stereo records, Stereo tapes
through two 10 watt channels. Loaded
with features for its moderate cost.
Model 2221, shown above, only $99.95."

Rated best for stereo recording, this
Bell Tape Transport is definitely a
"best -buy" at its moderate cost.

New Models now available for

plete with FM Multiplex outlet and
Automatic Frequency Control,$109.95'

Start now to

make your own stereo
recordings with Bell Stereo Components
the perfect way to build your
stereo tape library. Ask your Bell
dealer to demonstrate any of the components shown here. He has descriptive literature
or write us!

...

/2

t

track or 1/4-track stereo recording ..
all with Auto -Stop Switch and professional three -motor drive. Transport

...

r_,_
t

_e e d
.

Nagiiiimmwiar
Low Cost Stereo -569.95'
Pacemaker Model 2212
2

channel

L4

9

watt.

Bell Stereo Tape Transport
Models available. Cost less than 5300.00
including record-playback pre -amps,

...

Great Value 5169.95'
More features
Bell Model 3030 Stereo Amplifier
2- channels-30 watts.

°Prices shown include decorative cover. Slightly higher West of Rockies.
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"Stereo Music Sounds Better on Tape"

SOUND DIVISION
555 MARION ROAD

In Canada: Thompson Products, Ltd., Toronto
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THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE INC.
COLUMBUS 7, OHIO
Export Office: 401 Broadway, New York
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WORLD'S
FAVORITE WALTZES

beat and the Latin spirit; on the evidence of this release, Heer \ talando can
show a clean pair of marimbas to most of
his Argentine competition. Epic's engineers neatly but unobtrusively delineate
the two channels of the stereo disc, snaking it the version of choice; the monophonic, however, is tops of its kind and
perhaps somewhat silkier of tone.
Audio Fidelity's engineers join Epic's
at the head of the class with a superb
presentation of their own European
tango king: Jo Basile. While the wily
Frenchman and his accordion are not precisely che: eux with tangos, he has assembled a first -class program and his arrangements are no hardship on the car.
However, he and his aggregation just don't
possess the élan of \lalando's combo.

Here are the world's champions in three quarter time, played with the incredible
polish and perfection of the world's champion among orchestras. Eugene Ormandy
has assembled a half-dozen waltzes by
Strauss, Waldtcufel, Lchar and Tchaikovsky
into a program which is pure crystal and
champagne.
WORLD'S FAVORITE WALTZES -The Philadel-

phia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor
ML 5359

GUARANTEED HIGH- FIDELITY AND
STEREO- FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA
U
A

"1.'.iluinl,ia " >lu,e <r 'nt.." t!) Marna Ito.
alLion ni Columbia er.ra,In$tinr System. Ina.

iTiC masters

"A Treasury of German Folksong." Vienna Radio Choir, Gottfried Preinfalk,
cond. Columbia NIL 5344, $4.98 (LP).
Blessed with transparent sound, the Vi-

enna Radio Choir responds with disciplined lyricism to Prcinfalk's tasteful
direction. The singers take pains to preserve the air of gentle melancholy that
infuses the songs they have chosen, and
the effect is superb: the nostalgic melodies of Cuter Mond and Muas I Denn arc
particularly haunting. Both in content
and in performance, this record is a thing
of sheer beauty. Partial texts and full
translations are included.
O. B. BnuM tmE .L

FI MAN'S FANCY
"Concert-Disc Stereo Demo," Concert-

clean my records
the modern easy way
NO SPRAYING!
NO WASHING!
NO RUBBING!

Clean records -a necessity for clean sound
STATICMASTERS keep stereo and
monaural records in like new condition

Disc CSD 2, 52.69 (SD).
Since the pings of a closely mitred, vigorously bounced table -tennis hall are rich
in wide -spectrum transients, the "bouncing -ball balance- control signal" gimmick
here is an extremely practical one for
checking relative stereo- channel levels.
Otherwise, the disc is a conventional
sampler of mostly recent ConcertDisc releases, happily free from spoken commentary ( except in three excerpts from
"Sounds in the Round "), less happily
shifting jarringly between pops and more
serious materials. it is perhaps most interesting for its convincing demonstration
that even the ( originally CoixertTapes )
recordinp of several years ago ( notably
the Halloran Choir's unaccompanied
Little Liza Jane) reveal a mastery of
stereo technology which hears comparison
with the most brilliant current releases.

An easy -to-use record brush
That effectively removes

static attracted dust
and lint -the major
cause of record
and stylus wear.

The

Polonium
Strip does
the trick

1495

Buy STATICMASTERS from your laced Hi -Ti dealer or
arder direct ... sent postpaid ...cosh with order

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO.
10173
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"Exciting Sounds from Romantic Places."
Leo Diamond's Orchestra. ABC Para mount ABC 268, 53.98 (LP).
A harmonica-fancier's delight, this program of a dozen international pops favorites is played by an ensemble led by a
graduate of Borah \linucvitch's famous
Rascals and features Diamond's virtuosity
on a wide variety of month organs, many
of them his own invention, played solo
and -via multi- chrbbings -in combination.
Some of the jungle and novelty effects
are pretty strained and there is too much

super-accordion throbbing; but many of
the growling low and cackling high timbres are genuinely novel and cleanly, if
excessively drily, recorded.
"The Fabulous Arab." Epic LN 3529,
$3.98 (LP).
There is nothing at all Arabian here: the
name is that of "the world's most famous
barrel organ," which is indeed fabulous.
This pride of Amsterdam's street musicians is impressive not only in appearance ( as proved by the handsome jacket
photograph in color), but also in sonic
range and versatility. Built in 1926 and
renovated in 1948, it is described as possessing seventy -five "keys' (i.e., stops?), is
remarkably free from the usual mechanical noises and wheezes, surprisingly attractive for its "flute" and "string" stops,
and even more remarkably restrained in
its use of percussion effects. The program
ranges from old -time European favorites
like the flock and Deutschmeister march
to Sousa's El Capita)) and even a Manhattan Boogie and the Twelfth Street Rag,
all rattled off with quite nonmechanical
gusto and even expression, and ultra drily but powerfully recorded.

"Fiesta!' ; "Nocturne." Hollywood Bowl
Symphony Orchestra, Carmen Dragon.
conch.

Capitol SP 83.3.5/SP 8363, $5.98

cadi (SD).
Although already well known in LP and
stereo tape releases, these two West Coast
sunnner concerts warrant sound fanciers'
rehearing in their present stereo disc
versions, partly for their own musical interest (with the "Fiesta's" Latin- American- flavored vivacious dance pieces
strongly contrasted with the "Nocturne's"
bland heart throbbers ), but particularly
for a puzzling contrast in their sonic qualities. Surely they were recorded at different times and under markedly different
acoustical and microphone placement
conditions, for variable dice processing
alone can scarcely account for the really
startling distinction between the near stereo -tape opulence and acoustical
warmth of "Nocturne" and the excessively dry and hard brilliance of "Fiesta."
The latter's zestful Jamaican Rumba by
Benjamin, melodramatic Virden de la
.14ircnrena by Montcrdc, snappy Iota Ara gonesa by Glinka, etc. (all of them ranking among Dragon's best performances)
in the present disc versions lack -for all
their glitter-the sheerly aural delights of
their tape editions; on the other houxl,
little of the romantic glows of the other
program's Debussy Reverie, Fibich
Poènie, Massenet E!égie, etc., is lost in
this sonically as well as il:terpretativcly
lush disc.
"The Hi -Fi Deutschmeisters." Deutschmeister Band, Julius flerrnna n, cond.
N'estlninster WST 150.30, $5.98 (SD).
1Vestminster's skill in capturing the Austrian band's performances in breezy out of -doors spaciousness is too well known to
require special comment. The more novel
attraction here is an equally fresh and
invigorating choice of materials, with
only one (axd that a relatively unfamiliar) rousing army march included in med-

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

leys of stage hits and traditional songs

(White Horse Imi, Rriillerlein Drin, etc.)
less characteristic of street parades than
of a summer evening's concert for stein lifting visitors to the Prater's beer gardens.
"In the Mood." Henry b:retnchmar and
His Orchestra. Vox VX 2:8.30. $3.98
(LP): STVX 2.5380. $4.98 (SD).
This German <lance band's ability to
achieve an almost Glenn- \[illerish exuberance in a program of currently popular
film hits and standards (topped by Island
in the Sun, Bugle Gall Rug, and In the
Forest of My lleart) is much less remarkable than the exceptional precision and
richly colored sonority of its high- spirited
performances. Although the miking seems
close and there isn't much reverberation,
the sound in stereo k superbly big. Open,
and natural; in the monophonic version
it may be even cleaner and crisper, but
it is also harder and far less gleaming.
"The Magic Touch of Buck Ram and His
Orchestra." Mercury \IG 20392, $3.98
(LP); SR 60067, $5.95 (SD).
"Library" editions, i presume! But however synthetic the composer -conductor's
name may be, the performances of his
sixty -man Parisian orchestra are captured
in almost pretentiously de luxe sound.
Naturally big and richly expressive, it is
further enhanced by liberal echo chambering, marked channel differentiations
in stereo, and enormous dynamic range,
while additional spotlighting mikes bring
an occasional solo sax or guitar right out,
larger than life, into one's room. Some
of these characteristics are less pronounced in the monophonic version, but
that also is less expansive, the LP surfaces
for once are noisier thar those of the
stereo disc, and the basic conventionality
of Rain's cOnpOSitimns and arrangements
are less effectively concealed by gaudy
conics.

"Marching Along." Eastman Symphonic
Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell,
cond. Mercury SR 90105, $5.95 (SD).
Although these recordings of Sousa and
other popular marches were widely
praised in their earlier LP and stereo tape
releases for powerfully realistic, dramatically incisive, and wide -range sound,
some of us were disturbed by the overclose miking and unduly dry acoustics, as
well as by Fennell's unremittingly slambang readings; and now we have a richer
wealth of more natural -sounding, yet no
less dramatically impressive, band recordings (some of them by Fennell himself)
with which these can only be unfavorably
contrasted. Nevertheless, 1 have to confess that for all its excesses I've been unable to play the present disc without considerable excitement and frank relish both
of the rambunctiously overfast playing
itself and the tremendously formidable
clatter and crash with which it is recorded.

"Pagan Festival." Dominic Frontiere and
His Orchestra. Columbia CL 1273,
$3.98 (LP); CS 8084, $5.98 (SD).

Ac evocations, composer -leader

Fronticré s

hell- bright House of Pleasure, jungle dnunming and fluting God of Seasons,
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Which twin has
the Audiotape?

their mother can always tell these boys apart.
But it's pretty easy to see which one is getting the rich,
realistic performance that Audiotape consistently delivers,
NOT EVEN

Like twins, different brands of recording tape often look
the same, but are seldom exactly alike. And though the
differences may be slight, the discriminating tape recordist
won't be completely satisfied with anything but the very
finest sound reproduction he can get. Most of all, he wants
this fine quality to be consistent-he wants identical results
from every reel, regardless of when it was purchased. And
so, he chooses Audiotape.
You'll find that Audiotape is different in other respects,
too. For example, only Audiotape comes on the C-slot reel
-the easiest- threading tape reel ever developed. Another
example is quality. Audiotape has only one

standard of quality the finest possible.
And that's true regardless of which of
the eight types of Audiotape you
buy. Don't settle for less. Insist on
Audiotape. It speaks for itself.
:

Manufactured by AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, NeW York
Offices in Hollywood 8 Chicago
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zestful Jaguar God, and nine other genre
pieces more accurately conjure up a Hollywood film and TV arranger's workshop
(Esotica Dept.) than they do any "ancient Inca rituals." The liberal use of
a pseudomystical wordless chorus adds
little to the orchestra's palette of tone
colors, and the best of the scoring ingenuitics never can conceal the basic conventionality and sentimentality of the
melodic materials themselves. Happily,
however, the performances are deft and,
at their best, lilting, while the soaksin beautifully bright and acoustically
warm recording -are often genuinely enchanting, especially in stereo. The LP is
no less clean, but markedly cooler, more
constrained, and seldom as magical.
"Pops Stoppers." Boston Pops Orchestra.
Arthur Fiedler, cond. RCA Victor LSC
2270, $5.98 (SD).
The indefatigable Bostonians may be beginning to worry about scraping the bottom of the suitable repertory barrel; but
if so, :heir latest release proves that they
can go on indefinitely simply by re-recording-with more and more stops pulled
out -their earlier hits. Here are (again!)
Jalousie, In a Persian Market, Les Palineurs, Stars and Stripes Forever, the
Ritual Fire Dunce, Licbestraum (in Victor
Herbert's scoring), Wur March of the
Priests, and España. The too -often overmethodical performances may not be to
musical connoisseurs' taste, but even they
will find it bard to resist the golden Bostonian sonorities, while audiophiles can
find only ecstatic delight in the unmistakable Symphony Hall reverberance, the
most broadsprcad of stereoism, and fabulously wide dynamic and frequency
ranges.

"Regimental Marches of the
Army." Band of the Royal
School of Music, Kneller Hall,
D. \IcBain, cond. Angel S

British
Military
Lt. Col.
35609,

S5.98 (SD).

YESTERDAY
E 3702P

Stereo E3702P

TODAY

E3703P
Stereo E3703P
or available together in
2E5 -two LP's in a DeLuxe Package

MAURICE
CHEVALIER
SINGING
WONDERFUL
THE
LERNER & LOEWE SONGS IN
THE ORIGINAL CAST ALBUM

GIGI
E3641 ST

7S

Stereo E3641 ST

Irresistible as this lavish anthology may
have been in monophony, in stereo it
adds new sonic attractions even more
worthily comparable with the visual ones
of its unconunonly handsome -and historically valuable -jacket and twelve -page
illustrated booklet. Certainly martial drum
rolls, spirited
ood -wind skirling, and
brass -choir sonorities have never been reproduced with more authentic weight and
open -air spaciousness. It's hard for one's
mind to accept the specifications of only
thirty-nine players here; to ones airs
they're a full regiment in themselves.
"Silk. Satin and Strings." Radiant Velvet
Orchestra, Caesar Ciovannini, cond.
ConcertDisc CS 36, 86.95 (SD).
Last fall's stereo tape introduction to
Ciovaurini's genuinely "radiant" orchestra ( which includes wind playing no less
velvety than that of its strings, as well
as bright and crisp percussion) made my
delight in the present new program less
surprising than it would have been otherwise. The dozen standards here are mostly
familiar, but few dance or stage bands
play them as zestfully and colorfully as
Giovannini (especially in the stercoisti-

cally effective arrangements of Jazz Pizzicato and ft's All Right with Ale); and
even less often are they recorded with
such naturally rich warmth and freedom
from exaggerations of any kind.

"The Sound of New York." ABC Paramount ABC 9269, $4.98 (LP).
Kenyon Hopkins' "nmsie -sound portrait"
of the metropolis might possibly he mildly
effective on TV, but the mixture of descriptive sound effects. snatches of conversations, etc., with more -or-less evocative music makes little point in recordings- though it may be a shade less confusing in stereo than it is in the present
monophony. The music itself. played by
an anonymous fourteen -piece dance band,
ineffectually abetted by the small- sounding Geri Beitzel Choir, is no great shakes
either in its six standards (the best of
which is an atmospheric Manhattan) or
in Hopkins' own original tone pictures
(1Vaterfronl, Taxi Ride, Cone Island
Visit, etc.). NOT is the clean, bright, dry
recording at all extraordinary these days.
The main attraction remains the photographically illustrated album liner.
"Themes for African Drums." The Guy
Warren Sounds. RCA Victor LP \i
1864, $3.98

(LP).

Intricately cross- rhythmed African drumming holds my attention within reasonable time limits, but emotional jungle
chanting quickly exhausts it. it is to the
credit of Guy Warren and his group that
I never got completely bored here before
there was at least sonic variety, if only a
frankly American -jarzy The Talking
Drum Looks Ahead or Warren's melodramatically autobiographical My Story.
Apparently the composer-drummer, to
judge by his naïve hut obviously sincere
program notes, takes all this mélange
quite seriously.
can't, although i do
relish the considerable variety and expressiveness of the dry timbres of the Biotin
Mono (or "talking drum") and a wide
range of other African and American
membranophones, a curiously hoarse
trombone, wheezy bamboo flute. and Earl
Griffin's vibes. The recording is flawlessly clean and unexaggerated, but I expect
it must be much more atmospherically effective in a simultaneously- released stereo
edition which I have not vet heard.
1

"Viennese Waltzes." Jo Basile, accordion.
Andin Fidelity AFLP 1868, $5.95
(

LP).

Collectors of Basile's earlier releases may
find this the best of the lot in musical
interest and inferior to none in the crystalline brilliance of its recording. Indeed it
must be heartily reeonunended to all accordion fanciers. while e.'cn those usually
allergic to the wheeze -box can scarcely
forbear to respond to Basilé s surprisingly
lyrical performances- imaginatively registered without excessive throbhinessof light Viennese favorites, topped by n
sprightly We're on Our Wray to Nessdorf,
a gentle Café Mozart ( with some unusual
low-register passages ), and the perennially catchy Third Man Theme, all accompanied by a discreetly restrained
rhythm section only.
R. D. DARRELL
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Cannonball Adderlcy: "Things Are Letting Better." Riverside 12286, $4.98

(LP).
Cannonball Adderley (who has reverted
to this billing after being listed as "Julian" on recent records) seems to be fall ing into a habit which is certainly not
baci from the listener's point of view
although it may not be the best thing
for Adderley -i.e., using a subordinate
performer on his recording sessions who
consistently outshines the nominal star
himself. On this disc lilt Jackson is the
focal point. Adderley has created an in_cresting and unusual ensemble voicing
for The Sidewalks of New York (in itself
an unusual piece for Adderley and Jackson to be playing); but when it comes
to the solos, Jackson produces an entrancing atmosphere which might be described as "dancing funk" while AdderIcy is simply slick and empty. This balance is repeated throughout the disc
( Adderley
playing has a little more
content in some spots ). it boils down to
a fine Milt Jackson session, backed by a
strong rhythm section (Wynton Kelly,
Percy Heath, Art Blakey) but somewhat
of a letdown on Adderley's part.

new releases
new moods...'

descending moments, nor Allen's delivery, which is folksy, is so deathless that
any but a gluttonous listener would want
to hear either of them more than once.
Feather and Allen have also in some
cases resorted to the timesaving device et
using excerpts of records. The purchaser
should he warned that, despite the listing of Jelly Roll Morton's Mr. Jelly Lord,
Red Nichols' Indiana, Art Hodes' Indiana, Pete Johnson's Blues on the Down
Beat, Timmy N'oone's Every Evening, the
Dorsey Brothers' Dinah, Joe Venuti's
Taproom Blues, Johnny Hodges' On the
Sunny Side of the Street, Count Basic's
Junnpin' at the Woodside, and Jay
eShann's Stciigmatisni, they arc represented only by extracts. On the other
hand, Feather and Allen have brought
some worthy but out -of-print recordings
back into circulation in full: the Roy Eldridge-Joe Marsala Stcingin' on the Famous Door, John Kirby's Undecided,
Jimmie Lunceford's The Melody Man,
and Don Redman's Chant of the iVeed.
As with The Encyclopedia of Jazz set,
Feather has been unable to find much of
value in the Decca -Coral files to represent modern jazz.

ORCHESTRA
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Percy faith takes a fresh look at what is
certainly one of the most powerful and metíting works ever written by an American. Hcrc
is a lush orchestral panorama of "Porgy and
which includes, in proper sequence.

Rrcc"

familiar highlights and many rarely
heard sections of the score. Divorced from
its lyrics, Gershwin's music remains as vibrant
as evert
PORGY AND 13ESS -Percy Faith and His Orthe

chestra
Suggested retail price $ÿ98
'Available

Steve Allen: "The Jazz Story." Coral
CJE 100, $11.08 (Three LP).
A couple of years ago Leonard Feather,
in his Encyclopedia of Jazz on Records,
Decca DXF 140, rummaged through
Dceca's files to produce a survey of four
decades of recorded jazz. In collaboration with Steve Allen, he has once more
clone much the stunt thing in this new
three -disc set. But where Feather let the
recordings speak for themselves in his
earlier collection, titis time Allen's spoken
commentary runs through all the discs.
Neither Feather's prose, which has its con-
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In the manufacture of this stereo recording the latest technical advances have been
incorporated to give you the finest possible, true reproduction of sound. Our technicians have succeeded in rupturing and maintaining proper balance and clarity of
sound throughout the range Of dynamics, to give vD the ultimate in stereo listening
enjoyment.
BIG
NEW RELEASES

NAME ARTISTS

MM

MAY 1959

GIG! Fonlanna a his Orchestra
OKLAHOMA Fonlanna A his Orchestra
THE MUSIC MAN
Fonlanna A his ()eels.
SOUTH PACIFIC
G. Becker Orchestra
MOOD MUSIC FOR BEER AND PRETZELS Kevin Mulligan A The Boys
Jota Madeira Orchauro
ST -9012 CHA -CHA

ST9001
ST.9002
5T.9003
ST.9004
51.9006

ST -9007

ROMEO AND JULIET OVERTURE
FESTIVAL OVERTURE

1812

Aushian Symphony Orchestra
Frank Ortega Combo
ST -9008 TWILIGHT TIME
Fonlanna A his Orch.
ST -9009 ROARING 20'e
Karl Dorfmann
ST -9014 STRAUSS WALTZES
OrchoHro
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Chris Barber: "Here Is Chris Barber."
Atlantic 1292, $4.98 (LP).
Barber's English traditionalist hand,
brought to the American consciousness by
the unexpected popularity of the leader's
version of Sidney Bechet's Petite Fleur
and the coincidence of an American
tour, is a bright and lively group that
makes most AIIILIi1:111 texivalist bands
sound stiff and lead -bottomed by colnparison (not that some of them are not,
even Without such comparison). Barber
plays a full -blown, enthusiastically unsubtle trombone and l'at Halcox Le a
steady trumpeter; but it is clarinetist
Monty Sunshine who does the most to
lift the group out of the rut of "trail"
bands. His playing is excitingly warm mid
flowing, with suggestions of 13echet and
Edmond Mall. A pair of selections on
which Sunshine is accompanied only by
the rhythm srolisin it a high light. Petite
Fleur, incidentally, is not included.

ways to protect your
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...improve hi -fi and
stereo performance
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Dave Bruheck Quartet: "Newport 1958."
Columbia CL 1249, $3.98 (LP); Coluulhia CS 8082, $5.98 (SD).
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liruheek Quartet appeared at Newport last summer as part of an evening
devoted to Duke Ellington, playing Ellington eompositione or other pieces associated with the Duke. ( Perdido and
Flamingo, for example). The performances. reported on this disc, arc extremely erratic. Sometimes 13nahcck plays for
brief periods with the simplicity and
dace characteristic of his unaccompanied solos (on Perdido) and sometimes he
actually swings warmly (his own lyrical
tribute to Ellington, The 1)stke). Paul
Desmond has some snaring, exultant 1110cntts on alto saxophone, and Joe Morello's discreet hut powerful supporting
drumming is frequently helpful. But
Desmond goes awry in Flamingo, Morello becomes bogged in a dull dntrit solo,
and the entire group is limp and i ninspired on Things Ain't What They Used
To Be and Jump for Joy. The stereo version puts piano and alto on separate channels and leaves the middle weak.

FOLK SONG

SING ALONG

''Sing Along" is now a national pastime. and
Mitch Miller our national kaprl!urisIri for
community singing. There seems to be no end
to the old chestnuts America enjoys singing
along with Mitch and the Gang. Here is the
fifth album in this famous series. a collection
of lint. contagious folk songs that invite you
to join in.
FOLK SONGS -SING ALONG WITH MITCH
CL 1316

CS 8118 ;stereo)
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Benny Carter and His Orchestra: "Aspects." United Artists 4017, $4.98

(LP).
Ilard on the heels of Jazz Giant, Contemporary 3555, which put Benny Carter in a compatible and rewarding small
group setting for the first time in more
than a dcca k-. comes this disc showing
the other side of his jazz talent. Here
he cvmhuts a big band in his own suave
and skillful arrangements, replete with
the smoothly .winging saxophone and
brass ensembles that were a notable part
of the hand he led ill the late Thirties
and early Forties. He has done it the
hard way in this case, toting a gimmickbased program of twelve selections, each
representing in its title a different month.
Bnt the Carter arrangements cannot be
pinned down by such trivialities -they
move easily and gracefully, providing an
ideal framework from xvhich his clean,
singing alto saxophone solos ( and those
of others) can emerge. For that, of
course, is the kind of full, big -band
writing that Carter does -the solos
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emerge, they don't dominate. His only
lapse is in the occasional use of the tiresome trumpet "shakes," a habit 'hieh
has become one of the clichés of the
Basic band.

CURRENT
CHOICE
FROM
RCA VICTOR
ON REGULAR L.P.
AND LIVING STEREO
MARTO! Funiculi! Funicules! and eleven
other high. spirited songs of Italy, sung in
the powerful Lanza style. LM /LSC -2331.

WALTZES OF FRANZ LEHAR. Gold
and Silver, The Merry Widow and other
gems in a delightful treasury of Viennese
music. LM /LSC -2299.

SYMPHONY No. 4 (Brahms) Munch,
Boston Symphony. A monumental score
by a supreme master. LM /LSC -2297.

SYMPHONY No. 7; OVERTURE
RUSSE (Prokofieff) Jean Martinon,
ParisConservatoireOrch. Dynamic R ussian
music, finest high fidelity! LM /LSC -2288.
WALTZES BY THE STRAUSS FAMILY. Fiedler and the Boston Pops. A
unique collection of 3/4 melodies by various Strausses. LM /LSC -2028.
TiLL EULENSPIEGEL (R. Strauss).
Fritz Reiner and the Vienna Philharmonic.
Also includes DEATH AND TRANSFIGURATiON. LM /LSC -2077.
LA BOUTIQUE FANTASQUE (Rossini Respighi); DIVERTISSEMENT (Ibert) ;
Fiedler, Boston Pops. LM /LSC -2084.
CONCERTO IN D. (Brahms) Heifetz;
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony. Memorable performance. LM /LSC -1903.

THE WORLD'S
GREATEST
ARTISTS
ARE ON

RCA_MCTOR
NIA). 1959

Dick Cary: "Hot and Cool" Stcrc -OCraft 1(I6, $5.98 (SD).
The versatile Dick Cary plays piano, alto
horn, alto trumpet, and trumpet on this
disc and is the cnmlaiscr of most of the
pieces. Yet despite this apparent centralization of authority the perfonnmees tend
to meander uncertainly instead of moving
toward a definite point. Cary plays several ieautifully shaded trumpet solos, but
the other members of his group (among
whom are Al Odin, 13oó Wilber, and Ernie Caceres) don't emerge fully from the
shadowy texture that colors the disc.
Like the performances, the sound is diffuse: it's neither centrally focused nor
noticeably split. It's just there.

Eddie Condon: "Condon a la Carte."
Commodore 30010, 54.98 (L.P).
A collection of some of the loose and
lively recordings led by Conlon during
the halcyon days of the Commodore label
in the late Thirties and early Forties.
The wry glint of Pee Wee Russell's clarinet seasons all the pieces, and Fats Waller, Brad Cowans, Lou McGarity, George
Bnmis, and \Ion Kaminsky are among
those who appear here and there. One of
the most impressive elements in the per formance is the consistently swinging
lyricism of Kaminsky's cornet. His reputation could stand -and stand high-on
his playing on this disc alone.

CLAUDIO ARRAU
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Eddie Davis Trio. Roulette 52019, $3.98

(LP). Roost 2227, $3.98 (LP).
Both discs arc very similar. Davis' strident, sharply assertive tenor saxophone
dominates almost all of the pieces, although it is organist Shirley Scott, kept in
the hackgrrnmd much of the time, who
provides the group with its swinging
strength. On each disc she is given a pair
of solo pieces which are far more attractive than Davis' braying. Both programs
are made np largely of ballads.
Harry "Sweets" Edison: "Sweetenings."
Roulette 52033, S3 t)8 (LP).
A crisp and biting trumpeter in his days
with Count Basic's hand, Edison has recently been leaning more and more on
a style made up of a succession of plaintive bleats. This disc suggeas that he has
now reached a point at which he can
think of almost nothing to do but bleat.
Discouraging.

ferro
sheen
-

It's the best- engineered tape in the world
...gives you better highs,..better lows...
better sound all around Saves your tape

-

!

recorder, too because the irish FERRO slIEEN process results in smoother tape
...tape that can't sand clown your magnetic heads or shed oxide powder into your
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape!

Art Farmer: "Portrait of Art Farmer."
Contemporary 3554, 84.98 (LP).
Fariner has become one of the most as-

sured and authorilathe trumpeters in
present jazz but he is not, if one may
judge by this collection, at his best in a
quartet setting. There are moments when
he rears back and lets fly with full- throated vitality, but he spends a great deal of
time probing around as though he were
waiting for something to happen. Pianist
Hank Jones manages to bring things to

Arailabte +vhcrerer quality tape is sold.
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: hforhan Exporting Corp., New York, N, Y.
Canada: Atiaa Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
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life in most of his solos. and Roy Haynes's
drumming is bright and lifting.
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Erroll Garner: "Encores in Hi Fi." Columbia CL 1141, $3.98 (LP).
A sulx-rb collection of Garner performances from the clays when he was content to play piano and was not creating
concertos or exploring harpsichords. Several of the tracks were originally issued
on one of Columbia's ten-inch "House
Party" discs which was lost in the shuffle of the switch -over to twelve-inch LPs.
included is a brilliant version of The Man
I Love. one of Garner's most overwhelming recordings which amounts to a full
summation of his style -hfs romanticism,
his swinging drive, his highly colored
theatrical sense. He reappraises flow
High the Moon, creates a lush mood
piece called Criane de Menthe. probes
Humoresque with wittily swinging results. <ozes through Sophisticated Ladd.
and has a high old time in general. So
(logs the listener.

unexpectedly singing solo in the shave
manner of Lawrence Brewn), but they
are simply supplementary virtues to the
oddly piquant guttiness of Hall's playing.
Chico I- iamilton Quintet: " \Vith Strings
Attached." Varner Bros. B 1245, $4.95
(LP ): BS 1243, $5.98 (SD ).
The normal salon leanings of the Chico
Hamilton Quintet are implemented by
the addition of a group of strings. Only
occasionally is the group allowed to break
loose on one of the lithe, rhythmic romps
that is the quintet's best jazz métierthere's an excellent example of it here in
Pottsville, U.S.A. But since the gnintet in
its normal state is already hung up in
enough strings, there seems little point in
adding more. The stereo balance channels the strings and soloists down the sides
of the room, leaving an empty gap in the
center filled only by I- iauuilton's drumming.

Lee Konitz:
84.98

o
a

Jimmy Chiffre: "The Four Brothers
Sound." Atlantic 1295, 54.98 (LP).
The "Four Brothers Sound" stems from
Giuffre's composition, Four Brothers, as
played by \Vco(ly Herman's saxophone
section. using three tenors and a baritone.
As originally conceived by Giuffre, however. the saxophone ensemble in his arrangement %vas made up of four tenors.
That is the setup on this (lise, with Giuffre playing all four tenors by means of
nudtitaping, accompanied by Bob Brookmeyer, piano, and Jim hall, guitar. The
drawback to an ensemble made up of
four Chiffres is that it makes his breathy,
muflicd playing even more breathy and
muffled, a drab sound that is not colivened by the solo spots since the soloist
is, of course, Giuffre again, still breathy
and snuffled. Giuffre is also an advocate
of slow doleful tempos. Between this and
his self- multiplication he drains the zest
from luis own Four Brothers and turns a
good group of pop tannes into plodding
dirges. The one break in the oppressive
atmosphere of the dise is Blues in the
Barn, a piece ou which the ensemble
voicing opens up a little and which is
given a slightly prodding pulse by the use
of breaks in the solos.

Edmond Hall: "Petite Fleur." United

O

Artists 4028, $4.98 (LP).
Released from bondage with Louis Armstrong, Hall's rich, edgy, and enormously
stimulating clarinet has finally been
role the focal point of a long -deserved
LP. His delightfully dancing, itchy playing is set in a quartet (with Ellis Larkins, piano; Ali it Hinton. bass; Jimmie
Crawford, drums) and a sextet ( Emmett
Bern', trumpet, and Vic Dickenson, trombone. added ) in a program that takes
him out of the Dixieland rut (Clarinet
allarmaiade is the only traditional piece
on the disc) and allows him to roam from
the warmth and placidity of a medley of
Duke Ellington tunes to the spacious
freedom of an unfettered blues. Both
Dickenson and Berry are worthy improvising companions (Dickenson even foregoes his usual rough humor to play an

S?

An Image." Verve 8286.

(LP).

The arranger and conductor on this session, William Russo ( until recently known
more familiarly as Bill Russo), comes out
swinging in his program notes to dispose
of what he calls "the jazz.-classical dichotomy" as he believes it will be applied to
this disc. "This is 'serious' music," he
says. "This is 'art' music. The listener
i
must view it as an ort;anixa l ion of NI
-not in terms of a false abstraction."
The sound that Russo has organized
is produced by a string section and the
alto saxophone of Lee Konitz. It is, happily, a far cry from the usual glutinous
stew that results from the conjunction of
a jazz horn and strings because Russo
has treated his strings not as a back ground cushion but as a full partner in
the collaboration. They demand, and
frequently reward, the listener's attention as much as Konitz's solo role. And
Konitz, like many other modern jazz improvisers, has responded to the guidance and challenge of a composed setting by playing with greater lucidity and
purpose than he usually does in the wide
open freedom of act lib improvisation.
"Serious" or "art" music this may be, but
much of it swings with a jazz pulse
subtly, to be sure, but all the more interestingly for its subtlety. Most of this
pulse comes from Konitz, who plays with
a bigger, fuller tone than one normally
expects and a flowing, sweeping assurance that has not always been heard in
his work.
"I see Lee as more lyrical than he sees
himself," Russo remarks in his notes.
And he proves his point by bringing out
a lyricism that Konitz has not shown before.

-

Jelly Roll Morton: "The Incomparable
Jelly Roll Morton." Riverside 12128,
84.98 (LP).
A dozen selections Morton recorded with
assorted groups sunder varying degrees of
low fidelity between 1923 and 1926. Half
of them were previously reissued on a
ten-inch Riverside LP, no longer available. The additional material includes a
clearly recorded, fiercely swinging n
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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ber by Morton's 1923 Stomp Kings. a
strangely winning version of Mr. Jelly
LLud (strange because the instrumentation is piano, kazoo, and alto saxophone),
:t pair of shallowly recorded but worthily
played piano solos, and rough, monied
small -group versions of Weary Blues and
Tiger Rag. It is an essential disc for true
Mortonites, supplementary to Morton's
King of New Orleans Jazz on Victor and
New Orleans Memories on Commodore
for the less devout.
Shirley Scott Trio: "Great Scott!" Prestige 7143, $4.95 (LP).
Miss Scott is one of the pleasanter a<klitions to the growing school of Hammond
organists who dolly with some variant of
jazz. She ranges capably from a subdued
pop -jazz style to something akin to the
desperate frenzy of Jimmy Smith. As one
who strikes a middle ground between
Smith and the rocking thud of, say, Wild
Bill Davis, she may have a wider appeal
to jazz listeners than either of them; but
to my ear the monotonous stridency of
the electric organ when it gets beyond
the cushion of moody balladry keeps it
from being a satisfactory jazz instrument.

PROFESSIONAL IN EVERY WAY EXCEPT PRICE!
Stereo on a budget Ekotape stereo components are "soundly"
engineered and matched for outstanding performance
at a price within your reach. Quality, design, ease of operation,
professional results ... you get all with Ekotape!

-

!

New EKOTAPE TAPE DECK

-

You can record and playback all tapes
four-channel stereo, two- channel stereo and
monaural. One precise control adjusts head
for half-track or quarter- track. Horizontal
or vertical mounting. 33/ and 71/2 ips; inline head with independent dual crase;
manual stop -start button. 123/4" wide x 9"
deep x 71/2" high. Styled in gold and black.

The Three Sounds. Blue Note 1600,
$4.98

(LP).

The sounds involved are piano or celeste, played by Gene Harris; bass, Andrew Simpkins; and drums, Bill Dowdy.
The style is, in a broad sense, Jamalinfluenced with touches of Garner. Harris
is a melodic and rhythmic pianist, the trio
as a whole is rangy and loose, keeping
things moving easily. But, as of these performances, it has not yet created a distinctive musical personality of its own.
Cal Tjader Quartet: "San Francisco
Moods." Fantasy 3271, $3.98 (LP).
Tjader, who normally tends the vibraphone, is also the pianist in this version of
his quartet ( with Eddie Duran, guitar;
John \losher, bass; John Markham,
drums). He is as direct, prodding, and
free from fetishes at the piano as he is
light and lyrical on the vibraphone. Settling comfortably into a program of original pieces, the quartet is easygoing,

rhythmic, melodious, inventive, and thoroughly happy. Duran repeatedly shows
in his airy, lifting accompaniment how
hutch a good guitarist means to a rhythm
section -and why.
Kai Winding:

M00[t

760

EKOTAPE STEREO RECORD -PLAYBACK PREAMP

Dual- channel control center for playing
stereo discs. and for recording, erasing and
playing stereo tapes. Volume control, record /playback switch. speed conpensating
switch, erase switch, one off switch and VU
meter for each channel. 6 inputs, 4 outputs.
CARRYING CASE FOR PORTABLE USE

... designed to provide a
convenient portable recording unit and playback
control unit for monaural, two -channel and four channel stereo tapes. Holds Ekotape tape deck
and record -playback preamp. Luggage type case
covered with Highlander Grey pyroxylin coated
fabric. Size 121" deep, 151/2" wide, 143/4" high.
For "on location" use

EKOTAPE MICROPHONE MIXER

For recording from as many as four crystal,
dynamic or other high impedance microphones. or two microphones and two radio
tuners or record players. Thc sensitivity of
each one can be independently controlled.

"The Swingin' States."

Columbia CL 1264, $3.98 (LP); Columbia CS 8062, 85.98 (SD).
Using a four -trombone ensemble split between two tenor trombones and two bass
trombones, supported by piano, bass, and
drums, Winding has written a group of
excellent, straightforward, strongly pulsed
arrangements which make impressive use
of the rugged potential of his quartet of
horns. They play with unaffected drive,
with gruff goal humor, and an obvious
pleasure in the rich, dark voicings they
ereate-voicings especially eloquent on
the well -balanced stereo disc. The times
are sturdy standards -Jersey Bounce. Lou isiana, Georgia on My Mind, and so forth.

Electronics Division

Ekotape

WEBSTER ELECTRIC

ELECTRONICS D V S O N
WEBSTER
ELECTRIC
I

I

Racine, Wis.

Please send me complete specifications and
prices on Ekolope Stereo Components.
I

RACINE WIS

Nome
Address
City und State
Phone

JOHN S. WILSON
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FROM

A

PLATED
STEREOPLAYER!
GOLD

Bright gold finish "Micrometer Precision" land & groove type three -speed

control with automatic "On -Off"
microswitch

OBright gold finish four terminal stereo
head with three slides

O

Brand
cous

new "Stereo Compliant"

vis-

damped arm in gold crackle

finish

O

Heavy, "Rumble- Proof" steel base.
plate finished in gold crackle
Four and one -half pound

polished

gold finished turntable.

"Magic Magnet" vernier speed control varies pitch more than a third of
an octave!

Needle brc sh automatically dusts
needle when arm is returned to rest
and may be removed to dust records

Hand -rubbed, piano finish cabinet
base

Model .25B12GST

"Wow" and "Rumble"
ishing point

"Musitmaster"
Wow

exceeds NARTB specs.

within .44 db.

Rumble
Speeds

- literally

at the van-

.

Performance exceeds the most

critical stereo

AND UNDERNEATH

Depth

14"

Width

19"

Over -all Height

81/2"

ALL

SPECIFICATIONS

WITHOUT

NOTICE

AS SHOWN
(Cartridge not included)

..

.

$79.95

Precision four -pole motor HAND BALANCED at 20,000 RPM!
HAND LAPPED spindle bearing, fitted to tolerance of 1,4 of
1/1000th"

SEE

SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Shipping Weight, 27 Lbs.
Net Weight, 21.5 Lbs.
COMPLETE

qualifications

33'r1, 45, 78

Mounting Space

S4

.

YOUR DEALER OR

WRITE...

ELECTRONIC importers inc.
Philip D. Hamlin, President
2128 THIRD AVENUE
SEATTLE 1, WASHINGTON
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Tenors of the PasL)
by Philip

L.

Miller

PART TWO
Boito: Nerone (excerpts).
704.

ErE1NA ET

$5.95.

Donizetti: La Favorite (excerpts). ETERNA ET 0- 489.
$5.95.
Famous French Tenors.

708.
492.

7012.
ETERNA

ET

85.95.

Famous Italian

Tenors.

ETERNA

ET

Famous Records of the Past, Nos. I -8.
$3.98 each (Jack Caidin, 2060 First
Ave., New York, N. V.).
714.

Tenors.

ETERNA

ET

$5.95.

Famous Tenors Sing the High C. ETERNA ET 722.
$5.95.
Famous Voices of the Past, Ser. I. Rococo

1.

10 -in.

$4.50

(Ross, Court

& Co., P.O. Box 175. Station K. Toron-

to, Ont., Canada).

Famous Voices of the Past. Ser. 4.
coco 4.

Ro-

55.95.

Fifty Years of Great Operatic Singing.
RCA VIcTon LC1- 6701.
$24.90.

Five LP.

Golden Age Singers of the :lì'etropolitan
Opera Company, 1883 -1903. TAP T
305.

$3.98.

Goldmark: Die Königin on Saba (excerpts). ETERNA ET 0-473. $5.95.
Great Artists at Their Best, Vol. 3. RCA

CAL 346. 81.98.
Tenors in Viennese Operettas.
ETL'IINA ET 723. $5.95.
Halévy: La Juive (excerpts). ETERNA
ET 0-475. 85.95.
Leoncavallo and Mascagni: Vocal High lights from Rarer Recorded Operas.
ETERNA ET 490. 85.95.
\Icverbeer:
L'Africaine
(excerpts).
LTERNA ET 485. 55.95.
Meyerbeer: Les huguenots (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 458.
55.95.
Meyencecr:
Le Prophlète (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 0 -47G. 85.95.
Mozart: Opera Recital. ETERNA ELF
CAMDEN

Great

479.

$5.95.
La Gioconda
ETERNA ET 483. 85.95.

Ponchielli:

(excerpts).

Puccini: Foremost Puccini Singers of the
20th Century. TAP T 308. $3.98.
Puccini: Tenor Arias. ETERNA ET 724.
$5.95.
Rossini: Opera
707. $5.95.

Recital.

ETERNA

ET

Souvenirs of Opera, Ser. 1. International
Record Collectors Club IRCC L 7011.

10-in.

$3.98 plus postage.

Souvenirs of Opera, Ser.
7013.

$5.95.

Famous Spanish

10-in. $3.98 phis postage (318 Reservoir Ave., Bridgeport 6, Conn.).
Souvenirs of Opera, Ser. 2. IRCC L
3.

IRCC

L

10 -in.

$3.98 plus postage.
Souvenirs of Opera, Ser. 4. IRCC L
7014. 85.95 plus postage.
Ten Tenors; Ten Arias. RCA VtcroR
LM 1909. 54.98.
Twenty Great Tears in Recording History. TAT. T 303. $3.98.
Verdi: Tenor Arias. ETERNA ET 703.
$5.95.
MARTINELLI, GIovANNI

(

1dì5-

When Martinelli came to the Metropolitan in 191:3, his possibilities were immediately realized and the public took him to
its heart. Yet there were headshakings
among the critics. If the young elan continues to drive his voice. they warned, be
will not be with us long. Thirty-three
years later, in 104G, he finally left the
opera, firmly entrenched in the affections
of musical New York and still in possession of an amazingly large part of his
original powers. Even more astonishing is
the fact that his latest recordings, made
in 19.58, are still vividly recognizable.
Martinelli was never a lyric tenor,
though at his best he could trace a good
musical line. He was happiest ill large scale roles. such as Samson, Jean of Leyden, Canto, Eleazar in La Juice, Minden,
and Rhadanes, although he could also
bring down the house as the Duke in
Rigoletto or one of the Puccini heroes. It
was nut until 1937, when lie was fiftytwo, that he attempted Otello. Ile had
learned to husband his voice, and be did
not bellow. As so many of us remember,
he enjoyed one of his greatest triumphs
in this, his last new role.
Of tho two recitals arranged by RCA
Camden the second is decidedly the better. The first, Martinelli Sings by Request,
is made up entirely of early electrical recordings, the latest of which dates front
1929. Unfortunately, too liberal use of the
echo chamber in the dubl,ings has made
tltent all sound very loud anal unsubtle.
Several of the recordings are plainly in
the wrong pitches. The program is mostly
standard repertory, with two short scenes
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from Fedora, in which Martinelli sang at
the Met in 1923. Martinelli in Opera and
Song is more inclusive and more successful. We go back as far as 1915, forward
to 1939. Again the reproduction may
leave some nuances to be desired, but
this is less disturbing here titan in the
other program. The third -act monologue
and the death scenic from Otello were not
very well recorded in the first place; they
may he even louder and harsher here.

Two scenes from La Juice are splendidly
sung if thinly reproduced ( there is also
a persistent hunt).
The Last of the Titans is a spectacular tour de force. It includes a " Cielo e
mar," made in 1912 before his coming to
America, and a Pcrgolcsi Nina recorded
in 19.58 for the singer's fiftieth anniversary. A batch of 1929 recordings were. i
believe, part of his contribution to the
short -lived Edison electrical medic-cut
catalogue. "Di quella pira" starts the show
in a fast and furious performance and a
very exciting one, remarkably contrasted
with his RCA Victor recording of a couple of years earlier (Sings by Request).
At this pace, of course, it would be impossible to articulate the groups of sixteenth notes that run through the piece.
but then hardly any tenor in memory has
lxtthcrcd with this detail. Martinelli ends
with a stunning high C, held at great
length. An oddity is the "Spring Song"
from Walkiire (in Italian) sunk in 1958
to satisfy an old craving-Martinelli had
never tried it before.
Martinelli appears in the duct from the
Nile Scene in Aida and in the ,trio -finale
from For;,a del destina in Ponselle's RCA
Camden recital; the latter (a real masterpiece) appears again in Fifty rears. And
that comprehensive anthology contains
another of the tenor's best, the 1923
acoustic of "O undo asid' from William
Tell. "No, Pagliaccio non sod' may be
had in Great Artists at Their Bast. l'ol. 3
as %yell as in Martinelli Sings bi Request.
It is a terrific performance. "Non piangere, Linì," a souvenir of his C ent Gar den appearances in Tvrandot, appears
on Tap's Puccini program and FM' 8.
A /entitlelli Sings by Request.
RCA CAxruEN CAL 274. $1.98.
-Giovanni Martinelli in Opera and Song.
RCA CAMDEN CAL 283. $1.98.

-Giovanni
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-The Last
1001.

of the Titans.

RONDO GOLD

$4.98.

MELCHIOR, LAURITZ

(

1890-

)

For twenty -five years before his departure
from the \metropolitan in 1050 Melchior
was universally acknowledged the leading Wagnerian tenor not only of the Met
but of the word. No one has arisen to
take his place: indeed, his talents were
unique in the annals of opera. A bulky
man with a boyish face and carriage. be
was perhaps not the perfect physical embodiment of Tristan, Parsifal, Lohengrin,
or Siegfried; hut this mattered little
when he poured out his tremendous
voice or when he modulated it as he could
for the more tender passages. His years
of heavy -duty Wagner singing took amazingly little from bis voice; his imtxrsonations, vocal :uxl dramatic, varied little
from year to year. He was also an accomplished Lieder singer, and like most
Scandinavians he sang Danish and Norwegian songs with special fervor. Sonic of
his best recordings were in this field.
though these have been generally forgotten while his Wagnerian interpretations
have become classics.
There is little to be said for his RCA
Camden recital, ominously labeled The
Lighter Side of Lausitz Melchior. Made
up of selections from his films, this program contains nothing of interest to the
vocal connoisseur. Of far greater value
was the recently deleted Walküre. Act
1 in
which he shared honors with Lotto
Lehmann and conductor 13nino Walter.
This was Melchior just as we knew him
at the Met, and it is greatly to be
hoped that the recording will be put back
into circulation in Angers "Great Recordings of the Century" series. There is also
another recording of Siegmund's "Spring
Song," accompanied by the Philadelphia
Orchestra, in Fifty Years.
-The Lighter Side of Lauritz Melchior.
RCA CAMDEN CAL 424. $1.98.
M<n<Amne, Leeres (187$ -1954)
Muratore, probably tar Garden's most
effective leading roan, is remembered as
one of the finest of French singing actors.
Before casting his lot as a singer he load
been given a good musical training as a
bassoonist, and had made the beginnings
of a career as an actor, appearing with
Bernhardt and Réjane. His voice in itself
was limited; it was his ability to color it
and make it serve the ends of his dramatic genius that set hint apart.
Unfortnately, though Muratore recorded for G h T in Paris (1903 -4) and
for other French companies in the early
days of his career, most of his work was
done for Fathé and is little known to collectors of standard discs. Like so many

other singing actors he seems to have
left in his recordings not much more than
an inkling of what his art must have been.
Nevertheless, the Scala transfers are by
no means ineffective. As an interpreter he
was obviously of independent mind: "Ali
fuye ;" as he conceived it, was not the
outpouring of rich tone we know in the
Canso record, but a moment of passionate remembrance. His "Pourquoi me re-

veiller" is as strongly dramatic as Clénent's, if less car- filling. The Carmen aria
cines not ccnnc off so well, and pieces
from Torca and Cavalleria rusticarm ( the
"Drinking Song," sung twice, very rapidly
and freely) sound just too strange in
French. Two little French songs are
channing but hardly important. The ward
up \luratore's singing
I would use to :
is intensity. As softly as the may choose to
sing, he can always hold us.
A famous creation of Muratore was the
role of Prinzevale in Fevrier's Minna
Vanua, represented by an aria on FRP 4.
His interpretation of the cavatina from
Romeo et Juliette, with a rather striking
soft ending, is on FRP 7.
-Lucien Muratore Sings. SCALA 824
(with Lina Cavalieri Sings). $5.95.

Pewrn.e, AUIIEI.IANO ( 1585- 19521
Penile was leading tenor at La Scala in
the: historic post-World War I years. when
Toscanini was general manager. He took
part in many important productions. notably the world premiere of Boito 's Nerone, and was said to be the great conductor's favorite tenor. Gaming to the
\ letropolitan in 1921, he had the misfortune to make his debut on the night
of Jeritza's first local Torca; the tenor was
so overshadowed that he barely lasted
out the season.
Penile was a prolific recorder, and a
good deal of his work was first -rate, especially that representing his early career.
Our three recitals straddle the changeover from acoustic to electric recording,
and they catch the singer in his best vocal years. My choice among the three
would lx the first Etena. It opens with
a dazzling "1'n grande spettacolo fronn
Pagliacci and includes also an electrifying'"Di quells pira" complete: with ananymaus soprano and chonis ( also available
on FRY 3). There is a sample of Italian
Lohengrin and 'i 'Vide open Denza song
called Vieni, well suited to Pertile's virile style. A highly charged " Addio fiorito
asil," with the baritone Fregosi, turns
again in abbreviated fono in Tap's Puccini program. The second Eterna recital
strikes me somehow as a repetition of the
first. The French Odeon has a less brilliant (acoustic) "Crn granule spettacoici"
and a less effectively dubbed `Nicol. " A
feature is "La ricedr,)" from Bello in maschera, and there are two samples of the
Boito \'crone ( otherwise available in
Etema's selection from that opera ). A
.somewhat
shallow -sounding
acoustic
"Che gelida manilla" turns up again in
Eterna's Puccini program, Famous Italian
Tenors has two pieces from Fedora.
-Operatic Recital. ETEI.NA ET 710.
$5.95.
-Operatic Recital No. 2. ETEIINA ET
"

720.

$5.95.
Lie re d'Or du Chant: Aureliano Fertile. ODEON ODX 127 (available from
The Record Album, 208 West 80th St.,
New York 24, N. Y.). $5.95.

-Le

PICCAVER, ALFRED ( 1887 -1958)
This English -born American had his career abroad, returning to the United

86

States only for a couple of seasons in Chicago in the early Twenties. He was for
years the idol of the Vienna opera. His
voice, as recorded, is a fine, powerful,
manly one, with a splendid top. Yet there
must have been a quality in his singing
that escaped the recording horn (most of
his discs were acoustic). To env ears there
is something lethargic about his singing,
as though he wcrC not wholly interested
in the matter in hand. He doesn't quite
round out his arias, but goes through them
in a straightforward manner. Perhaps
this is less evident in the couple of electrical recordings included in the Scala recital; of these, the Alanon "Dream" is not
altogether his meat (it is always clumsy in
German), though the Fedora is very good.
The Italian arias are mostly standard
( "Testa a fforata" from Leoncavallo's 1)0Iulnnc is an exception), some sung in the
original, some in German. The most vital
of them are the "Brindisi " from Cavalleria rusticana and "Vcsti In giuhha."
For those who would. be content with
a single sample. "Testa adorata" may be
found again in the Eterna Leoneav :lln Mascagni program. and a characteristic
electric "Ch'clla mi credo" is included in
Tap's Puccini miscellany.
-Alfred Piccaecr Sims. SCALA 822.

ROSENIH.ATT, JOSEPH ( 1882_ -1933)

In this country Cantor Rosenblatt stood
unchallenged at the top of his profession;
the numerous recordings he left are a
priceless heritage of Hebrew religious music. Born near Kiev, he sang for almost
two decades in Hungary' before settling
in New York in 1918. Like another great

recording cantor who had toured the
United States as a visitor some years before him -Gerson Sirota of Warsaw- Rosenblatt made his debut here in concert.
His success was so emphatic that he was
offered a contract by the Chicago Opera.
He refused to leave his chosen field, however, though his singing of opera arias
and secular songs was a feature of his
concert career.
The RCA Camden recital consists Of
acoustic cantonal recordings macle between 1920 and 1922. Both the power
and the sweetness of the voice are well
conveyed; the dazzling coloratura which
is part and parcel of this type of music,
the roulades and trills, now in the full
lower voice, now in the spectacular high
falsetto, all are well displayed. Sonic
mechanical noises have been carried ill r
from the original recordings, but the duhbings have a natural and convincing
sound.
-.Masterpieces of the Synagogue. RCA
CAMDEN CAL 453. 81.98.
ROSWAENCE, HES.ce (1897)
Roswaenge. by latest reports still active
in Germany, was one of the hest German
tenors between the wars, gifted with a
voice at once powerful and flexible. He is
perhaps lest known to Americans by his
Tamino in the famous Beecham Magic
Flute (now deleted), although many of
his discs bad currency here as importations in the Thirties. Like Melchior he
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was a Dane by birth; and again like that
phenomenal singer, he produced his
voice with an ease .uxl freedom not typical among German tenors. His range was
a wide one -one. of his most remarkable
and popular recordings, from Le Postilion
de Lnngjutneou, took hint up triumphantly to a ringing high I3-and it was unusually even throughout.
Rosveaengc's long list of recordings has
been widely drawn on for the three available recitals, only a few nnmlxrs having
been duplicated. The repertory is mostly
from Italian and French opera. but the
language is always German, Sometimes
with not too happy results. I think his
reputation as a Mozart singer was exaggerated, hut in most of what he sings I
find his robust style refreshing.
Not by predilection a Wagnerian, Roswaenge neverthelez declaims brilliantly
in "Lobengriux Narrative," our only example in this field, on Eterna. On this
same <lise are the Death Scene from OtelIo, one of his best offerings, and the rarely
sting cabaletta to Alfrechi s aria from
Traeiata. The famous Postillon song appears twice ( Classic; Scala ), though not
in the hettcr -known I! IV recording.
Here it is not quite so brilli;mtly recorded,
and one misses the assisting chorus.
Among other high lights are "A l lio, (rorita asir (Classic), the Judgment Chamber Scene from Aida with that admirable
contralto Ennui Leisner (Classic), and
the Love Duet from Madame Butterfly
with the lovely Hedwig von Dehièka
(Scala). A striking detail of the last
namecl is the fading of the singers' final
sustained high C into the surge of orchestral sound. The Scala recital has a group
from Pagliacci, including the " Pralago"
(taken over from the baritone in the
original key) and Canio's three most famous scenes. These excerpts show the
tenor at his best, hoaxing out his voice
with dramatic intensity. "Vesti la giubla"
appears again in the Eterna recital. The
great tenor aria front Huguenots (Classic)
may aka be found in Famous Tenors
Sing the High C.
Less admirable is "The Last Rose of
Summer" (Eterna; Scala). which-aside
from the strangeness of hearing the song
in the tenor voice -shows a tendency to
poor attack and an underlining of the
sentimentality by what I may describe
as internal sobs. Far a sample of Roswaengc in light music Eterna includes a
song front Die grosse Siinderin composed
for him by Eduard Künneeke; and Great
Tenors in Viennese Operettas has bits
from Leo Fall's Die geschiedene Fran
sung with the soprano Lilli Claus.
Technically I would give preference to
the Scala recital over the other two; the
Eterna is definitely overbrilliant.
-Ilelge Rosweenge: An Operatic Recital.
CLASSIC EDITIONS 7010. $4.08.
-Hclge Roswacnge Sings. SCALA 840.
85.95.
-Operatic Recital No. I. ETERNA ET
721. 85.95.
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WAGNER

TRISTAN LIND ISOLDE

tf;t.

WILHELM

reafVANGLev

WAGNERIAN PRIZE!

Kirsten Flagstad as isolde; Ludwig Suthaus
Wilhelm Furtwängler conducting! Plus Blanche Thebom, Dietrich
Fischer- Dieskau, Joseph Greindl, Edgar
Evans. Recorded in London in 1952, this is
considered one of the finest operatic recordings
ever made. With the Philharmonia Orchestra,
Royal Opera House Chorus. German -English
libretto and historical notes.
Angel Album 3588 E/L (5 records)
as Tristan; and

MORE KLEMPERER- BEETHOVEN:

"Klemperer secs Beethoven whale, yet each
individual symphony has its own character"
(Gramophone). Symphonies No. 1 and No. 8,
performed with the Philharmonia, are part of
the complete Beethoven symphony series
Klemperer is recording for Angel.Angel 35657
Next Month: The fabulous Klemperer -Philharmonie recording of the Ninth -in STEREO!
Angel Album S 3577B (2 records)
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(

1889-

)

Schipa made his debut in Italy in 1911,
arrived in Chicago in 1919, and joined
the Metropolitan in 1932. After 1935 he
MAY 1959
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Pl:klat

Beethoven

P

PIANO,

THE FIRST LADY OF THE

Dame Myra Hess, has concentrated her recent
years on the exacting challenges of such works
as Beethoven's late piano sonatas. This new
Angel recording of the Sonata in E Major,
Op. 109, and Sonata in A Flat Major, Op.
110, demonstrates her great talent for "serving

the music rather than exploiting the virtuoso"
(Review of Recorded Music).
Angel 35705
.C:.

VILLA -LOBOS CONDUCTING:

.

i

A-1

01:0S

Another album in the Angel series of Bach.
sanas Brasileiras conducted by the composer
himself -Nos. 4 and 7, full of the "rhapsodic,
pungent peppery, exotic style of Villa -Lobos"
(High Fidelity). The Orchestre National <le la
Radiodiffusion Française responds warmly.
Angel 35671

j

S
OISTRAKH TRIO

lit:ernnt in

with the Philharmonia, in the unique, rarelyplayed Triple Concerto of Beethoven. David

TRIMP.(.tt\ta.Kan
UA\'IU (11.TI(

MII TKI! t

Oistrakh, Violin; Sviatoslav Knushevitsky,
'Cello; Lev Oborin, Piano. Sir \lalcohn Stir.

Iussu,a.

SIN SI <IA.ul.tl S

tu;Es.T

gent conducts the Philharmonia. Stereo (S)
and monophonic versions.
Angel (S) 35697

STEREO

AND MORE-RECORDED IN EUROPE FOR
BANDS AND CHORUSES:

Soviet Army Chorus and

Band-Russian

Scots Guards Play Gilbert and

folk songs and even

Sullivan- Iolanthe,

-

BRANMS SYMPHONIES:

'Tipperary."

Angel S 35411
Mikado, Pirates of Penzance
Angel S 35625

Otto Klemperer Conducts Philharmonia Orchestra
Symphony No. 2 in D Major: Tragic Overture
Symphony No. 3 in F Major; Academic Festival Overture
ORCHESTRAL PROGRAM WORKS:

Bizet: L'Arlésienne Suites Nos.

1

&

2; Carmen Suite No.

conducting the Philharmonia Orchestra

SCIIIPA, 'l'ITO

O'I'T(

KI

Angel S 35532
Angel S 35545

1- Herbert

von Karajan

Angel S 35618

'l'chaikovsky: Francesca Da Rimini; Overture "1812 "; Marche Slav -Paul Klctzki
Angel S 35621
conducting the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Liszt: Les Préludes; Tasso- Constantin Silvestri conducting the Philharmonia
Angel S 35636
Orchestra
Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf (Peter Ustinov, Narrator) Haydn: Toy Symphony
Angel S 35638
-Herbert von Karajan conducting the Philharmonia Orchestra
;
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WALTER STEREO
BEETHOVEN SERIES

Bruno Waiter continues his new series of the
Beethoven Symphonies with the sunny. tender Fourth and the stormy, tumultuous Fifth,
back -to -back on a single © Record. Both
are performed with the same sublime right ness that marks the previous releases-Beethoven's "Eroica" and "Pastoral" Symphonies -and makes theta the definitive editions
for generations to come.
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4 in B-flat Major;
Symphony No. 5 in C Minor -Bruno Walter
conducting the Columbia Symphony Orchestra
ML 5365 MS 6055 (uereo)

GUARANTEED HIGH- FIDELITY AND
STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA'
e

"Columbia.' 'Master.orts",tè ,m Marts Rte.
Columba Btoaauslme System, Inc.

A dmision n

Announcing
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appeared mostly abroad, where, at least
until recently, he was still singing; not so
long ago a new LP of his was recorded by
a small italian company. A short matt of
distinguished carriage, he was not blessed
with a large voice, but he wars 't true
tenors di grazia. His tones were beautifully scaled. from his car -filling pianissimo
to his stmngcst forte; the listener hardly
missed the fortissimo that wasn't there.
His operatic repertory embraced the
standard Italian anti French roles, and he
was a recitalist of taste and accomplishment. Ili-i long list of Victor recordings,
acoustic and electric, contains many
Spanish and Italian songs as well as the
usual arias.
Scalp's recital draws on Sehipa's Path6
recordings. made in the years before
1922, when he joined Victor. As far as I
can tell, the entire program may be taken
from those originals. Several of theta are
remarkably lifelike in these chibliings,
notably the duet "Amara sal per tea" with
the soprano Baldissare, from 'fovea. The
"Serennta" from l'agliacci is Schipa to the

life. "Ecca ridente" is an interesting performance, thought it seems rather careful
after De Lucia's. And perhaps taking his
cue from De Lucia. Schipa alters the
opening line of "Cite gclida marline."
Several of the arias are wrongly pitched.
and there is a waver in the rarest of them
all, Fenton's little air from Falvtafl.
Famine? Ihiliait Tenors, Twenty Great
Tenors, and FRI' all repeat "Rcrnndita
Arnutnia." The lirst-namecl collection also
has 'Iwr donna è mobile," and FHP 7 includes "E laceran le stale." Schipa is
represented in RCA Victor's Fifty Years
by his excellent "Se it min Hoare."
-Tito Schipa Sings. SCALA 805. 85.95.

GNP
Starsturr, Jost:v

The new stereo discs that

introduce to mere mortal ears,
the musical incandescence of
the second threshold of sound.

LENNY HERMAN
ONLY

ON

JANUS STEREO
LENNY HERMAN "MUSfC IN MOTION"

ALBUMS F5T2004- F5T2005- FST2008
1159 Broad St.
Newark 2. N. J.
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(

1904 -1942)

Though his early success was emphatic.
Schmidt had a tragically short and frustrated career. Endowed with a voice patently of operatic caliber, he was prevented by certain physical difficulties from
finding his place on the stage; and at a
time when his popularity as a radio and
recording artist was growing by leaps and
!wombs, he fell a victim to Nazi persecution. 1Ie had appeared briefly in this
country for broadcasting engagements.
but returned to Europe. Ironically.
though he escaped front Germany. he
scents to have catered Switzerland illegally. and he dird in an internment camp.
His voice always sounds very ample on
records, yet we arc told it was actually
not :t large rue. Certainly it was not a
subtle voice, nor was it put to the service
of :t minialnrist. it seems to pour tut
easily. always with a gtxxl nuisical line
and almost always in go«1 taste. Ile
never surprises by the turn of a phrase
or the .shading of a tine. His Eterna recital is made up mostly of familiar arias,
some sung in Italian, some translated into
German. Pergolesis Nina is done in German; here the language works definitely
against the line of the song. and Schmidt
adds soine euthellishnnents and a high
ending for w'hieh i do not care. 'fosti's
once famous Goodbye ( abbreviated) is
sung in Italian, though it took me a while
to be sure of this. Schmidt takes over two

Tauber favorites in Great Tenors in Viermiese Operettas- "Drin ist mein ganzes
Hera' and "Du sollst der Kaiser meiner
Seel. sein." In Famous Tenors Sing the
High C he makes an excursion into the
Spanish repertoire with a song from El
Trust de los Tenorios. Eterna 's Puccini
program has Schmidt's versions of the two
Turmulnt airs.
-Operatic Recital. ETEI,A ET 718.
$5.95.

SI.iantc, Leo (1873 -1946

)

Physically Slrzak was a giant, and he had
a giant voice. But unlike that of the typical Ileldentenor his voice was capable Of
modulation; he had a rriezza core of
unique quality. His debut was made as
Lohengrin at Brünn in 1898, after which
he was heart! for a decade mainly in
Berlin and Vienna. Though the chroniclers of Ng career record dint his vocal
medical was much criticized, his popularity is attested by the large number of recordings be made in those early years.
Bauer devotes more than three pages in
his catalogue to Slcz:uk, covering the years
from 1901 to 1908. Nevertheless, in 1908
he took abrupt leave of the Vienna Opera and went to Paris for intensive study
with Jean de Reszke. In May 19(19 he appeared with tumultuous success in Otella
at Covent Garden, and in November of
the sane year he similarly conquered
New York in that opera. Otello remained
his greatest role, though he appeared
with success in Aida, Trouatore, the new
productions of Alessandro Stradella and
Pique Dame., as well as Lohengrin,
Tannhiiuser, and Meistersinger. He seems
to have avoided Tristan, Parsifal, and the
Ring drainas. After his departure from
the Metropolitan in 1912 he was active
mostly in Europe, especially as a mainstay of the Vienna Opera. He was equally
noted as a Lieder singer, and in his last
years he became a leading comedian in
German films.
Slrzak recorded for most of the important eontpauics, and his repertoire on
discs is a broad one. in the clays prior
to his work with De lieszkc, he pretty
well covered the Italian and French operatic field in the German language. His
American engagements %with Columbia
and Edison reflected his new international status. In his last years, recording
electrically for l'olydnr, he concentrated
mainly on Lieder. It is hardly surprising
that compilers of LP recitals should have
shown particular partiality for Slezak.
even if, as 1 suspect in listening to some
of his early efforts, the voice must have
been a trial to the recording engineers.
Eterna has issued a Slez:lt recital combined with selections from Alessandro
Stradella by Slrzak, Jour, and Jadlow'ker.
The best things on it are the prayer from
Stradella, showing the tenor in magnificent voice, and the geode. dreamy air
from La Dame blnche. The two big
tenor moments from \Ianum are inevitably heavy in their German translations.
Coltlntark's Die Kûsiigin volt Saba had
had its day in New York before Slezak's
arrival. but it was still a favorite in Vienna, which accounts for the fact that
Eterna couid assemble its principal arias
I-ILGIT

FtnELrrY MAGAZINE

in the voices of several Viennese favorites. The great feature, Slezak's lovely

if somewhat Free ".tlagisclte
appears in a superior dubbing in RCA Victor's Fifty Years. A similar set of high
lights from La luire contains a duct by
Slezak and the basso \Villhchn ilesch.
f do not find Skzak's Wagner recital
altogether satisfactory, though i must admit few tenon can match his not quite
comfortable Lnhcngrin selections, much
less the superior if leisurely "Prize Song"
from Meistersinger. The Linder recital,
for the most part representing the singer's
last period, shoulol be approached with
caution. There is a >vealth of lovely tone
here, a generems demonstration of the
famous menace cote; but there are also
sins against phrasing and musicianship,
and too much sagging in pitch.
The Scala recitai is more satisfactory.
Here again is the Stradella prayer, an
earlier take of the Queen of Sheba aria.
piano accompanied) and not so masterfully sung as the better -known version
(here the high ending is quite frankly
falsetto), a fine "Triumphal Hymn" from
Le Prophète (in Censan), and a lovely
air from Euryanthe as ell as a later
Italian "Ora e per sempre addio" and
most of a side of Licdcr. 'These are better
examples than the songs on Eterna,
though some of the piano parts have been
adjusted to fit the time 1' 'ts of 78 -rpm
recordings. It is unfortunate that no recording dates are given. for such documentation is a great help in orienting the
listener.
FRP ó and Famous Tenors Sing the
High C both have Slezak singing the
Faust cavatina in German, but the two
performances are very different. Curious b', both are a half -tone high so that the
high C is actually C sharp. In the first of
them this high note is very powerful; w
the second it is taken softly. Two versions
of "Ah Mathildc" from %Pilliam Tell make
another interesting comparison, the one
in Eternas Rossini recital being a duet
with Leopold Demuth, that in Twenty
Great Tenors an earlier piano- accompanied solo take. Two arias from Die Entfülertueg aus dent Serail in Eterna's sfozart program show another facet of the
singer's art. FRP 8 contains the Death
Scree from Otello, in German. Eterna's
Puccini program has ''Mimi i una cieettü
and "E iucevan le .rtellc." and Slezak appears in that company's selections from
Lev Huguenots and Le Prophrte. The
language is still Censan.
-Leo Slezak Sings. Sc:ALA 82.3. $5.95.
-Leo Slezak Sings Wagner. ETERNA
ET 409. $5.95.
-Lieder Recital. i' :1'ERNA ET 993.
$5.95.
-Opera Recital. ETEn:A ELY 461. 10in. (with Flotow: Alessandro Straddle:
Highlights). $4.75.

t

ci sCO ( 1850 -1905)
Tamagno, quite possibly possessor of the
biggest voice of all time, was at the very
least twice blessed. It was his good fortune to ie in his prime at just the moment when Verdi needed an Otello. For
all the suc'ce'sses of his earlier career, he
would probably be no more than a none
TA\vAGNO, Fin
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to us had not his leonine voice and aver %vheluning stage
%that the maestro

presence been exactly
needed. Ile was blessed
again when officials of the Gramophone
and Typewriter Company induced him
to let their engineers try their skill in recording his voice. By this time he was
fifty -three and retired ixcause of a heart
ailment, but the results remain an amazingly vivid documentation of his historic
rcpntation. Rarely, in any year. has a recording been made to match the breathtaking realism of the famous Death Scene
from Otelo. There are weaknesses, to be
sure, in these recordings: the intonation
is not always perfect: the breath support
is not all it once was; the more extended
take of the Andreae Chénier "lmproeviso"
is
rtifully hurried. But we can believe what we read of Tamagno "hurling
ont high tones with the ease of natural
speech."
On Rococo 7 the aging Tamagno shares
a disc with the youthful Caruso. Naturally the three famous portions of Olello
arc included, the Andrea Chénier in the
better of two takes, two selections from
\Vill:am Tell. two from Trocatore, and
the -Pastore/R.' from T. Prnphite. There
arc also a selection from Samson et Dalila in Italian and two from llérodiade
in French. These last I find peculiarly
fascinating; certainly they are earnest and
sincere performances. For all the somewhat noisy surfaces carried over from
some of the original discs, these record ings mine amazingly to life. RCA Victor's Fifty Years opens with Tamagno's
"Di quella pira," which unisses being one

are to me the most valuable, for here the
voice is at its lyrical best, the singing unsullied 1w marks of the operetta style.
Even his later Schubert Lieder suffered
front this and front certain excesses we
may blame on his fondness for showing
off his mezza mace. Still, even in his later
days he was an able Mozart singer, as
witness the hvo Don Giovanni arias recorded in the late Thirties.
The three Tauber recitals at hand show
him in a decidedly favorable light. The
Eterna and Scala discs draw on his acoustic recordings; the Tap is divided letween electric and acoustic. From the
first -named I particularly like the aria
from The Bartered Bride (I wish the
duet with Rethberg had also ixen included) and the incomparable singing of
the Italian air front Rosenkacalier. The
recitals do not overlap. The Scala has
some fine examples of the tenor's early
operetta singing, a wonderful performance of the "Bikinis" aria from Zauberfliite, and a good "Dalla sue pace"
(here I think the later electric recording
is even better). it is something of a surprise to find Tauber singing Trocatorc,
but his "Al, ci, ben 'Ilia" has tenderness,
his "DI cluella ptrd' brio ( though sung a
tone clown). An aria and the great duet
with Lotte Lehmann from Die tote Stadt
sound as though an orchestra had been
clubbed into an acoustic recording; but
the singing is magnificent.
The Tap recital has a stylish performance in French of the Aubade from Le
Roi <dYs, attractive singing of arias from
Martha, Undiuc, Fra Diaeolo, and The

of his very best records; Twenty Great
Tenors has the sane piece in n long -unpublished and somewhat better take.
Golden Age has "Adieu done" from Hé-

rodiade.

-Fanions Voices of the Past: Tamagno.
Rococo

R 7

(with Caruso). $5.95.

TAVnua, RICHARD (1892 -1948)

Tauber was at once inimitable and
prototypic of a generation or more of Viennese tenors. The natural beauty of his
lyric voice, the ease with which he sang,
proved irresistible to lunge audiences the
world over, and set a style in which,
eonsciously or no, later tenors have copied him. Tauber was first an opera singer;
his debut as Tamino at Chemnitz in 1')13
established him as an outstanding Mezartcan. Fie was later to enjoy great success especially in Puccini roles. Then, in
the Twenties, cause his big days in operetta. Incomparable in the works of Lehár and Kahan, he teas also an ornament
in the all -star Johann Strauss revivals of
those days. He early established himself
as a Lieder singer; indeed, his appear ances in America were almost entirely
limited to the concert stage. Finally, he
was popular in the films, playing roles
that gave him an opportunity to display
his repertory of songs and arias.
His output as a recording artist was
enormous and comprehensive, all the
various aspects of his art being generously
represented. And taken chronologically,
his discs make an interesting study. The
arias and Lieder of the acoustic period
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Jewels of the Madonna (in German),
and overloaded performances of Bizet's
Agnus Dei and Franck's Ponis angelicas.
Schubert's Der Wanderer, with orchestra, is sung too fast, and with some disastrous transposing of the vocal line at the
end. Loewe's Torn der Reimer and Die
Uhr arc nicely done, but they belong to
the period when all Lieder records had
to be orchestrally accompanied. To finish off the program, there arc some Viennese songs in the inimitable Tauber manner.
The Tote Stadt aria may be found
again on FRP 8. The Love Duet from
Madama Butterfly, with Rethbcrg, is in
Tap's Puccini program and "Non pian gare, Liù"
in German) appears in
Twenty Great Tenors. Selections from
Sissy and Friihlingsstiinae and the superb duct from Der Zigeunerbaron with
Vanconti are features of Great Tenors in
Viennese Operettas.
-Operatic Recital. ETERNA 0 -466.
$5.95.

first complete recording of Counod's op-

era (mysteriously never made available
on LP). \'ezz:ni's recital is macle up of
dubbings dating from 1912 to 1920, %dieu
his fine finn tenor was at its best. A rare
aria from Grétrv's Richard Coeur de Lion
provides a notable example of the grand
manner, and the singer's strong declamation is well displayed in a scene from
1Verther. He had a gcxxl mezza epee as
we can hear in the :Nmion Dream Aria,
and he shows his power in the great farewell from Ocello, singing in French.
There arc other excellent things, including a duct from La Juice with an unnamed baritone, bot i am especially partial to a little air from Baziti s Maitre
Pathelin not often heard in this country.
Famous Tenors Sing the High C gives us
"Dieu iu'éclnire" from La Juive, and
Famous French Tenors includes an air
from Sigurd and one from La Juive.
-Le Livre d'Or du Chant: César Vezzani. ODEON ODX 126 (available from
The Record Album. 208 West 80th St.,
New York 24, N. Y.). $5.95.

-Richard Tauber in Opera, Lieder and
Song.

TAP 313.

$3.98.

-Richard Tauber Sings.

SCALA

837.

(1892-1954)
Spanish by birth. Villahella was in all
tangible respects a very French French
tenor. The quality of his tone was light,
perhaps a little thin. the range high. One
imagines that he must have been a good
actor; certainly he knew how to use his
voice to that end. 'there is refreshing
novelty in his recorded recital, with four
selections from La Dame blanche, two
VILLAUELLA, MIGUEI.

$5.95.
VELzAN1,

CIsAn (1888- 1951)

Vez7.a ni was a Corsican whose career
was made in Paris. His early successes

were halted by the outbreak of the First
World War, at which time he was scheduled to come to America. Collectors in
this country remember his singing of
Faust to Journct's ilephistopheles in the

from Le Roi d'Ys, two from Grisélidis,

two from La Parodic, two front Yamada,
two front Le Jongleur rie Notre Dame
along with Lakmé, Les Contes d'Ilnffnumn, and l! Barbiere di Siviglia. The
rapid -fire song in praise of the soldier's
life from Ln Dame blanche is in strongest contrast to the sustained "Viens, geutille dame- that follows it. "Ecco ridente"
( in French) shows off \'illabclla's unusual
ßcxibilit, and provides occasion for a
high E flat. From first to last this is an
attractive program and a demonstration
of accomplished vocalism. Villahella appears in Famous Tenors Sing the High G
%nth a romance from Le Portillon dc
Longjumeau.
-Le Livre d'Or du Chant: Miguel Villa.
bels. ODEON ODX 136 (available from
The Record Album, 208 West 80th St.,
New York 24. N. Y. ). $5.95.

-

C,ov. NNI ( 1876 -1949)
Zcnatello is a famous example of a baritone turned tenor. In his first carver he
seems to have had difficulty getting engagements because Of the limited power
ZENATELLO,

of his voice. i-le was, lto vevor, a good
trooper, ready for any emergency. Ilis
big moment came when the C:mio of a
Pagliacci performance was taken ill:
young Zenatello was able to step in and
save the show. Haying thus found bis
proper range, he went from Success to
success, creating roles in such operas as
Giordanti s Siberia, Franchetti's La Figlia
di Joao, and PRccini's Madame Butter fly. Havunerstein brought him to New
York in 1907, and Inc later sang with
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great acclaim in Boston. Chicago, and
Philadelphia, though never at the cletropolitan. His career was crowned by a
season at Covent Carden m 192Û, when
a thrilling series of recordings was made
at the actual performance Of Otello.
Zcnatdlo's voice oust have been a
hard one to record by the old acoustic
method. The conuhination of power and
the razor -thin colgc, so effective on the
stage its the dramatic roles he played, is
apt to make for shrillness anti an apparent lack of overtones. One sometimes
gets the impression, txrhaps moutons,
that the singer was not (wet-accurate in
intonation.
Eterna's first recital has a whole side
devoted to Zcnatello's celebrated Otello.
Unfortunately no information is given as
to recording dates; some of the scenes
are electrical, some acoustic. The reproduction is often a little dim, but the
tenor's delivery is splendid. ht the big
duet he has the assistance of one of the
great lagos, Apollo Cranforte. The reverse of the disc seems to lie spade tip
entirely of Zenatellris I$)(Ki Fonotipia
series: traditional arias from Minton Leseau?, Pagliacci, and Traoiato; the Baltènte duet with Sammarco: and a little
song by 1)enza well calculated to show
off the Zenatello style. Eterna's second
recital is Tess happy. The opening "Celeste Aidtr is unpleasantly aspen in tone;
the two htefistolele airs are ubyiously
well conceived and nicely reserved in
execration, yet somehow the recording has
failed to catch the living voice. This is
pretty much the case throughout the
program, though "Cielo e mar" is letter
The soprano, Linda Cannetti, who joins in
the Butterfly (Met, is little more than adequate. Some strange things happen at the
end of this duet.
The Rococo recital is letter again. The
voice is shown to advantage in the invocation from La Da,nnation tie Faust
(clone into italian), anti there is a good
"Mal reggef>doi from Tronalre with

"a touch of magic
in his baton"
Music by

okeoz(
E.rcil i,ig scoring and skill f»1

¡ii

terpretalio »s have helped make
Manlove 11 the biggest selling
artist on long piali reew.ds. His
distinctive tumbling strings (w-

aled a neo sound that has ren,ained n »der plico t ed. These two
new records provide tlieilli »g e.,a », pies of the gill ins of Ma tartrati.

FILM ENCORES
Vol. 2

Separate Tables; The High and the Mighty:
A Certain Smile; Friendly Persuasion; Whatever Will Be, Will Be (Que Sera, Sera):
Tammy; Be My love; April Love; When You
Wish Upon A Star; Around The World; Fascina.
tion; Secret Love.
rl-m ^oh,n;c LL 31 %7
.,,,con PS Ics
$3.93

lilllilllllllilll

A CATALOG

OF EXCLUSIVES
The intent of Washington
Records is to catalog the
uncataloged, to fill the interesting gaps left by major
labels between their safe warhorses. Rather than bring
you the twentieth version of
a Tchaikovsky symphony, we
have started complete Haydn
Sonata and Quartet cycles,
insured the continuation of
the unique Aeolian -Skinner
volumes, recorded such
varied talents as Vivaldi,
Telemann, Rampal, Beaux Arts Quartet, classical and
jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd,
Ronnie Graham in the Take
Five revue, and Demi -Dozen.
Write for a new catalog.

WASHINGTON
RECORDS
1340 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

THE ORIGINAL MUSIC FROM THE

BROADWAY TRIUMPH

lA5HOM® ?A

a

Elisa Bruno and a fiery "Di quella Aire."
The Butterfly duct with C ;annetti shows
lip again, and there is a Faust duet with
Alice Nielsen (in French) which seems
to tic: good but It little careful. The Lowe
Duet from Olcila, with Linn Pasini -Vitalc, shows the softer side of Zenatellti s

F-a

From Limelight; Village Swallows:
Tammy; Come Prima; Some Enchanted Evening;
Greensleeves; Schien Rosmarin: I Could Have
Danced All Night.
Monophon,c
Stereo $2.49
$1.96
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Visit your local record store or dept.
Select the recorda you wool
2. When you moat them
.i. From (Aouenada titoi /OAle
S. At »rice.r from $I.95.
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characterization.
As a member of the original cast of
Siberia, Zenatelln took part in recording
a number of scenes with his colleagues,
and these have been gathered together
on Soncenirs of Opera, Ser. 3. The cast,
including Storchio, De Luca, and others,
was possibly of greater interest than the
hot verismo music. Another Zenatello
creation is represented in an air front La
Fight' di )(trio, which beside being nn
the Rococo program may be had rn,
FliP 4. Famous ¡ tallait Tenors and Twenty Great Tenors both inel plc "Ora e per
sempre addio," and the Tap Puccini program has the BoUtne duct with Sanmmarcn. The Etenna selection from Gineonda and collected Verdi arias are among
other reissues featuring Zenatello.
-Famous Voices of tite Past: Giovanni
Zenatello. Rococo R 12. $5.95.
-Operatic Recital. ETETNA 705. $5.05.
-Operatic Recital No. 2. ETEIucA ET
726.

$5.95.

COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY

LAURENCE ROSENTHAL
DAY10 SIISSIfIYO AYO

pruenl
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CLAIRE BLOOM I ROD STEIGER
OSCAR HOMOLKA

/HIM

TAMIROFF

in PETER GLENVILLE'S PRODUCTION

51-H O,
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New Play by Fey and Michael Kanin

CARLTON DELUXE STEREO

$5.98 (STLPX/5000)
(available monaurally $4.98)
C A R L T O N

R E C O R D

Htcn

CORP.,

N

.

Y.
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Titis svnyev cannot close without men-

OF GODS

AND GODDESSES

tion of a few important tenors either neglected altogether or very inadequately
represented in the lists. With these we
must also name a few of _neat historic
importance Whasc TCCOr<lim'gS wcrc few
and rare. \lany more could be added:
some of the names listed among the general collections cry out for more detailed notice.
Fernand Anttscaa ( 1890), the
Chicago Opera's Belgian tenor (102324), was a singer of robust voice auncl
elegant style, one of the best exponents
Of the French school. Ile is represented
perhaps uncharacteristically, but not ineffectively, Icy " Recondita arnouia" in
Tap's Puccini program.
feel a word is
owing to the memory of the Spanish
Florencio Constantino (1869- 1019), who
has not been remembered at all by the
makers of LP recitals. Perhaps not a
great singer, he was an unusually accomplished and dependable one; he did a
great deal to establish the Boston Opera
in 1909. He recorded for numerous Crsnipanics, singing just :bout everything,
from a mellifluous "Even ridemte" to an
ineffective -Marie d'Ocello." Constantino
played too important a part in the history of opera and recording in this counts: to le cvholl)' overlooked. Antonio Corti!: ( 1891 -1952 ). another Spaniard, was
a fine robust tenor :active in Chicago in
the Twenties. His Turandot recordings
are
unsurpassed.
Charles
Dalntorès
( 1871 -1939) was a mainstay of Hammer stein's Manhattan Opera and later of the
Philadelphia -Chicago (inubine. Ile seems
to have been at hone in at Wide range of
nnuic, including Wagner and Verdi, but
excelled in the modern french school of
his clay. His -Ala sí, ben win' is famous
for a beautiful trill. fie made. a number
of great records for Victor, but Isis only
appearance on LP to dale is an ineffective dubbing of a Carmen duct with
Calví, ( Rococo 10).

Simple
New Package
VOX

4.41.1fta "#
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For thousands of years, stories of the gods and
of Creek
mythology have fascinated artists, writers,
sculptors, scholars and mere mortals in general. Here, now, in 15 tone portraits by Albert
Harris, is an attempt to capture in music the
moats and emotions these fabulous ligures
symbolize. The lush Hollywood sound is
courtesy of Frank DeVol, conductor.
BACCHANAL! The Passions and Pageantry of
Gods and Goddesses of Mythology -Frank
DeVol and His Orchestra
CL 1287 CS 8054 (stereo)
goddesses and heroes and heroines

GUARANTEED HIGH- FIDELITY AND
STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA
m

"r ^MacsRte. Adirision

"Columbia

o] Columbia Bromic-ism

Srsum,Inc.

264 -PAGE
UP -TO- THE -MINUTE

CATALOG
OF

25,000

STEREO &

MONAURAL

RECORDS
ONLY

35?

Tandy, easy -to -use, coat -pocket -site guide
to over 25,000 records issued under more
than 400 labels. Published monthly with
special New Releases and Stereo Records
1-

sections. The Schwann Long Playing
Record Catalog -the most authoritative
publication of its kind in the world. Used
by more than n million record collectors!
Ask for it at your record dealer's. If he
can't ripply you, send in the coupon
below with 35e.

W. SCHWANN, INC.
137 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.
Please send a copy of the Schwann Catalog.
ara enclosing 35c.
I

MY NAME IS
ADDRESS

MY RECORD DEALER IS

ADDRESS

L

1

Karl i:rb ( 1877- 195S), one -lime husband of Maria tvogiin, was a singer of
opera, but is best remembered for his
Lieder recordings, many of which had
currency in this country before the War.
Ho was also noted in Cennanv as an interpreter of Ilttch. and took part its Ilse remarkable wartime Saint Matthew Passion recording conducted by llantiu. Ile
may be heard in a duet from Don Pasquale with Ivogiim (Scala 815). Miguel
Fleta ( 1893- 19:18) Was for a time in the
Twenties one of the most promising tenors in the opera world.
Toscanini cast
him as Cuhaf in the world premiere of
Tura dot; and had he chosen to remain
at the Metropolitan beyond his second
season, he aright have given f igli, LauariVolpi, and \Lartinclli a run for their truancy, He was, however, an erratic singer.
and did not have :a long career. RCA
Victor had a Pieta LP recital, made up
of Spanish trifles, but it lias been withdrawn. Francesco Marconi ( 1853 -1916)
is much sought after by collectors, and
witlt good reason; his voice. trained its
the old school, was unusually rotund and
mellow. He cane to this country in 1888
for the American premiere of Otello, hot
was appnrcntly miscast, for he did not
last out the engagement. Fatuous Voices
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Brings
You Great

Chamber V usic
at Half- Price!

VOX BOX
SET OF THREE
12 -INCH RECORDS
ONLY

$6.95

Under as ploln wrooper ore three of the fabulous chamber
mutts. rarnrds law which VOX is to famous. The some artists,
Oho torn, ensembles, oho some Ultra High Fidelity Vox

Wordings for which you'd spend twice this pttco) II yaw
record dealer deem i loll you about Vox Boxes-loll him]

BEETHOVEN

COMPLETE MUSIC FOR CELLO a PIANO
IS Sonatas and 3 Sau of Variations]. Joseph Schuster,
VBX -e
cello -Friedrich Wuohrer, piano.

-

BACH!

MASS IN B MINOR. Friederike Seiler, soprano
Margaret Bence, ono -Fritz Wunderlich, tenor -Erich
Weak, boss
Swabian Chorelo- Orchestra of the 35th
Germon Boch Festiyol -Hont Grise'Ikol, conductor. VBX -7

-

"Finest complete chamber music collection
Chicago American

on records.

COMPLETE STRING QUARTETS S QUIN.
TET$. Fndrns Ounrlal -Rnlf Roinhordt, piovo -Fritz Klskols,
VBX -4, VBX -5, VBX -6
2nd cello.

SCHUBERTS

. &ifllonr

In

sound... orlitlie

in

performance." Christian

Science Monitor.

MOZART' 6 STRING QUINTETS (Complete). The BerVBX -3
chat Quartal -Emil *miaow, 2nd violo.
Wane for
complete

catalog to
Dept. H.

236 WEST 55TH ST.,

N. Y. 19, N. Y.

9:3
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ENTREMONT!S

"PICTURES"

Philippe Entremont is a young Frenchman
who might easily, at first glance, be mistaken
for a Yale freshman. When he is at the piano
there's no mistaking one of the keyboard
giants of this generation. An ideal introduction to this extraordinary talent is his new
recording of Moussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition- incredibly powerful, completely
musical.
MOUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
for a
RAVEL: Alborada del Gracioso; P
Dead Princess -Philippe Entremont Pianist'
ML 5366

GUARANTEED HIGH- FIDELITY AND
STEREO- FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA
eleolu,nhi. "Naaterrori:' <` )lorcua.s.

A division o: CaNmbi.lhoWuatioY SystcW. (nC-

of the Past, Ser. I presents him singing
"Tit cite a Dio" from Lucia.
John O'Sullivan ( 1878-1948) was an
Irishman who had a French career with
His records
a short Chicago interlude.
indicate that his reputation as Otello
was not exaggerated. A couple of samples
are included in FRP 1, and "Eultate"
comes again in Twenty Great Tenors.
), for many
Julius Patzak ( 18911years a favorite in \ttmich, Berlin, and
Vienna -and still active -excelled in
Mozart opera, but was also a distinguished Lieder singer. Great Tenors in
Viennese Operettas shows another side
of his art.
Jean dc Reszke (18.50-192.5) is, of
course, the great legend of opera. it is
known that he dici record, but there is
no more than an occasional nunor to indicate that he may not have destroyed
all the evidence. We do, however, have
an echo or two -and very distant echoes
they arc-of his voice actually in action
on the Metropolitan Opera stage, dubbed
from cylinders made in the house in
1901, on Echoes of the Golden Age of
Opera, put out by the International Record Collectors Club ( IRCC 7006, 10 -in.,
7004 ).
)
The name of Aksel Schidtz ( 1906became internationally known just after
the Second World War, for HMV had
discovered that he not only had the
voice but the style to sing a great variety
of music, from Crieg songs to Mozart
arias, to Bach and Buetchude and Rowland. Unfortunately his career was interrupted by a breakdown aggravated by

Record Market
NEW "STARDUST"
RECORD CLEANER
Enables you to wash ALL your
records CLEAN of dust and
dirt. Protects the label -fits

all records. Handy sponge
leaves thin film of wafer to
reduce static and enhance
reproduction. Keeps wet
sponge in airhght holder for
Pat.
use.
easy, repeated
Pend. Money back gun anlee.
Only $3.95 postpaid. Dealer inquiries
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his work in the Danish resistance. A
varied recital was issued for a time by
RCA Victor, hut is now withdrawn.
) reigned suGeorges Thill ( 1899preme as the great tenor in Paris during
the Twenties and Thirties, and he sang
hvo seasons in New York. There used to
be many Thill records on the market, and
some great ones- notably Gluck and
Berlioz arias -but none arc now to be had.
Jacques Urdus (1868 -1935) was a Dutch
Wagnerian, whose vocal technique was
nearer to Melchior's than to the usual
German. His \letropolitan career would
have lasted longer had not the First
World War ended all Wagnerian opera
for a time. Our only example is a scene

from D'Albert's Tiefland in Eterna's selection From that opera. Franz Völker
( 1899)
was an admirable robust
tenor who flourished in Germany and
Austria between the wars. Of the many
varied records he macle our only sample
is in Great Tenors Sing in Viennese Operettas. Gustav Walter (1839 -1910)
made three records at the age of seventy one. Beyond their extreme rarity they
have great value as a link with a long dead past. Walter, born six years after
the death of Schubert, was one of the
first operatic artists to make a specialty
of Lieder recitals. He is, therefore, as
close to "headquarters" as we can ever
get. And as it happens, his 1905 recording of Am tIccr has real musical beauty
(Famous Voices of the Past, Ser. 4).
Marcel Wittiisch (1903-1955) was another excellent German tenor of the Thirties. On Eterna 716 he is teamed with the
soprano \largaretc Teschemacher in a
program of arias and duets. A little Tau berisl in quality, \Vitirisch is a fine manly singer.
Filially, lest their names ixe missed, let
us remember Edward Johnson, with
fame secure as manager of the Met, still
remembered by old -timers as a true and
versatile artist; George Mender, incomparable David and \lime of his day,
also a fine recitalist and Bach singer;
George Hamlin, long considered America's premiere Lieder singer, later also
admired in opera; Charles Hackett, a
leading \ict tenor in the Twenties and
Thirties (to be Iscard in a duct in a
Ponselle recital, Scala 803 ); Orville Harrold, possessor of one of the finest operatic voices of our time; Morgan Kingston, leading tenor of the Century Opera
in New York, later of the Metropolitan,
and :t good oratorio singer, as we can
hear in Eterna's Handel program (ET
488); Riccardo Martin and Paul Alt house, pioneer Americans at the '.let;
Edoardo Ferrari- Fontana, Bernardo de
\luro, Nicola Zerola, all prodigally gifted
Italian; Renato Za elli, known at the
\Fet as a baritone but later a famous
Otello; the two great Russians, Leonid
disSobinov and Dimitri Smirnov;
tinguished and admired concert singer
Paul Reimers; and by no means least,
America's two greatest oratorio tenors,
Evan Williams and Dan Beddoc, who
could stand their ground with England's
Ben Davies and Edward Lloyd.

to
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As Professional
As a Stereophonic
Preamplifier CAN Be!

The New, Versatile

216-A

216 4 is the professional stereophonic preamplifier purchased In quantity
from Pilot dealers by broadcast engineers of some of the nation's major radio -television
stations- before the appearance of any publicity ar advertising. The uncompromising
quality to which PILOT has been dedicated for 40 years Is evident. There is no other
stereophonic preamplifier on the market for music systems and tape recording, quite
like the 216 -A.
TWO VII METERS
Illuminated, to indicate tape recording output level or to visually
balance both channels of a stereophonic system.
SEPARATE TAPE OUTPUT CAIN CONTROLS
to adjust the gain for tape recording for
each channel independently. The combination of recording gain controls and VU meters
provides a complete control center for tape recording.
METER FUNCTION SWITCH
to use the VU meters for tape recording, or to adjust
the listening balance without affecting the tape signal in any manner.
TROLOK TONE CONTROLS
exclusive PILOT feature permits treble and bass adjust.
menrs for each channel individually or simultaneously.
14 INPUTS
two each for phono record changer, phono turntable, tape head, microphone, FM -AM, Multiplex, tape recorder.
4 OUTPUTS
two audio outputs and two tape recorder outputs. Tape output signals
unaffected by volume or tone controls.
TURNTABLE /RECORD CHANGER SWITCH
enables you to connect both a record changer
and turntable to your system, and use either.
EXCLUSIVE PILOT AUTOMATIC SHUT -OFF
permits your record changer to turn off
your complete system when the changer stops after the last record has been played.
LOUDNESS CONTOUR CONTROL
applies FletcherMunson loudness compensation to
both Channels A and B simultaneously. Five positions
normal, plus four calibrated
positions to provide increasing amounts of bass boost to compensate for the normal
human low frequency hewing loss at low listening levels.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER
feeds low frequencies to Channel A and high frequencies
to Channel B for monophonic hi-amplifier use.
INTERNAL CATHODE FOLLOWERS
to provide low output Impedance permitting use
of audio cables up to 100 feet between the 216 -A and power amplifier, as well as to
recorder.
the tape
Selector, Mode (including Stereo Reverse Position),
12 FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
Master Volume, Loudness Contour, Stereo Balance. Bass and Treble (optionally used
ganged or separately), Power/Automatic Shut -off, Channel A Recording Gain, Channel
B Recording Gain, and Record Changer /Turntable Switch, Meter Function (Recording
Indicator -Listening Balance.)
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response,
1 db
from 20 to 20,000 cycles. Audio
Output, 1 volt. Tape Output, 0.1.3 volts adjustable for OVU. Harmonic Distortion,
0.2% (2/10 of 1 %) at maximum sensitivity. Hum and Noise, 80 db below 1 volt.
Equalization: RIAA automatically, LP, NAB. AES at calibrated points on tone controls.
HARTO tape equalization and MIC flat frequency response automatically. 10 tubes
including rectifier. Size: 4a/a" high x 141/z" wide x IOVA" deep.
DRAMATIC DESIGN
brushed brass escutcheon with triple gold plated frame and
Of150
heavy duty knobs. Supplied complete with black vinylclad steel enclosure.
Slightly higher in the West.
a7 a7
THE NEW PILOT

COMPLETELY
PROFESSIONAL
IN CONCEPT.
DESIGN
AND

PERFORMANCE!
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Write Today for Complete PILOT
Stereophonic) Component Catalog

Mal RADIO CORPORATION

-

37 -02 36th. STREET
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New H.H. scoff
Stereo ;amplifier has

features never before
offered at x139.`'.'"
Until now, the high fidelity fan with

a

limited budget had to settle for second -best products.

Introduction of the new H.H. Scott 24 watt stereophonic amplifier, Model 222, puts top quality
within the reach of all. This new amplifier has many features never before available for less than $200
It is backed by H.H. Scott's fine reputation for engineering leadership. Check the features below

you'll see why you should build your new stereo system around the H.H. Scott Model 222.
A

z

Equalization switch lets
you

choose

between

RIAA compensation for
monophonic and stereo
records; NARTB, for
lape heads.

switch positions for accurate bal.
ancing,
for relaying
stereo. reverse stereo
and for using monophonic records with
your stereo pickup.
Special

This position lets you
play a
monophonic
source such as an FM
tuner or a tapa re
corder through troth

power stages and
speakers.

\/

Separate Bass
and
Treble controls on
each channel let you
adjust lar differences
in room acoustics and

different speaker sys
tems.

Effective scratch

filter

improves performance
on older worn rc cords
and improves recep
lion an noisy radio
broadcasts.

Channel balance
trot adjusts for

Ierenl

speaker

SPECIFICATIONS: Dual 12 watt
;0.3% IM distortion :0.f% harmonic
distortion; frequency response 20 tc 30.000 ens;

extremely low hum level (-80 db): DC operated
preamplifiers healers; Inputs for ste-eo or monophonic recorders, tuners. phono cartridges and
tape heads. Phono sensitivity 3 mv. Sub -sonic

rumble filler prevents overload from noisy
changers or turntables.
Price $139.9.6^
H.H. SCOTT INC.

DEPT. HF -5,

SEND NOW FOR
FREE HI -FI GUIDE
AND CATALOG

III

Esclusive center

i

elf
brings

ciencies and
channel volumes into
balance quickly and

nsity.

l ,,.dal an

channels

con
dil-

u. n u

Master volume control
adjusts volume of both

channels

simultane

ously. Also functions

as

automatic loudness
control
sired.

whenever de-

II. 11..<<(r rotr, pre, infs.

-

channeloutputletsyou
use your present amp

Idler for
3channel
stereo or for driving

extension

speakers.

Separate stereo tape
recorder outputs.

"IVest of Rockics $1:3.'5. Accessory
POWDER MIL

L

ROAD, MAYNARD,

t1ASS.

EXPORT: TELESCO INTERNATIONAL CORP., 36

W.

melee

extra.

40TH ST., N.Y.C.

RUA! me complete details on your new Model 222 and your complete 1959
Hi Fi Guide & Catalog.

Nome
Address
City

Slate

a Lid í oc raftFrom the High Fidelity Newsfronts
tompatüile Sterco i;'roadeasting
know, stereo is not limited to discs
and tape: experimental stereo broadcasts were first

AOUR READERS

attempted many years :Igo and, today, quite a number of
stations maintain regular stereo schedules. Such broad casts require two stations; the most common arrangement
uses the :\ \I and F \I halves of the same station. Some
experiments have been set up with TV for one channel
and the : \ \1 affiliate for the other. Sometimes two F\1
stations coiiperlte to carry the two channels simultaneously. Furthermore, regular experiments utilize F\4
multiplex techniques; the indusi ry is awaiting an FCC
decision to determine which of two multiplex systems
will be adopted as the standard.
The problem is not with stereo broadcasting as such,
nor does it arise for the owner of proper receiving equipment. Provided the listener can tune in loth halves of
the broadcast and place the speakers as recommended
by the coöperuing stations. these stereocasts usually
work quite well. But what of the man who wants to
hear the program, but doesn't have two receivers of the
kind needed, or who can't pick up both stations well,
or (unhappy thought) doesn't care about stereo? He is
able to listen to only one side of the studio sound. For
programs by small instrumental groups this may not
matter. because either stereo microphone would pick
their tip essentially complete. For broadcasting groups,
on the other hand, or brexldcasting recordings made with
wide separuion, the stations heretofore have had to
between diluting the stereo effect for stereo
listeners or giving monophonic listeners a less than

choose

satisfactory sound balance.

This dilemma was recently eliminated in a surprisingly
simple and succestsful manner by Floyd K. Becker of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories. In \Ir. Becker's system,
the left -hand channel information is fed through a delay
line to the right -hand channel at a very slightly reduced
level. Right -hand channel information is fed through a
similar delay line to the left -hand channel.
When either channel is heard monophonically, this
delay is almost completely inaudible, yet each channel

MAY 1959

carries essentially the complete program. \\'hen both
channels are heard in a stereo setup, however. the delay
is very important in retaining stereo directionality and
spread by means of the "precedence effect." If two
speakers generate the s.tne sound but not exactly at
the same time, an illusion is created that the sound is

cooling almost entirely from the speaker producing it
first. In the stereo setup, therefore. the delayed cross -fed
signals are not noticed at all.
In a press demonstration of February 2-I, \Ir. Becker
explained that the exact delay time is not critical: the
precedence effect is operative from a few milliseconds up
to thirty or so. The delay used for the demonstration was
ten milliseconds.
FCC approval is not required for this new method
of stereo broadcasting. Because suitable delay lines arc
commercially available. any stations licensed by the Bell
System can begin such operation at once. Only single channel listeners trill notice any difference and that
should be decidedly for the better.

Stereo Antennas?
LONG nco, rye %were in correspondence with a
manufacturer of F\í antennas, discussing business
prospects and what have you. He was gloomy indeed;
stereo. he said, was going to ruin his business. I-low could
anyone sell F \I antennas to stercophiles?
Indeed, and why not? There's no doubt that discs are
ü right- nosy, but this elan should read some Of the releases which cross our desk each week
.
telling about
NNOT

.

.

the stereo broadcasts of WC \IS (38 hours in one recent
month). or the stereo activities of \VCRB, or \VQ\R,
or any of fifty or so good music stations which arc busy
propagating stereo via FM. And what's going to happen
when FM multiplexing is finally lilerucd by the FCC?
What we are waiting for is the really smart antenna

manufacturer who will cone along and say that to receive stereo properly on FM (particularly the multiplex
style), you need a stacked antenna!
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tnea 13u-es?

The magic of "talking pictures" has been a long- sought dream of
millions of home movie makers. Here's how the dream came true.
p1-

IOTOGRAPI-IY, certainly over the last three

decades, has become a widely popular leisure -time
activity, to which most creative do- it- yourself -ers have
some for a little
turned at one time or another
while, some for a lifetime. Much more recently, a smaller
but no less vigorous hobby has developed in our particular field: high fidelity. It is an interesting and probably
significant thing that a majority of those devoted to high
fidelity also report photography as one of their chief
avocations. There seems to be no obvious bond between
the two, at least at the amateur level, except insofar as
each hobby is creative and each permits personal involvement or participation to whatever degree the hobbyist
wishes. You can push the button and let Kodak do the
rest, or you can delve as far into the mysteries of the
darkroom as you like. So, too, a local dealer will install
your high -fidelity system and even set up a clock to turn
it on and off for you at predetermined times
or you
can design your own output transformers.
In the commercial field, the two crafts have been

...

...

closely bound together ever since the days of Al Jolson,
when sound finally married sight on a permanent basis.
Although movie sound is still, in general, a long way
from high -fidelity sound as we know it in our homes, the
alliance is here to stay and has been, of course, continued
with television. During the last twenty years, in particular, sound has been firmly associated with sight, even in
the scmicommercial institutional fields of professional,

but nonthcatre, movies. And, since the advent of tape
recorders after world \Var II, hobbyists in both fields
have wondered and wondered -and experimented and
experimented. The hobbyist who shows movies, or even
slides, and has a tape recorder can't help speculating
what he can do to get the two together.
So far the task has been complicated, and not much
help has been offered the average (i.e., modest income)
amateur. But if developments of the past year are any
indication, the amateur cinematographer can look forward to a staggering wealth of technological developments in future months. More than a dozen new pro-

RECROPLAYBACK
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IRON OXIDE
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ENc5E
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LECORD PREAMP, PLAYBACK
REAMP ANO AMPLIFIER

PICTURE

SPROCKET
HOLES

B
Figure I. Diagram A represents n I6+ntn motion picture
projector designed to record and reproduce sounds on a
magnetic stripe along one edge of the film. Insert B
shows how stripe replaces sprocket holes along one edge.

JS

Figure 2. In the 8mm synchro -sound systems the sound
track is made on a conventional tape recorder. The tape
is threaded around a companion unit which links recorder and projector nul maintains perfect synchronism.
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jectors or synchronizing systems are slated to appear on
dealers' shelves within the next year. Already released
to the world at Photokina, the trade show for the German camera industry, they await solution ()lily of practical problems of supply and demand before becoming
available to American photographers.
Surveys of Hi('.0 FIDELITY readers have shown, over
and again. the double interest of most of then: photography as well as high fidelity. But it has been our feeling
that the subject of photography was best covered by the
several excellent publications specializing in that hobby.
These magazines report, from time to time. 00 sound
applied to films. To date, the amateur photographersoundman has been able to do little more than apply or
coördinatc sound with his pictures. He could not, with
reasonable chance of success, coirdinate high -fidelity
sound with his photography.
That situation may be about to change. Good, if not
high -fidelity sound -with- sight, may be around the corner for the Smm -movie hobbyist. With that possibility
in view, we thought it might be interesting for readers to
know a bit of the background of movies, of sound-onfilm in its various forms. and to explore a little of
what can be accomplished today.
Motion pictures fall into three general categories,
depending on the width of the film used: 15 -. 16 -. or
8-millimeter. Most commercial films arc produced on
35mm film, for screening in neighlxorhexxl theatres.
Files for use in schools and in business and industrial
applications are generally produced on the 16mm width.
Quite a fcw of the 35mun commercial films are reduced
to 16mm for use by schools and civic groups, and many
of the more serious (and financially better-off) amateur
hobbyists use 16mm. The bulk of home shooting is done
on Smm, largely because of its lower cost.
The sound portion of a motion picture is carried in a
thin strip, approximately one eighth of an inch wide,
which runs at or near one edge of the film for its full
length. Until recent years, sound tracks were pr(xiuced
optically. As film was printed (that is, as copies were
made of the master, much as in record and tape duplicating) a tiny light was focused on the unexposed send
track area, its intensity governed by audio variations.
After development. the result was a visual pattern of
varying opacity which, when scanned by a reproducing
light, re- created the original sound in much the same
manner that a phonograph pickup. tracing undulations
in a record groove, re- creates sounds heard by the recording microphones.
Finding room for this sound track on 35nun film is no
problem. The picture area is comparatively large. When
squeezed slight:y to permit the addition of a sound track,
the projected image still appears clear and bright. with
plenty of fine detail.
Because of its smaller size, 16mm film presented problems -until an inventive manufacturer realized that he
could simply remove one set of sprocket pins from his
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Figure 3. This is Kodak's 1SMK4 Pageant projector, shown
with synchronous motor which guarantees constant speed.
cement and projector, and convert tlac area formerly
reserved for sprocket holes on one side of the film to a
sound track. This he promptly did. and his handiwork
became a standard throughout the industry. Today,
16nim film may be purchased with either single or double perforations, the single (of course) being used for
sound work.
Until recently, nobody gave much consideration to
the use of Smm lìhn fir sound-on-film work. For one
thing. sum) film has only one ser of sprocket holes, and
these are indispensable to proper functioning. The picture is already so small that. even when it is projected in
the relatively constricted space of a living room, grain
is a problem with practically all emulsions.
in actual fact. it is a tribute to the science of photography that entirely acceptable home pictures can be
projected as large as 30 by 40 inches from a .xgative that
measures only about s by j' of an inch. To reduce
the picture area further would invite visual problems
that could well cancel benefits brought about by the
addition of sound.
At the end of World \Var Ii, movie snaking for the
amateur was restricted, for the most part. to Stnm or
I6mm films without sound. Although it was possible to
add a sound track to 16mm film, the cost of recording
equipment was prohibitive for most niatcurs.
Then cane the postwar growth of electronics, the birth
of the high -fidelity component industry, and the almost
immediate adoption of magnetic tape as a universal recording medium. In the motion picture industry. magnetic Jil»r became the standard. Although most release
prints used optical sound tracks (in order to be compatible with 'equipment already established in theatres,
TV studios, :rod by audio -visual users), the original recordings were almost universally made on 16- or 35mm
film stock to which a magnetizable oxide coating had
been added.
Throughout this period, the sale of tape recorders
grew by leaps and bounds. Photographic stores added
the tape recorder to their regular stock. The connection
between tape recorders and movie projectors was obvious: sound, more or less synchronized with sight, was
a
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inexpensive. Anyone
a tape recorder,
and then play back the rape through the same recorder
while the movie projector was grinding away. Batt, to
repeat, the sound could be synchronized only approximately. Many attempts were made -and are still being
achieve precise synchronization, simply and
made
cheaply.
A brand of recording tape, usable in any home -type
gala: recorder, appeared on the market. On its back were
alternate white and black lines. its use, though tricky,
was extremely simple. :\ tape recorder was placed in
front of a projector cad its speed adjusted so that the
blinking of the projected film made the stroboscopic
markings on the back of the tape appear to stand still.
When the lines remained visually stationary, the projector and recorder were "in synch, or, as one experimenter put it, "running at dilicrent speeds together."
This system, although popular for a time simply
because it was the only tray of adding sound accurately
to 8mm movies, had several distinct drawbacks. The
recorder could be operated only at 3% ips, which imposed a severe frequency restriction on the sound. It
required continuous attention from the operator, and
could be used only with a projector equipped with a
variable speed control. And it uas relatively expensive.
it was about this time that magnetic recording began
to catch up with I6mm motion pictures. Several manufacturers of I6mm optical machines began to make
combination magnetic- optical projectors which could
play the new magnetic sound tracks. Adding a magnetic
sound track to a I6mm filin was simple. The area hitherto
reserved for the optical track was simply given an iron
oxide coating. The sound track then became. for all
intents and purposes, identical to magnetic tape. it
could be recorded. erased, and re- recorded an infinite
number of times.
There was. unfortunately, a difficulty tthich had to be
overcome before I6mm magnetic stripe could provide
the same sonic quality as nmagnetic. tape. For a time,
the oxide coating was applied in liquid form. As it dried.
it contracted, and formed a slight hump in the center.
at

last

easy

and

relatively

calk' talk, or make music, into

-to

Figure 4. The Rolex MSS projector
needs electrical as reel' as mechanical
coupling to comp cution Sync)
ter.
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Being rounded, only a part of the sound track would
contact the reproducing head at any one time. This
reduced the signal -to -noise ratio with resultant loss in
sound quality.
This problem eventually was solved by the development of a lamination process which applied the coating
evenly across the entire width of the track. Today's
coatings are sufficiently uniform so that the sonic limitations of l6mm magnetic-sound -on -film arc more related
to the speed with which the filin travels than to the
quality of the oxide coating. But the sonic attributes of
magnetic stripe were not nearly so significant as the
secondary implication: namely, that a projector outfitted
to play magnetic sound tracks, could also, with a few
extra parts. make magnetic recordings.
The adding of nonsynchronous sound after the movie
has been made and edited -magnetic postrecordingfirst achieved a foothold in audio- visual educational Lases.
The advantages were obvious. Business firms and institutions, which kid a need for self-produced films. suddenly were able to make their own motion pictures
at a fraction of the previous cast. In most cases. they
could retain their original camera equipment, investing
only in a magnetic projector (like the one shown in Fig.
3) for under a thousand dollars.
For the amateur. who specialized in I6mm work, the
same doors were opened. By an amateur's standards,
I6nmm magnetic -film making was expensive. but the
movie maker who has set his sights on the 16nmm medium
has already determined to spend approximately four
times as much on his hobby as the Sinn) devotee. The
potential which lay in the promise of sound movies often
mitigated considerations of cost.
But the nation's amateur cinematographers were
predominantly an Sunni group. Equipment designers
promptly hooked to ways of bringing sound to the tiny
medium.
Striping had been applied successfully to I6mm films.
Why not follow the same course with Smm? One manufacturer (The Calvin Company, of Kansas City) did just
that. and soon placed a combination Smm projector/recorder /reproducer on Continued on I've 110

Figure 5. Here is the Bauer T -I0 projector. Sound Coupler is attached to
projector solehj by electrical means.

Figure 6. Eumie's P8 Imperial han.
sound synchronizing unit built into
the back of flic projector mechanism.
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Called "Vita -Drive," the liquid cleaner
is a plasticizer rvhich, the manufacturer claims, will restore the original
resilience and grip of badly worn or
hardened rubber. At $.7ì for a one ounce bottle, "Vita -Drive" is available
at most high fidelity shops.

Microphone Mixers
Two new microphone misers which
permit the blending of up to four separate sources are now being marketed
by Switcherift, Inc. Model 306 fea-

New Channel Master Line

Twelve -Watt Amplifier Kit

Channel Master Corp., well -known for
TV and F\1 antennas, has initiated
production of an entirely new category
of high- fidelity equipment. At present,
this line consists of a dual 16 -watt
stereo control amplifier, a 20 -watt
monophonic control amplifier, an
AM -FM tuner. mid the patented

Quality Electronics, Inc.. now makes a
12-watt. Williamson-type control amplifier specifically designed as a low cost, second amplifier for stereo systems. The Model 2200 comes with full
assembly instructions. It is built on a
fiat chassis for maximum convenience.

Minstrel speaker. Further information
alxmt these products is available from
the manufacturer.

Harmony Speaker System
\Veatlrcrs Industries is marketing a
new design in speaker systems, particularly suitable for the stereo listener
with limited space. The system consists of two Harmony
ony speakers, phis
one Hideaway bass speaker. The Harmony speakers measure a tiny 11 in.
high by 9)i deep by 3% wide, and are
built to resemble a closed book. Response of the Harmony speakers is
stated as 70 to 15,000 cps. The speakers are moving -coil units of special
design. The Hideaway bass speaker is
in a cabinet which measures 161_ in.
wide by 16% high by 5% deep. Frequency response is stated as 30 to 100
cps. The price of a single Harmony
speaker is $29.75; the Hideaway
speaker is listed at $69.50; and a complete stereo system (including two
Harmony speakers and one Hideaway
bass unit) is priced at $119.50.

Frequency response is stated as ± 1db, 20 to 20,000 cps; claimed distortion is l;e at rated output. The hum
level is listed as -80 db on high -level
channels, and -60 db on phono input. Sensitivity is stated as 0.5 v. high

Model 2200 12-wan amplifier.

level. and 3 mv, low level. The price
of the kit (including wire and solder)
is 522.75.

Stereo Craft Enclosure Kits
Stereo Craft,

a division of 20th Century Woodworking Co., now has a varied line of unfinished or oil -finished
equipment cabinets and speaker enclosures, in kit form. The complete line is
available in either birch or walnut, and

accommodate monophonic or
stereo equipment. The line includes
bookshelf enclosures for 8 -in. or 12 -in.
speakers; conventional floor enclosures
for 12 -in. or 15 -in. speakers; an equipment cabinet. changer or turntable
bases, record storage unit, wall bailles
and other accessories. Prices and additional information are available from
the manufacturer.

Rubber Cleaner
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tures a Lev- R- Switch which makes it
possible to use the unit either as a four -

channel monophonic mixer, or as two
totally separated two-channel mixers,
for stereo recording. Model 301 is similar, but is designed for four-channel
monophonic recording only. Completely dry (no tubes). these mixers Operate only in high- impedance circuits.
Model :306 is priced at S22.50, and
Model :301 at $19.50.

Tape Recorder Enclosures
Viking of Minneapolis lias added

will

Weathers Harmony speaker.

Stcilchcraft's stereo mixer.

A cleaner for the rubber drive belts
anci idler wheels of tape recorders and
record players has been placed on the
market by Friends, of Philadelphia.

a

group of fui-nitru'e cabinets to its line
of tape -recoding equipment and accessories. The \V3SX fnruitnre cabinet
will accommodate a Viking 75 or 85
tape deck and a single recording preamplifier, or two playback preamplifiers, and is designed for table or shelf
mounting. The \W4SX cabinet will
house a tape deck ,nul two vertically
mounted recording preamplifiers. A
bottom panel is rcnM able for custom
installation of power ¡unplifier or mixer
controls. The cabinets are listed in a
new "Accessories Catalog"" (Form
692) available from the manufacturer.

For more information about any of
the products mentioned in Audio that rpm make use
of the Product information Cards
bound in at the back of the magazine. Simply fill ail the acrd. giving
the name of the product in which
you're interested. the manufacturer's
nacre, and the page reference. Be
sere to put dote» your nuire and
address too. Send the cards fo us
and tce'll send them along to the
manufacturers. flake use of this
special service; save ;mange and the
trouble of snaking individual inquiries to several different addresses.
Ineres. roe suggest
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H F reports

combining:

Audiolab Test Reports
Tested in the Home

prepared by Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
and the technical staff of
High Fidelity

HF REPORT POLICY
Equipment reports appearing in this section are of two types: Audiolab Test Reports and Tested in the
Home Reports. AUDIOLAB TEST REPORTS are prepared for us by Hirsch -Houck Laboratories,
a completely independent organization whose staff was responsible for the original Audio League
Reports. Audiolab Reports are published exactly as they are received. Neither we nor manufacturers
of the equipment tested are permitted to delete information from or add to the reports, to amend them
in any way, or to withhold them from publication; manufacturers may add a short comment, however, if they wish to do so. Audiolab Reports are made on all- electronic equipment ( tuners, preamplifiers, amplifiers, etc.). TESTED IN THE HOME REPORTS are prepared by members of our own staff
on equipment that demands more subjective appraisals (speakers, pickups, etc.). The policy concerning report publication and amendment by the manufacturer is the same as that for Audiolab Reports.

Knight KN -700A

áTR

Stereo -Control Unit

Price: 589.95. MANUFACTURER: Allied Radio
Corp., 100 North Western Ave., Chicago 80,

1H.

The KN-700A is one of a series of
stereo components distributed by Allied Radio Corporation under the
Knight name. It is a self-powered high performance preamplifier, featuring
flexibility and simplified operation, at
a relatively low price ($90).
There are five pairs of stereo inputs
-for a tape head, magnetic phono
(with 0- to 250 -k adjustable load resistance). ceramic phono (at 3 megohms, which is a high enough impedance for proper operation of ceramic cartridges), tuner, and an auxiliary high-level input. A front -panel
switch selects the desired input, and
grounds all unused inputs to prevent
crosstalk.
Each stereo channel has a low-impedance cathode-follower output.
Each of these has a second connector
in parallel with it, for driving a tape
recorder. These tape outputs are, of
course, affected by the volume and
tone control settings of the preamphifier. A second pair of tape outputs is
taken off ahead of the controls, at a
sufficiently low impedance so that
102

reasonable lengths of shielded cable
will not cause a loss of high-frequency
response.
'1-one controls are concentric types,
which enable each channel to be controlled separately by holding one of a
concentric pair of knobs and turning
the other one. After any differences
between channels have been equalized, loth channels may be controlled
simultaneously by turning either knob,
at which time a slip clutch acts to rotate both tone controls.
There is also a control for adjustment of channel balance. Over each

Knight stereo -control emit.

half of its range, this has virtually no
effect on the level of one channel, while
it reduces the level of the other to
zero at the extreme rotation of the control. This arrangement provides very
smooth adjushnent of channel balance
without any noticeable change in
over-all level.
The volume controls are ganged,
and each has two taps on it for loudness compensation. Three degrees of

loudness compensation (bass boost
only) are selectable by a lever switch
on the front panel. A second lever
switch selects either normal stereo or
reversed -channel stereo operation, or
feeds either channel alone into both
outputs.
Slide switches are provided for a
rumble filter and scratch filter. both of
which are effective on all inputs (instead of preamp inputs only) and on
both channels. Both filters employ
"bridged -C" circuits, which can provide sharper attenuations than the
simpler types commonly used and, in
the case of the rumble filter, can almost completely reject the most objectionable rumble frequency (30
cps) without greatly affecting other
frequencies.
Ail tube heaters are DC- powered.
Two auxiliary switched AC outlets
may are used to power other components of the system, up to a maximum
power consumption of 900 watts.
The KN -700A is housed in an attractive, vinyl-plastic -covered steel
cabinet. which may be installed in an
equipment cabinet without accessories. A convenient feature (which was
not tested) is the provision for a remote control unit which plugs into the
rear of the preamp, and allows control
of volume and stereo balance from dis-
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tances which may be up to 20 feet.

Test Results
The frequency response curves are, for
the most part, self- explanatory. Tone
control characteristics were quite conventional; in the indicated flat position,
the over-all response was within ±1.5
db from 20 to 20,000 cps, and very
likely could have been adjusted to
meet the ±0.5 -cub specification of the
manufacturer. The loudness contours
are shown at a volume control setting
of 40 db below maximum (at 1,000
cps) for each of the four positions of
the contour selector. In each switch
position, the bass boost would be less
for higher volume settings and greater
for lower settings. Obviously, it is possible to obtain almost any degree of
compensation desired.
Phono equalization ( Ii IAA ) was
noteworthy both for its accuracy and
for the close matching between channels. The NARTB tape playback
equalization, though not quite so
good at the frequency extremes, was
also very closely matched. As a check
on the input capacitance of the preamplifiers, the effect of inserting one
coil of a GE GC-5 cartridge in the signal path was measured. The resulting
resonant peak at 14 kc must of course
he charged to the cartridge, not the
preamplifier; but the important thing
is that the high- frequency response
of a high- inductance cartridge will
not be degraded significantly by the
preamplifier.
The nimble filter was unusually effective, with an 18 -db reduction at 30
cps and only a 2 -db loss at 100 cps. No
effect on most music could be heard
when the rumble filter was switched
in, but the rumble of some otherwise
unsatisfactory turntables could be effectively removed. The scratch filter
muNTONE CONTROLCHARACTER
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was somewhat more drastic in its effects, and would not be of any advantage on any but the most won records
-which are, after all, what it is intended for. When both filters were used,
the over -all level %vas reduced by 3
dl).
Any stereo control system with a
ganged volume control requires close
matching of the rate of resistance
change (taper) of the two sections of
the control, and most commercial volume controls leave something to be desired in this respect. The channel unbalance of the KN -700A was measured
by reducing the volume control setting
in 5 -db steps, as measured on one
channel, and measuring the reduction
0
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of volume in the other channel. The
difference between the two readings is
the unbalance, which manifests itself
as a side -to -side shift of the apparent
sound source as the volume is varied.
When the unbalance was plotted
against volume control setting, it could
be seen that the unbalance was less
than 2 db down to -30 db (below
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maximum volume setting). Below
-30 db, the unbalance became more
noticeable, and was excessive below
-40 db. This problem can be eliminated by adjusting the input levels so
that the volume control is normally_ set
at least halfway up.
Distortion measurements showed
that the KN -700A could deliver very
large output voltages %vith negligible
distortion, at maximum gain. As the
gain was reduced, however, the earlier stages %vçre driven harder for the
same output voltage, and distortion
rose. When the gain was set to unity
(input and output voltages equal, on
the tuner or auxiliary inputs), only
about 1 v could he handled before
distortion became excessive. The cure
for this was the same as that for the
channel unbalance. With the tuner input level reduced so that the volume
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control was %veil advanced at nonnal
volume levels, both distortion and
channel unbalance became very small.
The bunt level was so low that it dici
not become a problem on the high level inputs at any gain setting.
Hum from the phono channel was
also very low (about 58 or 59 db below I v output, with 10 mv input).
The hum level from the tape head input was rather high -33 db), and
we have some reservations about the
use of this preamplifier for tape deck
equalization.
The gain of the KN -700A is high
enough (1.5 mv for 1 v output) for
practically any stereo cartridge, and
the tuner input is also very sensitive.
Power line leakage to the chassis
was measured at 0.25 ma, which is
insignificant.

Listening Tests
The KN -700A was operated with various stereo cartridges of low and high
output, as well as with tuners. Listening quality was as good as the measured performance indicates, which is
to say very good.
The control facilities are unusually
simple in conception. We like the inconspicuous lever switches for mode
and loudness contour selection, because they are not likely to be confused
with the more frequently used knob type controls. Consequently, there will
be less groping for the desired control,
as compared to some excessively complicated stereo preamp control panels
we have seen.
Summary
The Knight KN -700A is a stereo control unit of considerable flexibility and
very good performance. In our tests,
it met or exceeded its specifications in
practically every important respect.
The hum level on tape input %vas the
only point on which there was an ap-
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preciable discrepancy between the actual performance and the manufacturer's specifications.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: This is a
thorough lest report of great value to the
reader because of the meaningful way in which
the specifications of the Knight KN -700A have
been measured. A few of the unit's characteristics, os noted in the report, deserve additional
comment. 1. The "flatness" of frequency response of the KN -700A, like that of any high fidelity unit, varies slightly within the small
resistance tolerance of the control potentiometers. Since tone controls are generally adjusted by ear to suit room acoustics, no real
convenience (and considerably greater expense)
would be added by the use of mora critical
controls. 2. A variation of gain from one channel to the other, particularly at low levels, is
also due to control tolerances. The balance
control of the KN -700A is designed especially
to permit compensation over a nearly infinite

Bell

TIT

T -218

Stereo Recorder

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
a tape recorder for recording and playback of
two -track stereo or full- or half -track monophonic tapes. Frequency response:
db,
25 to 12,000 cps over -all at 7.5 ips; -*2 db,
25 to 15,000 cps on playback of professionalquality 7.5 -ips tapes. Speed variation: less
than 0.25% at 7.5 ips. Tape speeds: 7.5 and
3.75 ips. Signal -to -noise ratio: over 50 db
rel. maximum record level (3% distortion
point). Fast forward and rewind speeds:
average 30 ft/sec. Bias frequency: 62 kc;
60 db erase of full -level recording. Inputs
leach channel): hi -Z mike, radio. Outputs:
low-Z high- level, from cathode follower. Controls: two play -record switches: two level controls; two bias synchronizing controls; two bins
current adjustments; two record equalization
adjustments; AC power; keys select 3.75, 7.5,
Run, Rewind, Fwd, Stop. Automatic tape lifters
for shuttle modes, automatic shutoff when tape
breaks or runs out. Dimensions (in carrying
case): 16 in. wide by 171 deep by 6 high,
over -all (644 high with cover closed). Price:
$309.98. MANUFACTURER: Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 555 Marion Rd., Columbus 7, Ohio.

Unlike many so- called stereophonic
tape recorders which only play stereo,
this is a stereo recorder that records
stereo as well as plays sterco tapes.
The Bell 'f -218 deck is equipped with
a stacked stereo record /play head
and a stacked dual -track erase head.
Half of each head is fed by its own
record /playback amplifier, and each
amplifier has its own volume c( tiol
and record,'pla y switch. This complete separation of the amplifiers, as
well as the division of the erase head
into two separate halves, enables the
machine to be used for recording
stereo, full -track monophonic, half track monophonic (without obliterating the other track), or sound -onsound. The T-218 is comprised of
components that are available separately, so other combinations of amplifiers and heads can be used.

KN -700A by the provision of dual input level

ronge of unbalance. 3. The distortion in preamplifiers which is liable to result from excessively high signal levels is eliminated in the

potentiometers for both magnetic cartridge and
tuner inputs.

Hum and Noise

Sensitivity
Input

Ch B

Max

1.0 V output

Gain

-31

Tuner

0.0025 v
0.0015 v
0.15 v

-71

db
db
db

Tape
Mag
Tuner

0.0027 v
0.0019 y
0.2 v

-32
-37
-69

db
db
db

Tape
Mag

Ch A

for

-36

Min
Gain

-90

s-`

db

-91 db

-

i14,

,

I

I

-42

Except for this unusual flexibility,
the T -218 is designed along conventional semiprofessional lines in that it
provides only those functions which
are essential for high- quality recording and playback. It contains no power
amplifiers or tone controls. Each channel has an input for a high-impedance microphone and a high -level
source; both input circuits of each
amplifier arc served by a single vol1

Max Gain Standard
(input
Gain
shorted) Setting (S)

-

Bell stereo tape recorder.

ume control, so full nixing beb.veen

high- and low -level inputs is not possible. The output front each amplifier
is fed by a cathode follower, at sufficiently low impedance to permit the
use of up to 20 feet of shielded interconnecting cable without audible impairment of high -frequency response.
The T -218 submitted for testing
handled very \well: smoothly. evenly,
and without exertion of ìni(lue tensile
stresses. It did not throw tape loops
at any time, except when using reels
of different sizes, in which case the
judicious application Of gentle thumb
pressure to the appropriate reel prevented accidents.
Speed regulation in our sample unit
was excellent. I was just about able to

-41
-72

db
db
db

-45 db
-43 db
-68 db

-33 db
-52 db
-85 db

Crosstalk

from Radio or
Aux input
Nol
Measurable

-33

db
db
-81 db

-53

detect Some rapid wow and some extremely high-speed flutter when listening to a 3,000 -cps tone. and was unable to hear any variation front musical material- including piano. The
3,000-cps tone test, incidentally, is one
which only a few professional machines pass more successfully than did
our sample l'-218The bass range of this recorder
could only be described as fantastic!
Our sample T -218 appeared to exceed
its bass specification by a clear margin; compare this specification with
that of the average professional recorder, and you'll see what 1 Mean.
This remarkable lots-end range may
have been achieved, however, at the
expense of some reduction in the lowfrequency stability margin. The unit
dici not motorboat under normal conditions, but its slightly heavy bass and
less than perfect lots- frequency clefinition suggested that it might he possible to make it do so. There was an
indication of a mild response hump
extending from the lower -middle
range to an estimated 40 cps.
At the high end, our sample unit as
received was quite audibly deficient.
This was traced to a defective record/ play head, which was subsequently
replaced by one that gave high -end
response to a little beyond the manufacturers specift'ation.
On music, playing its own or good
commercial tapes, the T -218 produced
remarkably clean, uncolored sound
which. except for the slight bass rise
that was noted previously and (with
the new head) a subtle accentuation
of extreme highs, was barely distinguishable from the original sound.
Distortion was very low, and the
"exclamation point" volume indicators
appeared to be accurate. Tape hiss
was very low-comparable to that front
semiprofessional stereo machines -and,
while hum was faintly audible at high
HIGH FIUtLrry \-IACAZn.`e
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volume settings with the tape station ary. it was never audible when tapes
were played.
Our sample unit had subjectively
identical sound in both channels (an
important characteristic of a stereo recorder). and there are enough adjustments in the tape amplifiers to permit
accurate matching should either channel show a deviation in level or in
high-frequency response. In addition,
there is a bias frequency control on
each amplifier to eliminate any beat
frequencies between the individual
bias supplies. A synchronizing coupler between them helps to hold them
on frequency.
The deck appears to be well designed and well built, and the action
of the piano -key controls is positive

Heath MF -1

iITN

Cartridge

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer):
o moving. magnet monophonic pickup cartridge.
Frequency range: 20 lo 20,000 cps. Output:
7 my of 5
cm /sec. Lateral compliance:
opprox 2.5 x 10-" cm /dyne. Vertical compliance: 1 x 10-" cm /dyne. Impedance: 5,000
ohms. Recommended tracking force: 2 to 3
grams in transcription arm; 4 to 6 grams in

record changer. Recommended load: 47,000
ohms with up to 250 mmf cable capacity.
Weight: 10 grams. Stylus: 1 -mil diamond.
Price: 526.95. MANUFACTURER: Heath Co.,
305 Territorial Rd., Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Heath MF -1 cartridge is a moving- magnet monophonic pickup for use
in changers or transcription arms. A
glance at the specifications shows that
its 7 -mv output is high enough to override the residual noise in most good
preamplifiers. vet is low enough to
avoid overload of a preamplifier input.
Its output impedance is low enough to
make it relatively uncritical of capacitive loading, although it would be wise
to keep its shielded interconnecting
cable to under (i ft. in length to avoid
high -frequency peaking when the
pickup is loaded with 47,000 ohms
(the usual preamplifier's input impedance) .
The \IF -I is easy to install in any
standard arm, and appears to be very
rugged in construction. It exhibits negligible magnetic attraction to a steel
turntable, but we found our sample
to be somewhat susceptible to hum
pickup from stray AC magnetic fields
from nearby power transformers or
improperly shielded phono motors.
Mounted in a good transcription
arm, at the specified :3 grams, our sample
-1 proved capable of tracing
practically any disc, even in "overcnt"
inner grooves, with very little audible
breakup.

IF
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enough to give some assurance that
they will continue to function properly
for a long time to come. On an abso-

lute basis, this is a very good machine;
in view of its price, it's an excellent
buy, too.-J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The low wow
and flutter of the Bell T- 200-series tape deck
(see specifications) makes it highly suitable for
%-track playback and recording at 3 1í ips.
Although the deck's electro- dynamic braking
operates without strain, stress or breakage,
even with thin -base Mylor topes, it is still
advisable to use a take -up reel that is the
some size as the supply reel in order to
equalize the basic reel weights.
Small mu -metal hum shields are fastened to
the head pressure pod arm assembly, and are
retracted from the heads in the STOP position
to facilitate tape threading. When the RUN
key is depressed, the mu -metal shields are
moved into position, reducing hum by about
6 db.

The pickup's 5011nd was subjectively
very smooth and devoid of marked coloration. Bass was tight, and deep
enough to span more than the usable
musical range; and showed no trace of
hoominess or muddiness. Highs were
very extended, by measurement, yet
the cartridge sounded smoothly soft,
almost to the point of being a little obscured. It was highly listenable, although not unduly lucid or transparent. Needle talk was very low, as was
(evidently) the rate at which the pick-

Heath

¡IF-1

monophonic cartridge.

up abraded record grooves. This is not
the perfect monophonic pickup, but its
listenaabilitr and its neutrality of sound
are considerably more respectable than
one night assume from its modest
price. -J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: In designing
the MF -1 cartridge, we sought to provide absolutely smooth high -end response without
peaking at any place in the audible spectrum.
On the boss end, our aim was for a cartridge
which would follow the RIAA characteristic
perfectly. Finally, we wanted a cartridge
which would be rugged enough to withstand
any normally encountered usage. We feel that
the reviewer's analysis of the MF -1 shows how
closely our product has approached these design requirements.

Electronic

firsts

ti
Author of.

by MONROE UPTON

'Electronics for Rayons"

AN AMERICAN immigrant from
Canada. Reginald A. Felsenden
built the first radio telephone in 1900.
He transmitted speech through space
for a distance of one mile, using a
spark transmitter.
The old wireless spark transmitter
had a signal tone that was established
by the frequency of the spark coil's intenvpter. Felsenden speeded up the
interrupter until the inherent tone was
above the audible range, enabling him
to modulate it with the frequencies of
speech.
But he needed a frequency that
%vasr't broken up at all, a continuous
wave (cw), and he conceived the
quixotic scheme of using an ordinary
AC dynamo. This meant that an armature had to be turned very much faster
than ever before to get a frequency
high enough for radio. Such a machine was later perfected by CE, and
called the Alexa ndcrson Alternator.
kleaummyhile,
in .1903. Valdemar
Poulsen of Denmark obtained a continuous wave of up to one million cycles from an electric arc. shunted by
capacitor and coil. Dr. Lee De Forest
began using this arc for radiophone
tmunsmission on Jan. 13, 1910. when
he broadcasted the voice of Enrico Caruso from backstage at New York's
Metropolitan Opera. Bist honors for
the first broadcast go to Professor
Felsenden and his alternator. On
Christmas Eve, 1906, he broadcasted a
program from Brant Rock, Massachusetts. heard only by a few astonished
ship's wireless men off the coast. An
amateur violinist. he played "O Holy
Night "; read from the Bible; and spun
a recording of Handcl's "Largo."
Efficient modulation of caw canoe
only with the development of De Forest's tube as an oscillator. On July 28,
1915, the telephone company talked to
Paris and Hawaii from Arlington, Virginia, using five hundred Western
Electric 23 -watt tubes. In 1916, De
Forest was back with a tube transmitter. He was followed by a host of

amateurs.

Commercial

broadcasting

began in 1920.
Today. a scant four decades later.
radio as we know it bears little
semblance to the spark coils and AC
dynamos which nourished its humble

beginnings.
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Stereo

Yrea.mp-Control Units
Stereo's preamp -control units often appear forbiddingly complex. But, with firm resolve, even
beginners can cope with them. Here's how.
their occasional appear
DESPITE
ance of profound complexity,

-

stereophonic preamplifier-control units
are little more than a pair of conventional control units, coupled together
in such a way as to enable both of
their individual channels to be controlled simultaneously.
The simplest stereo -control panel resembles that of a single-channel unit,
with the addition of one or two specialized controls for balancing the channels and selecting the operating mode
of the system. Thus. the only unfamiliar controls in sight are likely to be
marked BALANCE and afODE. All controls that are common to both channels may be attached to single knobs
which control both channels simultaneously. On the other hand, a stereo
preamplifier can have a separate knob
for each function in each channel,
which accounts for the disconcertingly
complicated appearance of some stereo
control units.
Because of the basic similarity between stereo and monophonic preamplifiers, it is possible to follow the same
rules -of -thumb that served mono in-

struments, and come up with a successful stereo installation. Magnetic
cartridges go into magnetic phono inputs; tuners, tape preamps and TV
sound go into high -level inputs; and
preamplifier outputs connect to power
amplifier inputs. The only additional
problem to contend with is the preservation of proper channeling and phasing, and this is usually what confuses
the novice stereophile in the throes of
his first installation project.
Briefly stated, proper channeling is
simply getting the right- and left -handchannel inputs to their respectivelyplaced loudspeakers. Proper phasing
means that the electrical polarity of
both channels must be the same at all
points throughout the entire system.
Both requirements are easy to meet, as
long as a couple of points are borne in
mind.
First, there are some unofficial
standards pertaining to designation of
stereo channels. The left -hand channel
is referred to as Channel A or Channel
1; the right-hand one is Channel B or
Channel 2. That's all there is to it. Any
input plugged into a Channel -A re-

ceptacle will (with the preamp set for
normal stereo operation) appear at the
Channel -A output, and this should go
to the amplifier feeding the left-hand
loudspeaker. As long as the Channel -A
output feeds the amplifier driving the
left -hand loudspeaker, any observed
reversal of channels (as evidenced by
violins issuing consistently from the
right instead of from the left) will
mean that the inputs to the preamp are
reversed, or the preamp's mode switch
is set to provide channel reversal.
Maintenance of proper phasing from
a stereo cartridge is merely a matter of
observing the cartridge manufacturer's
installation instructions. Once the
channeling and phasing have been correctly established. it will never be necessary to change them again except in
cases where the program material itself is mixed up in one way or another.
This will rarely be the case with stereo
discs or tapes, but radio transmissions
may he another thing altogether. More
about them subsequently, however.
A stereophonic control unit having
identical inputs. outputs, and operating modes for each channel may be

MODE

SWITCH

a

CH. A

GANGEO

CONTROLS

I

In some preamps, ileo of the magnetic phono receptacles feed
the sane input, so ,will accept only one pickup at a time.
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CH. A

INOIVIOUAL CONTROLS
AND OUTPUTS

A stereo control unit is simply a pair of mono control centern, cöordinated by ganged controls and a mode selector.
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connected into the system like any
pair of conventional control units, as
long as channeling is observed. Stereo
inputs go to their respective A and B
channel receptacles; but monophonic
sources may be a little more difficult
to figure out, depending upon the versatility of the preamplifier.
If a monophonic source is fed to one
channel of a straight stereo system,
sound will emanate from only one
loudspeaker. hn order to take full advantage of all the equipment on hand,
there must be a means of feeding the
single input to both outputs, and many
preamplifiers have such provision. A
position on the selector switch or mode
switch marked "Ch A" will connect the
selected input A to loth outputs; a
"Ch B" setting will do the same for
any selected input B. Any monophonic
source should, thus, be connected to
an input in that channel which can be
divided in this manner; otherwise it
will be necessary to rig up an external
adapter to feed the mono source into
both the A and B inputs.
A stereo pickup cartridge poses a
different problem. If a mono disc is
played through a normal stereo system, the pickup's sensitivity to vertical
vibrations will cause higher- than -normal rumble and groove distortion ( the
latter because of "pinch effect"). The
stereo cartridge's vertical sensitivity
can be suppressed, however, by
blending its output signals together,
and while this may be accomplished
simply by connecting the cartridge's
left- and light- channel output pins together, this blending is more easily
(and usually more effectively) done in
the control unit. Thus, there may be a
mode switch position marked A + B,
or there may be a separate blend control (sometimes continuously variable,
for controlled enhancement of center
fill -in from poor recordings).
With the inputs and outputs connected, all that remains is the initial
calibration and adjustment of the system. A stereo system should be set up
so that optimum results are obtained
from most program sources with all
phasing, channel reversal, and balance
controls set to Normal or Zero; and
since improper phasing confuses all of
the other issues, phasing is logically
the first thing to check. To do this,
play a mono source through both
channels of the system, balance their
output levels, and then flip the phasing switch back and forth. (If there's
no such switch, reversal of one pair of
speaker wires will have the same effect.) When standing midway between the speakers, correct phasing
will give fullest bass response and will
seen to concentrate all sounds in a
narrow area between the speakers. If
the system sounds properly phased
MAY 1959

when the phase switch is set for Reverse, don't leave it set there; reverse
one pair of speaker leads and return
the phase switch to its normal setting.
In the absence of a phasing switch,
simply choose the speaker lead polarity that gives correct phasing. Always
remember that phase reversal in a
stereo system involves changing the
polarity of only one channel. Reversing the phase of both channels won't
have any effect on anything.
Next: channel matching. The directionality of stereo is largely a function
of the differences between the volumes
of the sounds issuing from the speak-

CHANNEL

tones from a different location.
If the loudspeakers or amplifiers are
different, and if there is any way of adjusting separately the tonal balance of
the two channels, they should be
trimmed up until the sounds between
the speakers are concentrated into as
narrow an area as possible. If one
channel of the system is better than
the other, try to match the lesser channel to the better one rather than degrade the whole system.
Some systems, lacking individual
channel level -set controls, will be
ready to use at this point. If channel
level sets are available, though, these

A
i

f01

I0
PHASE

REVERSE

B LE N D

j'Q
CHANNEL e

le

CHANNEL

A.

CHANNEL

B

I

MONOPHONIC

MONOPHONIC

The pictorial diagram above illustrates the effects of the several new controls which
are peculiar to stereo. Flipping switches will reverse charnel or phase as shown.
ers. Sounds reproduced with equal intensity from both speakers will appear
to originate from midway between the
speakers, while sounds coming more
strongly from one or the other of the
speakers will seem to be located to
one side of center.

With identical loudspeakers, proper
balance may be obtained simply by
adjusting the relative volumes of the
two channels. If, however, one speaker is more brilliant than the other,
proper balance for middle -range tones
will cause higher tones to be reproduced more strongly from the brilliant
speaker. The subjective result of this
is that certain instruments will seem
to be projecting their fundamental
tones from one spot and their over-

should now be used to achieve proper
balance with the front-panel balance
control set at dead center. A mono
source may be used for checking this
function also, although it is equally
simple to select stereo operation and
then use a monophonic disc for channel balancing. If there are provisions
for visual balancing of the channels,
follow the preamp manufacturer's instructions when you do it; but don't
rely on the results if the system ends up
sounding unbalanced when the visual indicators say it is balanced. Some
of these indicating systems will function properly only when identical
power amplifiers and loudspeakers are
used, and instruction sheets are not
always clear on this point. -J.C.H.
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level lad colors and p eses controls provide calibration and
dsual lovelseling; any Iwo inputs in differen channels may
Roar.aoni controls give
be mixed together as dedrad.
7 to
5 -db adjustment el 10,000 cps. 37 -Tone controls
designed to give close match to loudness cOmpensation
Reor.panel output level controls for system
curves.
balancing. 39-Other equalization curves obtainable. from
Optional ganged or wporose
calibrated tone control.
Illuminoted VU meters for tone monitoring:
operation.
Selected by puss
record output volume controls.
Variable cutoff and variable slope selected by
buttons.
separate controls. 44-Three unspecified curves provided.

+

36-

-

I

30-

4163-

40-

45 -2IAA, Eur., Ion., AES, IP.

Max

42-
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THE STEREO control units listed
in this mouth's "Shopper" are complete in that they provide till of the
preampl.ification and control facilities
needed in a stereophonic system. For
convenience, the listings here have
been divided into two categories: general information (in the left -hand table), and control data (at the right).
Components are listed by ImAN»
(rather than by the name of the manufacturer) and MODEL number. All
INPUT, OUTPUT, and EQUALIZATION
listings apply to each channel. Thus.
unless otherwise specified. a listing of
2 \lag Ph inputs means there are two
of these per channel. The figures listed
under INPUTS and AC RECEr1 refer respectively to the number of input receptacles and AC outlets available;
other abbreviations are explained in
the notes at the bottom of these
pages. Under Ixru'rs, the first four
columns are for low-level sources only.
A crystal or ceramic cartridge may be
connected into any high -level input.
but a listing for Xtul Cer among the
low -level columns indicates that the
cartridge feeds the preamplifier
through a special network. and is thus
affected by the preamp's equalization
circuits.
Parentheses indicate inputs that are
equipped with level -set controls.
Where two figures are shown (as tinder the Iii -Level column), the first is
the total number of inputs per channel, and the second (in parentheses)
is the number of these that are con trolled by separate level -set controls.
Ululer OUTPUTS. the L. M. and 11
designations refer to the impedance of
the output sources. The lower the output impedance. the more shielded cable can be used before audible high frequency losses set in.
Preamplifiers which do not contain
their own built -in POW Elk se ',PIN must
be powered from the main amplifier
or from a special power supply unit
made by the mauulfachn'cr, Wherever
such additional supplies are available.
their prices have been listed next to
the column designating the type of
supply required.
CONTROL': and operating MOUES of

the listed preamplifiers are shown in
the table at the right. It is usual to
combine equalization selection with
the input selector control, so that
equalization is selected automatically
with the input source. More flexible
arrangements are indicated by footnotes accompanying the INPUT SELECTOR an<I EQUA LI2ATION

listings.

Although the normal operating
MODE. Of a stereo system is left- channel
input to left -channel output, and vice
versa. with both channels electrically
in-phase with one another, the versatility of a stereo system is greatly increased by the availability of channel
and phase reversal provisions, and at
least one (node for monophonic operation. Mode switch settings for channel
reversal. and for reversal of the electrical polarity (phase) of one channel.
are useful in the initial installation of
the system (see the Rx article in this
issue) and for coping with those few
recordings that have been issued with
their channels or phasing. inadvertently switched. An arrangement which
feeds the inputs to tine channel
through both outputs permits reproduictioii
of
monophonic Sources
through both loudspeakers, while a
means for paralleling both phono
channels is essential for optimum reproduction of monophonic discs via a
stereo cartridge.
h) order to produce the proper
stereophonic illusion of a "curtain of
sound" between the loudspeakers, the
volume levels from both channels
should be accurately matched to one
another. and this matching should be
maintained at all listening levels. The
latter requirement is met by the use of
a ganged volume control, whose two
sections are coupled to a single shaft
so that both channels are varied simultaneously. However. there must still he
a %yay of adjusting the relative balance
between the channels. This may be
accomplished by means of separate
level controls. one for each channel,
or with a separate BALANCE control.
The columns headed TAI'E MONITOR. FILTERS. VOLUME /LOUDNESS. and
SPECLIL FEATURES are self-explana-

tory.
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MOVIE SOUND
Continued from page 100
the market. Called the Movie \lite,
it could do everything for 8mm film
that its bigger 16mm brothers could
do. Since there was no room, on 8mm
film, for a sound stripe on the edge opposite the sprocket holes, the designers of the Movie Mite chose the only
logical course. They put the stripe on
the same side with the sprocket holes,
on the outside edge.
As promising as this system may
have been, it presented too many problems to be generally successful. For
one thing, the sound track was extremely narrow. Despite a laminated
track, the signal -to -noise ratio was
poor, even by non -high -fidelity standards. Since the track was on the saine
side as the sprocket holes, it was difficult to smooth out audible fluctuations created by bending of the film
at each perforation. And, since the 16frame-per-second linear speed of 8mm
is so slow, the upper frequencies were
drastically curtailed.
Then, not very long ago, 8mm
equipment manufacturers in Germany,
searching for ways around the striping
problem, began to think about applying the so- called "double system"
techniques to 8mm sound- on -filin.
Double -system recording has been
universally used by commercial film
makers for many years. In essence, this
system utilizes a camera and a separate sound recorder operating in exact
synchronization.
The single system employs only a
camera; both sight and sound are recorded simultaneously on the saine
piece of film, inside the camera. Because of physical limitations, the
sound recording head is 26 to 28
frames away from the corresponding
photographic image. it is this factor
which makes editing impossible -just
as it is impossible, in regtilar magnetic
tape recording, to edit a double -track
tape. It is possible, of course, in single system recording to record sight and
sound simultaneously (as in spot
news and television work), then club
the sound off, edit the sight, and dub
corresponding portions of the sound
back on.
Inventive German minds eyed this
double- system technique as a path
which might lead them out of the
8mm fog. Accordingly, they set about
seeking ways to couple an ordinary
home tape recorder to a special type
of 8mm movie projector so that. once
started, the two would operate in perfect synchronism throughout the
course of a full 400 -foot reel of film.
The results can be seen in Figures
4, 5 and 6. Not one, but three designs,
.110

similar in principle but differing in
the way the effect was secured,
reached the market early in 1957.
Their principle, essentially, is quite
simple. A projector and recorder are
both started at the same time. In some
version, starting the recorder automatically starts the projector at the
proper time. From that point on, the
speed of the projector is determined
by the speed of the recorder. In other
words, if the recorder slows down
(clue to changes in tape tension as the
reel hubs change size, or to fluctuations of household voltage), increasing
tension of the tape around a control
pulley on a synchronizing adapter
unit causes the projector to slow down
by a proportionate degree. Conversely,
if the recorder speeds up, decreasing
tape tension causes the projector to
run faster and thus to keep pace.
'l'he heart of this synchronizing system is a little box which is placed
beside the tape recorder and around
which the tape is threaded after it
comes off the recorder's heads. The
control box is linked electrically or
mechanically (or both) to the projector, which can be operated as an
ordinary silent projector simply by
unplugging the control box. In one
system, the control mechanism is
built into the side of the projector,
an expedient which dispenses with
the need for a separate control box
but which necessitates placing the recorder itself beside the projector.
The way in which the control box
varies the projector's speed differs
with each system. Bauer uses an all electrical network with contacts which
open or close according to variation
in tape speed. The only connection
between control box and projector is
a multiwire cable, a highly flexible
arrangement which allows the projector to be in one place and the recorder /control box in another.
The Bolex system requires both
electrical connection and mechanical
linkage between projector and the socalled Stnch'romat. The mechanical
part of the Bolex system is designed to
rotate at the same speed as a recorder
operating at % ips. If the recorder's
speed changes, tape tension around a
swinging arm is altered. causing the
arm to move horizontally across a
rheostat. Movement of the ann
changes the speed of the projector.
The Eumig system is essentially the
same as the one adopted by Bolex;
but the sliding arm, tape guides and
control wheel are built into the side
of the projector, thus presenting a
single -package. self-contained unit.
16mm Tests
We chose the Kodak Pageant MK4
Magnetic-Optical projector for tests of

the 16mm magnetic medium. Although several photographic manufacturers list 16mm magnetic projectors, most are aimed at the institutional audio-visual market, whereas
the Kodak MK4 projector is specifically tailored to the home user.
The MK4 is a 16mm sound projector which will project silent or
sound films, amplify optical or magnetic sound tracks, and record a
magnetic sound track. In addition to
a built -in preamplifier for record and
playback, it has a 10 -watt amplifier
to power a speaker built into the removable top of the canying case.
A switch on the projector selects
among optical playback, magnetic recording or playback, and magnetic
"overlap." In the overlap position the
erase head is lifted so that a second
sound track can be added without
complete erasure of the first. This permits the operator to add a musical
background on the first screening,
then acid commentary over it the next
time around.
Record and playback equalization,
as well as the bias supply, are switchable at the preamp. An interlock
(actuated by a separate key) guards
against accidental erasure. Separate
volume controls for mike and plumo
input permit mixing without external
equipment. A single tone control in
the amplifier circuit provides additional tonal balance.
The MK4 is no more difficult to
operate than a tape recorder ( which,
in effect, it really is). Although the
magnetic equalization is designed to
be compatible with the curves specified by the SMPTE for optical playback, which do not resemble the
NARTB curves set up for tape recording, the differences between the
two are (at the speaker) subjectively
slight. For equipment not expressly
designed for high -fidelity use. the
41K4, under typical operating conditions, comes remarkably close to high fidelity standards.
Kodak has fashioned a rather con plete combination of attachments designed to turn the MK4 projector and
K -100 camera into an effective, low cost double- system sound -recording
medium. By adding a synchronous
motor to the camera, and another one
(attached with a toothed rubber drive
belt) to the projector. the two can be
operated in absolute, frame-for-frame
synchronism. Recordings are made on
the projector (loaded with sprocketed
magnetic fibra) at the same time that
the camera is operating. The filins
then are edited together, frame for
frame. After editing, the picture portion is dispatched to Kodak for sound

Continued on page 112
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Even on

tight budget, you can still enjoy The Very Best in Sound

a

the finest two -way speaker system made
the

B -207A

ing sturdy

adapts to your needs

cabinet-

handiwork, or

a

in an

B

-207A,

E -300K

enclosure kit,

a

wall, built -in enclosure, or exist-

a

cabinet of your own design and

Bozak -built cabinet of Contemporary, Provincial or Urban styling o Use it as you

will: singly as the purest voice for
stereo

the Bozak

Modest in price, unrivalled in musical sensitivity,

Use it where you will: in

economical

-with

realism- or

as

a

a

space- saving quality music

system-

in

component of the larger Bozak three -way systems

pairs for thrilling
See your Bozak

franchised dealer- listen and compare, note -for -note and dollar- for -dollar- if you know music

you'll choose Bozak
\1+Y 1959
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MOVIE SOUND
Continued from page I10
striping. \\'hen it returns, it is placed
on one projector, the sound film on
another; the two are tied together
with the tootled belt, and the sound
is transferred from one to the other.
The result is a comparatively inexpensive sound movie .vhich is perfectly lip -synchronized from start to
finish. (I can testify to this fact
I made one.)

STEREO CAN BE HIGH FIDELITY.

-

But to experience the full
potential of stereo sound,
you nuts/ 'use only genuine
high- fidelity components.
Before you buy, ask yourself
these three questions:

Shun Tests
of the 8mm redetails
Operational
corder/projector combinations have
been given earlier. Suffice it to say,
at this point, simply that the systems
work perfectly.
For testing chose a movie of about
400 feet, from my personal collection.
I connected the tape recorder (for the
tests I used an Ampex A -122) to a
turntable and microphone so that I
could blend together both music and
narration, fading where necessary.
'l'hen I made three sound tracks, on
tape, using each of the three projectors
and their synchronizing systems. Near
the end of each reel 1 found some
action which could be perfectly synchronized with my voice. (To be
honest about it, I said "lxxi" at a
particular change of scene.) The result, in each instance, was perfect.
The projectors and recorder stayed in
step throughout each showing, time
after time. I. tried other recorders,
with the same result.

"Is the component I'm buying made by aii experienced manufacturer ?" The manufacture of
high -fidelity sound equipment is a highly specialized phase of electronics. For over 25 years, Bogen
has made special sound systems of proven excelknee for schools, theaters and industrial plants.
Wherever professional sound quality is needed...
you find Boger., the equipment made by professionals. Best of all, the saine quality that engineers
and musicians insist on is yours to enjoy with
Bogen stereo high -fidelity components.
2. "Will this sound equipment give nie all the sensiI
1
tivity...all the versatility
I need for quality stereo ?"
Bogen gives you complete
control of all program material stereo or monophonic yet never intrudes
on your listening pleasure. You're assured of faithful stereo reproduction, free of distortion.
3. "Am I buying the finest possible equipment for
the money I have to spend ?" Bogen's reputation
for technical excellence, confirmed by testing organizations, is complemented by careful quality
control and outstanding styling. Bogen stereo is
an outstanding value, and the results are breathtaking. See and hear it at your hi -fi salon... today.
1.

1
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-
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08 212. STEREO CONTROL CENTER AND DUAL AMPLIFIER.

Use the DB 212 by itself to control all stereo sources,
or use it as a control center and second channel if
adapting your present amplifier for stereo. 24 watts
of power for monophonic sources. Price: $119.95.

Enclosure and legs: $7.50.
ILLUSTRATED nonELET: For a 64 -page explanation of
hi -fi and stereo, send for your
copy of "Understanding High
Fidelity Stereo Edition." En-

BOGEN
HIGH

FIDELITY COMPONENTS

?®1
IIN.11

I1e11I11

-

close 25e. BOGEN- PRESTO COMPANY, Paramus, New Jersey.

BOGENI'RESTO COMPANY. PARAUU3, N.
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A

DIVISION OF THE SIEGLER CORPORATION.

Summary
All of the systems described here have
advantages peculiar to themselves.
The lfimm system features absolute
lip synchronism at a cost perhaps high
for the amateur, hut extremely low in
teens of the professional duality
Nvhich it affords. The sound quality
is reasonably good, certainly better
than that of some of the lower -priced
tape recorders tvhich might be used
with the Snun synchro systems.
The Snun systems, on the other
hand, offer extremely accurate post synchronization, coupled with sound
quality which can be as high as that
of the tape recorder used in connection with them.
Future months will witness the
emergence of many nov machines in
the &urn line. Some Neill be nervier
models of the equipment described in
this article. Others will show a return
of the old 8mm-filet stripe method.
but will have better heads and will
feature increased high- frequency response and more rigid speed regulation. For the high -fidelity cinematographer, the future is indeed rosy.
HICFI FIDELITY MAGAZINE

TRUSONIC FREE -CONE SPEAKERS
THE CHOICE OF MUSICIANS AND ENGINEERS FOR STEREO

free cone speakers achieve
maximum performance

with high efficiency
compact enclosures

moderate cost

-

The MALIBU
a high
efficiency three speaker,

- the

two -way system

ultimate in musical
quality in a compact enclosure.
The BRENTWOOD

-a

MALIBU

high

BRENTWOOD

efficiency two
speaker, two -way
system
maximum
performance in an ex-

-

tremely compact enclosure
small enough to fit into a
standard bookcase shelf. The
high efficiency of these systems
means that even if you use a standard 10 watt amplifier there will be
more than enough power to produce
clean, distortion -free sound to fill a very
large room.

STEPHES TRUSONIC INC.
Hear the complete line of

h

gh

8538 Warner Drive, Culver City, California

quality Trusonic speakers.
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VORTEX
Continued from page 46

%\1'SMnE
ACOStcreo

says leading consumer research publication

Most important
of all, "Best Buy" means
at low cost. The
BEST LISTENING
Duotone non -magnetic stereo cartridge is
the vital link between the promise of stereo
recording and your ultimate enjoyment of glorious
full -dimensional sound. Budget -priced but not
budget- minded, the Duotone cartridge delivers
highest output, perfect compliance hum -free performance and here's a Duotone bonus: lowest replacement
cost of diamond- sapphire stylus.

-

Write for complete data and specifications.

Monulacturers of

she

World's finest Phonograph Needles

\MAI
LOCUST STREET
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COMPANY, Inc.
KEYPORT, N. J.

chattering, booming, reverberating
sounds that have characterized tape
music thus far. There is something
epical and spine- tingling about their
work as one hears it in the spatial
counterpoint of Vortex, although much
of it remains in the stage of play with
sounds and its composers have yet to
develop anything more than rudimentary forms. One feels, however,
that the possibilities of form are there.
and far more important form than can
be developed with tape recorder music
from a single sound source.
Both Jacobs and Belson came to
Vortex through a logical extension of
earlier interests. Jacobs was born in
Chicago thirty -four years ago, and received a master's degree in sociology
at the University of Illinois with a
thesis on mass communications. He
began his professional career as director and producer at XHTV, Mexico
City, the first television station in Latin America. After two years there, and
two more years as director of the educational television program at his
alma mater, he carne to San Francisco as television and film coördinator
for the Bay Area United Crusade.
which supports countless charitable
ventures. For five years lie also conducted an ethnic music program
on KPFA, the unique noncommercial, listener -supported FM station
in Berkeley. and for part of that time
was the station's promotion director.
His tape recorder composition was
begun at KPFA, an early Vortex
sponsor.
Belson is

a native Sur Franciscan, a
graduate of the California School of
Fine Arts and the University of California. He first won success as a painter and then went into the production
of experimental films, some of which
have taken prizes at the film festivals
in Venice and Edinburgh. \\'ith Jacobs, he has founded the Audio -Visual Research Foundation, a third director of which is Rex Rathbun, an
engineer for General Electric.
One thing Rathbun has devised is a
method for holding up a coated nylon
dome by air pressure and keeping it at
the same time comfortable for audiences. Such giant bobbles have been
used for storage by industrial concerns
and by the United States Army. Jacobs and Belson plan to use one as a
portable theatre for Vortex and were
both astounded and heartened to discover that Pan American Airways had
housed its exhibit at the Brussels Fair
in such a dome.
All these things go together -airways, plastics, electronics, and the
conquest of spatial and aural infinity

HIGHr FtueLrTY MAGAZINE

-but

Vortex preserves traditional veri-

ties in being an instrument rather than
a machine. It is instantly adaptable to

YOU

potentially endless repertoire of audio- visual compositions, and with it
these compositions are performed, not

a

merely presented.

ARE LOOKING
AT A

Modern
Dutch
Masterpiece

It retains the man -

ual responsiveness, plasticity. and capacity for interpretative variation and

improvisation which merely reproductive media do not possess. In this it is
poles apart from a manifestation like
the Payne électronigue of Le Corbusier and Varèse with which it has been
mistakenly compared.
The Poème électrcnlique, created for
the Bnissels Fair pavilion of Philips. the
huge international electrical firm. employed no less than four hundred
speakers, and the sound traveled
among them by means of five rotary
selectors, each with four aims and a
hunched contact points. The equipment for the visual projection was
even more complex; by means Of it
two identical films surveying the progress of mankind were projected simultaneously on hyperbolic paraboloid,
conoid, and a variety of other surfaces,
while effects of colored light played
around, between, and through the pictures. The whole was controlled by
fifteen perforated tapes. It was strictly
a push- button affair. entirely automatic, and capable of presenting only the
one composition for which its half million dollars' worth of equipment
was assembled. This composition lasted eight minutes, and was performed
each time to an audience of 500 -for
whom no chairs were provided.
Compared to this, Vortex is as simple as a violin. While the Poème élecfronique was playing itself over and
over again, Vortex was engaged in the
performance of a full -length concert
progrm, with works of Jacobs, Talcott, Longfellow, and others of the
San Francisco group, as well as tape
compositions based on the music of
the Noll drama, by Toshiro Mayuruini of the Tokyo school, and compositions by Vladimir Ussachevsky,
who pioneered the creative uses of
tape in this county. This concert was
given once as part of the Journées in-

ternationales de ntusiquc cxpérimentale and, by special invitation, was repeated four times for the benefit of
the Brussels Planetarium. The program was well received each time, except for a piece called Rocking the
Orbit, ascribed to a composer named
Big Jay Sputnik. Jacobs says the
Brussels audience dici not dig this at
all. However advanced the medium
may be, special cultural assumptions
still will underlie the work. Vortex
proved to be an exportable product.
Time American sense of satire seems to
be something else again.
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Model EL 3516/G53

The

STEREO
version of the

#0Pe/eo 'Continental'
TAPE RECORDER

Developed & Guild- Crafted
by

Philips
of the

Netherlands

We feel that the Sterco version of the Norelco 'Continental' is the ideal tape recorder
for those recordists, high fidelity enthusiasts and music lovers who seek a professional
quality machine at a truly modest price. The data listed here, represent painstaking.
conservative and substantiated laboratory measurements. 1f you find that these data
satisfy your technical requirements, and reflect those qualities that you consider mandatory in your stereo equipment, by all means listen to the Stereo version of the
Norelco 'Continental' at your favorite HI -FI center or Camera store. There, we feel
sure. you will agree that the Sterco 'Continental' is, indeed, a modern masterpiece

...

-71,

33/4, and 17t
Three Tape Speeds
Tracks -Dual
Heads -Stacked
Head -Cap -0,0002 inches
Frequency Response
at 71/2 ips; 50 to 16,000 cps
at 33/4 ips; 60 to 10,000 cps
at 17t ips; 60 to 5,000 cps
Wow and Flutter-0.15% al 71h Ips,
0.2% at 33A ips, 0.35% at 17/e fps
Volume Indicator-Magic Eye (Type EM.84)
Loudspeaker -Integrated, heavy magnet,
wide range
Controls- Planokey pushbutton console
Fast Forward and Reverse -Less than 2
minutes for 1200 ft. of tape
Automatic Stop -At ends of reel (with

-

metalized strips)

Program Indicator -Built -In, adjustable
Inputs-(1) radio /phono; (1) microphone

(with mixing facilities)
Outputs -(1) for external speaker; (2) fOr
external amplifiers with controls; (1) for
external amplifier without controls; (1)
for headphone monitoring recording circuit
Microphone -High -Impedance Dynamic
Tubes -EF -86 (2) ECM (2), ECL82 (1),
E290 (1), EM84 (f)
Line Voltage -117 volts AC 60 cycles
Power Consumption -80 watts
Size -153/4" x 13" x 8"
Weight -32 lbs.
Case -Rugged, European -designed portable carrying case (internally designed

for optimum acoustic baffling)

A matching companion piece, identical in appearance, containing a
matched amplifier and speaker, is available for all who seek
the convenience of a complete portable stereo -tape playback system.

One/6O

For further descriptive literature Write ro:
NORTH AMERICAN
CO., INC.
Highs Fidelity Prod ucts DiIILIvisionS, Dept. 6B5
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.
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Save yourself time and trouble by ordering your
books directly from us. Just fill in the coupon
below and mail it to us with your remittance.
The standard reference series for the intelligent purchase of LPs and tapes
RECORDS IN REVIEW

- 1958 - Top

RECORDS IN REVIEW

-1957--"... u gratifyingly wide range ...informative and useful..." -NOTES

High Fidelity Record Annual 1956

#237 - 84.50
#275
#257

$5.95

#201

$4.95

-

by
PUCCINI: A CRITICAL BIOGRAPHY
Mosco Corner
The life and works of Giacomo Puccini presented
in detail for the first time in any language.
Illustrated $7.50
#284

FAMOUS

MOZART OPERAS

-

by

Patrick

Hughes
A complete guide to Mozart's five most popular
operas: Don Giovanni, The Abduction from the

Seraglio, The Marriage of Figaro, The Magic
Flute, Cosi Fan Tutti. Profusely illustrated with
musical examples. $4.00
#285

WHAT TO LISTEN FOR IN MUSIC

-

by Aaron
Copland
The revised edition of o book which made it
possible for thousands to increase their enjoy.
ment of music through creative listening. $3.95
#247

-

HIGH FIDELITY: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
Compiled by
SOUND REPRODUCTION
K. J. Spencer

book contains approximately 2,600 entries
that represent the whole field of published information and research on high quality sound
reproduction, from the subject's very early days
up to and including 1957. $6.00
#271
This

MAINTAINING
Joseph Marshall

HI -FI

EQUIPMENT

-

by

book on the specialized approach necessary to service high -fidelity equipment. The author discusses not only electronic
A much -needed
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$4.95

HANDEL: HANDEL BICENTENARY EDITION
-by Herbert Weinstock
This greatly revised edition of Weinstock's well known biography reflects the great advances in
Handel scholarship since the first edition was
#283
published in 1946. Illustrated $7.50

TIMES PICAYUNE

Each of these books, the only ones of their kind, contains reviews
of classical and semiclassical music, and the spoken word, that
appeared in Hion FIDELITY Magazine for the twelve months
July through June inclusive preceding their date of publication.
The reviews discuss performances, interpretations, and sound
qualities; in addition they compare recordings with earlier versions. Reviewers include some of this country's most distinguished
music critics.

High Fidelity Record Annual 1955

1958
1957
1956
1955

..... -THE

-notch guide

faults, but the mechanical and acoustical defects
which cause a hi -fi system to function less thon
perfectly. The book is clearly written and well
indexed. Hard cover, $5.00
#232
Soft cover, $2.90
#233

-

UNDERSTANDING
HI -FI
CIRCUITS
by
Norman H. Crowhurst
Here the audiophile will find the answers to
questions often confusing. The chapters are:
Special output stages, feedback, damping,
inverter end driver stages, input stages, matching, equalization, speaker distribution and
crossovers, loudness and volume controls, tane
controls. Hard cover, $5.00
#254
Soft cover, $2.90
#255

-

HIGH FIDELITY: A PRACTICAL GUIDE
by
Charles Fowler
Here is the practical expert advice needed by
everyone who has, or expects to have, a high fidelity system. Starting with on introduction to
sound, the author then describes the various
links in the hi -fi chain, explaining their features
and specifications so os to provide the most
helpful criteria for evaluating, and for selecting
and matching components. $4.95
#234

Paperbacks
THE COLLECTOR'S HAYDN- by C. G. Burke
The music of Haydn on records evaluated for

musicianship and for
Arthur Cohn. $1.65

tonics. Addendum

by
#281

-

COLLECTOR'S CHOPIN AND SCHUby Harold C. Schonberg
A discussion and evaluation of the music on discs
of these two masters. $1.45
#282
THE

MANN

THE COLLECTOR'S BACH

-

by Nathan Broder
Every available (up to time of publication) recording of Bach's music on LP records is discussed and rated. $1.25
#272

JAZZ

-

by John S. Wilson
records analyzes
jazz styles up to World War II. $1.45
#273
THE COLLECTOR'S

This complete guide to LP jazz

GREAT OPERAS

-

by Ernest Newman

definitive treatment of the history, stories,
and music of the great operas is unique as both

This

guide and armchair companion.
Vo1.11, $1.25
Vol. 1, $1.25
#279

#280

r
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Coaxial 700 Series Mark

III

STEREO
SPEAKERS
1rne7c iu

England

If you're a music- lover, we know what
your answer is
perfect sound reproduction for maximum listening pleasure.
And that's what you get with R & A
stereo speakers.... Fidelity instead of
Frills! Made with the traditional insistence on honest craftsmanship and quality
components, R & A stereo speakers give
unexcelled performance
superb tone
Fidelity.
What's more, you actually get TWO
R & A stereo speakers for the price of
one
savings achieved because F'riIls
that do not contribute to your performance have never been engineered into our
design.
If stereo is in your future plans, single
R & A speakers offer superb Hi -Fi enjoyment at a most sensible price. Coaxial

...

...

-a

construction.
8 ", 10" and

...

12" models
Alcomax III Aniso- tropic Magnet system of 12,000 Gauss Flux
Densities.
.41 better Hi-Fi dealers
Bull it . . . lr!t it
ntoitett bark guarantee

...

ERCONA CORPORATION
(Electronic Division)
16 West 46th St., Dept. 34
New York 36, N. Y.

in the inner voices, and add only to the
rich texture of the sound and not to
the melodic structure at all, almost
as if the pieces were written first and
then the motto appearances were inserted as an afterthought. Nevertheless, it is the soft swelling sound provided by the inner voices that is most
characteristic of this minuet, and the
final impression of the listener is one
of richly shifting harmonies hidden

under

a simple exterior.

This total
impression comes mainly from the inner part-writing which contains the
motto theme, but the motto is not
essential to the work; its conception
provides only a way in which it may
be inserted.
Quite the contrary is true of the
Debussy Hommage d Haydn: here the
motto is not only essential, but it may
be said to be the germinating element.
The first few measures of the piece do
not contain the signal notes (as in
Ravel's minuet) but just prepare for
their appearance. After a short introductory waltz rhythm, slowly and softly played in a distant key, the harmony
suddenly shifts, and the first note of
the motto appears, dissonant with
what has gone before and distinct
from it. as a drop of oil upon water.
The Haydn motto then takes over the
piece exanplctely, with all kinds of
rhythmic and harmonic transformations, atppearing as a rapidly flowing
accompaniment, jerkily syncopated interruptions, and many other metamorphoses, including Debussy's favorite
one of delicately struck octaves dissonant with the main harmony and isolated in the highest register of the
piano. If the piece is not one of Debussy's most successful works, it is
principally Iwcausc the generating
power of the motto theme he was
given to play with is not very great:
only so much can he extracted from
it and no more. But it is from the
theme that Debussy starts and works,
%chile Ravel writes a piece into which
the theme may be inserted. If Debussy's version is the more interesting,
it is Ravers that is the better written
of the two.
It is for these reasons that Debussy
has more failures than Ravel, who almost never, it seems to me, wrote a
piece that was not a success in its
own terms (and among the successes
I should include the much-criticized
violin sonata). And for the same reasons Debussy's successes are ultimately more powerful than Ravel's, just as
a change in grammar is more of a
shock to a language than an extension

Continued on next page
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level control
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reverse stereo
balance
control
two-channel gain control
full range
bass and treble controls
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harmonic distortion, I% 30. 20,000 cps dual pre amp 2V output jacks
speaker outputs, 4, 8, 16,
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won Fashion Foundation's coveted Gold TAedalt
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ARRAY

STEREO AMP /PRE -AMP
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._

outputs

for

excellent

stereo reproduction op.
erases from ceramic or crystal cartridge.
tape, tuners, auxiliary equipment push -pull Outputs
for each channel.
5
Easy- to-build Kit

36

ARKAY SP -6 STEREO
CONTROL CENTER
- r'
Self- powered sensitive dual
1
reverse position,
.
preamp
hiIO filters. every wanted control.
Prices less cover.
t1
Wired and tested $79.95 Easy-to -build Kit $3995
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of vocabulary. We can see this most
clearly in the two men's treatment of
Spanish music, a musical genre with
which both of them worked and of
which they were certainly the two
greatest masters.
It is not an accident, of course, that
the best Spanish music has been written by French composers. The French
created an international style at the
beginning of the nineteenth century
that provided greater opportunity than
any other for the treatment of folk
material. This is perhaps wl »y Chopin,
whose deepest musical antecedents are
really Bach, Mozart,
rt, :ul I1ellini, ends
up in Pa)-is: and the dominant influence of French style on Russian music
is undeniable: Night on Bald Alountain, for example, might easily have
been a work by Berlioz, :uul all of
Tchaikovskv s ballet music is French
in style, including the waltz rhythms.
The greatest experimenter with folk
material of our century is Bartók, and
(after Liszt) the principal influence on
his music is surely Debussy, in whose
memory one of the Improvisations on
Hungarian Folksongs is written. In
fact, when one comes to a French composer like Lalo, whose Symphonie espagnole sounds like Russian music
with Spanish rhythms, it becomes very
difficult to tell one folk style from another. They are all merged in a French
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The Alborada del gracioso of Ravel
is a magnificently successful play with
Spanish sound and rhythm (with its
imitations of guitar strumming. castanets. heel clicks, and skirt swirling): it
succeeds completely where the Soirée
dans Grenade from the Estampes of
Debussy half fails, because Debussy
attempts to extract an expressive value
greater than the material is able to
give. Ravel starts with a sound effect
(the guitar repetitions of the Alborada,
the shimmer of water in Ondine, the
mysterious chaotic Opening of La
Valse), Lvhere Debussy starts from musical motives. In another Spanish work,
the opera L'Heure espagnole, Ravel
builds the Prelude entirely upon the
sound of clocks: the melody is not
memorable. the harmonics are trivial,
but the sound is unforgettable with
all kinds of ticking sounds of cuckoo
clocks, music boxes, and grandfather
clocks woven together in zu, undeniable success. Ravel comes closer
here to musique concrète than in any
other piece. But Debussy successes
with Spanish music are perhaps of
even greater interest. Where Raven's
Spanish pieces are principally traditional romantic evocations of brilliance and local color, created with

TRADER'S MARKETPLACE
Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell used
equipment, records or what have your.
Rates are only 45' a word (no charge for
name and address) and your advertisement will reach more than 110,000 music
listeners. Remittance must accompany
copy and insertion instructions. Copy
must be received by 5th of 2,nd month
preceding publication and is subject to
approval of publishers.
RECORD Cleaning Cloth in Handy Case, Only
258! Costs $1.00 in stores. To introduce ourr "Record
Collector's Catalog" included Free! LeslieCreations,
Dept. HF1, Lafayette Hill, Pa.
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PRERECORDED Tapes.
$3.95 each tape. W. W. Macleod,
Winnipeg 10, Canada.

Exotic Stories,
487 Stiles St.,

UNUSUAL VALUES. Hi -Fi components, tapes and lape
recorders. Free catalogue HF. Stereo Center, 51 W.
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5140.00. F. D. Peterkin, M.D., Langdon, N. Dak.
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inch woofer, 539.95; Fairchild 225A cartridge,
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Lafayette KT300 stereo preamp, 539.95; Weston
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the most highly developed sense of
sound, Debussy's lbéria, from the
Images for Orchestra. macle possible
new techniques of structural development by the use of texture not as an
end in itself ( as for Ravel ) but as the
principal element of construction.
Ibérfa is one of the most original works
of the twentieth century, and one
that may be impossible for two conductors to play in the same way. It
is never any one sound in Willi that
is so fascinating: it is the combination
of sounds in different registers, different rhythms played off one against
the other. And Debussy works here
with a magnificent profusion of material which makes it possible to find
the richness of expression that he fails
to reach in the Soirée dans Grenade.
On repeated beitrug, the Spanish element becomes almost irrelevant in the
purely musical play. "I like the little
passage at a quarter to ten," said Sadie
about that part Of La Mer called
From Dawn to Midday: the titles of
Debussy's works are mostly afterthoughts (the title is printed after each
Prelude as Debussy wished. and not
before), and seem less and less relevant as the music reveals itself.
The greatest c.mtributions to piano
technique by each of these composers
were made. it seems to me, by Debussy
in his Etudes and lw Ravel in Gaspard de la Nuit. In their approach to
the keyboard and to piano technique,
their attitudes are once again in strongest contrast. In Debussy, the pianist

Advertisement

Sound

Talk

by John K. Hilliard
Director of Advanced Engineering
WHAT SPEAKERS FOR STEREO?

Sound engineers aeree that the finest
stereo reproduction can be achieved only
by two identical speaker systems of exceptional quality. Short of this ideal. however,
the premise is muddled by an ever- increasing number of unfounded claims...most
of them based on sales philosophy rather
than scientific fact.
Actually. the proper selection of stereo
speakers is quite clear. Due to certain
psycho -acoustic effects, one exceptional
speaker system and one of moderate abilities will provide better stereo than matched
speakers of intermediate quality. This is
only true, however. if the lesser speaker
meets certain requisites.
The two speakers must be similar in frequency response and character. In the high
end of the spectrum they must have the
same limits. At the low end. they must be
similar down to 100 cycles. Below that
point, the performance of the lesser
speaker is relatively unimportant.
If the lesser speaker goes down to only
300 cycles or has major irregularities in its

response.

required to solve certain technical
problems that arise out of compositional experiments: Ravel, on the other
band, starts with the instrument and
the player's technical capacities and
builds his music around these considerations. In Debussy's Etudes in
Fourths, for example. the composer's
main conceal is the creation of a work
of music using only fourths as the
principal musical interval, and the
harmonic problems that this gives rise
to. The unfamiliar technical problems
for the pianist of rapidly alternating
fourths is a result and not a cause of
the music. The very titles of the Etudes
show the concern with composition:
"For contrasted sonorities," "For five
fingers -in the style of Mr. Czerny."
is

Continued on next page

4.

a

phenomenon called the

"orchestral shift" will occur. This shift
results from the fact that the sound from
any given instrument is reproduced from
both speaker systems. The comparative
loudness determines the auditory location.
If an instrument is "placed" in the lesser
speaker and then plays into a frequency
range where that speaker is inefficient, it
will then be louder in the better system
and will appear to shift to that better
system.
Speakers that are inefficient below the 300
cycle point will not provide true stereo.
This is obvious because the 300 cycle point
is above middle C on the piano. 70 cycles
above the primary pitch of the female
voice and nearly 200 cycles above primary
male pitch. For full stereo it is therefore
imperative that the lesser speaker efficiently reach at least 100 cycles.
All ALTEC speaker systems are similar
in their exceptional smoothness of frequency response. have a high frequency
limit of 22,000 cycles. and are efficient
below 100 cycles in the lower range. This
regularity in response. range. efficiency
and quality is the reason why ALTEC
speaker systems are noticeably superior
for stereo reproduction.
For further information concerning the
best elements for stereo. write ALTEC
LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 5H -B
1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim. Calif.,
161 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.
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Even in the "Etude for Eight ringers"
a technical device does not supersede

CO

constructively musical one: it is the
harmonic setup itself and the rhythmic
pattern that preclude the use of the
thumbs. The harmonic setup is a contrast between C major \with all white
keys and a pentatonic scale with all
black ones: the rhythmic pattern goes
in groups of four. 'lowing one into the
other so that the lauds must he placed
one on top of the other; if yon \Vitt
put your left hand on the white keys
and the right hand covering the left
on the black keys. you will quickly see
that to use the thumb will very effectively tangle (rite hand up with the
outer.
On the other hand. in Ravel's Scar bo ( the third and final section of Gas pard de la \'nit). I :um never sure
which carne first; the idea of the mysterious and sinister sound of a chromatic scale in parallel major seconds
played in one hand. or the fingering
which makes the playing of the scale
possible. Ravel's musical ideas arc always so closely related to the instrument for which they were written and
for the specific sonorous capacities of
the instrument. that his orchestrations
of his own piano music seem little
less than mirat'nlons. But his greatness
as an orchestrator is different from
the supremacy of Beethoven, where a
passage written for one instrument is
rarely conceivable for another: the
greatness of Ravel is one of mimicry
and disguise. instruments take on unnatural colorings and characters: the
piano sounds like et gnitar in the A1bortula, or like a bell in Le Gibet; the
cello solntds like a cat in L'Enfant et
ley sortilèfret or like the ghostly rustling of ball dresses in La V(flse; the
saxophone takes on a medieval coloring in the orchestration of the Pictures
at an Exhibition. Part of the pleasure
in listening to Ravel is hearing an instrument sound unlike itself so effortlessly, and with such natural ease.
Gaspard de la Nuit starts not from
the poems of Bertrand, but from the
piano's capacity to represent the
images of those poems The shimmering sound of the water translated into
piano tones is the center of Ondine:
the irregular beat of the trill that represents this is given a dozen different
forms in all the registers of the piano,
while the song of the water nymph is
endlessly intertwined with it. The last
page of Ondine shows Ravel's relation
to Richard Strauss without sounding
in the least like anything that Strauss
ever wrote. Ondine ends with as
graphic an aural representation of
something visual as Strauss could ever
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have hoped for: a splash followed by
the series of concentric circles that
become ever wider and wider as the
water becomes tranquil once again.
The great beauty of Ondine lies not so
much in its melody (which is lovely,
but less striking than one would expect
when hearing it played out of context); the beauty conies from the marvelous texture of the piece, held together by the irregular soft trill with
repeated chords that appears in one
form or another on every page of the
work until at the end an arpeggioed
suggestion of the trill is enough to
evoke it in our ears.
The third piece of Gaspard de la
Nuit, Scathe. is a pianistic version of
a Liszt or a Strauss tone poem, but
greater than any of these: it seems to
me in many ways Ravel's masterpiece.
The poem of Bertrand is here completely transcended: it is no longer
only a mischievous and frightening
imp that is portrayed by the music.
Bertrand's goblin has become a demon. Scarho is a representation of
sheer terror. Like a mosaic, it is constructed out of tiny pieces none of
which have any interest in themselves:
a repeated note, two short phrases, a
twitch and an upward sweep would
about sum up all the musical material
used to produce the piece, which takes
about eight minutes to play. Ravel
was always at his hest when dealing
with the macabre: the ghostly open-

ing of La Valse, Tom Thumb wandering in the wood in the Afofher Goose
Suite, the bell tolling as the corpse
swings to and fro at the end of a rope
in Le Gibet. But Scarbo goes beyond
any of these: its terror is purely musical and seems to need no suggestion
at all from the physical world to reinforce it. With the barest possible
materials, his unparalleled knowledge
of the instrument's capacity, anti his
fantastic sensitivity for textures and
sonorities. Ravel arrives where Debussy always starts from, a purely musical world, but his is one of the irrational nightmare, when we awake
trembling without knowing why.
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clifferent tradition. Every sentence is
punctuated and accentuated by physical gestures; the movement of an tum,
the jutting of the lip, the angle of the
torso, all come into constant play to
create a rhythmic personality that renders its associates bland by comparison. \Vhat we are witnessing, in the
performance of Chevalier, is a filmed
stage performance in the grandest
French music hall tradition. The songs
are American, but the interpretation
is not.
Chevalier's first group of Victor recordings, songs from the innocents of
Paris and The Love Parade, his earliest
American movies, N'c1'e rather stilted
tincl not nearly as free as his earlier
French Columbia discs or his later
Victors. But by the time Luhitsch's
One Hoar with You (1932) was released. his recorded performances had
regained their fluidity and assurance.
in addition to songs from his filins,
Chevalier also at this time recorded
many popular singles and songs frmn
his stage repertoire. These include the
famous Walter Donaldson song Hello
Beautiful in which `Maurice" asks a
girl "How'd ya get that sunshine in
your smile ?" Performing on a hare
stage with tux, cane, and boater tilted
over his forehead, Chevalier strides
through this song in a prancing gait
that comes through irresistibly even
on the record.
When one compares the bulk of
Chevalier's recordings for Victor during his first Hollywood period (1929
to 1935) with the vast number of
Columbia electricals issued on the
Continent between .1925 and 1928, a
striking contrast is evident. Although
the American Victors have charm and
are well clone, they are not exactly in
his frame of reference. The earlier Columbia sides, however, are well recorded for their time and really display Chevalier as a music hall artist.
There are many fine examples of
comic dialogue (11oi -Z et Elle), of
parodies on popular fads (La Leçon
de Charleston), and of the "Urbane"
style (Pour Volts. Mesdames, etc.).
Many of these Columbia discs convey
the authentic sounds of the pit orchestra of the Casino de Paris, the naked
trumpet, the brash cymbals, the
spoken introductions, and the comic
spoken interludes which inject a bit
of tantalizing byplay and buffoonery.
Pierre Chagnon is listed as musical
director, and the guardians of posterity should certainly acclaim NI.
(hagnn for his lusty orchestral accompaniments. in other instances Chevalier's sole support comes from the

hlrclt FIDELITY \IM:AZlxr-.

popular two -piano team of Gean
Wiener and Clement Doucet. Twopiano teams were a rage in the Twenties and became a regular part of
many musical comedy pit orchestras.
In discussing the French Columbia
records of the mid- Twenties it should
be emphasized that they are not quaint
relics to be enjoyed by a handful of
aficionados; they have presence and
life and could make a magnificent
long- playing record if transferred
with care. Chevalier's rendition of
George Gershwin's 'S Wonderful is
certainly one of the finest performances of this song ever recorded. There
are at least twenty -seven separate selections recorded by French Columbia
at this time. The marvel is that they
preserve the essence of Chevalier's
art, still in a state of transition, still
strongly reflecting his fatuous predecessors, Mayol, Dranem, et al. There
are earlier acoustic recordings of Chevalier (The Pathé 4000 series), but
basically they reveal nothing that the
French Columbia series does not include; and since they are acoustic recordings, the sound is hardly competitive.

During most of his Hollywood
career Chevalier continued to make
stage appearaces. He began to develop his One -Man Show -which has
since become his most successful vehicle -and commuted back and forth
to Europe. In London during the early
Thirties he was mobbed by gigantic
crowds of admirers. He recalls this
period in his autobiography: "Women
shouted and some even fainted. 'Dear
old Maurice!' 'Hello, Maurice!' 'We
love you!' 'Darling Maurice!' It was a
nightmare." By 19:35 the nightmare
was over, for the world of Hollywood
was not compatible with Chevalier's
temperament: "I couldn't breathe in
that atmosphere. I tried very hard, but
I guess I just wasn't 'sophisticated'
enough."
At forty -six he began a new career.
He returned to France. to film making
(some of his finest: Avec le Sourire,
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Pièges, L'Homme du Jour), and to the
Casino de Paris, where he starred in
elaborate reviews flamboyantly entitled Parade du Monde, Amours de
Paris, Paris en Joie, etc. Out of these
reviews cane new material, fresh and
imaginative additions to his repertoire. Between 1933 and 1947 Che-
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valier recorded hundreds of his new
songs for French H.M.V. and these
were widely distributed on affiliated
labels in practically every part of the
world. These recordings, superbly engineered, are now owned by E\II and
are not available in the United States.
They could be issued on the Capitol
or Angel label.
During most of the war Chevalier
lived in Cannes (in unoccupied
France) in self- imposed seclusion,
sheltering Nita Raya and her family,
who were Jewish. Once, at the embar-
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rassing and continued persistence of
the French government, he consented
to give a single performance for French
war prisoners at Alten Grabow, Germany, where he himself had been imprisoned by the Germans during the
First World War. Instead of a fee he
demanded that the government negotiate the release of ten French soldiers.
This he accomplished, but the Vichy
and German propaganda machines, attempting to capitalize On the international popularity of Chevalier. tried to
turn his gesture into propaganda. In
disgust, Chevalier renounced public
life for the duration. I-le was fonnally
cleared by the forces of the Resistance
on September 14, 1944, and during
the remainder of the war he performed tirelessly at benefits and charities for war victims.
In 1947, Chevalier made a triumphant return to America at the Henry
Miller Theatre in New York City,
where, after an absence of twelve
years, he presented his unique OneMan Show. The audience welcomed
him with open arms, particularly delighting in some of his new creations
within the "Comique Excentrique" tradition. At one point during that opening-night performance, Chevalier addressed his audience in a heart -toheart talk: "I've brought you all my
. I can assure
best French songs
you. ladies and gentlemen. that every
night I will try to polish my work a
little more, try to understand you a
little better." Chevalier has always
been very aware of the particular audience to whom he is playing -and he
molds his programs around that audience. In further celebration of his
return to America, Chevalier made
some new recordings for RCA Victor.
Since that time, starting with his
part in René Clair's charming (In Le
Silence est d'or, Chevalier lias gradually adjusted to the inevitable passage of time. Being a realist, he gives
no sign of retrospective attitdes, of
any wistful longing for the past. As
he said to me, "I believe in doing my
HIGH FIDELITY 1\'IACAZI\F-

very best today, and tomorrow is another day." For the last decade, he has
been working very hard to arrive at a
new plateau. There has been some
fumbling, some bad pictures and recordings, but his great energy and drive
have not flagged. As an older man he
has found a new niche in films like
Love in the Afternoon and Cigi. However, he merely regards this as a
side line; for his primary interest is
still his One-Man Show and the characters he brings to it.
Ever since his earliest clays Chevalier has been fascinated by American showmanship and the varied techniques of American entertainers.
He grew up in an era when it
was possible for an entertainer to
gain his entire reputation through
a local or national following. Accordingly, the routines of popular artists
-French, German, English, or American- were usually splattered with local
dialects, names, references, innuendo
peculiar to their own region. Today
Chevalier feels that any snch entertainer is passé. The great mission of
the popular entertainer must he to
communicate on an international level,
to combine the varied ingredients of
international showmanship, of French
and American techniques in particular, into a common denominator at
once intelligible to anyone anywhere.
"1'o achieve this end is Chevalier's own
driving ambition. He feels that if he
can succeed, other artists will follow
and that there will appear a new type
of entertainer whose art will transcend
the restrictions of time and place.
Towards the end of our interview,
Chevalier sat up erect on the sofa. He
is a strikingly handsome man. The
early afternoon sun streamed into the
pale green living room. He spoke with
great emphasis and looked across the
room as he sought the correct words:
"What you must insist on is that this
it the time when I really succeed in.
mixing French and American showmanship, which may be the greatest
creation of my life. Times are changing. and I feel that what is happening
is that you won't have a French singer
with only French ways, or a German
singer with only German ways -but
singers with international qualities.
After this -maybe American singers
with a broader flavor will come, and
French singers, and so on."
In closing it seems appropriate to
recall the tribute Chevalier once paid
to Felix Mayal, for his words bear a
direct relation to his own art, to the
gifts he has generously bestowed for
so long: "Ile was the best, the most
popular, the most charming of all the
greats of his time. He distributed his

Continued on next page
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marantz
did it
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Continued from preceding page

heart in songs. He was one of those
who have glorified work, gaiety, and
love in the people; one of those who
are necessary to the popular ideal."
Thank you, "Maurice."
Chevalier on Discs

maraniz

Of the long- playing recordings currently
available, only three can be said to be
fully integrated programs, presenting a
carefully planned juxtaposition of numbers. The \I -G -M sets "Yesterday" and
-Today" encompass the finest examples
of the Urbane Optimist. The third M -C -M
set, "Broadway," demonstrates the artist's
constant quest for new material. Three
songs in this set are particularly striking
as examples of Chevalier's remarkable
versatility: All of Your; Do It Again (perhaps the most beguiling rendition of this
Gershwin classic); and the zany Newthe
Unfortunately,
jangled 'l'erigo.
M -G -M project is concerned only with
Chevalier's American repertory. While
this is a most important portion of his
work, Chevalier is at his best when singing in his native tongue. Of the three
LPs presently available that feature Chevalier performing in French, only intermittent i.clections are examples of firstrate Maurice. I have indicated with an
asterisk those selections in this group
which I feel -to be representative. Examples of the Comique Excentrigne style
are not easy to find in these sets; a
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"Yesterday." Glen Osser. cond. and arranger. M -G -M E 3702P (LP).
Mimi; My Ideal; Livin' in the Sunlight; I
Was Lucky; Welkin My Baby Back
None; Louise; You Brought a New
Kind of Love to Me; Valentine; One 1-lour
with You; Hello Beautiful; Isn't It Romantic; The Yankee Doodle Boy.

"Today!" Glen Osser, cond. and arranger.
M -C -M E 3703P (LP).
Something's Gotta Cive; Ne Loves and
She Loves; The Best Things in Life Are
Free; Fascination; There's a Rainbow
'Round My Shoulder; Sonne of These
Days; You ,bade Me Love You; Lucky
Day; l'ont Were Meant for Me; You Will
Find Your Love in Paris; If I Could Be
with You; I'm Looking Over a Four-Leaf
Clover.
"Maurice Chevalier Sings Broadway."
Glen Osser, cond. and arranger. M -C -Al
E 3738 (LP).
Give My Regards to Broadway; I've
Grown Accustomed to Her Face; C'est
Magnifique; Just in Time; Some Enchanted Evening; It's All Right with Me; Get
Me to the Church on Time; i Love Paris;
All of You; Do It Again; A Newfangled
Tango; Almost Like Being in Love.

High Fidelity

"Cigi." Recording from the sound track
of the film. Original Cast. M -G -M

camp/ar index to all classical,
semiclassical, ja;2, and spoken
word record reviews which appeared in HIGH. FIDELITY Magazine in 1957.
Arranged alphabetically by cam paru or by collection -title, with
the issue and page on which yea
will find the review you wish.

ONLY 500 EACH
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available at 50e per copy.
HIGH FIDEUTY Magaclee
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copies
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"Maurice Chevalier." Orchestra, Ray Ellis, cond. M -G-M K 12739 (45 rpm).
Nobody Throw Those Bull; Quel Temps.

RECORD REVIEW
INDEX

and easy to use, the highest obtainable
results ore yours
effortlessly
and
with a certainty that con be found only
in on instrument as well concei3ed as
the Moroniz Stereo Console.

few examples arc Trinque . . Trinque,
Monsieur hibou, Les Chapeaux, Ma
Pomme, and Prosper. A definitive edition Of the superlative renditions of Chevalier's French repertory insist await a reissue by EMI of the vast catalogue at
their disposal; the H.M.V.- Disque Gramophone recordings of his classic crea-

E 3641

(LP).

THE FRENCH REPERTORY

"Paris Je T'Aime." Columbia CL

5138

(LP).
Paris Je T'Aime; °Paris a Ses 2000 Ans;
°La Chasse; J'ai Fixé Mon Coeur;
°Trinque
Trinque; °A la Française;
Mais Qui Est -ce ?; Moi J'ai Carelé; °Ah Si
Vous Saviez; Peut -être; °Peintre en Bali ment; Un Canne et une Casquette.

...

"The Art of Maurice Chevalier." Orchestras; l' ud Durand, Raymond Legrand,
Fred Freed, concis. London TWB
91183 (LP).
Alhambra; Afimile; °Quand un Vicomte;
Home ele doute; °La Marche de Afenilmontant; Dross La Vie Faut Pas S'en
Faire; A Las Vegas; Marie de la Madeleine; °Monsieur hibou; °Aladarn' Madame; °Deux Amoureux sur un Banc;
°Aton P'tit Moustique; Loin du Pays.

"Chevalier's Paris ?' Michel Legrand and
His Orchestra. Columbia CL 10.49

(LP).
Introduction. Medley. Rock and Roll;
°On the Sunny Side of the Street; Ah! Si
Voies Connaissiez Ala Poule; ,lion Plus
Vieux Copain; °Ma Pomme; °Prosper;
° Valentine.
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NEW YORK
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NEW JERSEY
PROFESSIONAL HI -FI REPAIRS

day, Colbert sold this customer a pair
of Altee Laguna speaker systems to
brighten the stereo in his apartment.
Usually, old customers buy used
rather than new equipment. "Some of
them won't buy anything new," Colbert says. ' "l'hey decide what they
want, and if I don't have it, they put
dorm a deposit and ask me to reserve
the first used one that comes in." To
encourage the purchase of used equipment, Colbert gives a ten -day money back guarantee, phis the same ninetyday guarantee that accompanies new
components. In addition, because of
his resale market, Colbert can offer his
customers a unique repurchase plan
which reduces the financial pain of
buying something you later decide
you don't like. Any piece of equipment bought at The Audio Exchange
can be returned within six months,
and seventy-five per cent of the original purchase price will be refunded.
The idea for this policy originated

with Colbert's psychologist brother,
who has now returned to the groves of
academe.
"Psychologically," Colbert says,
doubtless echoing his brother's research, "trading is a very interesting
business. The first time a customer
comes in, I always try to sell him
something new. Psychologically, he's
not ready for something used. His first
thought when he looks at a used component is, 'Why is it here? Why was
it traded ?' He's much more suspicious
of the used component we've checked
over than he is of the amplifier in the
manufacturer's carton that got dropped
off the truck in shipment. I sell him
something new, and after a while he
realizes that what he traded in wasn't
defective, so why should any of the
other trades be defective?
"The pursuit of high fidelity," Colbert continued happily, "has no end.
People are always becoming dissatisfied with what they have. My customer comes back to trade again, and
this time-or the next time-he'd like
to save a little money.
"Now I can sell him something
that's used. Psychologically, he's
'early."
CALIFORNIA

or superficial "fixing" is
Creeping deterioration
robbing many of full HI -FI enjoyment they paid for.
New concept in HI -FI servicing developed by BREMY
ELECTRONICS in collaboration with the AMERICAN
AUDIO INSTITUTE, on Independent testing laboratory.
Over 50 precision instruments; new 8 more exacting
lest method,. Your equipment restored to peak performance quickly and inexpensively by experienced
professionals. Written laboratory lest tepori with every
repair job. Bring any make HIFl phonograph, tuner,
lapo recorder, amplifier and zoo ono of the finest audio
laboratories in the U.S.A. Exports on Stereo. Chockop
and test report front $5.00. Reasonable rates on all
repairs. Please pack securely when moiling for servite.
BREMY ELECTRONICS, 394 E. 18th St., Paterson 4, N. J.
Tel. LAmbort 5 -1191.
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HI -FI VALUES!

FOR THE TOPS IN VALUE
AND THE BEST TRADE -IN ON
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Check With Arrow!

ARROW

Expand the buying power
of your iii -fi dollar al
Suu Radio ras new and fob
IT guaranteed 115111e brand
Ili. Fi couquments!
Send for our special pries quotation and our Hi -Fi package

ELECTRONICS, INC.

specials!

SUN

Now York 7, N. Y.
65 Cortlandt
Dlgby 9 -4730
525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.
Pioneer 6 -8686
St.,

T. T. T.

SOUNDTASTIC!

FOR A
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WRITE FOR FREE SE-

LECTORaPLANNING
BOOKLET LISTING
SOUNDTASTIC HI -FI
2057 Coney liland Ave.

SYSTEMS AT SPECIAL

Brooklyn 23, New York

PACKAGE QUOTATIONS

Dept. 71
Podia L Electronics Co., Int.

650 6th Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
Phone: ORegon 5 -8600

*Talk To Terminal for a Package Deal Quote
Come in or write to: Irwin Levy, Mgr., Audio Dept.,
TERMINAL RADIO CORPORATION
85 Cortlandt Street,

New York 7, New York

VIRGINIA

BUYING HI -FI?
GET LOWEST PRICES
PLUS RELIABILITYI
For WHOLESALE quotations,
write your list of hifi requirements. We promptly ship fresh,
late serial (no rejects), sealed
cartons, mfg's warranted equipment. Save on shipping!
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quality
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A new book, with
howlo -doil
data on making remarkably effective self suggestion lapes for tall irnprovonwnl 53
Postpaid.
YOU TO ACHIEVE A NEW,
VITAL USE OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER!

SLEEP LEARN

MÌRITAPE

PRESLEEP TAPES
ENABLES

HI -FI
Comp:rleals

J7

Your tapes transferred by our skilled engineers
using top professional equipment: Ampex 300's
-Grampian Feed Back Cutters -Thermo Stylus

Write

liheen S., N. Y. e, N, Y.

EY.rurra 4-60n

RECORDS from YOUR TAPES
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nclusions

pardner, when you receive our special quotations onyour HI -Fi needs.
Write lee For audio catalog A -10, loaded with
double barreled values.

can low purchase all your HI FI from o
reliable source and be assured 01 perfect delivery.
Carden makes delivery Iron NY stock on mod
Hi- Fi, Recorders and tape within 24 hours. SEND
US A LIST OF YOUR HI -FI REQUIREMENTS
FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUOTATION and our
FREE wholesale catalogue.
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the sound
is so lifelike,
you'll be on
stage with
the stars
RCAVICTOR
LOC -1040
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GWEN VERDON
REDHEAD
Co-Starnng

RICHARD KILEY
HERBERT and DOROTHY FIELDS,

SIDNEY SHELDON and DAVID SHAW
Mo.t Ey

ALBERT HAGUE
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DOROTHY FIELDS
ll.,n

r.

,;und Vocal Arranne ment. 0y
JAY BLACKTBN

Dac^ Mer, Arrang.;d

Dy

or Adams
Entire elodrlc110n Direclod by. Cnoreoor.ohod by

BOB FOSSE

This RCA Victor Original Cast
album is a great achievement in
recording. You'll hear every note
exactly as if you were in the
theater. Invite Gwen Verdon,
Richard Kiley and the rest of the
Broadway cast into your home
tonight -and you'll find out why
"Redhead is the most exciting
musical hit of the current Broadway season. This sound is so lifelike, you'll think you're on stage
with the stars.
AVAILABLE ON REGULAR L.P.
AND LIVING STEREO.
When in New York, he sure to sec
"Redhead" at the 46th Street Theater.
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bass so low you can feel itthe amazing Electro-Voice Regal gives you
enclosure three times the size.
bass sounds you'd expect from a conventional
speaker system.
the many extras in the new E -V Regal integrated
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can
E
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components
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triumph of acoustical engineering ... madeusing precision -built E -V woofer, treble and VHF compression
the Regal III with separate :3 -way system IA separate 2 -way system with E -V woofer and VHF driver.
Regal
walnut.
drivers. Just $147.00 net. Or the
tropical mahogany. limed oak or rich contemporary
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